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Kelly on ribbons

The Bose

The performance is brought to you by
the very slim Hitachi FT5500 digital, twoband tuner
It offers AM and FM stereo.
Frequency range on FM is 20Hztol5kHz
with aminimal 0.06% distortion.
Digital synthesised tuning provides
you with amanual or automatic sweep in
50kHz steps.
It has ten random presets on one or
both wavebands. These presets work with
FCCS ( Field Conditions Computer System)
which automatica I
lyel i
mi
nates interference
from transmitters broadcasting within
2.5MHz of your selected station. Memorising the parameters forallfuture use.
It has been acclaimed by reviewers,
and received by everyone who demands
performance that's totally true to life.

THE GAP BETWEEN THE
PERFORMANCE AND THE
REPLAY IS NOW CLOSED
The replay, that sounds very much like
the performance, is brought to you by the
new Hitachi DX8 auto-reverse cassette
tape deck.
It has three heads (enabling off-tape
monitoring) and it automatically reverses at the end of each tape to give you
continuous record or playback.
It has both Dolby Band C.
Blank Scan means it will search automatically for agap on atape so you can
start recording.
Tape types I, II and IV are catered for
with the additional refinement of manual
bias adjustment for fine tuning, as well as
IC Logic with amemory that searches to
order: random play, Scanaplay, DRPS and
Single Programme Search System.
Two separates from Hitachi. Bring them
together and you've closed the gap between
the performance and the replay.

HITACHI HI-FI

You'll be hearing alot more from us.
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OHN BOWERS' first active
loudspeaker, the Active One,
takes pride of place on this
month's cover, but peeking out
from underneath is one of the
ionic loudspeakers described by
Stanley Kelly in his article starting on p55. To give you an idea of
the unit's vintage, we've hinted at
our own cover style — but, no,
we're not intending to bring back
the yellow border.
Concept by John Gash, photography by Tony Petch.
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High quality LPs are featured in the Accessories Club on p95; while Dafos (lower right) is the
subject of lfan Payne's 'Classical Wax' on p97.
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Breunig examines the career
of an underrated conductor
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138 BACK DOOR Ken Kessler
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LOW INERTIA LOUDSPEAKERS Stanley Kelly starts a
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ionic tweeters
reviews the firs: active loudsLIVING IN THE USA Ken peaker from a long-established
Kessler finishes the account company
65 John Bowers Active One
of his hi-fi Odyssey
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72 Marantz CD63B
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73 Marantz CD84
73 Mission DAD70C
77 Meridian MCD
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79 Conclusions & Table
ALPHA 2 Monster Cable are
going into the m- ccartridge business. Ken Kessler lissens to their
latest offspring
81 Monster Alpha 2
IN ALL DIRECTIONS The Bose
'flagship' loudspeaker is 15 years
old. Martin Colloms gives the
Mk.V version a listen
85 Bose 901 loudspeaker
CLASSICAL GLASS Ken Kessler
reviews
an
OTL/OCL
valve
amplifier
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Martin
Collcms
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RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
CLASSICAL ISSUES
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
NON-CLASSICAL ISSUES &
REISSUES by Fred Dellar,
Ken Hyder, Pete Clark, Denis
Argent, and the HFN/RR
team
107 COMPACT DISC MONITOR

NEXT MONTH
Two topics dominate the February issue of HFN/RR: loudspeakers and integrated amplifiers.
Models from Mordaunt Short,
Celestion, Infinity, AR, Sony and
Toshiba come under the reviewers' microscope, and Magneplanar's ' Baby', the SMGa is put
through its paces by John Atkinson. Alvin Gold has been living
with Musical Fidelity's Synthesis
amplifier and the new AR integrated, while Kessler, true to
form, wants to write about the
original AR amp from the early
'70s.
Stanley Kelly concludes his
look at low- inertia loudspeakers
with the history of the ribbon
unit; Kenneth Dommett follows
up his portrait of French music at
the turn of the century (
La Belle
Epoque, October ' 84) with a look
at wider European and Russian
horizons of the period; and we
will be publishing the final part of
the Audiophile Competition. Add
all that to the best regular columns in the business, CD and LP
reviews galore, and Quadropod
speaker stand spikes on offer
from the Accessories Club and
we think you'll agree that you
should reserve your copy with
your newsagent now.
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"Designed by Erik Edvardsen to sound good above all other
requirements — they achieve this aim by amargin
that borders on embarrassing in comparison with most of
the competition"
HI-FI NEWS September 1983

"They dominate the budget amplifier market

and rightly so"

STEREO THE MAGAZINE October 1983

"Sets the standard for budget amplifiers to beat"
/March 1984
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The world's most acclaimed amplifier
now available without tone controls ...
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NAD 3120 at just £109.00
There is only one
manufacturer that could
have produced aserious
rival to the NAD 3020A.
And that manufacturer is
NAD! Their new model
3120 has been produced
in response to suggestions
by the Hi -Fi press that a
version of the NAD

3020A without tone
controls would provide
an excellent alternative.
At just £109, and with the
same uncompromising
sound quality that earned
worldwide critical
acclaim for the 3020A,
the NAD 3120 is another
world beater. A fact which

the critics have been
quick to appreciate. For
instance, in the
November 1984 issue of
What Hi -Fi the NAD
3120 was highly
commended as the most
promising product for
1985. Come to Hi -Fi
Markets and compare the

HUH MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

top selling NAD 3020A
with its only serious rival
— the new NAD 3120.
Whichever model you
choose, you will be
assured of the best value
on the market today.
NAD 3120 £109.00
NAD 3020A £129.00

LcalLihoP'
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ecommeni this tine
NAD 4020A Tuner

This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including a
dual- gate MOSFET front end
system for an excellent
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload. The NAD
4020A is the best sounding tuner in
its class and it's at Hi -Fi Markets
now!

£125.00

NAD 3150 Amplifier

The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo,
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition the
3150 contains avariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quality.

£225,00

Through numerous refinements in
front-end and I.F. circuits, and
NAD's new Dynamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4155 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM rejection
and low capture ratio suppress
multipath interference in both
strong and weak signals and there's
exceptional immunity to
strong- signal overload. Other
features include convenient
high- precision digital tuning with
5FM and 5AM presets.

£219.00

"This combination costs about half that of its
nearest rivals but performance is superior"
UND » 5,1934

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

NAD 1020A Pre Amplifier

The 1020A offers NAD's unique
combination of modest price,
uncomplicated controls, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range phono
pre amplifier section is anewly
designed discrete-traxisistor circuit
whose performance matches that of
far more expensive units. There's
infrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and high current output buffer.

Power output conservatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8ohms, over 100 watts per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continuous, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High- current output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£89.00

£179.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

"Easily the most outstanting
receiver Iknow below £200"
HI Fl NOWApril 1984

NAD 7125 AM/FM
Receiver

A compact receiver with
low- profile design which is elegant
and modern yet highly functional.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark it as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate tuners
and amplifiers costing much more.

£199.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck

The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slim line, low wow and flutter
transport mechanism. There's an
MX head for wider frequency
response, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
headroom.

£149.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers

NAD 7140 Receiver

Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
while infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sensitive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(80 Wfch) for peaks.

f339.00

NAD 7155 Receiver

Offers all the features of the 7140
plus independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50d B
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typically only 22µV and maximum
stereo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintains full

subjective stereo separation while
improving the quieting of weak
stereo signals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£89.00

"Best Buy"

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1983
Sept

20
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NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C, Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
Hi -Fi Markets will be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

£159.00

NAD 5120

The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant colouration
and feedback at an amazingly

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00

Also available with ' fine tune' flat
tonearm at £109 excluding
cartridge.

All speaker prices per pair

Yamaha
NS-1000M

Celestion DL
Range

AR Preference
Series

The renowned NS-1000M was the
first speaker to take advantage of
the ideal combination of extreme
strength and extreme lightness
provided by beryNium in its
midrange and high- frequency
drivers. Frequency response
characteristics are outstanding due
to the highly accurate, balanced
performance of these unique
drivers. Processed from carefully
selected pufp (again through a
unique Yamaha technique), the
dense woofer cone gives tighter,
cleaner sound. Besides incorporating
sophisticated metallurgical and
acoustic design, the NS- 1000M is
crafted from woods carefully aged
and treated before actual use. Truly,
one of the finest speakers available.

Hi -Fi Markets are pleased to present
Celestion's exciting new DL
range— developed with che aid of
revolutionary laser interferometry.
Ceiestion used this technology to
design and build their highly
successful SL6 and SL600 speakers.
Now the same philosophy has been
applied to the DL series, allowing
budget conscious audiophiles to
enjoy superb Celestion performance
at lowest ever prices. Amongst the
many outstanding features of the
Celestion DL8 is ahard domed
tweeter directly derived from the
SL6 and SL600 designs to give
outstanding stereo imagery

With their new Preference series,
AR. have once again broken new
ground. Seldom has new speaker
technology pleased the eye as
beautifully as the ear. The softly
curving edges of the Preference
series is an important advance in
acoustic design, reducing diffraction
distortion to aminimum,. And new
high performance drivers give the
Preference series wide dynamic
range, adequate power handling and
low colouration. The AR2OB is a
bookshelf acoustic suspension 2- way
system with drive units in avertical
array. The drive units are a200mm
long throw woofer and a25mrn
liquid cooled dome tweeter

DL4
DL6
DL8
Dimon 250
Diction 300
SL6

AR19B
AR2OB
AR3OBS
AR3OBF
AR8LS
AR18LS
ARMS

NS- 10M
NS-100M
NS- 200M
NS- 1000M
NS- 2000101

£205.00
£308.00
£375.00
£869.00
£2220.00

HiFi Markets recommend

£99.90
£129.90
£179.90
£189.90
£239.90
£299.90
£699.00

"
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£119.90
£149.90
£199.90
£219.90
£79.90
£99.90
£129.90

KEF Chorale Ill
Computer optimisation
programmes, listening tests and
production qualky control have
been combined to produce the
Chorale Ill— aloudspeaker which
offers astonishing performance in
relation to its style and price. The
Chorale Ill is avery compact
two-way bookshelf loudspeaker
which, despite its being
unobtrusive, nevertheless produces
the full-bodied detailed sound
quality associated with larger KEF
loudspeakers. Styling is simple and
uncluttered with front baffle
graphics for those who prefer to
listen with che grille removed.

Chorale Ill
Coda Ill
Cantor Ill
Carina II
Caprice II
Carlton III

for the best performance from your speaker system

The place where people care about hi-fi

£89.00
£109.00
£129.00
£149.00
£155.00
£199.00

"A super cartrid
at abargain
basement price"
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE November 1984

"The best £18 you've
ever spent
HI-FI NEWS November 1984

NAD 830

NAD has become abyword for all that's
best ia sound reproduction and the NAD
830 certainly upholds this reputation.
These headphones are extremely
compact and lightweight w thout
sacrificing frequency response. In fact
they reach at least one octave below
standard lightweight headphones.

£21.08
Sennheiser H D410

The HD411-0 is aprime example of why
Sennheiser headphones areso popular
with HiFi Markets customers. They offer
high quality and balanced, natural sound
and are also very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser headphones the

Monster Cable

Goldring
EPIC

A new magnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers the
performance and quality of much more
expensive models. The diamond tip
bonded to asapphire shank yields a

Goldring G920

lower tip mass for accurate high
frequency tracking.

£16.50
Goldring ELECTRO II

Employs abonded elliptical stylus
mounted in ahard aluminium, low
compliance cantilever assembly making
it suitable for the widest possible range
of pick up arms.

A superb moving coil cartridge which
features the famous Van den Hul stylus
geometry with high- definition tip set in
ashort light cant.lever.

£39.00

£135.00

"ahead of any of
the cartridges
discussed so far"
WHAT HI- Ft October 1983

You can significantly improve the
performance of your sound system
simply by switching from conventional
wire to Monster Cable. With Monster
Cable the problems associated with
conventional wires are eliminated by
using more copper, finer strands, higher
purity materials, and aunique winding
configuration that directly couples your
amplifier to your speakers without loss.
Without distortion.
From 60p per font.

NAD Mat

The NAD Mat isa full 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface which
makes uniform contact with the entire
platter area, and is made of carefully
selected soft-rubbercompound with
optimum density and pliancy for
efficient absorption of most
audio- frequency vibrations.

£9.95
EXstatic Disc Cleaner

A highly effective record cleaning brush
consisting of one million carbon fibre
filaments. These fine conductive
filaments aot only reduce the static
charge on the disc but can penetrate
deep into the groove, dislodging dirt and
dust particles trapped there.

£6.00
Hi -Fi Light

Shure M E7OB
A high trackability cartridge based on
the famous Shure M708 — now at a
greatly reduced price thanks to new
production techniques.

£10.95

This highly acclaimed cartridge has
taken its place amongst our foremost
budget cartridges due to its excellent
performance and value for money.

Beautifully styled in matt black plastic,
the Hi -Fi Light is fitted with alow
intensity lamp, which can be angled onto
t4 record and is easily attached to most
turntable covers. It lights úp
autoinatically when the cover is raised,
providing adequate light to change
records without accidentally damaging
them.

£25.00

£14.00

NAD 9200

The place where people care about hi-fi

HD410 is fitted with well- proven,
extremely durable steel connecting cable.

£17.99
Yamaha YHL-006 Headphones

Available in black, red or grey, the
YHI,006 offer anew dimension in
headphone performance — and fashion.
Designed by Porsche, they feature
unique wrap-around styling that's
contemporary, yet functional. Extremely
lightweight and compact, their formfitting headband and earpiece design
provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up
tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

£27.00

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON

Bath
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St. Tel: 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi -Fi
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio-Comm
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Dunstable
Target Electrical
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750

BERKSHIRE
Bradman
B& BHi -Fi
The Pavillion, Princess Square.
Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
8 & BHi -FI
62 Northbrook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B & BHi -Fi
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford HI Fi
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury HI Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel: 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & 8HiFi
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCV HiFi & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way. Dukes Drive,
Bletchiey. Tel: 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi- FI Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Warrington
Doug Brady HI Fi
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North.
Tel: 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St. Annes Parade. Tel: 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Radar
McKenna & Brown
135/137 High Street. Tel: 0642 477356

CORNWALL
Truro
E.T.S. Electricenues
25 King Street. Tel: 0872 79809

CUMBRIA
Barrow In Furness
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawlinson St. Tel: 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
132 Chatsworth Road, Brampton.
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
Plymouth
Framptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St. Tel: 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Suttons HiFi Centre
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901

Gillingham
Blackmore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

DURHAM
Darlington
McKenna & Brown
11 Bondgate. Tel: 0325 465990

Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn
Practical Hi-Fl
10 Preston New Road. Tel: 0254 698185
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057

LEICESTERSHIRE

ESSEX
Barking
Hyperfi
28-32 Longbridge Road.
Tel: 01-591 6961
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060
Chelmsford
Rush HIFi & Video Centre
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Colchester
Golding & Co
1416 Culver Street West.
Tel: 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Homchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Soundtrack HiFi Video Market
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Gloucester
Robbs of Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryanu
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
7Queensmead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins HI-Fl Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel: 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Hltchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 34537
Watford
HIFi Markets
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
SuperFi Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472-43539
Hull
Simply HIFi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

Leicester
Mays HiFi
27 Churchgate. Tel: 05335866.1
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
SuperFi Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green 441-F1
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park 812
Kimberley 1-11 Fi
698 Romtord Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London 817
Myers Audio
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-5207277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi -FI
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London W1
KJ. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
Kimberley HI Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi- Fl Centre
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London W14
HI- Fl Markets
204 North End Road.
Tel: 01-381 5174
London SE13
Bill Veo Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
Sevenoaks Hi Fi & Video
162 Powis Street. Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW?
Unilet
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
London SW19
M. O'Brien HI-Fl Ltd
95 High Street, Wimbledon Village.
Tel: 01-946 1528

Bromley
Halcyon Electronics
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury 1-1iFi Centre
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks HiFi & Video
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks HIFi & Video
111 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555

NORFOLK
Norwich
Scarfe Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Kettering Hi-F1
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre.
College Street. Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
Best Hi Fi
24 Kingsgate Street. Tel:0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham Hi- F1
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel: 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street. Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Absolute Sound á Video
256 Banbury Road, Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon HiFi
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi FI
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The HIFi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi- Fl Corner
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
Russ Andrews Hi- Fl
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
The Gramophone
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Maeto Musik
14 The Toll. Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street. Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadzow Street. Tel: 0698 376192
Inverness
Nairn Music
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
Stirling
(GREATER) MANCHESTER Hi -Fi Corner
Bolton
73-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053
Cleartone HiFi & Video
156/158 Blackburn Rd.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Tel: 0204 22636
Stoke-on- Went
Manchester
Purkiss H-F Systems
Shannons Sound & Video
51/53 Piccadilly Hanley
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel: 0782 265010
Tel: 061-747 5181
Cleartone Hi -Fi & Video
62 King Street. Tel: 061435 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone & Video
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
Fairbotham & Co
58-62 Lower HIllgate. Tel: 061-480 4872

MERSEYSIDE

KENT

Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tel: 01-863 0938
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street. Tel: 0895 33474

Birkenhead
Peters HIFi of Chester
11 St. Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct. Tel: 051.647 5626
Liverpool
WA. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898

MIDDLESEX
Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
159a Chase Side. Tel: 01-367 1132

Chic
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Eut Grinstead
John Rees HIFi
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings HIFi
32 Western Road. Tel: 0424 442975
Hayward' Heath
& Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
741 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel:0222 B565
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV HIFi & Video
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Perfect Audio
504/516 Alum Rock Road,
Alum Rock. Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
WakeD
Bridge HIFi
Tudor House. Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473

WILTSHIRE
Devices
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Blackmore Vale TV á Audio
17 Butcher Row Tel: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castleford
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
HudderslIeld
Huddersfield HiFi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street.
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super- Fl
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
Image HI -Fi
8St. Anne's Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Basiow Rd.Totley Tel: 0742 360295

SUFFOLK

Ipswich
Eastern Audio
41 Bramford Road. Tel: 0473 217217

MMIBMI

SURREY
Croydon
Spaldings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Vision Store
96-98 North End. Tel: 01-681 7539
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
New Malden
Unilet
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi- F1
55 Preston Street. Tel: 0273 733338

LIM MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Head Office: Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road, Watford. WD2 458.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HI-Fl Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (20/11/84) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT 43 15%
Not all the products featured in HI-FI
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling.
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Why travel into town with it's bustle, traffic, parking meters
and pollution, when all you need is right here in the
Hertfordshire countryside!!
Radlett is so easy to find on the A5, just south of St. Albans,
east of Watford, and the parking is free!!
For sensible advice, excellent demonstrations and installation
of the worlds finest audio equipment, come to the people who
care. You'll get our best attention whether you have £30,000
or only £30 to spend.
Audio Research * Krell * Linn Products * Rega *
Audio lab * Oracle * Helius * EMT * ProAc * Creek *
Musical Fidelity * Koetsu * Magneplanar * Counterpoint *
SD Acoustics * Burmester * Pink A * A&R etc.

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497

THE

REVOLVER

FAVAIIAIr
WI\
* SALE STARTS SAT. DEC. 29th
* DEM MODELS * 15% REDUCTIONS
Aunique opportunity to purchase the sort of hi-fi equipment that
enthusiasts drool over — the cream of our demonstration models,
amps., tuners, turntables, cassette decks, and loudspeakers. All
equipment is in perfect working order, fully guaranteed and available
at 15% reduction for the duration of our sale. First come, first served,
to avoid disappointment please come early as there is only alimited
amount of this fine equipment on offer.
We will also be offering afew very special items which we cannot
reveal until the start of the sale — please call us then for further
details. This is our very first sale and we aim to make the event
memorable.
Credit facilities include Access, Barclaycard and Instant Credit.
We are located close to M1 and and Watford Junction station,
20 mins. from Central London. Many buses, including Green Line,
pass our door. Bus airport link to Heathrow.
ACOUSTIC ARTS LTD.
101, St. Albans Rd., Watford, Herts. el: Watford 45250
Open Mon— Sat. 9.30-5.30

ULTIMATE ROOM
The Audio Specialist division of Cosmic

MAGNUM

MISSION CYRUS 1

HEYBROOK HB1

250 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY - PHONE
TERRY LEESE FOR ADVICE ON WEYBRIDGE (0932) 57960
* Demonstrations by appointment
* Open 7Days aweek

* Home Installations
* AccessIBarclaycardWelcome

Agencies include: AR, Audio Technica, B&W, Celestion, Dual, Elite Grace, Hafler, Helius, Heybrook, I.A.S. KEF,
Logic, Magnum, Mission, Monitor Audio, Qua d, QED, Pi n k Tri
ang l
e, Revolver, Rotel, Spendor, Syrinx, S'upex,
Systemdek, Wharfedale.
12
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A System for Music . .

•

For those who require afirst class HiFi system with a
minimum of fuss, no worries about regular realignment
and sufficiently versatile for any future requirements we
can thoroughly recommend aPink Triangle Turntable,
aHelius Scorpio pick up arm, Glanz 10EX cartridge,
Mission Cyrus II amp, Mission 770F speakers with
matching stands.

FP
}c

Complete system
price including all leads
£200

LI

_J
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ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION: the new Mission
Cyrus 1amp, superb value at £ 129 and afull range of
Mission loudspeakers.
Also selected equipment from:
AIWA, AKAI, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER,
BOSE, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, GRADO,
HELIUS, HEYBROOK, KEF, LOGIC, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN,
MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
NVA, ORTOFON, PINK TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROGERS,
ROTEL, SANSUI, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY, TDK, TECHNICS, THORENS,
WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.
*Single speaker demonstration room * 2year warranty on most equipment
*Full service facilities on the premises * Phone for details on interest free credit

AN WEI:UNITIVE
III AUDIO LTD.
Buy it with Ansel.

95 Hobs Moat Road, Solihull,
West Midlands B92 8JL.
021-742 0254

SARCLAYCAIID

VISA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00-6.00
Demonstrations by appointment, please
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SURREY'S HI—FI AND VIDEO CENTRE

All this and music as well

j

352-4 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
HEYBROOK
TT2
Turntable

MAGNEPLANAR
A Revolution in
sound reproduction

CROYDON, SURREY
MUSICAL
FIDELITY
"DOCTOR
THOMAS"
Also available
Pre-amp Mk II

TEL: 01-654 1231 or 01-654 2040 É
=.noxdí
Akai S AKG • ARC ID A&R Cambridge • Aristor • Asak • Audio Phile • Beyer • B&W • Celef • DCM Time Windows • Decca • Denon • Dual • Elite • Entre •
Exposure • Gale • Genesis eGlanz • Goldring • Grace • Grado • Hadcock • Harbeth S IMF • Isobarik • ICok • JBE • JPW • JR • JVC • KEF SKoetsu III Koss
• Lantek • Linn • Lux • Mayware • Meridian • Mitchell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • HAD • Nagaoka • Nairn • Nakamichi • National • Nightingale • Nytech •
Oracle • Ortofon • Philips S Pioneer • Profile • QED • Quad • Radford • Reference • Regs • Reyox • Rogers • Sansui • Satin • Sennheiser • Shure • SME •
Sony • Spendor • STD • Sugden • Syrinx • Systemdek • Tandberg • Teac • Technics • Thorers • Threshold • Ultimo • Video

111471MARKETS

ALL CREDIT
FACILITIES
—
PLEASE PHONE
dalIMM
I P154 f
FOR DETAILS

WARWICK CASTLE:
BUILT TO LAST BY BRITISH CRAF1SMEN

7-15511111-1 C9rus
LECTREFIID

by MISSION

BUILT TO LAST BY BRITISH CRAFTSMEN

COME TO WARWICK, SEE
THE CASTLE & HEAR MISSION 111FI
AlPr • HI-FI • VIDEO • TV • COMPUTER • SUPERSTORES_ •

&or

UNITS 7/8, WHARF ST, WARWICK. TELEPHONE (
DUKE DRIVE, BLETCH LEY MILTON KEYNES. TELEPHONE (0908) 367341

\
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£44.95

Cassette Decks
B: Dolby B / BC: Dolby B & C / M:
Metal Tape / ST: Soft Touch / SS:
Search System / 3: 3 Heads / AR:
Auto Reverse

HITACHI 0E33
SUPERB DECK
WITH DOLBY
B &C

£69.95

S £ 109.95
Teac V400X B, M, ST, DBX £ 109.95
Teac V66C B, C, M, ST £ 109.95
Trio KX41 B, C, M, ST £109.95
Sony TCF66 B, C, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Technics M229X B, M, ST, SS
£119.95
Yamaha K300 B, C, M. ST £ 119.95
Marantz SD340 B, C, M. ST, AR
£119.95
JVC KDD55 B, C, M, ST, 3 £ 129.95
Sony TCFX77 B, C. M, ST, SS
£129.95
Teac U80 B.C. M, ST, SS £129.95
Trio KX71R B, C, M. ST, SS £149.95
Marantz SD430 B, C, M, ST, SS
£159.95
JVC KDW5 B, C, M, ST, Double
£159.95

Amplifiers
,

1111 ...()
SHARP RT150
SOFT TOUCH DECK
WITH DOLBY
£ 69.95

o

Tuners
A: A^alogue Tuning / D: Digital
Tuning / PR: Pre Sets
Sony STJX22 A, 3
£39.95
Fisher FM100 A, 3
£39.95
Trio KT33L A, 3
£39.95
Sansui T505L A, 3
£44.95
Fisher FM350 A, 3
£49.95
Sanyo JT400 D, PR
£59.95
Teleton T850 D, PR
£59.95
Pioneer P56, D, PR
£69.95
Sanyo Plus T35 A, D. 3 £69.95
Trio KT31L A, 3
£69.95
Hitachi FTM70D. PR
£79.95
Onkyo T25L D, PR
£79.95
Sanyo Plus T55 D, PR
£79.95
Technics ST5L D, PR
£89.95
Akai ATS61L D, PR
£99.95
,
Yamaha T760 D, PR
£99.95
Marantz ST430, D, PR
£99.95

Speakers

()

£75.95

129.95
£

MINSAND
SECONDS

JVC K0055 TOP CLASS 3 HEAD
DFCBK 1
V1 B&
TH, £ 129.95

•••
• • • - • • •

£119.95
min

4

Warr
.

1L-MIL-7

YAMAHA K300
DOLBY B.C. DECK

£119.95
JVC DM3 B, M, Mini. ST £49.95
NEC K-31513, M
£49.95
Teleton C820 B, M, ST £54.95
Sharp RT100 B, M
£54.95
NEC K335 B, M
£59.95
NEC K450 B, M. ST
£59.95
Hitachi DE33 B, C, M, ST £69.95
Toshiba PCG2 B, M. ST £69.95
Sanyo RD400 B. C, M, ST £69.95
Sharp RT1 50 B. C. M ST £69.95
JUC KDU100 B, M. ST £69.95
Pioneer CT301 B, M, ST £79.95
Marantz SD320 B, C, M, ST £79.95
Akai HX3 B, C. M, ST
£79.95
Fisher CR78 B, C, M, ST £ 79.95
Technics R55 B, M, ST £79.95
Dual C802 B. M, ST
£79.95
Sansui D59M B, M, ST £79.95
Teac V300 B, M, ST
£89.95
Trio KX77 B, M, ST
£89.95
Sony TCFX45 B, C. M, ST £99.95
Technics RSM216 B, M, ST £99.95
Dual C808 B, C. M. ST £99.95
JVC KDV33 B, C, RA, ST, AR £99.95
Technics RS55 B, M. ST £ 109.95

ies- cz1

te
(
f.s.c?

TRIO KA 31

30 WPC. minimum RMS, both
channels driven at 8 ohms from
20Hz to 20,000Hz with no more
than 0.09% total harmonic distor.
lion. Bass, Treble, Loudness
control. Two
jr..79 . 95
Speaker System M.

SHARP RT1010
DOUBLE C DECK WITH
DOLBY B, METAL TAPE, HIGH
SPEED DUBBING, AUTO
PROGRAMME SEARCH

coo iii '

£69.95

MARANTZ PM310
ARENOWNED AMPLIFIER AMONG
ENTHUSIASTSTHANKSTO ITS
SUPER SOUND QUALITY
25 WRMS
X2
ALSOAVAILABLE MARANTZ
PM350
38 WPC

TEACY80 AN EXCELLENT 3HEAD DECK WITH DOLBY BANDA
UNIQUE ELECTRONIC COUNTER
THAT INDICATES TAPE RUN IN

au

SAN YOPLUS 735 ANALOGUE
8. DIGITAL TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
LW/MW

£59.95

•

ej
.• .I

SANSUIT505L SLINILINE
ANALOGUE TUNER WITH FM
STEREO
LW/MW

iteCeItiS
TechnicsRSMO.713,

•

Turntables

L

8pm

Amplifiers
Pioneer SA130 20W £49.95
Onkyo A05 20W
£49.95
Marantz PM310 30W £59.95
Toshiba SBM20 30W £59.95
Hitachi SA1 30W
£59.95
Onkyo A06 30W
£59.95
Sanyo JA300 30W
£59.95
NEC A230 25W
£59.95
Sanyo JA400 40W
£69.95
Pioneer SA330 30W £69.95
NEC AS20 30W
£69.95
Marantz PM350 38W £74.95
Trio KA71 30W
£79.95
Pioneer SA620 45W £79.95
Onkyo A08 40W
£79.95
Sony TA-AX35 35W
£99.95
Fisher CA350 50W
£99.95
Sanyo A35 55W
£99.95
Trio KA70 50W
£99.95
Rotel RA82013 30W
£99.95
Trio KA51 50W
£99.95
NAD 3020A 20W
PHONE
Marantz PM330 40W £ 109.95
Rotel RA840
£109.95
Trio KA71 65W
£ 124.95
Pioneer SA940 65W £ 129.95

Compact Disc
Hitachi DA 1000
Hitachi DA 800
Marantz CD73
Marantz CD63

£ 199.95
£279.95
£299.95
£289.95

Tuners
rrtxc)

£ 59.95

Speakers

(
per pair)
Rotel RL820 30W
24.95
£
Sanyo HF220 30W
£29.95
Teleton LS820
£39.95
Rotel RPM20 40W
49.95
£
Videotone DM1312 40W £49.95
Whadedale Spectrum 50W £49.95
Marantz HD250 40W £49.95
Pioneer SX10 40W
£49.95
Toshiba SS20 40W
£59.95
Hitachi HSG2 40W
£59.95
Whadedale Spectrum 200 75W
£69.95
Wharfedale W2 75W £69.95
Wharfedale Monitor 100 75W£69.95
KEF Chorale 40W
PHONE
Videotone DG201 60W £69.95
Hitachi SW500 40W
£69.95
Marantz HD300 50W
69.95 £
Marantz LD20 60W
Onkyo S15 60W
£7
£
79
9..9
95
5
Videotone Minimax 50W £79.95
Marantz HD400 60W £79.95
KEF Coda 350W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS20 80W PHONE
Tannoy Titan
Sony£55 55W
£89.95
Onkyo S25 45W
£89.95
Marantz LD30 100W
89.95 £
AR 18LS 100WPHONE
Mordaunt Short MS30 80W PHONE
Hitachi SW1000 60W £99.95
Hitachi SS8500 100W
£99.95
KEF Cantor 60W
PHONE
Mordaunt Short MS40 90W PHONE
Mordaunt Short Carnival Ill 80W
PHONE
NEC 5527 100W
£ 119.95
KEF Caprice 80WPHONE
Fisher ST275 100W
119.95 £
Pioneer C5767 100W £129.95
Hitachi HS530 120W
139.95£
NEC 5637 120W
£ 149.95

Graphic
Equalisers

cimisi
KT33L THREE BAND ANALOGUE
TUNER - MW/LW/FM
&FM
STEREO

£39.95

THE

HITACHI HS-G2 3-WAY
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62 Weymouth St W1. 01-486 9981
Access. Visa welcome riA-F 9 30-6pm: Sats 9.30-5pm -
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PIONEER PK3
AUTO REVERSE, METAL, CROz
NORMAL TAPE SELECT, ANTI
ROLLING MECHANISM £ 59.95

£79.95

DUAL CS505-IMP ONE OF OUR
BEST SELLING BELT DRIVE TURN.
TABLES PHONE FOR PRICE

Turntables
B: Belt Drive / D: Direct Drive / Q:
Quartz Lock
Rotel RP-820 B
£29.95
Sanyo TPB2 B
£29.95
Teleton TRP390 B
£29.95
Toshiba SRBZ B
£39.95
Hitachi HT1 B
£39.95
Pioneer PLI 30 B
£39.95
Onkyo CP1000A B
£49.95
Akai APM3 B
£49.95
Onkyo CP1015 D
£59.95
Pioneer PL320 D
£59.95
NEC P635 ID
£59.95
ADC TD885L Lin ( inc cart) £64.95
Sanyo Plus 025 D, Q
Marantz TT21D
£69.95
TRIO KD4OR D
£69.95
Teac PC707 0,0
£69.95
Sony PLX22 D
£69.95
ADC 1OLT Lin (ire cart) £71.95
Dual CS505-MK2 B
PHONE
Akai APM7 D
£79.95
Sony PLX33 Q
£79.95
Sanyo 0040 D, 0
£79.95
Sony PSQ7 D, 0
£89.95
Marantz 11525 Lin ( inc cart) £99.95
Marantz TI-320D
£99.95
Marantz TT530 Lin ( inc cart)£129.95

PIONEER PK5
WATER RESISTANT
AUTO REVERSE
DOLBY, MUSIC
SEARCH,
NORMAL
METAL
CROz TAPE,
ANTI
ROLLING ,
MECHANISM

£69.95

1
1

All 1E111E1
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PIONEER PK7
WATER
RESISTANT,
REC/PLAY,
PAUSE
BUTTON

In Car Speakers
Pioneer TS-162DX £ 17.99 PR
Pioneer TS- 167 £30.95 PR
Sanyo SP2
£4.95 PR
Sanyo SP3
£7-95 PR

e

PIONEER-.
SYSTEM

SANYO FT222
3BAND AUTO REVERSE

£49.95

h. D.
mARANTz CAR411
CAR STEREO WITH EXTERNAL
SA2020 POWER AMPLIFIER. LW,
MW & FM STEREO. DOLBY,
DIGITAL CLOCK, PRESETS

£119.95
Personal Stereo
& Portable
Ingersol XK601 Personal £29.95
Sony WM22
£29.95
Hitachi TRK5351 RAD/CASS £29.95

ALL GOODS

Fisher EQ275
£39-95
Yamaha 0E3
£89.95
ADC GG115
£99.95
Akai EA-AG
£99.95
ADC GG215
£ 179.95
ADC 66315
£ 239.95

HI•11 SIJ1IPLIS

SONY PSLX 22
DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE
v
ALSO AVAILABLE
SONY
PSLX33
CARTRIDGE £ 5

Hitachi TRK5380 RAD/CASS £29.95
Ingersol XK606 Personal £32.95
Hitachi CP2OOR Stereo £39.95
Sony M80 Stereo £39.95
Hitachi TRK7011 RAD/CASS £59.95
Dual PCP1 Personal Stereo £59.95
Toshiba KTUS2 Personal Stereo
£69.95
Sanyo M-S200F RAD/CASS £79.95
Sanyo M7880 RAD/CASS £79.95
Sharp GF7450 RAD/CASS £ 110.95

BRAND NEW
BOXED AND
GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR
UNLESS STATED
M.O.R = MAIL
ORDER
RETURN FULL
GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR

LI
PIONEER XA3
32W PER CHANNEL
COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDING
SPEAKERS & RACK

£269.95
ALSO AVAILABLE PIONEER
X2000 SYSTEM 50W PER
CHANNEL COMPLETE SYSTEM
INCLUDING SPEAKERS & RACK

£299.95
en um
Holiday voucher worth
£5 with any purchase
over £20.
Vouchers redeemable by
any ABTA tour operator
when you book your
flight or holiday.
Collect vouchers and save
up to £ 10 per person for
holidays in Europe, £20 per
person for holidays outside
Europe.
Vouchers valid till
31st December 1985
*Ma
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The Height
of Fidelity!
The incredible Minimax 2speaker is just 11" high.
Which makes it ideal for just about any size of room.
What makes the Minimax so special, however, is not its size
but its sound.
In arecent HiFi test the Minimax scored an excellent 84% for sound
quality. And the low retail price of around £80 netted it a90%
accolade from the same publication.
Their verdict? " Still too good for the competition" was the final
conclusion.
Proof that the Minimax may only be 11" tall, but its fidelity is higher
than anything else in the class.

11"

L1MLL
For further details contact: Videotone Ltd,
1st Floor, 55 North St, Thame, Oxfordshire, OX9 3BA. Telephone: ( 0844 21) 6929.
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THE HI-F1 PROFESSIONALS!

OXFORD- SWINDON BRISTOLCHELTENHAM

NAD
•

DENON
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A&R, Aiwa, A.R., Ariston, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Elite, Goldring, JVC, Kef, Linn, Maxell, Meridian, Mkchell,
Mission, Monitor Audio, NAD, Naim, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Panasonic, Philips, Pink Triangle, Pioneer ICE, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony, Tannoy, TDK, Technics, Walker, Wharfedale, Yamaha.

absolute sound & video

OXFORD:
19, Old High Street, Headington
Tel:
0865 65961

11111+1 MARKETS

256, Banbury Road, Summertown
Tel: 0865 53072
SWINDON: 60, Fleet Street, Swindon
Tel: 0793 38222

TOP TAPE DISCOUNT TAPE AT ALL BRANCHES

2YEAR GUARANTEE
ON ALL HI-Fl (excluding stylii)

CHELTENHAM: 42, Albion Street
Tel: 0242 583960
BRISTOL: 25, Queens Road, Clifton
Tel: 0272 24975
All Snops except Oxford shut on
Wednesdays

NOTE: Not all products are carried in all branches
so please check for availability.

...and you can clearly see the advantage that
the Tannoy Titans have over other . oudspeakers.
Axially Aligned Baffles direct the
sound towards you for superbly
clear stereo images; while the
infinite baffle cabinets remain
against the wall to give an
extended frequency
response.
Perhaps the best
news is that a
pair of Tannoy
Titan loudspeakers
is just

T.ANWY Tk7)4NIAnf)inillelyBAafliffenle iodudspeakers
A lot more sound for alot less money
Tannoy Ltd.

e
1985 BC?

1985 AD? 1985 CD!

Now that CD players are available at reasonable prices and the Compact Disc
repertoire is growing at a remarkable rate, this surely is the time to take the
plunge and join those who are already enjoying the most significant leap forward
in gramophone history. At " Music in the Home", our commitment to CD is
unshakeable, and our unequalled experience in the field of recorded music
enables us to regard some of the nonsense which has been written on the subject
with the contempt it deserves, just as we did when LP discs and stereo were first
introduced. What does sadden us, however, is the readiness of some to believe
such claptrap, and among the misconceptions we frequently encounter one finds
the notion that CD calls for a completely new audio system as well as the
abandonment of one's existing library of mono or stereo LPs.
This is, of course, patently untrue, for any reasonable domestic system can be
adapted for CD by the simple addition of a CD player at acost of between £300
and £400, while I, for one, have every intention of listening to my ' black discs' as
long as Ilive. The building-up of aCD collection will inevitably be gradual, but at
"Music in the Home" we make it a little easier for you by offering all those who
buy a CD player from us a generous 20% discount on all future purchases of
Compact Discs. Above all, we provide the kind of service from which all who
really love music stand to gain because we truly understand musical values,
while forty years' experience as audio specialists enables us to offer the sort of
advice which will genuinely benefit your future listening.
For us, Hi Fi is not a ' hobby' to be pursued for its own sake, but simply ameans to
a heightened awareness and enjoyment of beautiful music. Once you share this
approach, you will soon discover that fine equipment need not be all that costly,
though it must be chosen with care under expert guidance. At our studio you can
listen to CD via the magnificent QUAD ESL 63s but, if you cannot afford or
accommodate so ambitious a pair of speakers, you will find that the small
BBC- designed LS3/5A, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, offers the
perfect solution to all your problems. Indeed, most of those who visit Moscow
Road for the first time only regret that they did not ' discover' us years ago, and
we can claim without false modesty that, once you have 'taken the plunge', you
will always return to us in the future.
Thomas Heinitz

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Don't buy
aRack
System
until
December
27th.

•

'How do you improve
on perfection?'

It is generally becoming accepted that, surprise, surprise,
the Philips CD players achieve a better performance than
oriental designs. However, Philips' claim of " How do you
improve on perfection?" is the sort of nonsense typical of
mass marketing techniques employed by major manufacturers. Also typical is their reluctance to put any concerted effort into raising performance to meet the
audiophiles' requirements.
It is most refreshing to see a leading UK specialist
manufacturer take a " quantum leap" ( our excessive
claim!) and improve substantially on " perfection".
If you have failed to guess, " Meridian MCD" is the
name. With Mission following with the DAD 7000, we
believe CD has now " come of age".
If you find it necessary to own and use an automatic
turntable, please, please consider changing to one of
these new breed of machines. All the auto facility you
require but, in contrast, with quality reproduction! Alternatively, if space is restricted for equipment and/or
software, Compact Disc provides a quality answer.
However, ( please note Record Companies) the quality
of CD software, and that of LP's needs to be improved
further to take full advantage of the new breed of CD
players and hopefully we might reach the standards of
recording excellence achieved with LP's during the 50's
and 60's.
That having been said, there is a considerable amount
of software immediately available that has been produced
competently and you are welcomed to drop in casually, or
book an appointment, to listen in one of our FIVE single
speaker studios to these improved CD players, or to a
quality disc system like the Michell GyroDec, or the Linn
LP12 which we have been offering for the last 10 years
and which is good for at least another 20 years!
We stock selected items from:
Aloi, Audio Note, Ariston, Audio Technica, B&W, Celestion, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz, Grado,
GyroDec, Heybrook, Hunt, Jordan, Koetsu, Lentek, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Maxell, Mark Levinson, Magnum,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical
Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech, Oak, Ortofon, Perreaux, Phillips ( CD only), QED, Quad, RCL, Revox, Rogers,
Rote!, Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Sugden, Supex, Swallow, Technics, Yamaha and others. Active systems on
demonstration.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
To

Kingfisher House,
2/12 Hursley Road,
Chandlers Ford.
Tel: ( 04215)2827 8t 65232

WINCHESTER
NEWBURY
ANDOVER
BASINGSTOKE
M3

OTTERBOURNE

CHANDLER

Opening Hours:

FORD

Mon-Weds 10am-6pm
Thurs 10am-8pm
Fri 10am-6pm
Sat 9am-6pm

ASTLEIGH
B3037

MAI TO
FARENAM 6

4127 7 0
CASSA',' A BOURNEMOUTH

PORTSMOUTH
JUNCTION 4

JUNCTION 4
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Acid Test The lAnewelll
At Your Service ( Kessler)
Aeholab: designers interviewed IColloms & Messenger)
Automated Btoadcasting / Folks)
BASF: 50 Years of Tape ( Messenger)
Blank Impression. A / McKenna/
Bose the Sedulous Ear (Aldous)
Bannister, Dieter ( Messenger)
Cable Controversies 1Collonts)
Cables: What the Dealers Say (Messenger)
CD Considerations IMannew-walkel
CO The Movie (Seaburyl
Chicago. Chicago (Atkinson)
Comment ( Boyk)
Compact Disc, the Way Ahead (Colloms)
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Digital: the Acid Test IFox & Collorns)
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Doubtful Connexions ( Kelly)
English /souses/ EJ Jordan, An ( Liebow)
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Winteu Shows. The ' Atkinson & Messenger/
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MUSICAL FEATURES
Aunatrading, Joan ( Mulgan)
Beetles. The (Kessler)
Beethoven. Blues & Barrel Organs, Saydisc ( Tana)
Blue We. The Messenger)
Borodin Trio. The ( Seckerson)
Classical Wax IPaynel
Crossley, Paul ISeckerson)
Davis. Sit Colin Manning)
English Trinity (Hass Delius. Elan/. An Mamma
Fessbaender. engine (Canning)
Isley Brothers. The ( Duncan)
Kennedy. Nigel ( Seckeeon)
Kremer. Gidon ISeckerson)
La Belle Epoque ( Dommen(
Linde. Hans- Manin ( Canning)

114/3
114/9
81/1
69/6
81/4
97/11
76/3
74/9
77/8
127/12
114/2
98/5
111/10
105/10
66/6
178/10
71/6
76/2
194/17
66/6
138/5
82/2
74/9
75/8
102/12
106/8
114/6
101/5
99/11
115/10
76/9
114/4
85/1
70/7
69/3.79/4
72/8
68/7
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Music ( Hammond)
Mane lot Strings keenhew-Waiker)
Charlie Mans)
Parrott. Andrew ( Canning)
Pop music ( Townsend/
Popp. Lucia / Seaman
Price. Margaret Manning)
Prone Choice (
HFURRwriters1
Reed. Lou (Chet/
Rock Reissues ( Kessler)
Simon. Paul (Humphreys/
Smetana ( Denman)
Schumann Chamber Muse (Hammond)
Stets on 45 ( Kesel')
Steely Dan / Clark)
IOCC ( Messenger)
Thomson. Etryden ( Keener)
Tuckwell. Berry Meckerson)
Twentieth- Century Piano Concertos ( Manhew-Walker)
Uchida. M ' ea ko ( Humphreys/
Welsh Music / Hughes/

fnIt. Peler

Kessierl
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AMP.01 prune 1, power supply / Duncan/
AllAP-01 preamp 2, regulato/s & op-arnps Maxie)
AMP-01 preamp 3- capacitors & cables. control & output cards
/Duncan)
AMP-01 preamp 4: gain structure & line inputs ' Duncan/
AMP.01 prune 5: noise 8. the disc stage Merman)
AMP- 01 preamp
RIAA stage ( Duncan)
AMP.01 preamp
Construcnon & Conclusion ( Duncan)
Building aShe)f: CO player mods (Atkinson)
Eneen et Problem. The (Mnshe)
Sooner or later: group delay PO / Humphreys/
IPie/ ti
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Abe Cambridge Competition
Audiophile Competition 2
Audiophile Companion 3
Audiophile Companion Answers
Audestatic Competition
Exhibitions Survey
Index for 1983
Missing Link Competition. The
Musical Tastes Survey
1985 Audiophile Competition I

Amplifiers:
Aka. AM- U5 integrated/Go/41
AMP- 01 preamp (Collate)
A&R Cambuidge 460 ...teamed (Atkinson)
Audio/80 80000 integrated (Collorns)
Audiolab 80000 preamp (Colonel
Audiolab 40470P power ICoBonwl
Audio Research 070 power ' Maslen
Audio Research SP- 10 prearnp (Alkinson)
Audio Research D-250 power (Atkinson)
Beard P505 Mle preamplKesslerl
Beard P100 Mk11 power (Kessler)
Burrnester 8313 prune / Conant')
Cournerpoin/ SA- 7preamp ( Ketalal
Counterpoint SA- 7proamp (Colloms)
Croft valve preamp (Kessler)
DNM presne (Colloms/
EAR 519 power ( Kessler)
Glasse headamp ( Keseled
Grant G605 integrated ( Kuslea
Haller 011-100 prune. kit ( Humphreys & Kessler)
harmanneardon PM620 in/eon/led (Collorns)
Luxkit Z501 powet (Hurnphreysl
Marane PM54 integrated (Atkinson/
Mentmore TVA- 1power ) Kessler(
Mission Cyrus One integrated (Colloms)
Musical Fidelity SluOio Tpower (Humphreys'
Onkyo A-22 integrated (Gold)
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Pink Triangle Pip preamp ( Col lom sl
PS Audio PSIV preamp (Atkinson)
GPO A230 integrated (Colloma
Redford STA25 MkIV power (Kessler)
Revox 6251 integrated (McKeruie)
Rote/ RA-8208 integrated/Co/ems)
Borel RC870 preamp (Col)omS)
Rote' RB870 Dow1 14/17 PICollomsI
Sony TA-AX500 integrated (Gold)
Sugden C128 preemp (
Collor.)
Yamaha A-500 integreed (Gold)
Cassette desks & tepe:
Altai HO- 3 ( Keywood)
BASF cassetle laps ( McKenzie/
Denon 014-170(Keywood)
JVC KGV221Keywood)
Maxell caseene tape (McKenzie
Gee° TA2022 Maywood)
Pioneer CT-450 IKeywood)
Sony TC-FX258 Maywood/
Sony caseate tape ( McKenzie)
TOE mute rape ( McKenna
Compea Oled Omar
Hitachi DA 800 (Collor.)
Mounts CO- 73 IColloms)
Mamas CO-84 (
Atkinson)
Sony CD- 1
7101 ( Colloms)
Sony CD-17701ES ( Collomsl
Technics SUP) Walloons)
Technics SL- P8 (Colenel
Toshiba 00070 (Calomel
Yamaha 01)-01 (Collouns)
Loudspeakers:
Acustat 22 (Colloms)
A&R Cambridge Arum 2 (Atkinson)
Audiostatic Hybie (Kessler)
AudiostetIc Monolith One (Colloms)
Dahlouist 3010 (Atkinson)
Harmony Audio (Anewell)
KEF R104/2 (Collorns/
Lowther Ambassador (Messenger)
Magneplinar Ill (Collornt)
Manes 1050 (Atkinson)
Meridian M10 (Gold)
Monitor Audio R552 (Anewell)
Ouzel flee/rotate (Collorne)
Redford TOO ( Kesslet)
Rogers LS81 subwoofer (Kessler(
Strenon horn (
Messenger)
Miscellaneous:
111610 5000 music system ( Gold)
Panasonic NV-8508 VHS Hi Fi VCR (
Colloms)
Sony PCM701ES digi/al processor
Sony SL.HF100118 Bee Hi Fi VCR (Atkinson 8/ Kessler)
Stet Larreds Pro headphones ( Kessler)
Plekup care/Ogee
AEA Cambridge P77 / Atkinson)
Audio Technic/. 4717E (Conorne)
Audio Technic,/ ATI6OML )Collorns)
Audio Technics AT33ML (Colems)
Denon 01103 ( Kessler)
Garrott Dem. ( Breunig(
Carron Dec. (Kessler/
Glans MFG.11EX (Kessler)
Goering Epic (Kessler)
Goldnng Electro IILZb (Collorna
Grado MT ( Kessler)
Kiedee MCIO(Collone)
Kisee Purple Hun 1Collorns)
Koetsu Red (Calone)
Koetsu Black (Co)lons)
Linn Trek (Collorns)
Linn Karma ( Breunig)
Linn Karma (Colloms)
Mission Rose (Colleens)
Mission Solitaire (Kessler)
Ortofon SPIJ Gold (Kessler)
Onoton MC10 Super ) Kessler)
Shure M1040 ( Kossled
Talisman Alchemist 111S (Collor.)
van den Oui Deus (Kessler)
van den Oui Empire MC10001Collorns)
van den Hut EMT bACI ICollome
van den Hul EMT MCI B (Collonel
Toneenns.
Grace 0707 (Kessler)
Linn LO- 7/ /Atkinson)
Loge Dean Mollorns)
Rego R8300 (Collonni
SME MkV (Collor.)
Tuners:
Mai AT-S71. (Gold)
Hitachi FT550017AcKenzie)
Onkyo T- 22L Mold/
Revolt 8261 (McKenzie)
Sony ST-JX5001. (Go)d)
Yamaha T-500 (Gold)
Turntables:
AR Turn/able (Colloms)
Ariston RD40 (Collon.s/
BAO 1800 Mollorns)
Dunlop Systeneek II (Colleens)
Heybrook TT2 (Colloms)
Logic Tempo (Colloms)
Mission Cambridge 775 (Collor.)
Oecle Alexandria (Calomel
Rega Planer 31Colloms)
Revolver (Atkinson/
Rotel RP950 (Collorns)
SOTA Sapphire (Colloms)
Townshend Elite Rock (Col'oms/
walker CJSO (Collorns)
T able & Speaker studs:
DS Soundbese turntable support (Breunig)
Foundahon speaker stands ( Atkinson/
Mission Isoplet ( Knes'al
Pink Triangle PROP turntable supped lElreune
Goad/apse ESL-63 speak./ stands ) Humphreys)
Guadrepod lutntHblesuppon(Meunig)
GPO Toulyte turn/able support (Atkinson)
RATA Torlwe turntable table lareunen
Stand & Deliver Lab Seres speaker stand (Alkinson)
Speaker sables:
Absolute Wins / Collor.)
Audio Tahnica AT631 (Cokoms)
Hitachi LC/OfC I
Col lone)
Lucas ILVICollome
Mission IConoms/
Monilor Audio NC/100 (Colloms)
Monitor Audio SHF lie (Colloms)
Monster Powerline 21Collorns(
Heim NACA4 (Colloms1
GED 03131Collorns)
GED 79-snand (Collons(
Rotel Sup,. 4rnm Molloms)
Rotel Supra 2.5.Tun (Cams/
RS 56-suand Molloms)
Sansui(Collorns)
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87/5
57/8
69/8
50/7
59/8
69q 1
69/11
85/10
67/9
88/10
51/6
58/2
53/6
55/6
58/2
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56/6
57/6
58/2
58/2
53/3
54/3
94/10
5613
55/3
56/3
57/3
57/3
86/8
46/2
95/10
85/5
43/6
61/7
5817
53/9
63/12
44/6
93/10
76/1
57/7
62/6
65/6
71/9
65/12
62/3
44/4
78/1
78/11
64/4
95/10
59/1
89/12
93,12
37/4
68/4
80/12
85/11
85/11
94/12
86/11
94/12
SOIl
62/1
95/12
96/12
91/10
96/12
100/12
86/11
65/1
87/11
87/11
101/12
81/12
103/12
57/1
47/6
35/3
95/10
6915
71/5
79/10
85/10
61/3
85/10
49/7
88/10
88/10
4317
41/2
66/5
42/2
67/5
69/5
43/2
42/7
71/5
95/10
70/5
44/7
45/7
43/2
63/8
94/5
41/9
63/8
55/2
63/8
94/5
63/8
94/5
56,4
56/4
99/10
56/4
57/4
5714
5714
739
5714
534
59/4
59/4
6014
59/4
59/4

Uhre UC Speed IColloms1
Interconnect cables:
Absolute Link (
Colloms)
Audio Note silver (Collons)
Aud,o Techniu AT620 (Colloms)
Audnu Technic* AT623 (Colloms)
Beyer me cable (Colloms)
Burrnester RG5EVCU Kabel-signal (Colima)
Doscwasher Gohl-ens (Colloms)
Elite Archer (Co)lorns)
Mendien ( CollOms)
Monster Interlink II (Colloms)
Monster Inter link IV (Colloms)
Monster Interlink Reference (
Colloms)
0E0 /neon (Colloms)
Randall Research TX 1Colloms)
RS 300ohm ribbon (Calomel
RS 367-943 unscreened date cable 1Colloms1
RS 367-965 screened data cable (Collonwl
Sony Hm.Pi Cord (Collomei
Sony OFC HI Fi Cord (Colloms)
Sotalinx (Collor.)

60/4
56/4
48/4
413/4
48/4
49/4
49/4
49/4
41/4
49/4
51/4
73/9
73/9
52/4
52/4.73/9
51/4
51/4
51/4
53/4
53,4

ADC TAX1/2 canridges
Audiolab 8000C/P pre/power fonps
Audio Research SP. lo preamp
British Loudspeakers Model 0 loudspeaker
Cambridge P35 moldier
Crimson Elecnik 610 ineemP
Crimson Electra/ 630 power amp
Elite Townshend Rock turntable
Exposure records
Gale 402 loudspeaker
Harmony Audio loudspeaker
HIghphonic canridge
Hitachi CEO videodisc
Holliman loutlepeakeu system
SEP R104/2 loudsp eeeee
Linn Male Tcarredge
Linn Asak yen den Hut canridge
Linn Kerone cartridge
Loge Tempo turntable
Mission 7011 loudspeaker
Mission 770 Freedom loudspeaker
Mission Rose cartridge
Mission 780 Argonaut
Miyebi MCA cartridge
Musical Fidelity Synthesis
Myst TMA3 amplifier
Heim NAC32 prune.
Nairn SNA1C spencer cable
Onofon test disc
Cued ESL-63 loudspeaker
Revolver turntable
Rotel RA-8208 amplifier
Motel RP.850 turntable
Rote/ RL-850 loudspeaker
SO Acoustics SD2 loudspeeker
SME MkV tonearrn
Solavox HP- 170 loudspeaker
Tarnon EX-40 loudspeaker
Tannoy Titan loudspeaker
Teac LS- X7 loudspeaker
Toshiba coffee machine
win den Nul speaker cable

31
23/8
33/5

oo

28/1
25/2
25/2
31/4
21/8.33/11
31/3
31/4
31/9
29/3
23/7
29/9
35/5
35/5
33/5
31/11
27/6
27/6
31/11
31/11
31/9
25/2
21/8
33/5
43/10
33/4
43/10
23/8
25/6
25/6
25/6
29/3.23/7
43/10
45/10.33/11
13/7
46/10
35/5
27/2
4310

STARTING POINT — MARTIN COLLOMS
PAW DM110 loudspeaker
Dual CS505 turntable
Hitachi 041000 CD Player
Linn genii cartridge
Marant: LD20 loudspeaker
Mission Cyrus One amplifier
NAD 3120 amplifier
Onofon 0M10 cartridge
Philipo 00101 CD player
Regt. Planar 2turnable
Rote/ RA-820 amplifier

73/12
76/10
73/12
82/11,73/12
76/10,82/11
73/12
761682(11
82/11
73/12
B2/11.73/12
02111

THE ANACHROPHILE — KEN KESSLER
Acouste Research AR2ax
Dec« a/Andy«
Denon 01103 canridge
Grace 0707 mean.
Memel 7preamp
Chlofon SPU Gold cartridge
Radford 790 loudspeaker
Redford STA25 Mk1V power amp
Servicing old gear
Thorens 10150 turntable
TVA7 power amplifier
Custom Cable Services
Gol/ring Stylus Cleaner
Michell Gold Banana Plugs
Mission 110Plet
Sunvko Tvveek

31/2
79/12
37/4
35/3
75/11
1351
65/6
69/8
61/10
21/7
59/9
63/10.49/11
67/7
45/12
41/9
53/11

REGULAR ITEMS

Ce or e
Book Reviews

Classical Glass (Kessler)
Crossword Puzzle/Solution
Edierial Comment
Music on Record
News
Notes ( Ser.kerson)
Radio ( McKenzie)
Subjective Sounds ( Messenger)
The Anachrophile ( Kessler)
The Cornpleat Recordim ( Faulkner)
Technology ( Fan
..fiews ( Readers' Loners)

RECORD REVIEWS
Classes/
Rock. Jazz. Popular
Records of the Month
Outlay Monitor
CD Monitor
Back Door Mimic Rock)
Recornmended CDs

67/1,41/9,63/10.49653/11,45/17
83/1.39679/2.43/4.83/5.79/6.41/7.
85/13.75P3.339579101/10.37989/11
37/1.511/2.59/3.73/4.4515,60/6.65/7.
69/13.59/9.75/11
72/1.21/2
1511.13/2.13/3,13/4,15/5.11/6.11/7.
11/8.15/9.27/10.1W11.33/12
76/369/3.79(4.101/5.71/13,61Y7.
77/8.76/9.105,10.99/11.102/12
22/1.20)2.16/3.22/4.23,4,16/6.16/7.
17/8.20/9.37/10.27/11.41/12
87/1.85/2.90/4.98/5,66/6.70/7.
62/8.74/9.111/10.94/11.127/12
31/1.28/2,25/3,34/4.37/5.216.29/7,
27/8.35/9.50/10.37/11.57/12
29/1.25/2.29/3.31/4,33M.25/6.23/7,
21/8.29/9.43/10.31/11.51/12
65/1.31/2.35/3.37/4.65/5.21/7,
69/8.59/9.61/10.75/11,79/12
39/1.33/3.38/5.53/10
33/1.29/2.27/3.35/4.41/5.21/6.27/7,
25/8.33/9.49/10.35/11.55/12
17/1.14/2.14/3.14/4.17/5.12/6.13/7.
13/8.17/9,29/10,21/11,35/12
9611.B9/ e
80/7.87/8.97/9.124/10.111/11.139/1Z
115/1.105/2.105/3.103/4,117/5.94/6.
93/7.98/11.108/9,137/10.12(1,11.155/12
97/1.87/2.89/3.934,105/5.81/6.79r/.
86,13.95,9.123/10.105/11.129/12
86/4,74/7,107/11
91/1,79/3.73/6.74,7,81/8,89/9.117/10
131/12
122/ 1.114/2.114/3.114,4,138/5.114/6.
106/8.114/9.178/10.170/11.194/12
96/1.85/2.72/3.77/7.85/8.79/9.
103/10.103/11
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Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home demonstration, by appointment, of equipment
we feel confident to recommend for its
high quality performance and reliability.

AVALON HIFI

Access and Visa facilities.

STUDIO

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Closed Wednesday.
Late Night Thurs
(by prior appointment).

The Old Nursery,
Butleigh, Glastonbury
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eAUDIC)
EXCELLUCE

Don't buy a
Compact
Disc System
until
December
27th.

IT'S YOUR CHOICE . . . .
Freedom of choice is a much abused phrase
these days. However, its something we are
passionate about at Audio Excellence. We
won't subject you to adiatribe about why you
should buy aLinn LP12 or aPink Triangle, a
Krell or a Naim, a Magneplanar or a Quad
63, we will let you listen and you decide. Of
course we will offer advice and guidance if
asked, but we won't cajole you with dogma or
hidden persuasion.
Now isn't that what you've always wanted?
Call us or better still come and see us soon.
Audio Lab, Audio Research, AR, Arlston, A&R,
ARC, Burmester, Celestion, Counterpoint, Creek,
Dual, Gale, Heybrook, KEF, Koeisu, Krell, Linn,
Magneplanar, Marantz, Meridian, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD,
Nakamichl, Nylech, Nairn, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Revox, Spendor, Syrinx, Systemdek, Tannoy,
Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta.

134 CRWYS ROAD,
CARDIFF. TEL: (0222) 28565
9HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA. TEL: (0792) 474608
Both shops —
TuesSat: 9.30-5.30
Closed Monday
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CHOÉNBERG ONCE PUT FORWARD the
premise that agood composition has
only one correct tempo. A good
illustration of the sort of thing he meant is
the famous tune from Rossini's William Tell
overture; it has asort of built-in tempo, and
we know instinctively what kind of speed it
should go at. But if Schoenberg's premise is
correct, how is it possible for so many
variations in the pacing of any given ' good'
piece of music to be accepted? How, for
example, can Bernstein labour to the extent
that he does over ' Nimrod' in his DG
recording of Elgar's Enigma Variations, as
noted by JA in his review of the CD issue last
month? The answer in that somewhat
extreme instance is, Ithink, related to the
kind of over-emphatic approach Stravinsky
was criticising when he remarked: ' If you are
incapable of listening, the conductor will
show you what to feel'I He was referring
there, of course, to theatrical gesturing,
although the effects are just as easily heard
as seen. But clearly there's more to the
whole business than that.
Ask any performing musician what
determines his approach to tempo and he
will refer to the manner in which apiece is
addressed — play abrisk movement with a
light, detached attack and it will seem faster
than aleaden, ponderous style despatched
at the same speed. In other words, just as
pitch is the subjective relation of frequency,
so tempo, or pace, is the apparent equivalent
of atimed pulse. There are, however, limits,
and it is not always easy to see the
justification for aflagrant disregard of the
indications provided in ascore by the
composer. 'Andante' is down to
interpretation, but ' crotchet = 52' is rather
more specific. On the other hand, though, it
would be an unthinkably dull world if all
performances were alike in this respect.
Performance is aprocess of re-creation and
the score is at best little more than aset of
instructions; we rely absolutely on the
performer's empathy and ability to realise it
effectively in that all too precarious
dimension of time.
Because the performance of music is
essentially fragile and transitory, the whole
business of tryin9 to capture it for
subsequent multiple replays is
fundamentally anti- musical, and in that
sense it is almost euphemistic to couple
together the words performance and
recording. Records have avery great deal to
offer, to be sure, but we have to be careful to
maintain aperspective; it is too easy to come
to regard one recorded ' performance' as
somehow definitive. Though asource of
great pleasure, and of inestimable value in
bringing an awareness of music to an
unprecedentedly large audience, the record
can only be regarded as asupplement to live

music- making, never as asubstitute.
Sonically, of course, there's still no
comparison. Despite the profound
developments in technology which we
painstakingly report in HFN/RR, music in the
home remains arather pale shadow of the
real thing. What it offers instead is
convenience and choice. The former is
worrying — it is altogether too easy to listen
casually, to switch on somethin9 to fill the
gaps in conversation or to have in the
background whilst going about mundane
household routines. The choice aspect is its
great asset, since the recorded repertoire is
now so great that the home listener can
really get to grips with works that he would
hear perhaps only once or twice in alifetime
of concert- going.
If all this seems like an anti- hi-fi tirade, it
isn't meant to be. It is simply areminder of
the need for asense of proportion, and a
caution against treating recorded
performances as in some way sacrosant.
It is also aplea for ' natural' recording
balances. Deprived of the all-important
visual element, the home listener relies
absolutely on what his ears tell him about a
performance. The astute recording artist is
as aware of this fact as the experienced
recording engineer and producer. Thus, it is
likely that some ' exaggeration' of certain
elements of style will be employed either
deliberately or intuitively, to compensate in
some degree for the omission. That
compensation can never be complete,
however. Alfred Brendel: 'Things like the
end of Liszt's B- minor ( piano) Sonata, where
before the three Pianississimo chords there
is acrescendo on one chord which one has
to convey bodily, with agesture. It's the only
possibility.'
Where Ibelieve exaggeration is extremely
dangerous, in the sense of it being
intrinsically unmusical, is in the manner of
the recording itself. Issue 2of the new
American magazine Digital Audio carried a
report on aseminar about Classical
Recording Techniques, held at the AES
'Conference on the Art and Technology of
Recording' held in Anaheim, California last
May. The four panellists were Onno Scholtze
of Philips, Andrew Kazdin of CBS and two
freelance engineers, Marc Aubort and Tony
Faulkner. Three were in agreement about
their roles in making arecording, perhaps
best summed up in Aubort's words: ' My
main objective is to render the score as
faithfully as possible to the listener. It is not
up to me to challenge the composer's
intentions.' To that end the three advocate
relatively simple miking wherever possible.
Kazdin, however, feels that the engineer
should not let the conductor ' hang for
incompetence' if there are flaws in the
musical balance, and that the use of many
mikes facilitates the kind of sound which
helps compensate for the lack of visual
information. He seems content with this
justification for artifical balances, and
unconcerned that, as Aubort put it, 'the edge
you get from close miking at ahigh level,
and cutting down in the mix, is quite
different from the edge that results from
moving the instruments closer to the overall
pickup'.
Ican't help thinking that the kind of
balance Kazdin advocates was largely
responsible for Stravinsky's stated worries
about ping-pong stereo, and for the sarcasm
in his question, ' . how can we continue to
prefer an inferior reality ( the concert hall) to
ideal stereophony?'. Some ideal!
Technology will continue to chase after
reality, but we must accept that recorded
music will never be much more than ' apale
shadow', and learn that spotlighting it in this
manner is unlikely to do more than
illuminate the disparity.
Ivor Humphreys

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters (with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Prob/ems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two binders (Jan-June and July- Dec), while 1983/4 require one binder each. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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HOLBURN HI-FI (Aberdeen)
North-east Scotland's leading specialist
hi-fi dealer invite you to listen to

Mission Cyrus

Mission DAD 7000

Mission 770 speakers

at the Mission control centre
441 Holburn Street, Aberdeen
9.30-5.30 Mon- Sat
Late night Thursday
Open 'til 8pm

Tel: Aberdeen 585713

null'

and
it's
permanent!

Pick of the bunch!
Definitive Opera
Recordings

Don't buy
any HiFi
until
December
27th.

Puccini Butterfly
Scotto/Domingo/Maazel
£35.95
Wegner Dutchman Van
Dam/Kareian £ 32.50
Verdi Macbeth
BrusonfZempiere
Sinopoll £26.95

Opera Recitals
Popp sings Mozart
£10.75
Hofmann sings Wagner
£11.75
Domingo Opera Gala
£8.95
Price & Horne In
Concert At the Met
£35 95

Horowitz
In London - Chopin/
Schumann/Scriabln
£8.95
At the Met - Scarlette
Chopin/Liszt,
Rachmaninov £8.95

Vintage HistorIcals

Popular imports

Popular Domestic

Furtwaengler
Bayreuth Ninth £ 10.75
Lucerne Ninth £ 15.95
Brahma Four £ 15.95
Beethoven Five and
Schubert Untriished
£15.95

112 War £ 17.95
Bob Dylan Blood on the
Tracks £ 17.95
Bob Dylan
Highway 61 £ 17.95
Cat Stevens Tea for the
Tillerman £17.95
Cat Stevens
Teaser £ 1795
Bruce Springsteen
Wild Innocent £ 1795
Bruce Springsteen
Nebraska £ 795
Join Mitchell
Wild Things Run Fast
£1795
Willie Nelson
Stardust £ 17.95
Willie Nelson
Always on My Mind
£17.95
Paul McCartney &
Wings
Band on the Run
£1795
Janis Joplin
Pearl £ 14.95
David Bowie
Hunky Dory £ 14.95
Barbra Stretsand
Christmas Album
£17 95
Johnny Mathis
Merry Christmas
£1795
Oliver Original
Broadway Cast £ 17.95
Tomita Planets £ 14.95
Tornita Firebird £ 14.95
Twilit. Pleuras £ 1495
Weather Report
Heavy Weather £ 17.95
Night Passage 617.95
Bob James 1On 1
£17.95
Bob James Foote
£1795
Lee Rltenour
On the Line $ 17.95
Best of Tom Cones
£17.95
Dave Grusin
Mountain Dance
£1525

Andy Williams Great
Love Classics £ 10 75
Queen Night at the
Opera £ 1075
Paul McCartney Give
My Regards to Broad
Street £ 1075
Gerry Rafferty
City to City £ 10 75
Duran Duran Arena
£1075
Police Regatta £ 11 75
Police Zenyatta £ 1175
Police Ghosts £ 1175
Meatloaf Bad Attitude
£1175
Sade
Diamond Life £ 11.75
Wham
Make It Big £ 11 75
Alison Moyet Alf
£1175
Steely Dan Aja £ 11.75
Steely Dan Gaucho
£11 75
David Bowie
Young American £8.95
David Bowie
Ziggy Stardust £8.95
David Bowie
Fame and Fashion
£8.95
Commodores
Great Love Songs £8.96
Sound of Music
Original Soundtrack
£8.95

Walter
Mahler Lied Ferrier
£8.95
Mahler Nine £29.95
Mozart 40 6,41 £ 15.95
Bruckner 4 £ 15.95
Dvorak New World
£15.95
Ansermet
Mussorgsky Pictures
and Bare Mountain
£15.95
Debussy La Mer and
Nocturnes £ 15.96
Ravel Concert £ 15.95

Bestsellers

The Ultimate in
Sound Experience

Mahler Symphony No 7
Levine £ 1795
Songs of Auvergne
Vol 2 Kiri £8.95
Bach Christmas
Oratorio Corboz £35.96
Handel Messiah
Koopman £35 95
VerdillTrovatore
Giulini £2696
Dvorak Symphony 8
Handley £ 11 75
Mozart Concertos 8 Sr
27 Serkin/Abbedo
£8.95

Special Sound of
Chandoe £ 11.75
Nimbus Natural Sound
£8.95
Pierre Venally
Compact Test £ 1175
Telerc Samplers Vole 1
AP 2 £ 11.75 each
Denon Audio Technical
£12.50

We now accept special
orders for Japanese
extended range vinyl
pressings - all 1TK
product available.
£11.95 per LP, doubles
£2395. Waiting period
3-5 weeks.

Our
Recommendations
for the Four Seasons
Per1man £ 1995
Ozawa £ 11.75
Karelan £ 10.75
Maazel £ 1596
Hogwood £8.95

e

Prices shown are our
10% discount prices.

Largest
selection
in town
Crombie
prices are
the lowest!
Post and packing free
Access and Visa cards
accepted Trade
enquiries welcomed

Oliver Cromble
Records Si Tapes
16 Golden Green Road
London NW11
Telephone 01-455 0066
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. . . about the Ben Duncan epic
From: WM Bruce Armstrong, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Dear Sir; Iam in no doubt that dozens of
readers have informed you of their
displeasure at the vast amount of editorial
space consumed in 1984 by Ben Duncan's
DIY preamplifier design.
Please separate me from those souls!
These articles have provided Britain's and
the world's designers with afree course in
'how to do it right'. Whilst Ican imagine the
wounded pride and stuck-out chests of those
people at the mortification of having all the
secrets laid bare to public view, Ialso
revelled in reading the articles and learning
something worthwhile. Ilook forward to
similar thought-provoking articles. In my
opinion, and in those of many of my friends,
HFN/RR is now the best magazine in its field,
surpassing my favourite of several years'
standing, The Absolute Sound, which has
become, well, Icannot quite understand
what it has become.
Keep up the good work.
Yours faithfully

.about early Stokowski
From: Peter G Adamson, St Andrews, Fife,
Scotland
Dear Sir, Ishould like to introduce anote of
caution into 'fan Payne's otherwise welldeserved eulogy over the ' Early Hi Fi'
records ( re- issues of Stokowski's 1931-32
stereo and mono experimental recordings)
in HFN/RR November.
Always being of asceptical nature when it
comes to modern engineers' ideas on
dubbing old recordings, Itried reproducing
the difference signal while playing these LP
transfers. Of course, there was plenty of
output during the stereo passages, but as I
suspected, there was output during the
mono passages as well, which balancing did
not remove.
If the idea of presenting ahistorical
reproduction such as this is to ' improve' the
mono bits, then there is cause to doubt the
accuracy of the stereo sections also. It's just
athought...
Yours faithfully

... about a notable lack
From: JHulse, Alvaston, Derby
Dear Sir, Some time ago Ipurchased aSony
PCM701ES digital processor in order to
make 16-bit PCM recordings on video tape. I
use it in conjunction with two Panasonic
video recorders and it works superbly well,
the recording quality blowing the socks off
any analogue technique.
However, it is agreat disappointment for
me to discover anegative aspect which is
not immediately apparent. One of the major
selling points of the Sony is that digital- to
digital copies can be made with no
degradation. Yet Ifind this facility almost
useless because one cannot make any level
adjustments. Ihave already accumulated a
number of digital recordings from various
sources, but when Icome to make up
permanent tapes, the recordings are
naturally at different levels. This can be
overcome only by going back to analogue —
which is crazy — and requires asecond
processor ( agood game, eh, at £900 each?)
Even the simplest requirement— to fade up
manually at the start of apiece and to fade
down at the end — is impossible.
Sony deserve all praise for giving us a
16-bit recording capability at domestic prices
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(well, it compares favourably with
Nakamichi, Revox, etc). But Ido feel that they
should look to providing level control for the
digital 'copy' output, even as an accessory
unit.
Yours faithfully

. . . about getting to grips with
accessories
From: JNorman, Plympton, Plymouth,
Devon
Dear Sir, Can Isay how delighted Iam to see
aresponsible body like yourself 'get to grips'
with the accessory market, sorting out the
good from the rubbish. Ihave had my fingers
burnt too many times in the past with the
latter .... Furthermore, Ireceived my
Goldring Stylus Cleaner safely, and yes, Iam
absolutely delighted, which vindicates what I
have to say.
Yours faithfully

.. . about special offers & the
real world
From: Bob McIntosh, Enfield, Middlesex
Dear Sir, Igave serious thought to sending
off for asyringe of your special-offer
Tweek`. Instead Isent £ 13.25 to the Ethiopia
Famine Appeal; somehow my system has
sounded much better ever since.
Yours faithfully

. . . about lean-Michel Jerre
From: James Kearney, Kilrea, County Derry,
Northern Ireland
Dear Sir, Never quite understanding why
one friend reserves his most scathing and
vitriolic remarks for this particular musicmaker, Iseek amore objective opinion. Iask
you aquestion — what is the general opinion
of the music of Jean-Michel Jarre?
Apart from astylish documentary tracking
the man's pioneering concerts in China, I
have seen no other media coverage. What
back issues of what music journals could be
relied upon for an objective analysis of
Jarre's music? Imyself find his LPs pleasant
enough, never finding the inherently
soulless electronic music tiresome on
repetition. However, in my opinion, Jaffe's
technique of using such abanal tactic of
short repetitious tunes will ensure that his
works shall not last too long into the future.
His is not music of any genius, but Ido enjoy
it for what it has to offer.
Whai can you say?
Yours faithfully

. . . about critics & edits
From: Andrew Keener, Harrow, London
Dear Sir, As someone who also spends
many hours over asplicing block or digital
editing desk, Iappreciate how annoying it
can be to have non-existent cuts pointed out
to one by arecord reviewer. Yet I
was still
puzzled after reading Simon Eadon's letter
('Views' December) in which he protests that
Iwas wrong in detecting an edit at bar 231 of
the first movement of Bernard Haitink's
Decca Shostakovich 8. Edits are funny
things, admittedly. Iknow how easy it is to
become obsessed by the whole business;
after an ear-boggling editing session I'm
quite likely to start hearing edits at aconcert
if, for example during atutti, all the doublebasses change bow at precisely the same
instant and in the same manner. But the
beginning of bar 231 remained obstinately
suspicious sounding when Ichecked it again.
Belatedly, Ispoke to Mr Eadon. The edit, he
insisted, was not at the start of bar 231. It
was in the next bar, when tympani and lower
brass come in. That's right, Icountered
smarmily — bar 231 in my score. So someone
(either the editor of my miniature, or of the
Decca full, score) can't count bar numbers
and the edit is where I
thought it was. But
now the molehill has been made into a
mountain by this record hack showing off his
edit-spotting ears. The point at issue is
whether the instant spoils the whole of this
superb record and of course it doesn't.
Yours faithfully

... about critics tic criticisms
From: Trevor Attewell, Watford, Hens
Dear Sir, Referring to the letter from Simon
Eadon ( December issue) Iam readily
identifiable as the reviewer who commented
(favourably, as I
thought) on the wind noise
in Peter Hurford's organ recording of Cesar
Franck. The remark about which Mr. Eadon
complains resulted from aconversation with
an acquaintance who chanced to have heard
that particular instrument recently, and in
whose judgement, which Ihave reason to
respect, the wind noise is more obvious in
the building than on the record. My
comment could scarcely have implied either
noise filtration or compromised microphone
placement, since the former certainly, and
the latter quite probably, would have been
audible on the disc, requiring mention in the
review. Indeed, many readers will have been
perturbed by Mr. Eadon's admission that
filtration was even considered.
On the other hand, it has been known for a
balance engineer to take the time and
trouble to look for a 'sweet spot' in which a
good ( and uncompromised) sound can be
obtained while minimising any unfortunate
extraneous noise, and my implication was
that this had no doubt proved possible. Of
course it is my fault that the text did not
make this clearer. Mr. Eadon may rest
assured that no such conclusions will be
drawn in future without very solid evidence
indeed.
Yours faithfully

. . . about hardening vinyl
From: DA Barlow, Bingley, West Yorks
Dear Sir, I
was interested to read in your
November issue of the use by the Japanese
of radiation to harden vinyl records by
cross- linking. This was suggested to Decca
some 30 years ago by Professor Peter Lord
of Salford University; needless to say, the
idea was not taken up.
Yours faithfully
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December 27th:

Laskiyes
Name
Sale
•We stock ahuge range of big name hi-fi products. • Unique
demonstration and comparison facilities.
•Credit to suit your pocket. • Nationwide
after sales service. • 14 day exchange.
THE BIG NAME SALE

QUAD'S NEW PRO
AMPS
Two new power amplifiers aimed
at the professional user employ
Quad's established ' current
dumping' techniques, in a conventional 19in. rack format.
The 510 mono model is
designed to deliver its rated

100W output into any load from 2
to 100ohms, appropriate matching being selected by a plug-in
card. Both input and output are
isolated to facilitate multiple unit
installation, and 70V and 100V
distribution networks can also be
accommodated. The 520 is aconventional stereo version, delivering 100W/ch into 8ohms.

AMERICAN GLOOM
Saddest news for the North
American audiophile community
this month has been the death of
Peter Snell, the man behind the
very well regarded Snell Acoustics loudspeakers, which are just
beginning to make some headway in their second introduction
to the UK market. Though day-today trading will continue as normal, the long-term effect of this
cruel blow upon the company's
future is difficult to predict.
Three other famous names
have been involved in various
peculiar North American bankruptcy proceedings, though in
two instances this appears to be
merely a technical device to
assist in restructuring financial

VIRGIN III -FI
RETAIL

3020B
Having deftly undermined the
commercial position of their
remarkably successful 3020
amplifier by the recent launch
of the ' budget' 3120 model, NAD
have waved a magic wand over

the old-timer and turned it into
the 3020B. Changes include the
use of binding posts instead of
spring clips for speaker terminals, and a switchable facility to
increase the power into 8ohms
by 40%.

Having experimented with hardware retail on a limited basis and
found it worthwhile, Virgin
Records — they of airline and
Megastore fame — will be entering hi-fi retail on a much more
serious basis. Already involved

NAKAMICHI
LAUNCH CD
PLAYERS
Following last month's report on
the $80,000 Nakamichi read-write
magneto- optical digital disc
recorder, two more- conventionally priced CD players from
the Japanese company should be
reaching UK dealers this month,
the £795 OMS 5 and the £ 1195
OMS -7. Nakamichi have
refrained from entering the CD
fray until now because, in the
words of President Niro Nakamichi, ' CD sound was totally
unacceptable'. Conventional CD
players were felt to have overly
complex reconstruction filtration
after the DACs, which helped lead
to the ' Digital Sound' syndrome.

TECHNICS TOP
TUNER, NEW CDs
Technics' new top- of- the- line STG7 AM/FM tuner is now available
for £ 389. Three quartz-controlled
circuits are combined with Technics DC circuitry in a high specification full- feature package, with
sophisticated visual display
indicators.

For their first players, therefore, Nakamichi have opted for
the 4x oversampling/digital
domain filtration as pioneered by
Philips and the sample we saw
had the familiar Mullard TDA
chips inside. A well-behaved ( in
the time domain) 3rd-order Bessel analogue filter can then be
used, and Nakamichi have gone
very much further than the European company, in that they have
kept the digital and analogue cirA third generation threesome
of CD players comprises the SLP1, — P2, and — P3 at £388, £444,
and £499, sharing new ' virtually
foolproof' error correction circuitry dubbed ' Super Decoding
Algorithm'. Control fuctions are
pretty comprehensive, even on
the cheaper model, while the P3
represents the ultimate in convenience ( and complexity).

cuitry completely separate, with
all contact points in the signal
path eliminated up to the output
sockets. The analogue section is
actually housed in a discrete aluminium enclosure, with OFC wiring throughout, separate UR DC
power supplies, and separate
grounding paths for each channel. ( The whole is christened the
'Direct- coupled, Linear Phase,
Analog Signal Processor'!)
Care has also been taken with

WHARFEDALE
SHAKE-UP

Control of Wharfedale Loudspeakers has passed from the
(presumed) Spanish backing
operating through TK Newman to
joint ownership by the Valiance
family, a consumer electronics
retail group in the North (who
have the controlling interest), the
West Yorkshire Enterprise Board,

CD/LASERVISION

Technics SL- P3 remote control CD player
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The much heralded merging of
audio and video domestic replay
hardware has received a new
boost with the Japanese launch
of the long expected Pioneer
combined Compact Disc/LaserVision player. The CLD 9000 automatically senses different size
discs and specific format variations. Production is under way at
5,000/month, and the machine
has comprehensive input/output

control. Oracle is one of these.
The firm is currently sorting out
the technicalities, and is expected
to continue as before under the
same management.
The Mark Levinson company
has been through a receivership
'hiccup', and is now controlled by
The Audio Group, a consortium
of ML's major US dealers, with
production due to re- commence
on January 1. Interestingly, it is
said that the loss of three months
production caused remaining ML
stocks to command a hefty premium.
Acoustat's troubles seem to
have been more serious, though,
again, our latest information is
that the brand will survive having
been bought ( it is rumoured) by
Hafler.

with the mass- market makes. Virgin is showing just how serious it
is by adding to its list of agencies
such companies as MordauntShort, Thorens, CJ Walker, Helius
and Michell. Leeds residents will
be able to combine their LP and
hardware purchases at the new
Virgin outlet opening this month.
the mechanical construction: the
zinc-alloy diecast disc- drive chassis floats on springs to give effective isolation from vibration ( no
lsoplats for Nakamichi owners,
obviously). The result, Nakamichi
say, is that the ' natural ' atmosphere' of the original sound will
be reproduced'.
The two machines are fundamentally the same: the ' 7 has
multiple programming facilities,
headphone output, and an infrared remote control; the ' 5 offers
the basic sonic performance with
minimum facilities, but including
'Remaining time'.
Details from Nakamichi B&W
UK Ltd, Marlborough Road,
Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 8TR. Tel:
(0903) 750750.

and new MD, George Palmer.
The only statement to have
been issued indicates acontinuation of current activities, but the
presence of the Enterprise Board
clearly indicates that Wharfedale
will stay within the Leeds/Bradford conurbation and retain workforce skills when moving from
their current over- large site in the
near future.
socketry for connection to all
manner of ancillaries. Japanese
price tag is c. £800.
Pioneer have also released a
videodisc with a digitally
encoded soundtrack utilising
unused frequency zones, in addition to the standard FM- encoded
standard soundtrack. Japanese
predictions indicate substantial
growth in videodisc and player
sales of both Laserdisc and VHD
formats on the home market during 1985.
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Wharfedale announce the best thing
since sliced bread.The sandwich box.
Polystyrene and melamine sandwiches
may not sound very appetising.

speaker Not that the 708 story stops with
the cabinet.

But wait until you hear what happens
when they're used to make aloudspeaker
cabinet.

It also features anew aluminium dome
tweeter which combines wide dispersion
and high efficiency with ultra-low distortion.

The new Wharfedale 708's 'sandwich
box' is far more rigid than any wooden
speaker cabinet, yet amazingly light. (Try

The polymer- coned bass unit's massive
diecast chassis is locked solidly to the baffle,

picking one up— ask the dealer first.)
As you might expect, the Wharfedale
engineers pursued the twin goals of rigidity
and lightness for agood reason.
A rigid box spells death

bayonet-fashion (no more loose screws).
And as awhole, the speaker looks as
beautiful as it sounds.
OK, so how does it sound? Our aim was
to improve on the performance of rival
speakers costing £500 and

to resonance, which is the
speaker designer's Enemy

more, an aim in which we
believe we've succeeded.

Number One.
And because a light
cabinet stores less energy

At around £300 apair,
this makes the 708 expensive
for asandwich box.

than aheavy one, when the
music stops so does the

But very reasonable as
afeast for the ears.
WHARFEDALE LOUI ,SPI.MUSS.111G111,14E.1 Mk(SA:).11/LE.HRAI>1.0111).YORKSIIIKL.TEI (0274)611131.
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The Walkman DC2 Professional is
a £ 150 replay- only machine that
applies the techniques which
were successful in the larger
record/replay Walkman Pro to
bring new standards of sound
quality and compactness to portable players.
Anyone who has sampled
Sony's remarkable new £70 MDR
CD7 ' digital ready' portable
'phones will be only too aware of
the sonic limitations of even the
better conventional players, so
the spec of 0.07% wow and flutter and Dolby- B and -C noise
reduction will be particularly
enticing to hi-fi sensitised ears.

SPECTRO-SHAPING
A research team at the Northwestern University, Illinois, is
reportedly working on the computer enhancement of digital
audio signals to create added
locational cues which are claimed
to enhance stereophonic performance so dramatically as to
render multi- channel systems
(such as the ill-fated quadraphony) unnecessary.
The system works on the
digital audio signal by adding in
the various appropriate locational cues, which include the
accepted mechanisms of dif-

BRAVO!
Having waited respectfully for the
applause to subside, Shure are
joining the current trend of reissuing past successes. The Encore
series of cartridges includes such
landmarks as the ME75EJ and ED
(£17/£22), plus the £ 25 ME95ED,
£40 ' 97HE and ' um ble £ 11
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There's a distinct air of doom
hanging over 8mm Video, the
internationally-agreed new video
4
standard. Ever since the initial
euphoria of its acceptance by 122
i›
top companies in March 1983,
prototypes have failed to appear
•-and launches have been delayed,
Even Kodak, the only company
•
publicly to announce a product
range for the UK, cancelled its
' Kodavision' camcorder launch
last Autumn. Another backer for
the US market, with a 90- minute
NTSC version rather than the 60
minutes of PAL Polaroid, seems
to have gone quiet on the subject.
Manufacturers have steadily
drifted over to VHS format for
ferential loudness and time delay their home video recorders over
plus a third cue mechanism the the years for a start. Now more
team refer to as ' spectro-shap- and more are taking out licenses
ing', which is claimed to take for JVC's Video Movie cameraaccount of the much more subtle recorder, which uses a miniatutonal shading effects imparted by rised 30- minute VHS- C cassette
head and outer ear shapes. Data that can be played in a normal
for researching the latter were VHS machine with an adaptor.
With 8mm Video's cumberobtained by experimentation on
human subjects, with small mic- some collection of add-on playback units, non- compatibility
rophones inserted in the ears.
One particularly intriguing with the very established existing
aspect concerns the claim that VHS population and a high price
the characteristics of the listening tag, some observers doubt
room are electronically erased, whether it will ever catch on — or
and that these are then replaced even reach the market at all.
by an ' ideal' room acoustic, givBut there is one benefit in 8mm
Video's favour, which doesn't
ing exceptional clarity.
concern video at all. 8mm Video
could well be the only recordable
ME70B, at prices certainly no format which can handle not only
higher than when you got two or video pictures, but also our old
friend digital audio on the soundmore dollars for every pound.
The resident anachrophile is track. The prototype V2000 recorscouring the countryside for a der with digital sound used
inadequate 8- bit encoding, and
pristine Pioneer PL12D, complete
Fi' forwith ADC _headshells for the ' 75s while the remarkable ' Hi mats in VHS and Beta might
— any other combination would
allow quality nearer to Compact
be unthinkable. ,

KINGSBROOK MARKETING,
manufacturer of a neat hi-fi TV
SILVER JUBILEE celebrations for sound tuner has gone into volunSwiss Cottage retailer Studio 99, tary liquidation, as has the studio
ties in nicely with their recent equipment manufacturer RAINFBA Retailer of the Year Award. DIRK.
DIXONS are attempting a take- MORDAUNT-SHORT's ' baby'
over of Currys, which the latter MS10 loudspeaker is to go into
are resisting.
production as predicted, cornPETER KLEIN, longtime MD of plete with POSITEC protection at
Laskys and its predecessor Hard- a price of £75.
m ans, has resigned, to be CLEARTONE are opening a hi-fi
'Superstore' at 235 Blackburn
replaced by Richard Winckles.
SANYO go Beta Hi Fi with the Road, Bolton, with 10,000 sq.ft. of
VCR M40 ( or, according to a total space to display and demonphoto, VTC M40), launched at strate awide range of products at
£600. Meanwhile, Beta Hi Fi mod- all prices,
els now represent 40-70% of REIGATE/CRAWLEY FM listeners
Sony's VCR output ( different esti- may have already found the ILR
mates), and their market share in Radio Mercury station, broadJapan has tripled to 15.9%. Eight casting in stereo on 103.6MHz
hundred videocassette titles with from the Reigate TV relay transhi-fi stereo soundtracks were mitter site, promising good FM
released in Japan during the third reception to some 280,000
quarter of ' 84.
people.
MFB LIVES! Contrary to our MERIDIAN are chuffed at the
November Active Speakers item, results of a readership survey in
Philips claim never to have given Japan's influential Stereo Sound
up Motional Feedback active sys- magazine, the MCA- 1 being
tems, and have sent us details of voted the top imported intethe £500 F9638 to prove the point, grated amplifier. The winter ediso effectively confirming the tion of same illustrious organ has
comparative lack of marketing now pronounced their CD player
muscle behind the concept corn- the tops, and featured it on the
front cover.
pared with earlier years.
CD PLAYERS benefit dramatically MERIDIAN are also offering to
from some form of spring sus- 'Meridianise' the internals of any
pension and disc stabilisation, Philips 100, 101 or Marantz CD 63
according to Glasgow's Stereo CD players for £98 (+£3.50 carShowcase.
liege).

BRIEFING
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MAPLIN'S 1985 electronic cornponent catalogue is now on sale,
price £ 1.35.
VOLT'S new 8in. and 10in. double voice-coil drive units, specifically designed for single unit sub-

woofer systems, are available
from Wilmslow Audio.
LINN are sponsoring racing
driver Anthony Reid in singleseater formulae.
AUDIO FIDELITY retail chain and
manufacturer is steadily reducing
the losses sustained over the past
four years, and expects to return
to profitability in 1985.
AES LECTURES at the IEEE this
winter include Bob Stuart of
Meridian on Active Loudspeaker
Systems on December 11, and
Tony Griffiths of Decca International on Digital Sound Record-

FRONT END

SONS OF
WALKMAN PRO

Disc, they're only analogue. It's
also impossible to ' dub sound
without erasing the picture —
because the one is recorded
under the other in the oxide by
depth multiplex recording. It's
true that experiments have been
going on at Philips in Holland to
put digital sound onto LaserVision discs, but as we all know you
can't record on a disc — for the
time being at least.
Digital audio on 8mm Video
works by reserving the first part
of the heads' sweep across the
tape for sound, before it gets to
the picture information. Doing
the same on VHS or Beta would
mean a format change, which
would rather defeat the object of
the exercise, not to mention
throwing the market into confusion. But research is underway to
find a way of extending VHS
video tracks to incorporate digital
sound in away that would maintain compatibility.
Speculation is now mounting
that the technology may turn to a
subject rather closer to the hearts
of HEN/RR readers. 8mm Video
could easily become 8mm Audio
— the tape equivalent of Compact
Disc. It all depends on how far
manufacturers want to stretch
their existing, established formats. Hitachi, among others,
have already produced PCM versions of VHS similar to the Sony
PCM-F1 Betamax, and say that
making a miniaturised VHS- C
recorder/player would create no
extra problems.
VHS would then have a compact 30- minute digital audio
medium which, with thinner
tapes — developed to make 8mm
Video possible in the first place —
could be extended to the 60minutes needed for album
release, and probably beyond.
Richard Dean

ing Techniques, January 8.
SANYO'S new UK address is
Sanyo House, Otterspool Way,
Watford, Hens WD2 8JX.
CBS has reported its fastest
growth in the record division,
contributing to a profit increase
of 60% for the nine months
ending September 30.
NEW US LEGISLATION provides
copyright protection for semiconductor designs which is similar to
that covering music recordings.
CARIN is the acronym for a CDbased in- car information and
navigation system being
developed by Philips, using the
digital memory of the disc to
store and display or voice- synthesise useful information. Anything which gets CD players into
cars is being relentlessly pursued
by manufacturers anxious to
expand the hardware base of the
format to ensure its success. The
one sure way is to persuade car
manufacturers to fit players as
standard items in prestige vehicles.
TEK MARKETING have reported
record shipments ( in August, of
all months), of their famous and
long-established Zerostat antistatic device.
APOLOGIES to Andy Giles of
Natural Sound Systems for omitting to mention his generous
donation of Monster Cables to
the FBA/Penta prize draw last
month.
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THE NEW GRADO

CLEAN PLAYBACK SIGNAL

MASTER S RIES

Some things just get better
and better. Take the LP disc for
example. Recent competition
to its superiority as aplayback
medium has only emphasised
its musical potential and
assured it along and popular
future.
But in discovering just
how good adisc can sound w
realised that it takes aspecial
kind of pickup cartridge to
meet the expectations of
increasingly sophisticated
listeners.
At Grado, our approach
has been to re-evaluate the
reproduction capabilities of
commercial recordings — we
began all over again. By
exploiting test procedures
unheard of even afew years
ago we have defined new
performance criteria. We have
introduced technical disciplines
and specialist skills to master
these challenges and create a
new standard in cartridge
production. The Grado Master
Series.
The introduction of the
Grado Master Series has
dramatically shortenel
evolution process o
ge
performance art
we have addd every
aspe
up design for
seve
ars to come.

By re-calculating the
composition and disposition of
magnetic materials in
generator systems we have
c ated aspectacularly '
Clean
yback Signal'. While new
mula plastics and special
epoxies combine to provide
structural rigidity and
mechanical resolution more
than matching the ability of any
current pickup arm. The new
Grado is atruly universal
cartridge.
Choosing apickup
cartridge is aserious matter —
system planning which does
not take into account
technological advance in
cartridge design cannot hope
to be successfur'
The Grado Master Series
is atriee of technological
acl*èment in which each
edel asserts emphatic
authority in its performance
against predecessors and
competitors alike.
Discover how the new
Grado C/ean Playback Signal'
enhances your listening
pleasure. You'll not be listening
to cartridges any longer, now
with the Grado Master Series
you hear only the music.
The Grado Master Series.
Because some things just get
better and better.

GRADO
GRADO PRODUCTS ( UK) LTD., LYNCH HOUSE, ALWALTON, PETERBOROUGH PE7 3UY

Telephone ( 0733) 236562
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'SAID OUR over-taxed editor,
you've got this self-image as a
jetEN,setter,
so you won't mind
K
flying up to Glasgow for a day.'
For a moment Ithought he meant ... but
then he said ' Iwant you to visit Tannoy'. My
pulse settled again as the vision of my brain
being washed subsided.
Tannoy?
'Yes. They have a brand-new range of
dual- concentric loudspeakers and you can
do a nice report on the speakers and the
company. And they won't make you eat
haggis.'
That didn't really worry me, having had
raw fish the day before. Iwas more bothered
by getting hit on the head with a caber.
Derek West, Tannoy's sanest spokesperson, met me at Heathrow, where we boarded
the BA Shuttle. In half the time it takes me to
get from Canterbury to Croydon, I was
standing on Scottish soil. Wet soil, as it was
positively cats- and- dogging it that day, Alex
Garner met us at the airport and we beat a
hasty retreat to the Tannoy factory — which is
about ten times larger than Iexpected.
Iwanted to go up to the Tannoy factory
(though Ididn't let ' Pops' know that) because
any hi-fi company over 50 years old is bound
to have rooms full of anachrophilia. I'd get to
fondle the very rare Tannoy valve amps,
Gold Monitors, and — if Ibehaved myself —
maybe even a Variluctance cartridge. No
such luck though, as somewhere along the
line all of the aged goodies have disappeared. Instead, Derek began my indoctrination with a slide show that was, in
anachrophile terms, almost pornographic.
Shot after shot of wonderful obsolete Tannoy product, with nary a piece to beg away
for my museum ...
Everyone knows that Tannoy is one of the
originals, its origins going back to the 1920s,
when Guy R Fountain cleverly blended the
words ' tantalum' and ' alloy' and came up
with ' Tannoy'. Good thing, too, as it's the
only audio brand- name in the dictionary
(unless ' Dolby' has entered recent editions);
can you imagine the response if it had come
out as `tantaloy' or 'allurn' ( the latter being a
very dry- sounding product indeed). Whatever, the name has become a generic term
for ' public address systems', much as 'to
hoover' means to use a vacuum cleaner.
You don't achieve this by keeping a low
profile or low sales.
Iwas astounded by the size of the Tannoy
operation because Ihad been thinking of the
company only in terms of its hi-fi products.
That usually implies amuch smaller concern
than the 140 or so employees in the cavernous expanse they call a factory. What had
completely slipped my mind is Tannoy's
involvement in professional markets outside
of their studio and stage business. Foghorns,
loudhailers, PA systems, military paraphernalia, disco sound systems, ad infinitum.
When I learned that Tannoy had fitted
certain airports with public address equipment, I asked Derek how the company
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cleverly managed to get the systems to fwhich still do offer performance on a par
distort only when vital information was 1with the products of today.
being broadcast, eg: '
Will passengers for 1 It was this series of speakers which estabBritish Airways flight BA blah please board at
lished the Dual Concentric as a way to the
Gate garfle'. He assured me that such effects
audiophile's heart, the design being one of
were acrucial part of staff training at Heaththe most viable approaches to ' point source'
row, nothing to do with Tannoy's efforts)
dispersion, without sacrificing sensitivity,
The bulk of the history lesson dealt with
bass response, or power handling, as would
the products that have embodied Tannoy
be the penalties of going the small-enclosure
philosophy since the War. These are none
route. Other companies had tried to accomother than the famous Dual Concentric
plish the same effect as Tannoy by placing
Loudspeakers, which first reached the martweeters in the middle of bass drivers, but
ketplace in 1947 as Tannoy ' Black' Monitors.
these systems failed because such arrangeNaturally, these are now highly prized by
ments almost invariably resulted in acoustic
Japanese collectors who would give you
degradation due to interaction between the
their daughters in exchange for amint pair of
two parts of the speaker.
these 12in. or 15in. drive units. Derek felt that
To achieve the goal of two speakers workthe Blacks, while of interest in historic terms,
ing as one, while avoiding the weaknesses of
wouldn't quite meet anachrophile standards
then-available ' co-axial' speakers, designer
as well as the later Tannoy Golds or Reds,
Ronnie Rackham placed the horn- loaded
high-frequency driver behind the centre of
the low frequency cone. Careful research
enabled the arrangement to be refined into a
system that exists to this day in the current
Tannoy Dual Concentric products, the primary obstacle having been the need to avoid
time delays between the arrival times of the
signals from the two drivers, a main failing
of the coaxial types ( and of many other
box-type enclosures).
The design was successful because of
meticulous attention to detail, combined
with novel solutions to the fundamental
problems of coaxial units. The spacing of the
HF driver behind the LF unit had to be
carefully calculated to compensate for the
time delay element (the crossover network
also contributing to this aspect of performance). Horn loading of the tweeter was
chosen because of the transient performance, sensitivity, and power handling capability. The method of assembly required
Albury SL105
more attention than conventional drivers
because of the doubling of the role of the
magnet assembly and the chassis frame —
the necessity to keep two voice coils and
cones perfectly centred rather than just one.
Frankly, the thing struck me as an even
bigger headache than trying to design a
better mousetrap, but that's what Tannoy
wanted to do.
Obviously, they were right, because the
design remains valid 37 years on. They've
tweaked, modified and improved their Dual
Concentric drivers on a continuing basis as
developments elsewhere in hi-fi enabled
them to do so. In 1967, for example, Tannoy
took advantage of the proliferation of higher
powered amplifiers on the domestic market
by lowering the sensitivity of the unit in
favour of increased bandwidth and the ability to work in enclosures smaller than a
bungalow at Thorpe Bay. New adhesives,
new magnets, improvements in cone materials and other developments have enabled
the Tannoy ' DCs' to evolve, improve and
remain an important part of the domestic
and professional scenes for a generation or
more.
I mentioned that Tannoy speakers are
31

The better the cartridge, the
more music you hear.
This tiny component exerts
an influence out of all proportion
to its size.
Think about it
It's the only point of contact
between the information carved in the
groove and the sound you finally hear.
Anything lost at this point can
never be replaced no matter how
esoteric the rest of the system. So it
follows that the choice of cartridge is
crucial to the ultimate sound.
And within the cartridge itself,
the stylus plays acritical role. The
perfect stylus will extract maximum
®

information from the groove with
minimum wear to the record.
But what is the perfect stylus?
Goldring engineers were quick
to appreciate the revolutionary
thinking of Dutch physicist van den Hul.
With the aid of acomputer, he
modelled his stylus on the shape of
the recording cutter.
Because the contact radius is
small, 3.5 microns to be precise, it
closely approximates the radius of
the original cutter.
Groove tracing is so accurate,
it follows almost exactly the record
modulations, revealing all the detail
of the music.

The same commitment to
advanced design is applied throughout the entire Goldring range.
Each cartridge we produce is
handmade with all the care and skill
that 75 years experience can provide,
and each product is individually
tested, before leaving the factory
So if you want to hear more,
telephone or write to us.

move 117 po

Goldring
ét*e allele eprovement

Goldring Products Limited, 8Greyfriars Road, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX Tel: (0284) 701101.
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available in enclosures of manageable proportions ( excepting their non- Dual Concentrics in the ' Planet Series', which are
definitely manageable), but by that Imean
that size class which usually requires American-scaled living rooms. The Japanese, ever
to the fore in audio insanity, think nothing of
shoving apair of Westminsters into a12x1 Oft
room, but for most ' normal' audio users, true
Tannoys have traditionally been considered
too large for most homes.
Enter, then, the ' Surrey Series, the reason
for my visit to Glasgow.
Consisting of five models, the Surrey
Tannoy's dual-concentric Srange
range ( so called because each model is
named after a town in that county) brings
Dual Concentric to those of us living in
homes that can never cause agoraphobia.
While the top two models, the Albury and
the Bradley, maintain visual and physical ties
to the elephantiasis of the past, the three
babies in the range will actually fit on
conventional stands in conventional rooms
without the need for abulldozed back wall or
the relegation of the sofa to the hallway. A
list is in order to describe the range so you'll
know I'm not lying; the model numbers refer
The Glasgow factory
to cubic volume in litres. Starting from the
made me take notice is the Esher, which
top, we have:
houses the tiniest Dual Concentric Tannoy
The Albury SL105, with
built-in stands.
£850/pa r has sa far produced, an Sin job. That's as
wild as Quad producing an electrostatic the
The Bradley SL65, also
with stands
£750/pa i
r size of a copy of The Sun. What's more, I
listened to the SUE ( I'm not overly keen on
The Chertsey SL45
£550/pair
The Darking SL35
£450/p ai
r geographical names for sound reproduction
apparatus, I'm afraid) and found it to boast
The Esher SL25
£350/pair
all of the traditional Tannoy virtues in a box
(Typical prices inc VAT.)
not a whole lot larger than JA's beloved
Now this doesn't tell you what is so
SL600s, in spite of a near doubling of the
interesting about the range, especially as the
effective cubic volume. ( The Tannoy meafour dearest models house your basic 10in.
sures 18.1x12.6x10.5in vs the Celestion's
(or more) Dual Concertrics No sir. What
91

SCOTTISH SHOW

ANNUAL OFFER

Beyer's £ 10 ' Bedphone' ( above)
was one of the stars of the wellattended Scottish Hi Fi and Video
Exhibition, promoted by Colin
Mackenzie's Hi Fi Corner shops at
the Edinburgh Post House in
October. It didn't attract as much
attention, however, as Sony's little bijou, the CD Walkman, which
threatens to add some muchneeded razzmatazz to the Compact Disc marketing strategy.
The show was one of the only
three to be held last year, the
others being February's Audio T
show and our own Heathrow
show in September. Certainly the
reduction in the number of
exhibitions in 1984 compared
with ' 83 was a welcome relaxa-
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14.5x8x1Oin.)
While Ididn't suffer palpitations of excitement over the rest of their in-house system, I
did manage to get an insight into the SL25's
potential. For starters, it went LOUD, easily
handling all the juice from a 250watt amplifier despite its 120watt rating. And it went
de-e-e- p, deep enough to keep our resident
dub fanatic, PM, happy (though he does
have this predilection for bass that you feel
rather than hear). And it went BIG.
Really big.
The Tannoy sound room is large enough
to serve comfortably for demonstrations of
the most overpowering behemoths they can
manufacture, yet the wee Eshers did a
marvellous job of cooking up awall of sound
that belied their size. They were, in a word,
impressive, but I'll reserve final judgement
until Iget a pair home for use with my own,
known system.
While Ididn't get to see anyone wearing a
kilt, t enjoyed my five hours across the
border. Ilearned that Tannoy continues to
serve the domestic market to the best of their
abilities, even though that's but a small part
of their business. Ifound, to my astonishment, that the Japanese buy more Tannoys
than anyone else, with the Americans closing the gap rapidly. Isaw the marvellous
machine-shop where Tannoy makes its own
stunning cabinets, sniffed paint fumes with
their workforce, looked inside cabinets too
complex for mere words, gazed longingly at
an amazing prototype they won't let me
describe in print, heard whispers of another
prototype Ican't mention either, and left
feeling that Tannoy's place in the Oxford
English Dictionary seems quite secure.
Thankfully, Ididn't have to suffer a demonstration of their foghorn! ),
1
-

tion of the pressures suffered by
manufacturers, and was a factor Although HFWRR is not producin the success of the three. Indus- ing an Annual this year, there is
try policy is to keep the number still a limited supply of the 1984
down for 1985, and HEN/RR's edition in stock. This contains a
Heathrow Show September, as number of good things: equipfar as we know, is the only event ment review reprints; a guide to
hi-fi basics; summary reviews on
firmly planned.
We do admit, however, that _a years' classical releases; a
Heathrow is a long way from guide to CDs; and a useful index
Scotland, and it would appear of manufacturers' addresses and
that there will always be a need telephone numbers. The original
for the farthest- flung regional price was £ 1.80, but to make
exhibitions such as the Hi Fi Cor- space in the stockroom for the
various projects we will be featurner Show.
To keep the exhibitors on their ing in 1985, we are selling the
toes, a competition for the best -1984 HEN/RR Annual for just £ 1,
inc. p&p. Send your order to
display was run at the show;
Mike Stranger, a senior producer HEN/RR Annual Offer, Link
with Scottish BBC and past Presi- House, Dingwall Avenue,
dent of the Radio Industries Club Croydon CR9 2TA.
of Scotland, roamed the rooms.
looking for those who had done
most to disguise the hote!
environment. Aiwa came first, for SPEAKER CONES
making best use of their room.
Not the sound- producing variety,
with JVC in second place,while
these are small, upwards- pointtop UK company was Monitor
ing, stainless steel cones proAudio, for ' good music, lots of
duced by Warrington dealer Chris
information, and a good total
Brooks Audio. Four cones are
ambience'. One of the attractions
placed on the speaker stand and
in the M-A room was their £49.50
the speaker then placed on the
HDP isolation base ( below), conpoints of the cones, so that it is
structed from a wood/lead sandfirmly referenced to the stand,
wich with spiked feet.
the floor, the ground, and the
world. We tried a set and found
that, indeed, they did offer the
claimed improvements in sound
quality, adding that little bit more
clarity to musical ' leading edges'.
A set of eight cones costs £ 18 inc.
VAT and p&p — details from Chris
Brooks Audio, 29 Gaskell Street,
Stockton Heath, Warrington,
Cheshire. Tel: 0925 61212.

JANUARY 1985

WONDERCAPS ETC
A source of supply for the
'Audiophile'- standard, polypropylene- dielectric, VVondercap
capacitors, as used in Audio
Research and Counterpoint gear,
has been established in the UK.
Lancashire dealer Aurak is supplying Wondercaps — ideal for
signal path and power supply
decoupling purposes — as well as
Roederstein metal film resistors
and Filmcap ultra- low ESR electrolytic capacitors, by post.
Details from Aurak Hi Fi Specialists, 46 Wood Street, St Annes,
Lancashire. Tel: St Annes 729111.

GWM/DISCOUNT
GVV Maybury, of 11F North
Frederick Path, Hanover Court,
Glasgow G1 2BG, Tel: 041-332
2953, has written to inform us of
two new hi-fi companies he is
starting up. GVVM Marketing is
distributing STD turntables, and
hopes to add other products
including currently unavailable
American lines. Discount Audio
appears to be an attempt to
organise aconsortium of dealers
with centralised buying power,
but is apparently also prepared to
supply customers direct. Further
details from the above address.

MISSING LINK
Internal problems have delayed
the judging of HFN/RR's '
Missing
Link' competition. The winner
will be announced next month.
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New UDI: Maxeln
However good atape, it's only as good as the
cassette it comes in.
Because it's up to the cassette mechanism to keep
the tape running as accurately as possible across
your record/replay heads.
If the tape doesn't run true, the music
sounds false. Hence Maxell's new PA
cassette mechanism: perhaps the most
accurate mechanism ever built.

When the tape isn't exactly perpendicular to the recording/
playback head in your deck, one stereo channel can lag behind the other,
giving amuddied stereo effect.

PA stands for phase accuracy,
and means that every component
of the cassette is dedicated to keeping
the left hand and right hand channels
of astereo recording precisely in time
with each other.
Everything from the pressure pad
to the guide rollers and the slip sheet to
the tape hub is designed with this end
in mind.
Comparison of uniformity
of tape winding.

Using Tri Arch
slip sheet
—

New TriArch slip sheets are
precisely matched to the new tape to minimise
friction, and give far more uniform tape
winding.

Inside •-•—

- Wound tape

Outside

Using conventional
flat slip sheet

Maxell's new PA cassette
mechanism holds phase
accuracy between channels
to within lO0 (at 6.3 KHz),
increasing the spatial realism
of stereo performance.

latest brainwave.
The result: aclearer, cleaner stereo image—with
all the spatial realism of the original performance.
Needless to say, such aremarkable mechanism
deserves something special by way of atape.
A fair description of UDI's completely new
tape coating.
The world's first poreless ferricrystal
magnetic particles: unique to Maxell.

Conventional gamma ferric oxide
magnetic particles.

Magnified 30,000 times

It's the first tape coating in the
world to use magnetic particles
which are completely free from
pores—tiny holes which reduce
the amount of magnetic energy
the particles can absorb.
So Maxell UDI soaks up far
more music than conventional
tapes, and delivers ahigher output
with less noise. Takes transients in
its stride, and gives you awealth of
musical detail. Yet another inspired
idea we think you'll welcome.

The gap between guide rollers
and cassette shell is half that
of conventional cassettes, for
more accurate tape travel.

rnaxen. UD I'

UDI
maxell®
Break the sound barrier.
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Maxell ( UK)Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HA]. 3AE Tel: 01-423 0688.

AuNo Researcb - they bave clone For years

". . . the D-70 is the
best power amplifier
I've ever used."

Mer,
Per, WINe.

David Prakel Hi Fi Answers December 1983.

". . . the D-70 simply
surpasses everything
solid state and every
transformer output tube
amp we've heard."
Class 14 International Audio Review
"Hotline" 28 December 1983.
Peter Moncrieff.

. . . . the Audio Research D-70 is the finest piece of
hi-fi equipment — regardless of type — that I've had the
privilege to use.
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News & Record Review
February 1984.

"here we have an
extraordinary product . . . ."
Hi Fi News February 1983.

"There are good preamps.
There are very good preamps.
And there is the Audio Research SP8.
Class 1b International Audio Review Hotline
12 August 1981 Peter Moncrieff.

"I can't recommend the Audio
Research SP8 highly enough.
Iwonder howl could have
tolerated less."
Practical HiFi June 1982 — David Wren.

"If you ever considered spending
over £2000 on a system you owe
it to yourself to hear this preamp"
David Prakel Hi Fi Answers February 1983.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside, London SW19.
TeL 01-947 5047
Telex: 894800 Absol G.
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR:
Apogée, Audio Research, Counter point, Koetsu,
Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle, Randall Research,
Robertson Audio, Sumiko, Talisman, United
Sounds of America.
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AUDIO RESEARCH DEALERS:
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London, NW6.
Tel: 01 794 7849
UNILET PRODUCTS, 14 Bute St, London SW7.
Tel: 589 2586
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St,
London, NW1. Tel: 01 387 8281
SIMPLY HIFI, 48 Springbank, Hull,
N. Humberside, Tel: 0482 29240
HOLBURN HI-FI, 441-445 Holburn St,
Aberdeen, Tel: 0224 585713

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cathays,
Cardiff, Tel: 0222 28565
MIDLAND HI-FI STUDIO, Royal London Buildings,
Wulfruna St, Wolverhampton. Tel: 771774
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool
15. Tel: 051 733 6859
RADLETT AUDIO, 36 Beech Avenue, Radlett, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow.
Tel: 041 221 2527
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g has acrying need for yet another small,

two-unit speaker, they sounded good
enough for aquick runover with the
subjective rule.
There's not agreat deal one can say about
such asimple design that is not already
self-evident. It is visually very similar to the
previous 7L, though more fashionably
finished in black wood veneer. It also claims
a 'transmission line' loading through asmall
rear port, which seems alittle optimistic in
my perception of the term, which is happily
rather vaguely definable in any case.
The porting actually consists of an
aluminium tube which acts as abrace
between the magnet and the rear panel,
which is sound practice, and is also claimed
to assist voice-coil cooling, which seems less
worthwhile, comparing its thermal capacity
with that of the magnet and pole pieces.
Sonically, the Conniston has some very
appealing characteristics, through the
midrange and crossover area in particular.
The balance was rather less happy, however,
being on the ' bright' and 'splashy' side at the
top, pulling to one side alittle with my
samples, while inevitably bass-shy at low
frequencies. Sensitivity is fairly high, which
tends to further emphasise the lack of bass,
and mounting close to arear wall only partly
helped to rectify this.
The Conniston may not be about to set the
world alight, but it is avery nicely voiced
loudspeaker, nonetheless. Icouldn't quite
come to terms with the limited bass myself,
but those who are happy to accept this
degree of compromise are unlikely to be
disappointed.

PresénceAudio's Brian Smith
reaches ter the sky

sort, sufficient to provide afair illusion of
scale and drama.
The Garrott Decca isn't for everyone, and I
don't think Icould stand it for more than a
couple of days aweek myself. But it is an
experience not to be missed for those who
relish the sort of hi-fi that can make the hairs
rise on the back of one's neck.
Isuspect part of the fascination with the
Decca in various forms over the years may
relate to the difficulties it presents to the
pickup arm. It worked pretty well in a
standard Linn with Wok, but Ihad been
cautioned not to tighten everything up too
much, and suspect we may still be waiting
for an arm good enough to do this cartridge
justice. Ihope to continue experimenting, as
the Elite Rock is an obvious partner to
investigate.

overall balance nicely, by taking advantage
of the midrange strengths of both amplifiers
and speakers. Ididn't have aproper practical
opportunity to use the Beard with dynamic
Following last month's ' little' Audiostatic
speakers, being more concerned with its
panel speaker, Iincautiously prevailed upon
natural partnership with the Audiostatics as
importer Brian Smith to let me try the really
an alternative context to my own system for
big models, some seven feet high and more
aseries of cartridge comparisons.
than two feet wide. Finished in black, they
A number of ' high end' cartridges wove
are likely to blot out rather than blend
their own particular spells into this
with their surroundings, so for those who
thaumaturgy. The Koetsu Red provided
don't have black wallpaper there is abeige
unforgettable dramatic scale with full
alternative. Whatever, several square metres
orchestral works. An Audionote102vdH with
are going to dominate any surroundings,
its silver wire and transformer, in asilverand one longs for some imagination to
wired Zeta mounted on Michell Gyrodek,
decorate the expanse— they look like
sounded uncannily clear and powerful
screens, so why not decorate them like
through bass and midrange, seductively
screens?
sparkling in the treble.
Leaving aesthetics aside, it took awhile to
However, the coup de grâce came with the
find the right combination. The big Monolith
Garrott Decca in GB clamp. This £300-odd
didn't respond too effectively driven from
package sounded so stunning that I
the Naim with Karma source, and initially I
immediately summoned BS of Presence
was disappointed in the change from the
Audio for his own edification. Perhaps too
smaller model, which had seemed to
much has already been written about the
possess arather better focused midband.
Decca in these pages of late to warrant
However, the major directivity problem
further discourse on my part, but it would do
was substantially removed by the increased
the product adisservice not to give it due
height, and the ' line source effect' was very
praise.
obvious ( and most intriguing). Unless one
The symbiosis achieved in this system was
has actually experienced this, it is quite
not to be taken lightly. The ' edge of the chair'
unsettling to find speakers which don't
came back — the Decca is that sort of
become significantly softer as one moves
cartridge— but as much in rapt fascination as
away ( at least not at the usual 3-D rate), and
unease. In asense the loudspeakers
astereo image which remains resolutely at
themselves seemed to ' disappear' sonically.
ear level whether you're standing or sitting.
Images could be conjured into
Before getting the system properly
extraordinary focus and relief; Irecall being
balanced, the Monolith Twos demonstrated
awestruck by the sound of abrush actually
an impressive amount of extension and
moving around the rim of acymbal. The
'weight' at low frequencies compared with
coherence and dynamic range throughout
the smaller model, but still shared amild lack
the midband was breathtaking, extending
of control. The main area of focus remained
(subjectively, Iwould estimate) from about
the midrange, and if the focus was atouch
100Hz and 5kHe, and therefore
less 'tight', the enjoyment of the music was
corresponding closely with the strength of
also considerably less ' edge of the seat', and
the Beard and Audiostatic. Outside this
much more relaxing.
range the focus and integration slipped away
Around this point the substitution of up-toalittle, but there was still bandwidth of a
date Beard valve amplification improved the

More valves, even more
panels.

Keeping it •
Getting agood hi-fi system together is
largely amatter of being fortunate or sharp
enough to find agood dealer in the first
place. Keeping it that way can prove alittle
problematic, particularly if you're aborn
fiddler, or in my case, earn your living by
changing things around. One needs to keep
aclose eye on any changes, 'cos cause and
effect can be determinedly unpredictable, as
the following tale will illustrate.
During intense cartridge activity for
'Choice, my Ittok came in for some real
abuse as cartridges were constantly changed.
Ihad also moved the whole system out from
its normally quite discreet shelf and cupboard location so that it was now distributed
across the floor, interspersed with spectrum
analysers and pen recorders, with the Linn(s)
on free-standing Sound Organisation tables.
Inevitably Igot through several sets of
headshell leads during the course of this
work, and Iwas using the rather macho
Audio Technica LC types that have just
become available, for which Ihad several
spares.
The fourth from last gave up just as Iwas
finishing, so when Ireplaced my Karma Ihad
anon-matching set, of which I
thought little
enough at the time.
After aday's intermittent struggling and
irritation, concentrating on tweaking the
tracking weight and the like, Iwas still not
getting anywhere near the degree of focus
Iknow the system can provide; the high
frequencies simply would not integrate
properly.
'Here, try these', said Julian down at
Jeffries, slipping me alittle plastic bag
containing aset aLinn headshell leads, with
that half— ' I've been here before' — smile on
his face. After the Audio Techs, they looked
like something the cat wouldn't even have
bothered to bring in. More out of
desperation than hope Idid the substitution
and ( predictably, Isuppose) all immediately
became sweetness and light, focus and
integration.
Iam not casting aspersions on the A-Ts,
because they weren't even afull set and
must have been close to their last legs in any
case. What 1do want to do is emphasise
again the subtleties of good system balance,
and how easily it can be upset.
The very day Istarted writing this I
returned the various bits of the system to
their traditional locations, and all the magic
has vanished again. And as soon as Iget this
finished Iam going to find out why and do
something about it— my suspicion centering
upon the probable inadequacy of my wallmounted turntable support compared with
the SO table. Maybe I'll be able to let you
know what it turned out to be next month. +
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machine on the market will be capable of
producing the kind of audio quality which we
hoped for and which some of the
manufacturers prematurely promised.

Hi-fi video sound
Ever since the hi-fi video formats were
launched, and critics started to find fault in
the depth multiplex system, Ihave been
trying to discover whether it is inherently
faulty or whether ( as with Compact Disc)
there is room for progressive improvement.
The news for future buyers is good, because
production models are improving all the
time. There are also things that people can
do to improve the performance of machines
they have already bought.
The first problem with depth multiplex hi-fi
is the signal level you get off tape. If this falls
below aworking threshold, the FM envelope
is lost and the demodulator stops working. A
signal drop of 6dB can be enough to crash
the whole system. So most machines switch
automatically from FM hi-fi to ordinary linear
audio when there is adangerous drop. In
some machines the linear track is stereo and
in others it is mono. Panasonic, for instance,
has apolicy of recording only mono on the
linear track. It is more robust, because
wrinkles at the tape edge badly affect the
right channel of astereo linear track. Also,
there's no need to pay aroyalty for Dolby- B
when the track is mono! Some machines
switch from FM to linear on a3dB drop. In
the future, hi-fi machines may be able to
cope with as much as 12dB, but 6dB is
currently afair average. Worn heads, or
heads clogged by poor tape, will easily cause
this signal to drop. As will poor tape. So VHS
and Beta Hi Fi need high quality tape.
Even with the best tape, hi-fi video (VHS
and Beta) can give you anasty background
buzz. This is the result of complicated
interplay between several apparently
unrelated factors. Consider first what
happens without any recording. If you run a
clean signal through the electronics of ahi-fi
video recorder, it can come out coloured
with interference because the audio circuits
pick up data buzz from the wires between the
computer chips, which control the switching
function, like motor drive. Some early
machines ran the audio and serial data wires
too close together. Room resonances can
exaggerate the effect of this when
reproduced through good loudspeakers.
Some early hi-fi video machines did not
have amultiplex filter, so when you connect
one of these to an FM radio tuner which is
unfiltered, the hi-fi circuits receive afull dose
of 19kHz pilot tone. And that's not all. The
BBC uses a23kHz tone for in-house
signalling, that is to say, switching between
stereo and mono and to give engineers
advance warning signals. The BBC should
filter this tone out before transmission. But
sometimes they don't. Recently Radio 4
Wrotham was transmitting a 23kHz tone
'loud and clear'. When these pilot tones get
into the circuits of ahi-fi video recorder, they
can create beat signals, of audible frequency.
Also, when ahi-fi recorder is connected to
atelevision set, the TV line scan circuits are
routinely throwing out asteady tone signal
at 15.625kHz. This can feed back up the audio
connecting cables into the hi-fi circuits to
cause yet more beats. So, you see, there is
an extraordinary amount of high frequency
and ultrasonic rubbish which can end up
inside ahi-fi video recorder. And quite apart
from beating to produce audible rubbish,
this ultrasonic garbage can do nasty things
to the recording system.
Hi-fi VHS and Beta rely on adiscontinuous
recording technique, with the FM signal
continually switched at 50Hz between the
two audio heads on the rotating video drum.
An analogue sample and hold memory
circuit bridges the gaps and the 'joins' on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sandwich patent

TECHNOLOGY
Barry Fox
new machines are much smoother than they
were on the first hi-fi models on the market.
But there is still some discontinuity. This is
one reason why the hi-fi systems need a
powerful noise reduction system.
Beta uses aSignetics 2:1 compander. VHS
Hi Fi started life with dbx — also, of course,
2:1. Then there was asquabble inside the
VHS ranks and the manufacturers agreed a
modified system. But even now there seems
to be some inconsistency. Some machines,
eg, the Panasonic, have alabel on the back
confirming that they are made under licence
to dbx. This is because of the patented RMS
level sensing circuits used. Other machines
are not licensed under dbx, and use aHitachi
chip with peak noise sensing instead of RMS.
But either way there is drastic compression
on record and expansion on playback. If the
HF and ultrasonic rubbish gets into the
recorded signal, it fools the noise reduction
circuit into thinking there is audio signal,
when in fact there is only inaudible signal.
The compander brings up the background
noise level and exposes the switching noise
as anasty crackle.
If you sweep ahi-fi machine between 20Hz
and 25kHz, at OdB recording level, there is a
nasty buzz which comes and goes over
around 5kHz. At — 20dB the buzz is there but
almost inaudible. At — 40dB you can't hear it.
Out of all this comes some practical
advice. If you are recording audio-only on a
video hi-fi recorder, switch off any TV set
connected to the system. This clears the
15.625kHz line base signal. If you are
recording radio off-air, use atuner with a
multiplex filter to get rid of the 19kHz and
23kHz tones that it may be picking up. Some
hi-fi video recorders now have an MPX filter
built in. Try using it. If this doesn't work, try
recording at alower level than usual, which
will put the ultrasonic rubbish down in the
noise where it is less likely to fool the
compander.
The guiding principle is that with both VHS
and Beta Hi Fi there will always be 50Hz
switching noise, although improving gap
bridging technology will disguise it better
and better. There will always be apowerful
compansion noise reduction system, whose
main function is to cut back on this and other
background noise. Like any compander this
system will raise background noise, in this
case switching buzz and beat tones, if it
receives aheavy input of high frequency or
ultrasonic sound. So the rubbish must be
kept out of the compander. My bet is that by
this time next year every VHS and Beta Hi Fi

European patent 111 408 raises some
interesting questions. It's been filed by
Celestion and covers the new range of
speakers which use honeycomb metal
sheeting. Sony and Matsushita (Technics)
already make loudspeakers with flat
diaphragms made from this material. It was
originally developed for use as aircraft
flooring, which must be light but strong. A
honeycomb of aluminium alloy is
sandwiched between flat sheets of similar
metal. The Celestion speakers use more
conventional diaphragm design but have
cabinets made from sheets of sandwich
alloy. Three things make the patent
interesting. The inventor is named as
Graham Bank, who has now left Celestion
and gone back to work for Wharfedale.
Obviously Bank had faith in the honeycomb
design because Celestion went into
production. But the patent rights are owned
by Celestion, not Bank. So what will happen
if Bank at Wharfedale now wants to use the
work he did for Celestion? Can Celestion
block Wharfedale from using Bank's idea?
It is interesting that Wharfedale's new range
use a sandwich of polystyrene foam
between melamine sheets to achieve the
same end.
Second point of interest is the
acknowledgment, buried in the patent, that
the idea of using honeycomb alloy as a
cabinet material may have first come from
an article in the July 1982 issue of HiFi
Answers magazine. This was published six
months before the Celestion patent was
filed. So the basic idea of using honeycomb
in this way couldn't be patented. The
Celestion patent doesn't try. In fact, third
point of interest, it makes the point that the
use of honeycomb cabinets is ano- no unless
aclever trick is played. This trick is the real
meat of the patent.
Any panel of any material, because
transparent to sound above aspecific
'critical' frequency, varies in effectiveness
with material. Above it, the sound just leaks
out, and this colours the sound coming from
the cones. Obviously the best materials for
cabinet design have ahigh critical frequency.
Honeycomb is low. So even though it is light
and strong it sounds wrong. The trick, which
Celestion is trying to patent ( remember it is
still only an application, not agranted
patent) is in using sound absorbing material
to raise the critical frequency. Blocks of foam
are built up round the back of the driver, or
used to fill the cabinet cavity. Alternatively,
sheets of foam are used, either wrapped
round the driver or padded into the cavity.
Another option is to make the cabinet
interior like an anechoic chamber, with
cones of foam glued to the inside walls.
Whatever the approach, the crucial thing is
that absorbent material must be in the form
of an acoustic wedge or transmission line. It
has to be graded in character. Material
nearest the driver is lightly absorbent and
non- reflective; material further away from
the driver must be more strongly absorbent
and more reflective. The sound waves
leaving the back of the driver are not
reflected back into the driver, but gradually
absorbed as they move away so that they
never reach the walls. As aresult, the critical
frequency of the walls is not important, so
they can be made of light, strong
honeycomb alloy. It's not cheap though. -IL
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BRINGING.IT.ALLBACK.HOME

THE NEW DL RANGE
OF LOUDSPEAKERS
FROM CELESTION
If you've ever been to alive concert,
the chances are you've already heard
Celestion loudspeakers.
For many years now, our speakers
have been firm favourites with
professional musicians, who demand
the ultimate in accuracy and definition,
on stage.
The experience gained in both
creating live music and recreating it in
the home has now culminated in yet
another breakthrough for Celestion.
The new DL series of loudspeaker is
set to achieve reference standard
sound quality in the home.
Each speaker has been designed,
using laser interferometry, aproven
Celestion technique, bringing all the
excitement of alive concert into your
living room.
There are three speakers in the
range, the DL4, the DL6 and the DL8.
Costing from £99 to £ 179, each .
speaker represents the most advanced
and widely acclaimed technology
available to the budget conscious
listener
At last then, here are three
loudspeakers that don't cost afortune
but deliver the thrill of the stage •
performance at home.
From Celestion. The DL series that
bring it all back home

CELESTION

For further information contact:
Celestion International
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk, England

Fe TOP
YET AGA N
The New V15 Type V-MR Cartridge from Shure

For over 30 years, Shure have been the
undisputed leaders in cartridge design
and development — introducing the first
moving magnet stereo cartridge and
numerous other innovations.
The V15 Type Vis already
acknowledged as the finest cartridge
available today. But not content to rest on
our laurels, we've sought through rigorous
research to further refine ourworld beater.
The result is the outstanding new V15
Type VMicro- Ridge Tip.
The technological breakthrough of
the Micro- Ridge Tip means the V15 Type
V-MR offers the ultimate in sound
reproduction through its highly accurate
tracking ability. And the smaller contact
radius dimension of the Micro- Ridge Tip
reduces distortion to a
minimum without increasing
groove wall wear.
For extra smoothness, the
tip is MASAR Tm-polished —
another unique Shure process
— further reducing record

wall friction and groove wall damage.
And thus extending the life of your
records.
Upgrade your V15 Series III or IV Cartridge
Owning aShure V15 Series Ill or Series
IV cartridge doesn't exclude you from this
remarkable new Micro- Ridge Tip
development.
All you need do to upgrade your
existing system is order anew V15 MR
Replacement Stylus.
Three other features — exclusive to Shure
The V15 Type V-MR boasts three other
exclusive Shure features, too.
A Dynamic Stabiliser functions like a
miniature shock absorber, compensating
for record warp. In addition its conductive
fibres simultaneously discharge static

electricity from the record surface and
sweep microscopic dust out of the
record groove.
A Beryllium MICROWALL/Be TMStylus
Shank enhances accurate, high frequency
trackability with the lowest effective stylus
mass ever recorded of any similar
component.
And Shure's patented Side- Guard
Stylus Protection System guides your stylus
into acovered area in the stylus grip when
it is accidentally bumped against arecord
or the edge of the turntable platter.
The V15 Type V-MR is, without
question, one of the most sophisticated
cartridges you can buy — perfect for the
very finest hi-fi equipment.
A Shure Cartridge for every System
Of course Shure also offer
® acomplete line of cartridges
for all kinds of systems. In fact,
whatever model you choose,
with Shure you &ways know
you're getting the best
possible quality for the price.

EIW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel 01-607 2717

The spectrum analysed

police or PMR transmitters just below
88MHz, or between 98 and 101MHz, you
might try to get abetter matched antenna,
and try aform of matching network in
between the cable and tuner.
There is another alternative which you
might like to try. Ihave in the past
condemned many 300ohm balanced cable
feeds because they can introduce bad
mismatches and losses, either if the cables
get wet or have snow on them or, even
worse, are run along skirting boards or very
close to brickwork, etc. Despite all the losses
that can be caused, of as much as 6to 10dB
under the worst conditions, they should pick
up far less interference as this will cancel out
at the tuner end if this has aproperly
balanced input. Only the aerial itself should,
therefore, be giving signals to the tuner, and
if the aerial is properly horizontally
polarised, and there are no reflecting metal
surfaces anywhere nearby, you could get
excellent rejection of vertical signals and of
other types of interference, that would
normally be picked up by acoax down lead.

Irecently had the opportunity of borrowing a
very esoteric spectrum analyser costing
around £20,000 and was able to look in great
detail at the whole of Band II on three
different antennas from 85 to 105MHz. My
Discone picked up not only all the vertical
components of the broadcasting stations,
but all the police, fire and other PMR signals
as well. My Galaxy antenna, beamed on
Wrotham, picked up rather less vertically
polarised signals, whilst a13-element log
periodic horizontal antenna gave good
signals from the broadcasting stations, and
gave quite surprisingly good attenuation of
vertically polarised signals. Ihave chosen
two of the plots, which will show the typical
total amount of RF hitting an FM tuner in the
London area from agood outside antenna.
All the antennas were matched, with RF
transformers where necessary, to the
50ohms input of the analyser, and the plots
were made by dumping the digitised stored
picture to aHewlett Packard plotter via an HP
85 computer/controller. lmV into 75ohms is
the equivalent of apower input to the tuner
of approximately -49dBm, so you can see
that the Galaxy is actually giving around
12mV into atuner on the three main BBC
networks, whilst the Discone, an
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omnidirectional, vertically polarised antenna,
achieved asurprising 5.5mV equivalent. If
you add up the total energy, you can see that
atuner has to have afront end with very
good radio frequency intermodulation
distortion characteristics to avoid products
being audible all across the band. If you add
to this all the rubbish in the electromagnetic
spectrum outside Band II, you can see why
the tuner has quite abashing.
We were surprised to see that quite alot of
vertically polarised signals were being
picked up on the rotatable Galaxy antenna,
and whilst some of the pick-up is clearly due
to reflections from the forest of other
antennas around my roof, there can be no
doubt that much of the vertical polarisation
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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signal strengths were actually received by
the screen on the down cable. We had a
good look at the matching accuracy of all the
antennas, and were interested to see that the
standing wave ratio of the horizontal beam
was not very good, which is typical of almost
all Band II antennas in this parameter,
whilst the two professional log periodic
antennas, the beam and the Discone, gave
rather better matches, the big log beam
being particularly good. Iam afraid it does
not matter, particularly, how good your coax
cable is if you have amismatch at the
antenna and at the tuner, and Ihave yet to
find atuner that looks anything like 75ohms.
For tnis reason Isuggest that if you have
trouble with breakthrough from very local

My temper has become more and more
frayed recently with both my own and many
readers' complaints concerning the serious
amount of interference that is being created
by microprocessor digits in all forms of
domestic and professional gear which use
them, typified by the very poor screening on
domestic computers, the BBC model Bbeing
particularly poor. The amount of hash and
whines that you can hear when tuning
across Band II is sometimes quite horrific,
and the general noise floor of the band
seems to be averaging perhaps 6to 10dB
higher than it was ten years ago. We proved
this by mixing in the output from one of my
aerials with the output of asignal generator
into several different FM tuners recently. We
set up the signal generator on 98MHz to give'
ausable stereo signal, and found the
required level to be much higher than it
should have been. On replacing the antenna
with an appropriate dummy load on the
input to the hybrid transformer, there was as
much as 10dB improvement in apparent
stereo signal/noise from the generated
signal, showing that the aerial hash was
greatly degrading the tuner's noise floor.
This shows that weak stereo signals will be
apparently that much weaker still because of
the hash introduced from various sources
within perhaps akilometer of the aerial.
Iconsider it absolutely essential for the
DTI, through Parliament, to introduce
legislation which will demand that no
computer or microprocessor-controlled
equipment can be sold in the UK unless it is
adequately screened. Ihave complained
about this before to no avail, and it might be
said that it is too late now, but if something
can be done quickly it might stop matters
getting far worse in the future. Iam sure that
if the DTI radio interference department get
enough complaints from readers concerning
interference to radio or television reception,
which can be shown to be caused by
microprocessor radiation, they will have to
do something about it. In the meantime, I
have heard of one company that can coat the
inside of acomputer casework with aspecial
zinc screening which is claimed to cut down
transmitted interference by very many dBs,
but Ihave yet to try their process for myself.
The company is Deccospray Ltd, Eastmoor
Street, Woolwich Road, Charlton, London
SE7 8NA. Tel: 01-858 5128/9. The BBC B
screening costs around £ 12, plus VAT, if you
deliver and collect.
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Dual CS514
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2

Nad 3120
+ Rotel RA820
+ Nad 3020A
+ A&RA60
+ Rotel RA820BX
+ Rotel FtA840BX
+ Yamaha A300

(
0634) 46859

51 Beckenham Road

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

Kent

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS

+
+

AR8LS or Cel 10011 or Chorale Ill or LD20 or Diamonds
AR8LS or Cel 10011 or Chorale III or LD20 or Diamonds
AR8LS or Cel 10011 or Chorale Ill or LD20 or Diamonds

£239.95
£249.95

£274.95
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £15)
£369.95
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda III or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
£294.95
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £15)
£324.95
£279.95
+ CYRUS ONE .+ AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
£309.95
+ Proton 520 + AR18LS or DM90 or Coda III or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 "
+ Rotel RA820 +
ission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
£289.95
£269.95
+ Rotel RA840 + AR18LS or DM90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £ 15)
£314.95
+ Nad 3020A + AR18LS or DM90 or Coda III or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DM110 extra £15)
AR18LS
or
DM90
or
Coda
Ill
or
MS20
or
A40
or
Mission
7011
or
(R252v
or
DM110
extra
£
£294.95
+ Nad 3120
AR18LS
DM
15)
or
90 or Coda Ill or MS20 or A40 or Mission 7011 or (R252v or DIVI110 extra £ 15)
£279.95
The following turntables are available as EXTRA COST OPTIONS to the Dual CS505/2 in the above systems.
Sansui SR222IV
£0.00 The Rock
£200.00 Mission 775LCT
Nad 5120
£20.00 Rotel RP850
£65.00 Acoustic Re/LVX
£80.00 • Cartridge supplied with above systems.
Rotel RR830
£20.00 Ariston R040/opus
£165.00
• Leads provided with above systems.
£90.00 Ariston RD80/Basik LW .£
135.00
Thorens TD166
£30.00 Systemdek II/774LC
£100.00 Pink Triangle/LE1£
Carnage for mail order customers
D115.00
on above systems.
Amplifiers
+
+
+

FREE

Tuner Amps

A& RA60
AR THE AMP
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Nad 1020 preamp
Nad 3120
Nad 3020a
Nad 2150 power amp
Nad 3150

£ 199.95
£ 199.95
£ 129.95
£229.95
£79.95
£ 109.95
£124.95
£159.95
. 95
Pink Triangle Pip
£359.95
Rotel RA820
£99.95
Rotel RA8208% £ 129.95
Rotel RA840
£ 149.95
Rotel RA840BX
£ 159.95
Rotel RA870
£269.95
Quad 34/44/405.2
£ P.O.A.
CIED
£99.95
Proton P520
£ 129.95
Yamaha A300
£ 104.95
Yamaha A500
£ 189.95

Tuners
A8 FI 1
21
Hitachi FT5500
Lux T2101.
Nad 4155
Nad 4020a
Pioneer F90
Quad FM4
Proton P420
Proton P440
Rotel RT820
Rotel RT840
Yamaha 1300
Yamaha 1700

£199.95
£149.95
£99.95
£219.95
£124.95
£219.95
£P.O.A.
£119.95
£189.95
£84.95
£129.95
£109.95
£149.95

Nad 7125
Nad 7140
Nad 7155

£209.95
£339.95
£389.95

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF250
Aiwa ADF350
Aiwa ADR 550
Aiwa ADF660
Aiwa ADR 650
Aiwa ADF770
Aiwa ADF990
Nad 6125
Nad 6050c
Nakamichi
Yamaha K200
Yamaha K320
Proton P720
Rotel R0820
Rotel RD840

£99.95
£ 129.95
£199.95
£249.95
£269.95
£299.95
£349.95
£149.95
£ 159.95
£ P.O.A.
£119.95
£149.95
£169.95
£ 109.95
£119.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research
£ 179.95
Acoustic Research/LVX-£259.95
Ariston RD20
£99.95
Ariston RD40
£139.95
Ariston RD80
£189.95
Dual CS505/1 Imp
£79.95
Dual CS514
£59.95
Dual CS505/2
£94.95
Mission 775LCT
£168.95
Nad 5120
£109.95
Pink Triangle
£398.95
Rotel RP830
£114.95
Rotel RP850
£179.95

I

• Mail order
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Systemdek II
£ 115.49
Systemdek IIX
£115.95
Systemdek IIS
£219.95
The Elite Rock
£279.95
Thorens TD166
£ 109.95
Thorens TD160 Super . £ 139.95

B & W DM220
Celestion 10011

£219.95 ISpendor SPI
£ 489.95
£79.95 Wharfedale Diamond ..... £ 69.95
£279 .
95
Wharfedale 506
£ 119.95
£349.95
C99.95 Wharfedale 508
£ 159 .95 Aiwa V300 ex Spks
£129.95
Aiwa V350 ex Spks
£479.95
Celestion 01.8
£179.95
Aiwa V900L ex Spks
£479.95
JPW P1
09.95
Aiwa V900 ex Spks
£629.95
JPW AP2
£119.95 Ferguson CD01
t-vax ox Aiwa V1100 ex Spks
£749.95
£239.95
Maranta CD13313
£279.95 Akai System 1
Spece
Very
Kef
Kef Cantor
Coda
Chorale
III
Ill
III
£109.95
£124.95
£89.95 Maranta CD54
£399.95
£299 .95 Akai System 44
£499.95
Marantz CD74
£349.95 Akai System 66
Swings
This
Kef Caprice
Carine
£
£139.95
149.95 Maranta CD84
£419.95
£399 .95 JVC E22
£289.95
Nad 5200
£239.95 Technics 315/15
more
Kef Carlton Ill
mens Philips CD303
Technics 315/25 A
£399.95
P.O.A.
Kef R103.2
£299.95 Philips C0304
£449.95
P.O.A. Technics 315[25W
Kef R104.2
£ 66.66 Philips CD104
£539.95
£299.95 Technics 315/35 A
Kef R101
£229 .95 SOnyCDP101
£649.95
£69,95 Kef R105.2
£666.95 Sony CDP501
£369.95 Technics 315/45 A
£799.95
£84.95 Mission 7011
£69.65
Technics SLP7
£489.95 Technics 315/55 A
Sony Compact 35
Huge
£299.95
£ P.O.A. Mission 700-2
£ 119.95 Technics SLP3K
Savings
£449.95 Sony Compact 44
£ 107.96 Mission 707
£ 149.95 Technics SLP2K
Sony Compact 55
This
£399.95
£295 .95 Mission 737 R
£ 199.95 Technics SLP1K
Sony Compara 77
£99 .95 Mission 770 F
£379.95
Yamaha CDXI
£349.95
Mont h
£349.95
Mission 780 A
£599.95 Yamaha CD2
Just
Arrived
£389.95
Monitor Audio R252v .... £ 119 .95
Tannoenan
£99.95
Monitor Audio R352 £ 189 .95
TannoyMercury
£ 134.95
Monitor Audio R152
£ 199.95
£79.95
Tannoy Venus
£249.95
Monitor Audio R552 £299.95
£99.95
S on y
£ P.O.A. Mission CD Player
Mordaunt Short MS20 .... £99.95
R ote!
£ P.O.A.
£129.95
DADIPOO £399.95
Mordaunt Short MS30 £ 129.95
£179.95
Pion eer
£ P.O.A.
Mordaunt Short MS40 £ 169.95 Mission Cyrus one
£399 .95
£219.95 Oued ELS63
Clearance Specials
£ P.O.A.
Mission Cyrus two
£499.95
£319.95 Rogers 1St
£ 16 1.95
Celestion SL6 (ex dem) £219.95
£119.95 Rogers LS3/5A
£ P.O.A. Dual CS505/ ,
£ 69.95
£227 .95 Technics
Speakers included unle ss stated.
£149.95
Pioneer In- Car
£ P.O.A
Rogers LS5
£218.95
£199.95
Rogers 1.
57
£299.95
£99.95
Prices include VAT and were correct at time of preparation
Rogers Studio 1
£396.95
£99.95 Rotel RL850
(approximately 5weeks before publication) but are subject to
£ 89.95
£119.95
change without notice. E. 8 0. 6.
Sperdor Prelude
£219 .95

Compact Discs

Video HiFi
Panasonic NV
NV830
850
Sony SLHF100
Hitachi
VT88E
JVC HR725

Anns
Mission 774LC
Linn LVX
SME Ills
Syrinx LEI
Syrinx PU3
Audio Tech AT1120

Speakers
AR8LS
AR18LS
AR28LS
AR38LS
AR48LS
AR58LS
AR1913
AR2OB
AR3OB
Boston A40
B&W 06190
B & WDM110

Systems

Rn

To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this

Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555
Please Send me
1enclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.

complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

I Name
Address

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE

£249.95
inc.

M
M

Midi Systems

Celestes SL6
Celestion DL4
Celestion 01.6

MMI

1•11

HFN 1/85

All goods iully insured against loss or damage in transit. Please
allow up to 10 deys lot delivery, although it should nonnally be
much less Carnage and insurance £6 00 per item UK Mainland
N
-mail order Sevenoass marie. Only

VAT.
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MISSION . . . in the service of Music
7011

707

770F

737R

780A

£99.95

£149.95

£379.95

£199.95

£599.95

70W+70VV
Compact speaker
system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 61/
2"
plastiflexed woofer

100VV+100VV
High performance
speaker system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
plastiflexed woofer

150W +150W
Broadcast monitor
system
1" ferrofluid dome
tweeter,
reinforced 8"
Homo Polymer
woofer

125VV+ 125W
Speaker system
3/4" ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

200W+200W
3- unit, 2way
reference speaker
system. Unique
Impedance Transformer HF, 2x
reinforced
Homopolymer 8"
woofers
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See and hear the fabulous Cyrus Systems
One and Two in our new demonstration

r WM

MI MI MIMI Ma

ail order to Sevenoaks Hi -Fi, 118 London Roa,
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

rooms at Sevenoaks.
Cyrus System One

Please Send me

Complete

Ienclose cheque/casn/card no. including p. & p.

Cyrus System Two

Name

(50W + 50W) £499.95

Complete

Address

(25W+25W) £399.95
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All goods fully insured against loss or damage in transit. Please
allow up to 10 days for delivery, although it should normally be
much less. Carriage and insurance £ 6.00 per item UK mainland.
NB.—Mail Order Sevenoaks branch only.

HUI NEWs AWARDS
FOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN AUDIO

*pis courtesy The Absolute Sound

Ivor Hum • hre sand Ken Kessler
outline the first of HFN/RR's new annual resentations

Donald Aldous

Stanley Kelly

T

David Hailer

Edgar Vilichur

wo AND A HALF years have passed
since we last made the Audio Award
presentations, an event of major significance in the record industry calendar.
Conceived by Peter Gammond, editor of our
then sister magazine, Audio Record Review
some 18 years ago, the Audio Award was
originally given in recognition of individual
recordings. It progressed, however, after the
merging of HiFi News and ARR to become
HFN/RR in 1970, to honour instead personalities who were felt to have given long and
valuable service to music in Britain via their
connexions with recorded music, either as
performers or as technicians.
The list of awardees is something of a
catalogue of the key names in British musicmaking in the stereo era, and includes
Neville Marriner, Sir Adrian Boult, Raymond
Leppard, Sir Peter Pears, Sir Colin Davis,
Dame Janet Baker, John Williams, Julian
Bream, Andre Previn ( our only non- British
recipient), Norman Del Mar, Sir Charles
Groves and Vernon Handley. On the technical side we have had Ronald Kinloch
Anderson, Anthony Griffiths, Arthur Reddy,
Richard ltter, Kenneth Wilkinson and Peter
Walker. The awards enjoyed the long and
consistent sponsorship of such august
bodies as the Composers' Guild of Gt.
Britain, the Songwriters' Guild of Gt. Britain,
the National Federation of Gramophone
Societies and the Performing Rights Society.
In time, however, change of some kind is
both necessary and inevitable, and in 1983 it
was decided to hold the existing scheme in
abeyance for a year or so and to introduce
instead a new, related event. Whereas the
Audio Awards progressed from a primarily

JGordon Holt •

Peter Walker

working for awhile at a battery company in
Ilford, he began to angle his career towards
technical writing, publishing his first piece in
Popular Radio in 1933. He began writing for
the early record paper Gramophone Record
Review in 1935. Many years later GRR was to
become Audio Record Review of which
Donald was Technical Editor, and it merged
with HFN in 1970.
Between 1945-55 Donald was Director of
Walden Films, Torquay, where he was particularly concerned with audio-visual aids and
direct-disc recording. Concurrently, he was
writing for a variety of journals, including
Wireless Magazine, Popular Wireless and
Modern Wireless, as well as originating
technical manuals on ' Direct Disc' recording
(published towards the end of the war), the
'Simplat' glass- based disc, and the
'Permarec' disc. Also, with a friend David
Dryden, he produced ausable magnetic wire
recorder, before any commercial machines
of the type were available.
In 1933 Donald was Founder- Member No.1
of the British Sound Recording Association,
forerunner of the AES, and he was an early
member of the Radio Society of Gt. Britain.
He was also afounder member of the South
Devon Film Society and for 10 years worked
as Director of Sound and Lighting for the
Torbay Open-Air Theatre. He remains aVice
President of the renowned Torbay Gramophone Society.
Over the years Donald has contributed an
enormous amount of time and energy to the
hi-fi and recording worlds — as a writer,
correspondent, editor, frequent broadcaster
and panellist. For some years he organised
the equipment reviews for HFN/RR and he
continues to represent the magazine to the
full in his capacity as Consulting Editor. He is
currently Programme Organiser of Plymouth
Film Theatre and recently published a book
for beginners to audio, called Sound Systems. He's seen and heard 'the best of the
past' as he puts it, and retains a tireless
enthusiasm for, and interest in, the developments of the future.

musical basis to include the boffins behind
the scenes, the HiFi News Award is intended
from the outset to celebrate the achievements of hi-fi engineers and/or journalists,
and will grow in future years to include
artists and performers. Also, instead of restricting ourselves to home- based personalities we shall recognise significant, seminal,
contributors to the audio world from all
quarters of the globe.
We are getting the new event off to a
running start this year by honouring no
fewer than six very special hi-fi people —
three from the UK and three from America.
All, in their various ways, have without
doubt exerted aprofound influence on music
in the home, on the art — and it does remain
that — of sound reproduction. We have four
David Bailer
engineers — David Hafler, Stanley Kelly,
Many achievements in audio involve costEdgar Villchur and Peter Walker — and two
no-object design, the benefits of which it is
journalists — Donald Aldous and J Gordon
hoped will filter down to the real world.
Holt. The achievements of each are outlined
David Hafler's main contribution, among
in the paragraphs below. The presentations
many, was the design and manufacture of
themselves were made at the HFN/RR
amplifiers offering high-end performance at
Annual Reviewers' Dinner in London on
affordable prices.
December 14.
Hafler's background involved being
'thrown in at the deep end' during World
Donald Aldous
War II, when he was involved with radio and
it seems faintly ridiculous to be introducing
radar, learning as he went along. His experiDonald Aldous to readers of HFN/RR. As
ences resulted in the formation, after the
a technical journalist for many decades,
war, of a company manufacturing transforDonald has long been one of the hi-fi
mers. This led in turn to the formation, in
industry's truest and most consistent
1956, of Dynaco, a direct by-product of the
friends, and there can be few genuine enthusuperiority of the transformers he was
siasts who have not encountered him either
designing and constructing. Having been
in person or in prose. Donald took commergranted a patent for an ultra- linear circuit
cial training at Clark's College and gained a design, Hailer was ready to market valve
technical background from what was then
amplifiers, in both kit and assembled form,
known as Regent Street Polytechnic. After
that would offer performance approaching
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T. Gordon Holt
Hi-fi enthusiasts who joined the fold within
the last decade are accustomed to magazines which question rather than merely
report, and they could be forgiven for thinking that this has always been the case. Older
enthusiasts know otherwise, and can recall
times when the press was less than investigative, and less hard-hitting. The transition
from the purely objective to the objective/
subjective was due in no small part to the
appearance of what we now refer to as
'underground' magazines, those semi- regular publications which owe allegiance to
none but their readers.
One of the recipients for our first Hi Fi
Awards is J Gordon Holt, the Founder,
Editor, and Chief Tester for The Stereophile,
the American journal which started the
alternative press back in 1962. Holt, a US
native who spent part of his youth in Melbourne, studied the then-curious mix of
engineering and journalism before joining
High Fidelity in 1955 as its Technical Editor.
He left the magazine in 1960 to work for
Weathers, a manufacturer of cartridges and
turntables; while at Weathers, Holt was in
charge of their newsletter.
The newsletter had about 150 subscribers
— all audiophiles — who, along with Holt,
turned the newsletter into aforum. Its popularity grew, for it presented the only alternative to the mainstream ( and highly suspect)
press, eventually metamorphosing into The
Stereophile.
Holt left Weathers when The Stereophile
began to turn into a full-time proposition. It
was severely underfinanced, and therefore
published irregularly, but its subscribers
were dedicated and it remains an active
concern to this day.
J Gordon Holt is The Stereophile, though
he has written for magazines such as Popular Electronics and Stereo Review, and it is
with his own magazine that his achievements will be associated. The Stereophile
was his means of telling the public to listen
to equipment rather than simply read the
specification charts, and it has altered all of
our attitudes towards audio hardware.
The Stereophile preceded, and gave birth
to, the many ' underground' magazines that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 1985

exist today, and our audio experiences are
far richer for the contributions they've made.
Holt wryly notes that the first alternative
publications to appear after The Stereophile
were conceived because their founders ' got
tired of waiting for its next issue'!

Stanley Kelly
Stanley Kelly has been actively involved in
electronics design for five decades. Before
the war he worked as a development
engineer in the transmission laboratories of
Standard Telephones & Cables ( STC), and as
chief test engineer with Philco. With the
outbreak of hostilities in 1939 he joined the
RAF, working on airborne radar.
Back in civilian costume, he joined Cosmocord in 1947 as chief engineer. The company
was producing piezo-electric devices and
their first major contract was to design and
produce the microphone for the Government
'Medresco' hearing aid. Concurrently, they
were supplying OEM pickups for manufacturers such as Garrard and Collaro. In 1948
Stanley designed the GP 20 series pickup,
'which tracked 78 records at 10gm and the
new LPs at 8gm'. These were the first
commercial pickups with cantilever styli.
Cosmocord were the first large-scale producers of piezo-crystals in Europe.
Stanley left Cosmocord to start his own
firm, Kelly Acoustics, in 1954, manufacturing
microphones for the new tape recorders,
specialised test equipment, and sapphire
styli. It was at this time that he developed the
product for which he is most famous: the
Ribbon Loudspeaker, together with matching bass units. He sold the manufacturing
rights to Decca in 1964 and designed for
them the DK30, London Ribbon, Acoustics
Lenses, matching LF units and enclosures.
In 1969 Stanley produced the first UK
Dolby- B unit and a Nakamichi-based
cassette deck. He left London for the Kent
coast for health reasons 13 years ago, but
has maintained a vigorous work regime,
producing special-purpose loudspeakers,
transducers and filters for the OEM market.
And, like the true audiophile he has always
been, he continues to offer his help as one of
our Technical Advisers, and to contribute the
occasional article ( eg p55) with seemingly
indefatigable enthusiasm.

But it was Villchur's turntable, launched in
1961, which we all now recognise as the
forerunner of virtually every ' high end'
design accepted by today's audiophiles. A
simple belt-drive design, it offered the consumer superb performance at a remarkably
low price. It pioneered the three-point suspended subchassis, with its beneficial isolation properties, and has been copied on an
almost universal basis.
Villchur's articles for Audio remain, 20
years on, examples of lucid technical prose,
comprehensible even to the layman. His
book The Reproduction of Sound is still in
print after almost two decades, and it continues to edify those who wish to understand
hi-fi, but lack the formal training to wade
through academic texts.
Edgar Villchur is currently President and
Director of Research of the Foundation for
Hearing Aid Research, and a Visiting Scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine.

Peter Walker

Peter Walker was one of the two recipients
of our last Audio Award, and by accepting
this new accolade he helps form a link, a
continuity with the earlier event.
Peter founded his company, The Acoustical Manufacturing Company, better known
as Quad, in 1936, its first products supplying
the PA market. 1950 saw Peter's first commercial loudspeaker design, the Corner Ribbon ( see Stanley Kelly's article next month),
and in 1951 the Quad name was coined after
the name of their first domestic amplifier
(Quality Unit Amplifier, Domestic!). This was
followed three years later by the Quad Il and
2 valve power amplifiers, and then, with the
introduction of stereo, the 22 control unit.
In the middle ' 60s Quad moved into the
transistor era with the introduction of the
33/303 pre- power amplifiers, a combination
which brought the company tremendous
acclaim and consolidated their growing
reputation for service and reliability. In 1975
a new power amplifier, the 405, was introduced at the AES Convention by Peter and
his assistant, Mike Albinson. Like the previous designs this employed novel circuitry;
in this case, the first practical realisation of
the so-called feed-forward technique. The
Edgar Villchur
405 was partnered first by the 44 preamp and
then, more recently, by a simplified model,
Any audio designer who was involved in
the 34. Matching tuners have accompanied
the creation of one milestone is a potential
all the amplifier combinations, the latest,
candidate for our new award; association
FM4, using a Quad- developed ' housekeepwith three is a guarantee.
ing' LSI ( Large- Scale Integrated Circuit) to
Edgar Villchur's most active period in hi-fi
design was during the ' 50s and early ' 60s, a govern its elegant and simple ergonomics.
Peter Walker's particular forte has been in
Golden Age of hi-fi design that has provided
the field of loudspeaker design, and his
us with so many greats — including at least
four of this year's honoured names. While
belief in the inherent benefits of electrostatic
drivers resulted in the now legendary Quad
teaching at New York University's division of
ESL in 1956. Incredibly, the speaker has
General Education, Villchur co-founded
remained in production for some 28 years,
Acoustic Research. It was during his time as
being joined by what will eventually become
President and Director of AR ( 1954 to 1967)
its successor, the ESL- 63, in 1981. This new
that he introduced his acoustic suspension
design ( which took a painstaking 18 years to
speaker, designed the first dome tweeter,
develop to production status — 63 denoting
and designed the classic AR turntable — all
the year of the design's first commitment to
three achievements having spread beyond
paper) uses a novel arrangement of annular
AR to become standards in the design of
ring sections and time delay circuitry to
audio equipment worldwide.
provide aclose approximation to the theoreThe first milestone, ' Acoustic Suspension',
tically ideal ' point source'. It has already
appeared in 1954. This refinement of the
achieved the status of a classic and is
sealed enclosure was the first successful,
regarded the world over as one of the finest
commercially viable method of building
sound sources available.
speakers of manageable dimensions which
Peter's methodical and painstaking
didn't sacrifice deep bass. This was followed
approach to all matters relating to hi-fi and
in 1960 by the introduction of the dome
music in the home have earned him and his
tweeter — possibly the most popular type of
company world-wide respect and admiratweeter in current use — which was first
tion.
heard in the AR-3.
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the Marantz and McIntosh designs of the
day, but at a far lower cost.
Notable among his early offerings was a
50watt amplifier, derided by many at the
time ( late ' 50s) as overkill. Fortune smiled,
though, in the form of Edgar Villchur and his
AR- 1, and both Dynaco and Acoustic
Research benefitted from mutai displays.
Villchur's speakers needed more power than
current designs could offer; Hafler's amplifiers needed speakers requiring the kind of
power his unit could supply.
It's worth mentioning that many Dynaco
designs — all of them over 15 years old — are
much sought-after by audiophiles prepared
to upgrade certain components. His PAS- 3
preamp ( a $99 kit in its day) and his Stereo 70
and MkIII amps still offer sound quality that
matches many of today's components.
David sold Dynaco in the late ' 60s, planning to retire. By the mid-' 70s, though, he
was back in action with the company that
bears his name, duplicating the role that
Dynaco held of offering the maximum in
performance for the minimum of outlay. Just
as Dynaco units set many American
audiophiles on the road to true hi-fi ( usually
sandwiched between an AR turntable and a
pair of AR speakers), so the Hafler units are
offering the same economic relief to today's
impoverished consumers.
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ONLY SIX 'BEST B YS:
DENON!

TWO OF TH

DENON DR—Ael 44

Chosen for its performance
WHY? Because Denon build quality products not consumer toys.
•

Three Heads
•
"The heads are good enough to give aflat frequency response to 20kHZ."
•
A ‘

Closed loop twin capstan transport with direct drive motor
"Speed stability was, in essence, extremely good. There were no flutter
peaks at all, abenefit of good dual capstan drive."
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Full Autobias
"
The tape tuning system appeared more effective than many in
giving avery wide flat frequency response with all good tapes."
The Result
"
This deck gives exceptionally flat frequency responses
with all tape types."
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And it sounds good, too
" Overall this deck sounded very good and was

.

enjoyable to listen to."
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All quotes from HiFi Choice Cassettes. November 84
\

For further oforrratton on tie new Denon Cassette reco(aers fine the coupon
44and send ,Ito - -layclen Laboratories Ltc . FREEPOST. (No stamp required).
Chi tern Hdl Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9BS

•

Three AR systems worth over £2000 to be won in HFIVIRR's three-part trial of enthusiast knowledge

The AR prize systems
All three systems are based on AR's P35 integrated amplifier, and the
FBA Award-winning AR turntable and arm. The first prize combines
these components with the new AR3OB loudspeakers and Goldrin.g's
top Electro IILZb moving-coil cartridge, to give asystem worth over
£900.
Second prize substitutes the AR2OB loudspeakers and the high
output Goldring Electro Il m- c cartridge, to give a £750 system.
Third prize combines the AR amplifier and turntable with AR19B
loudspeakers, a system worth around £ 550.
Twenty-five runners-up will receive aclassical or rock album, while
everyone who enters will have the opportunity to obtain a free AR
tonearm. Send us by February 28, 1985 the three coupons from the
December, January and February issues of HFN/RR with the
warranty card from a piece of AR equipment that you have
purchased, and AR will send you a tonearm absolutely free. We
should have clarified last month that the purchase must have been
on or after November 16, 1984, the publication date of the December
issue, and that the offer is limited to the first hundred claimants and
to one tonearm per claimant.

What you have to do to win
The Audiophile Competition is running in three consecutive issues of
HFN/RR, with the first part appearing last month in the December
1984 issue.
The questions last month may have appeared difficult but the
answers were all hidden somewhere in the December pages. This
FO FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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month, the questions involve musical knowledge: the first five
questions must be answered and then EITHER the 10 on classical
music OR the 10 on rock, jazz, and popular. Everyone must answer
the crossover question, no.16.
Next month, the final part of the competition will put your hi-fi
knowledge to the test. Remember, don't send in your entries until
you have answered all three parts of the competition.

The rules
1. Entries will only be valid if they include answers to questions in all
three parts of the competition.
2. Entries must be accompanied by the coupons published in the
December ' 84, January and February ' 85 issues of HFN/RR, and by
the official entry form in the February issue.
3. Only one entry will be allowed per person.
4. Closing date will be second post, Friday, February 28, 1985.
5. Entrants must not object to their name being made public in the
event of winning.
6. The winners of the three AR systems must be prepared to collect
the prizes in person.
7. Employees of Link House magazines ( Croydon) Ltd and Teledyne
Acoustic Research, and their relatives, are not eligible to enter.
8. The result will be announced in the May 1985 issue of HFN/RR.
9. The decision of the judges will be final and correspondence wifi
not be entered into.

The questions follow overleaf
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MUSCLE CONTROL.

It's all very well to talk about watts per
:hannel in power amps.
But where Studio T lifts
tself right into the heavy-weight
lass, is in its authority and
;ontrol over power.
The imaging, for example,
eels so realistic, it's uncanny.
Immense power reserves mean that
T won't bottom out.
But the extended bottom end will rock you.

As will the effortless purity of the top end
and the translucent midrange.
••
And good news for those
into muscle, Studio T pumps
150 watts per channel into 8ohms.
No wonder tough judges
from the Federation of British
Audio awarded it honours as
'Amplifier of the Year, 1984:
Studio T. Available only from the best audio
specialists, listed opposite.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 208,16 Brune Street, London El 7NJ. Tel: 01-247 3066.

COMPETITION

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Authorised Retailers
ABERDEEN: Holbom HiFi, 445 Holbom St,
0224 25713.
BATH: Paul Green HiFi, Harpers Furnishing,
Kensington Showrooms, London Road,
0225 316197.
BIRMINGHAM: Alternative Audio,
95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull, 021 742 0254.
BLACKPOOL: Practical HiFi, 198 Church St,
0253 27703.
CAMBRIDGE: Steve Boxshall Audio,
41 Victoria Rd, 0223 68305.
CHESHIRE: Aston Audio, 4West St,
Alderley Edge, 0625 582704.
EASTBOURNE: Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade,
Green St, 0323 31336.
ESSEX: The Audio File, 6Vineyard St,
Colchester, 0206 577519.
Beechwood Audio, 6Market St, Braintree,
0376 29060.
Rayleigh HiFi, 44a High St, Rayleigh,
0268 779762.
EXETER: Gulliford House, 28 Cowick St,
St Thomas, 0392 218895.
GATESHEAD: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane,
0632 774167.
GLASTONBURY: Avolon HiFi Studio,
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, 0458 503702.
GUILDFORD: Unilet HiFi, 270 High St,
0483 65508.
HAMPSHIRE: Hampshire Audio, 8Hursley Rd,
Chandlers Ford, 04215 2827.
HEREFORD: Sounds Good, 15 Bridge St,
0432 275 050.
HERTFORDSHIRE:
Radlett Audio, 141 Watling St, Radlett,
09276 6497.
LANCASTER: Practical HiFi, 84 Penny St,
0524 39657.
LEEDS: Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane,
0532 789115.
LEICESTER: Audition HiFi, 147 Hinkley Rd,
Leicester Forest East, 0533 393607.
LIVERPOOL: W.A. Brady & Son,
401 Smithdown Rd, 051 733 6859.
LONDON: Grahams HiFi, 88 Pentonville Rd, NI,
01 837 4412.
Harrow Audio, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow,
01 863 0938.
K.J. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore St, Wl,
01 486 8263.
Spaldings, 352-354 Lower Addiscombe Rd,
Croydon, 01 654 1231.
Unilet Products, 14 Bute St, SW7, 01 589 2586.
Unilet Products, 35 High St, New Malden,
01 942 9567.
MANCHESTER: The Music Room of
Manchester, 50 Bridge St, 061 8351366.
N. IRELAND: Zeus Audio, 35 Fairlough Rd,
Newmills, Dungannon, 08687 48576.
OXFORD: Westwood & Mason ( Oxford) Ltd.,
46 George St, 0865 247783.
READING: Reading HiFi, 6Harris Arcade,
Friar St, 0734 585 463.
ROTHERHAM: Moorgate Acoustics,
2Westgate, 0709 70666.
TONBRIDGE: Standens, 92a High St,
0732 353540.
WALES: Audio Excellence, 124 Crwys Rd,
Cathays, Cardiff, 0222 28565.
Audio Excellence, 9High St, Swansea,
0792 474608.
Electro Trader HiFi, 19 Colwyn Crescent,
Rhos-on-Sea, Colwyn Bay, 0492 48932.
WARRINGTON: Doug Brady HiFi, Kingsway
Studios, Kingsway North, 0925 828009.
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General
1: This is the 1985 Audiophile Competition and Handel, Bach and Domenico Scarlatti
all have their tercentenaries in 1985. We couldn't find anyone famous celebrating their
200th birthday, but two very different composers, both with names beginning with the
letter ' B' were born 100 years ago. Who were they?
2: If the dance is the basis of all music, then what time signatures are typical of the
following dances/musical forms:
Quickstep? Chaconne? Minuet? Bossa Nova? Blues shuffle or boogie?
3: Cambridge Massachusetts and Cambridge England both have aconnection with
folk music. Name three classical composers who made much use of folk music in their
works?
4: What modern instruments could be said to have been loosely evolved from the
following:
Fortepiano? Sackbut? Shawm? Aulos? Rebgc?
5: And what is the connection between an oliphant and an elephant?
Either Classical:
6: What musical motive so obsessed
Rachmaninov that it appears in some
guise or another in most of his works?
7: And give awork by Berlioz in which it
also appears?
8: He was aSibelius interpreter and
champion, yet that composer told Walter
Legge that ' he always makes it sound as if
he learned and conducted it from the first
violin part'. Who was he? And name
an English composer he championed?
9: For whom were the following works
written:
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto?
Brahms' Clarinet sonatas?
Vaughan Williams' Romance for
harmonica?
Rodrigo's Concierto como un
divertimento
Britten's Variations on atheme by
Frank Bridge?
10: Whose music was described by the
19th century American humorist, Bill Nye,
as being ' better than it sounds'?
11: Karajan made his first Brahms
recording in post-war Vienna.,Yet what
popular orchestral work of Brahms has he
persistently ignored since 1947?
12: While on the subject of Brahms, what
is the fundamental textual difference
between 'A German Requiem' and other
well-known requiem Masses?
13 What do the film Scott of the Antarctic
and the New English Hymnal have in
common?
14: Which symphonies are known by the
following names or nicknames:
'Age of Anxiety'?
'Camp Meeting'?
'Candle Symphony'?
'Norwich Symphony'?
'Polish Symphony'?
'Symphony of aThousand'?
'Wagner Symphony'?
15: Light music composer Eric Coates is
well-known for his British marches, but
which TV company shares aname with
one of them?

Or Popular:
6: What do the sleeveslor the Velvet
Underground's first LP and the Rolling
Stones' Sticky Fingers have in common?
7: To what two record companies were
the Sex Pistols signed before they found
sanctuary with Virgin?
8: '
Judas!', they cried. At whom?
9: Who were the other halves of:
Roberta Flack &...?
Chad & ...?
Gamble & ...?
Loggins & ...?
Seals & ...?
10: Who did Van Morrison quote as
having said ' It was Reet Petite'?
11: And where was that little old lady
from?
12: Which two ' 60s hits make cameo
appearances in Joni Mitchell's ' Chinese
Cafe'? And who had the original hits?
13: Which well-known country & western
singer played bass guitar for Buddy
Holly?
14: What groups/bands have preferred to
be known by the following initials? ELO,
ELP, CTA, TSOP, GTO, AWB?
15: The mastertapes of Bruce
Springsteen's Nebraska and King
Crimson's Earthbound LPs have one
thing in common. What is it?

THE 1985 AUDIOPHILE
COMPETITION
COUPON - January 1985
Name
Address

16: A crossover question: known for such ' 60s classics as 'What's the ugliest part of
your body?' and 'Who needs the Peace Corps?', this guitarist/songwriter has recently
had an album of his compositions recorded by Pierre Boulez. Who is he?
Don't forget. Do not send in ycur entries until you have answered the questions in all
three parts of the competition. But don't be put off if there are one or two you can't
answer. Nobody scored full marks in last year's Audiophile Competition!+
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The Burmester 846 high level preamplifier has been especially designed to obtain the finest possible sound quality from all high
level sources such as CD, tape and tuner. The design of the 846 allows ideal CD playback conditions. The input
parameters of the 846 can be adjusted to match optimally the output impedance and voltage
characteristics of any CD player. The 846 is atrue stale- of-the- art preamplifier. Its
sonic achievement is stunning.

Acoustic Arts Ltd, 101 St Albans Road,
Watford ( 45250); Aston Audio Ltd, 4West Street,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire ( 0625 582704); Audio Excellence,
134 Crwys Road, Cardiff (28565); Audio T, 190 West End Lane,
London NW6 ( 794 7848); Jeffries Hi Fi, 69 London Road, Brighton,
East Sussex ( 0273 609431); KJ Leisuresourxi, 48 Wigmore Street, London WI
(486 8262); Radlett Audio Consultants, 141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts. ( 09276 6497);
Reading HiFi Centre, 6Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading ( 585463); Simply Hi Fi, 48 Springbank,
Hull ( 0482 29240); Subjective Audio Ltd, 2Camden High Street, London NW1 ( 387 8281)
Sole UK distributor: Automation Sciences Co., 58 Eton A%enue, London NW3 ( DI) 435 8210

"With the INCON speaker
cable, the sound
was sweet, open,
transparent, tuneful
and very easy to follow.
Both sonically and
musically the QED cable
transformed the sound"

THE GARROTT BROTHERS work on the Decca
cartridge is known well enough — especially since
the advent of the Garrott Micro- Scanner stylus.
What is not sufficiently well known is that the sort
of improvement wrought upon the Decca by
Garrotts can also be enjoyed with most other MC
and MM cartridges.
Some recent quotes from client's letters:
"I find that the Micro-Scanner has produced a
major improvement in asystem that was pretty
good before"
SUPEX 901

"I have amuch improved bass output, and avery
detailed sound. Ican actually hear sounds on old
records that lnever noticed before"

JIMMY HUGHES: HI FE ANSWERS MAY'84
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SUPEX 900

"What can Isay more than SUPERB! Beautiful
clarity, almost total silence from record surface,
and perfect tracking ability"

. • !r. .

GOLDRING 910

NORMAL HIGH PURITY COPPER

XP GRADE OFHC INCON COPPER

Take alook at the above micro photographs and you
will see for yourself why it's no surprise that QED
INCON sounds better than other speaker cables
—the secret's in the copper!
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
UNIT 12, ASHFORD

-3HILLD iL ) 4D, ASIR ORG, MIDUX

TV/1 ,3lAIJ

"The Micro-Scanner is quite distinctive in the
beauty of clarity and spaciousness that it gives the
reproduction"
DENON, KOETSU, SUPEX

Full details from:
THE PARABOLIC STYLUS CO,
P.O. Box 38,
TORQUAY TQ1 1BW.
Tel: 0803-26791

QED
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LAM INERTIA
1I1 à44i
Stanle

I

N COMMON WITH most R&D engineers,
Ispend much more time at my desk and
drawing board than working in the
aboratory and model shop. The reason is
simple: any new design (with a very few
notable exceptions), no matter how
apparently novel, is but a development of
previous knowledge, and therefore for it to
be effective one must be sure that current
thoughts have not been anticipated; it is
surprising how far back into history one
must go to find atruly novel idea. A classic
case is Blumlein's stereophonic electric
reproduction system, which anticipated the
practical commercial development by well
over 20 years; but ( and this in no way
diminishes the enormous contribution Blumemn made to the art) more than 10 years
earlier an American inventor had put two
acoustic sound boxes at right angles to each
other, driven from a common stylus which
traced independently by means of differentially compliant couplers) both walls of
the record groove, and this basic concept
became akey part in the litigation during the
late 1950s when various pickup manufacturers tried to claim prior art, specifically in
decoupling the two crystals in the early
stereo crystal pickups.
Perhaps the essence of the above philosophy is summed up in alittle bronze statuette
Ihave of aChimpanzee sitting on the books
of Darwin, contemplating ahuman skull after
the nuclear Armageddon — Ihave named him
'Tittivulus', the patron saint of scribes, journalists, politicians, and other debasers of
language who put pen to paper. Aeons ago,
he, Tittivulus, was aminor fiend of Hell who,
by an oversight, had not been assigned any
task, so spent his time paddling in the Styx
and singing from his repertory of two songs
(one begins: ' Nix, nox vox lachrymae ....)
when Satan, who always finds work for idle
hands, gave him the task of verbiage collector. Such was his assiduity that Tittivulus is
now second only to the Devil in the hierarchy
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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hundred kilovolts resulted in corona discharge from the tips of the swastika and it
revolved like ahuge Catherine Wheel. At one
Open Day, Dr. Tombs unveiled his ' loudspeaker': it consisted of an open screen in
front of a series of needles with a high
potential difference between them; input
voltage was increased to ionisation point
and when modulated gave excellent reproduction. He later produced a 'Corona Triode'
drive unit, but unfortunately it was not
developed commercially and has remained
only a laboratory experiment. Ithink it was
written up in Nature in 1955.
In 1951, S Klein of Paris [who designed the
Tomorrow's World speaker from Magnat —
Ed] produced his ' Ionophone' ( UK Pat.
756546) which, unlike any other practical
loudspeaker, has no mechanical moving
parts. It was manufactured in three versions:
15 watts for domestic use, and 50 and 250
watts for professional installations. The
specification of the 15 watt unit was:
Frequency response 3-50kHz ± 2dB
Power Handling above 3.5kHz, 20W peak
Distortion at 93dB spl, 0.5%
The kernel of the device is asmall quartz
tube, see fig.l. One end of this tube is open,
and the other is drawn down to asmall hole
in which is inserted aKanthal electrode. This
is connected to a radio frequency oscillator
of high voltage output which causes ionic

of Hell. I mention this in passing as an
excuse for relating a short history, of two
particular types of loudspeaker of which Iam
especially fond.

'Corona' Loudspeakers
Continuing the saga of precognition, the
presenter of a 1984 Tomorrow's world
described in awesome terms the latest earth
shattering hi-fi invention — the 'Corona Discharge' loudspeaker! The fact that Tyndall's
'Singing Flame' of the mid- 1800s is in most
standard textbooks of Physics, and that
Duddell had produced a ' Singing Arc' in
1900, which was modulated with an AC
signal and produced sound, is coincidental.
Of much more importance was the development by Dr. DM Tombs in the 1940s of a
'Corona Wind' transducer at the NPL
(National Physical Laboratory). After the
cessation of the last War, the NPL held an
annual Open Day in which the various
departments showed their latest developments. The highlights for me were the
displays in the High Voltage Laboratory
(now, alas, defunct) where a 'corona discharge' windmill was demonstrated. This
took the form of aswastika about 8ft across,
mounted on aspindle; application of a few

discharge to take place in the air within the
quartz tube. The intensity of this discharge at
any moment is proportional to the instantaneous value of the radio frequency voltage
supplied to the electrode, so that if the
oscillator is amplitude modulated at an
audio frequency, the glow discharge in the
tube will vary in sympathy. Since the tube is
closed at one end, pressure waves are set up
within the tube at the audio modulation
frequency, and if the open end of the tube is
butted up against the neck of an exponential
horn, the varying pressure will be translated
into sound waves.
Fig.2 shows aschematic of the transducer,
and fig.3 the mechanical details of the cell. It
is 38mm long x 12mm in diameter, and the
inner electrode ' point' is of 0.75mm radius.
The discharge at the base of the cell is
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YOU DON'T
HAVE TO PLAY IT
BY THE BOOKS.

seem larger and more life- like than on
But now you can if you like.
Because 205's are the most versati I
e other small speakers.
If you're into live sound, but on a
of the amazing range of direct/reflecting
f150 budget, bag awild pair of 205's at
loudspeakers from Bose.
Whether on abookshelf, astand, or your local Bose dealer now.
awall bracket, they'll deliver the spaciBose (UK) Li mited, Tri nity Trading Estate,
ous realism of live music to any point in Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD. Tel: (0795) 75341/5.
a room.
Their remarkably strong and
stable centre image provides an
even dispersion of stereo as
well as making close-up listening
highly enjoyable.
205's are direct/reflecting
speakers designed to set sound
free. So instruments and voices
BETTER SOUND THROUGH RESEARCH.

approximately spherical and varies with
modulation amplitude from about 0.3mm
radius to 2.0mm radius. The horn is 300mm
effective length and the mouth 150mm diameter, giving a cut-off frequency of about
1250Hz. Under operating conditions, distortion increases rapidly as the input frequency
is reduced below 3kHz, even at modest input
levels. The cell is driven by a 15watt oscillator operating at about 27MHz. Fig.4 shows
the schematic: the RF generator circuit is
normal and the high voltage secondary is
tuned by its stray capacity to the oscillator
frequency. In practice, one adjusts the tuning
capacitor of the oscillator for maximum
'glow', thus it is the secondary circuit which

horn; the quartz cell in the foreground will
give some indication of its size. The power
unit is not illustrated. It made its new debut
as the ' lonoFane' in the early 1960s and sold
for 28 guineas, but production was discontinued about 1968. The RF drive unit was
superficially similar to Klein's, but the pair of
EL84s were replaced by a 6CW6 valve and
the circuitry generally tidied up — the original
quartz cell was retained but a completely
new horn was designed. The original
lonophone's horn was circular and freestanding and because of the large mouth
dimensions considerable focusing occurred
at high frequencies; additionally there were
discontinuities in the frequency range 3.56.0kHz due to 'spillage' round the mouth rim.
The new model, lonoFane, used ahorn with
a rectangular mouth 150 x 32mm, the long
dimension being vertical, and was intended
to be mounted flush with the front of the
enclosure. The result is very much improved
lateral dispersion. Power supply and matching transformer ( 15ohm) are contained in a
separate box, the mains input is very well
filtered, and RFI negligible; power handling
is 20watts peak, and the overall performance
is very similar to Klein's original unit, with
the very real advantage of better horizontal
polar distribution. For practical purposes the
sound generator can be considered as a
pulsating sphere of about 2mm mean radius,
and it approaches a truly aperiodic device;
theoretically its frequency limitations are
simply those of the horn with which it is
used. With a suitable design of horn, therefore, it can have alinear frequency characteristic from a little above the horn cut-off to
(hopefully) infinity.
Two limitations exist in the application of
RF Ionic Discharge as a reproducer for
domestic applications. Firstly, because of the
very small dimensions of the 'generator' the
maximum effective air volumetric displacement is likewise small and the required horn

FIG,6 Fans lonoFane

FIG.5 Klein Ion aphone

ultimately determines the operating frequency, and the system behaves as a'Tesla'
coil. The power supply is a separate unit
connected by a4-core lead, and the matching transformer is also separate. It will be
seen that screen modulation is used, thus
reducing audio power consumption. Unfortunately, a fair amount of RF leakage from
the connecting leads occurred, and the RFI
was not appreciated by my neighbours. It
was reduced to acceptable levels by connecting bypass capacitors at the point of entry of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the leads to the unit and double-shielding
them. The audio input impedance is essentially resistive, and Iused a4-pole high-pass
network with f
c at 3.5kHz. With band- limited
pink noise ( 3.5-30kHz) the maximum output
is of the order of 96dB spl, and under normal
listening conditions (with the system equalised 3.5-16kHz ± 2dB) overall peak levels of
98dB spl can just be achieved.
Fig.5 shows the complete system ( less
matching transformer and crossover network). The RF oscillator and quartz cell are
located in the cylindrical container; the
power supply ( big enough for a30watt RMS
audio amplifier) is usually located adjacent
the main amplifier. Iapologise for some of

JANUARY 1985

the paintwork being scratched, but after 30
years' hard work in many locations with little
maintenance, one tends to become scruffy!
The venture did not prosper: the unit was
produced for a short time in the USA, and
Plessey took over the British rights, but
because of production costs it was allowed
to lapse again. Mr. Faulkus (the FA in FANE —
the NE is Mr. Newbold) who had been
Plessey's chief loudspeaker engineer, completely redesigned the system. Fig.6 shows
the complete transducer unit with its integral

loading limits the lower frequency to that
which can be handled by ahorn of moderate
dimensions. Secondly, the overall electrical
efficiency is low.
Perhaps the time is now opportune to
re-examine the 'corona discharge' loudspeaker, not only as a high frequency transducer, but also as a full-range system, as
originally envisaged by Dr. Tombs.
[Threshold's Nelson Pass, in the USA,
appears to have done that, but with limited
success — Ed]. +
Part Two: Ribbons. next month
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Mail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your free 20 page price list.
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Major Credit Cards, personal finance, installation, full after sales service.
Help line: 01-942 9567.

At Ifnilet we stock equipment from all these companies. And we're proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA, Japan, Korea, Australia
and Europe.
Our sales staff know the equipment and will help you
decide.
.In fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
of, let alone listened to.
If you appreciate good hi-fi when you hear it but can't
put your finger on it, call us or call in.

1
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SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE.

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY.0I-942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586. 270 HIGH STREET, GUILDFORD, SURREY. ( 0483) 65508.

W

E LEFT OUR INTREPID hero in seat
18D on an Ozark Airlines stopeverywhere flight, somewhere
between Sioux Falls and Sioux City. Feeling
about for his Bic-sized cannister of antimugger Mace and tightening his much
depleted money belt, KK prepared for the
landing in La Guardia ...
Part of the arrangements required that I
check in with the folk back in the UK, which I
did much to the delight of British Telecom,
and Ineglected not one duty . :. though I
tried. By this stage Iwas really missing my
wife and our cat ( and my hi-fi) and I'd grown
to hate the travel agent with a passion
bordering on the pathological.
Why- oh-why did Ihave to fly from Minneapolis to New York City via Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, Sioux City, Iowa and St Louis,
when there were direct flights available? But
I wasn't going to let this ruin the time
remaining, because Istill had some bona
fide greats ahead of me, next stop being
Futterman ...
Harvey Rosenberg is as mad as his amplifiers, those whacking- great OTL units available from New York Audio Laboratories. But
then you wouldn't expect some three- piecesuited, accountant type to be responsible for
carrying on the tradition founded by Julius
Futterman, his $ 10,000 OTL-1 system being
as far beyond the lunatic fringe as any
component I'd seen. But there was more to
this wise- cracking New Yorker than would
first appear, and Iwas about to experience
some of the biggest surprises of my entire
visit. Unfortunately, it started with the hotel.
Remember that dump Istayed at in San
Francisco? Compared to the hovel in New
York it was Versailles. Most insulting about
my Manhattan pied-à-terre was the name,
because by this time Iwas starting to get
homesick and overly aware of my acquired
'Britishness'. The hotel was named after a
now- departed member of the Royal Family,
and Ican only assume that his grave site
shows signs of turmoil. Idon't know if it was
the graffiti in the lift, the bell- captain who
looked like Mr T's big brother, or the Ortofon
SPU-sized cockroaches. ( JA assures me that
the cockroaches uptown are better dressed;
mine wore stained macs.)
Harvey dutifully transported me from La
Guardia to said hotel, showing me various
landmarks along the way, like the hookers
who populate the area where Iwas to stay.
Unlike the girls in The Tenderloin, the NYC
variety of streetwalker is a truly beautiful
creature, and Ifell in love about ten times.
They do, however, have a survival quality
about them that makes their San Francisco
counterparts look like Roedean scholars in
comparison.
Isurvived the night, noting how wonderful
New York is by daylight. And one image
alone — espied on my way to my first
appointment — says everything there is to
say about New York City and its attitudes
about hi-fi and sound reproduction:
DOLBY STEREO Porno Movies
If you're getting the impression that New
York is little more than a cesspit- cum- bordello, well, that's only my vision courtesy of
the travel agent. Harvey intended to show
me as much of the New York audio scene as
he could in the day- and- a- half we had
together, and he put his own products aside
temporarily to introduce me to a tweak
unlike any other I'd ever met.
Edison Price is a music lover with the kind
of lifestyle that enables him to indulge in
haute audio. His company designs advanced
industrial lighting systems and he has access
to facilities that would be welcomed by an
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nalists' iniquities. Armed with photographs
of the prototype, we left Edison with promises of maintaining contact. As he has a
complete set of HFN/RR listed among his
most treasured possessions, this shouldn't
be too difficult for either of us.
Iwas expecting our next stop to be New
York Audio Laboratories, but Harvey
detoured by way of Lyric Hi Fi, a legend
among audio emporiums. The shop — with
three demo rooms — actually stocks the
Infinity IRS, the $ 11,000- plus Goldmunde
turntable, and ahost of other pricey goodies
aimed at Manhattan's professional sector.
Mike Kay, the owner, has been hawking
high- end equipment for a generation, and
probably has more stories than Mother
Goose, but it was Saturday afternoon and we
only had time to make a quick tour.
By this time Iwas frothing at the mouth,
just dying to hear the many OTL amplifiers in
Harvey's stable. Isuppose that the various
diversions had one good benefit in that I
got
to know Harvey well before seeing his
products. Harvey is asharp, compact fellow,
a sort of kosher Sumo wrestler, and he
seems incapable of making any statements
devoid of wry wit. Upon espying two or three
hundred salamis hanging on a wall in Katz'
delicatessen, Iasked Harvey how long they'd
last. 'About 15 minutes,' was the reply.
(This, Iwas to learn, is as much aNew York
trait as a Rosenberg trait. While standing in
line to pay at Katz', Itold the girl that it was

The mighty Mostétivalve hybrid — New York Audm Lab's
Moscode II, to be distributed in the UK by Ventura Leisure.

audio manufacturer. In aroom at the back of
his offices, Ifound yet another hi-fi toy store,
littered with goodies, like a pair of Marantz
Model 2 power amps ( mucho rare), a pair of
the big Stax Electrostatics, Futterman OTL1
amps; ( so what else is new?) SOTA, AR,
Denori, arid other turntables, more cartridges than most shops stock, and other
sundry audio jewels worthy of the finest
systems. It would appear that Edison takes
his hi-fi very seriously, and is currently
engaged in co- designing atonearm that will
set the world alight. Unfortunately, the product is so hot that my scoop will have to wait
until an issue later in the year but Igot to
examine this product and bemoan the fact
that evewthing Ilearned is temporarily ' off
the record'. Watch this space ...
Harvey, Edison and Iwent to lunch in a
swish bistro, where we discussed audio
opics ranging from tonearm design to jour-

Edison Price (I)to Harvey Rosenberg': 'Carry on, Harvey, and
you'll go deaf.'

he best food I'd tasted in two years. The guy
ehind me said, ' You must be from Noo
Joisey'.)
For all of his New York street smarts,
Harvey has had his fill of city blight, and has
located New York Audio Labs in a sleepy
village about 45 minutes away from the
hustle and bustle. This, of course, has not
slowed him down one bit, and he gave me a
rapid-fire course in the history of tube amplification, output-transformerless design,
what's wrong with audio, and why the name
Harvey Rosenberg could enter the roster of
hi-fi fame.
Ishould mention that, prior to meeting
Harvey, Iknew two things about him. The
first was the result of months of correspondence, in which it was demonstrated that
Harvey — like Edison Price and Steve Mac Cormack — is asupertweak, not even leaving
his Triplanar tonearm in standard form. The
other information was acquired along the
way, hearing from others that Harvey was
spiritually linked to the lunatic fringe, pursuing an audio goal with little bearing on
reality. In other words, the general attitude
was that Harvey had succumbed to the
madness and should best be treated as a
harmless tinkerer.
To those people who grouped Harvey with
the dreamers, I'd like to say 'watch out'.
Harvey is fully aware of his status as an
audio madman, and delights in it because
he's got asecret weapon. While the world- atlarge has written him off as the purveyor of
nothing more than $ 10,000 audio juggernauts, Harvey and his crew have been perfecting a hybrid tube/MOSFET design to be
known as the Moscode. Their first product, a
59
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•LIFE- LIKE IMAGE— Full height,
width and depth of sound.
•LOW COLORATIONS— No box
resonance to color sound.
•UNIFORM DRIVE— All parts of
diaphragm driven; not just apex
of cone.
•LOW MASS— . 0005 inch thick
diaphragm for clear, crisp sound.
•RESISTIVE LOAD— Ideal for
amplifiers.
•PHASE RESPONSE— Tweeter.
midrange/bass on same diaphragm.
•ELEGANT SCREENS— A beautiful
alternative to boxes in the
living room.
Prices starting at £985.00 per pair

HI MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

UK Distributors:
i.\S Absolute Sounds
42 Parkside, London SW19
Tel: 01 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
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150-watts-per-channel unit, has just reached
Sheen lookalike wearing aT-shirt and white
the shops, and it's a killer. Beautifully made
boating-type trousers, about as menacing as
and ajoy to hear, the Moscode's sole virtue Bob Monkhouse. So this is where the mighty
isn't its sound. The damned thing sells for a TAS is created...
Do Isound disappointed? No way. Psychomere $899, putting it way below the price
logists would call it ' relieved', and that's
category where it competes sonically.
All this is wonderful, you might be think- what Iwas. Remember, Iwas under scrutiny
ing, but what's it got to do with us? Every for the first time since I'd left the UK; up to
other company Ivisited at least distributes this point I'd been pronouncing all of the
its wares in the UK; when's the last time judgements. I was taken aback when —
before doing anything — Harry suggested we
anyone ran into a Futterman stockist?
Remember, you read it here first when JA take a walk into town to collect some vicreported on the 1984 SCES show: New York tuals, and he proceeded to stuff my face with
Audio Labs will be having its products built culinary excesses like Haagen Dasz chocounder license in Great Britain. This means late ice-cream ( Inow know what he means
that the products will 1) be readily available, •by 'chocolate midrange') and the richest
2) will sell for aprice close to that in the USA, brownies I've ever tasted.
We did not talk about hi-fi.
and 3) employ British manpower. Naturally,
Harry saved the audio portion of our time
Harvey is excited, because he loves England
and this gives him an excuse to visit our until later in the day, preferring instead to
shores regularly. He sees himself as filling figure out just what type of person he'd
the gap between the super middle-price invited.
The trip was turning full circle, for Iwas to
products of the Hafler/Audiolab variety and
hear asystem not amillion miles ( 3000 was
the lower reaches of the high-end.
Like Counterpoint, who also market a more like it) removed from that at Arnie
hybrid, Harvey is aware of the reticence Nudell's back in Southern California. Infinity
some people show towards 'going tube'; a IRS speakers are the most obvious similarity,
hybrid like the Moscode makes it much only Harry's room is what the British would
easier for them. Iheard it driving LS3/5As deem just large enough for a pair of SL6s.
and Quad ESL-63s, and the sound was Power came via a pair of conrad-johnson
magnificent — open, clear, and with the kind
of bottom-end that solid-state fanciers are
An American Top Two
loathe to sacrifice. ( By the way, Harvey is the
Few records turned up with any regularity
main force behind the Quad Owners Club.
during the myriad listening sessions
He publishes a semi- regular journal about
across the land. Ican say with great relief
the products and how to modify them, and
that Isuffered no Dire Straits or Frankie
he hopes that Peter Walker will forgive him
Goes To Hollywood, and on those
for his heresies.)
grounds alone am prepared to give the
Ididn't want to leave Harvey, because the
Americans an artificially high score in the
man is so Meshuggeneh ('crazy' in his
audio game. What Idid hear more than a
lexicon) that Iwas having aball. But the next
few times were the following discs:
day held ameeting that Ihad been dreading
2) Datos. This recording on the Referfor months, and Ihad to get through it no
ence label is apercussionist's delight, but
matter what diversions Icould create.
not the kind of thing I'd play during a
What drug should Ihave purchased from
romantic candlelit dinner. On IRS/WAMM
the chemist to prepare me for a session of
type systems, the net result is queasiness
the gravest importance? How does awriter
in the listener and an unwillingness to
prepare for an encounter that could make or
return to speaker systems smaller than a
break a career? I'd recently been asked to
Bedford van.
write for the American publication, The
2) James Newton Howard. Better known
Absolute Sound, and Iwas bound to spendas Sheffield LAB 23, this record is best
ing aday with the terror of the industry, TAS
thought of as a listenable version of the
editor, Harry Pearson.
.
same label's Track Record. Outrageous
I'd had enough of this torment in the past
transients, Stygian bass, and listenable
few years. My driving test, my trial period for
tunes make this a sonic spectacular as
HFN/RR, my four days at the Penta Show.
good as Dire Straits is tedious. The
Never known for my bravery or intestinal
desired effect is not unlike that of Dec's.
fortitude, Ilooked forward to meeting Mr
Pearson much with the same set of nerves tube amps of the megalith variety, with
I'd employ while visiting Harlem when wear- signal from the Koetsu/Goldmunde fronting a Klu Klux Klan robe. There are more end via Audio Research SP10 completing the
tales about Harry than any other man in the path. Both JA and Absolute Sounds' Ricardo
industry — he ties with Ivor Tiefenbrun, to be Franassovici had heard the system earlier
more accurate — and he's been described as last year, and had warned me. ' Expect to be
an audio equivalent of Napoleon, Attila the carrying jellied kidneys behind your belt,'
Hun, and Rasputin. Physical illness overtook cautioned my editor.
Do you know the expression '
Oy gevalt'?
me on the way to Sea Cliff, Long Island,
though how much of it was due to the It's Yiddish for ' By Jove', and it barely
inferior calibre of the American rail service conveys the physical experience of 161-Iz
I'm not quite certain. (Apologies to any BR bass at full whack. Harry and Ididn't have
employees whom I've offended in the past. much time, so he picked key recordings for
Compared with the Long Island Railroad, my initiation, and I've never heard the
Human League 12-inch 'Don't You Want Me'
you lot are Rolls-Royce chauffeurs.)
Harry works out of atypically Northeastern with such impact ( see HFN/RR October '84
wooden building, much in the vein of the issue). Harry chose this to illustrate one
houses seen in the film Moby Dick. I'd grown particular aspect of his modus operandus,
up with that sort of architecture, so it which is separating layers of sound from
shocked me to learn that this man didn't each other — part and parcel of his focus on
operate out of a turreted castle with moat soundstage as a prime criterion for top
and Nubian slaves. At the very least I performance.
You can almost tell what type of tape the
expected armed guards of the bananarepublic variety, sporting Kalishnikovs, studio used when the recording was made.
Harry's system — because you're almost
peaked hats, and Zapata moustachios.
Instead, Ifind a (somewhat portly) Martin sitting in it— provides resolution like no other
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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system I've ever heard. My anglicised tastes
deemed the bass a bit more than that to
which I'm accustomed, but it showed me just
how far behind most reviewers are when it
comes to selecting the tools of the trade.
Unfortunately, this high-resolution system is
as cost-prohibitive as the marvellous Hewlett-Packard equipment employed by Martin
Colloms!
Just for the record, Ifound Harry to be the
Southern Gentleman some commentators
told me he would be. ( Even Harry Pearson
has friends among the enemies.) After the
ice had broken, we got along famously, but
then Harry doesn't have to suffer too much
exposure to me because of the interference
of the Atlantic Ocean, so Ididn't have time to
get on his famous nerves. Like the rest of the
US audiophile community, HP, as his readers know him, has an absolute fetish about
fine food and good wine, and I've got to
admit that caviar makes abetter pasta sauce
than Bolognese.
So, my ego restored from its stand-by
mode, Ihad to face an after-dark ride on the
LIRR. Imade it back to the hotel with only
one altercation with an NYC native, who
backed down when he realised that Iwas too
far gone to worry about mere physical pain. I
cast aspersions on his sexual preferences vis
à vis his mother, and he backed off not
expecting this from an obvious tourist.
The next day was spent in the appetising
atmosphere of the aforementioned sewer,
putting the Typestar to good use. Ihadn't
been using the Sony Walkman Pro as much
as Ithought Imight, because the conversations were so casual, but it served nicely as a
note-taking device, enabling me to recall
many of the tiny details I'd otherwise have
forgotten. Iwandered around New York for a
few hours, revelling in the only rain I'd seen
since Ileft Canterbury, and readied myself
for avisit' to the Village under the guidance
of arather special New York native peripherally linked to the audio world. It was deemed
mandatory that Iescape the confines of that
flop-house, and my last memories of the
East Coast's largest brothel/flea market/
wino-ery/pothole nursery were beyond
favourable, but Ihad enough strength left to
resist falling in love with New York in spite of
the temptations.
Ileft with but one grave disappointment:
everywhere Iwent Iheard that nauseating
ditty by Frank Sinatra about his adoration for
the Big Apple, instead of the more appropriate, artistically superior 'Manhattan', by Rodgers and Hart, sung, of course, by Ella
Fitzgerald. Iended up humming it to myself
for the entire four days.
The home stretch was in sight, and Iwas
just about to reach my turf. Though I'm not a
Boston native, Iknow the place pretty well,
having grown up in its shadow and having a
sister who's lived there for 15 years. Flying in
to Logan (the Amstrad of airports) brought a
semi-lump to my throat, just shy of the
boulder beneath my chin when Idescend
into Heathrow or Gatwick. Here, for certain, I
could buy half-sour pickles unlike those to be
found anywhere on this great planet, and I
had them for breakfast, much to my father's
dismay. (They're soaked with garlic and
provide heartburn within 10 minutes of
consumption.)
Fred Pinkerton of Boston Acoustics took
me from Logan to the Boston Acoustics
factory for alesson in how KEF and Wharfedale's US equivalents deal with speaker
manufacture. Because Boston is areal-world
company rather than a dream factory, it
presented a 180° turnaround from what I'd
been seeing since Iarrived in the USA. The
61

attitude is one of concern for the layman
rather than the hard-core audiophile, and my
entire visit was peppered with pointers
about keeping the customer satisfied and the
product serviced.
Boston Acoustics is part of agreat American audio tradition akin to our BBC speaker
tradition. It's one of the branches on the
family tree that was planted when Henry
Kloss and Edgar Villchur created Acoustic
Research, Boston Acoustics stemming from
the Advent limb of the tree, which grew out
of the KLH branch.

The factory itself was large and bustling,
and Ilearned that very little — the cabinets,
for example — comes from outside. Because
Boston's chosen area of warfare is the
'affordable' sector, they're hung up on efficiency, and the factory is designed to operate so that costs are kept down — as are the
designs themselves. It explains how the A40
sells for so little, in spite of the high quality of
the internal components, and Andy told me
about how few products are returned
because the design brief includes indestructibility as a major virtue.
Andy is a pure electronics/audio man,
Frank a businessman, and Fred a combination of the two. Iwas a bit taken aback by
their scepticism regarding things tweak, but
it's consistent with their attitude about not
pandering to fashion or trends, and anyone
who speaks with Andy knows that practicality, traditional values, and simplicity are not
neglected when he designs a product.
The company has its own attitudes about
sound reproduction, and flat frequency
Boston Acoustics' Andy Petite (hand Fred Pinkerton: 'What,
response coupled with smooth tonal characus worry?'
ter are the main characteristics that Boston
Fred introduced me to Frank Read and treasures. Ifound all the members of the
Andy Petite, business and design brains
Boston team in agreement, and they are the
respectively, and — over lunch, of course —
most pragmatic bunch I've ever met.
they filled me in on the history ( straightening
But even this seemingly conservative crew
Out afew historical errors along the way) and
had the odd surprise in store, and Iwas
market philosophy of their company. It was
informed that Boston has its own movingrefreshing to find — within minutes of joining
coil cartridge on sale in the USA. Apparently
Fred — that Boston has acrystal-clear game
it's been available for some time, but it was
plan, which means selecting a specific part
new to me and my poverty-stricken look
of the market and not diluting their efforts by
resulted in a gift of the dearer of the two
trying to be something they're not.
models, complete with van den Hul tip.
In Boston's case, it means filling the hole
Boston Acoustics had put up with me for a
left by the virtual disappearance of Advent
good six or seven hours, when it came time
from the market sector which Ilike to think of for Fred to drop me off at the- next hotel. I
as 'audiophile on a budget', but which
wish he hadn't.
translates in the US into asector that has no
Isuppose that slumming is afun sport for
UK equivalent. It seems that Boston products those who are so used to luxury that they
sell to discriminating consumers who are not need the odd foray into the lower reaches
audio hobbyists nor intending to become just to keep from getting bored. I, on the
such. They seem to do well with a new other hand, have no such need to experience
creature called the Yuppie, young urban ( or the low-life side of things. The latest examupwardly- mobile) professionals who show
ple of non-palatial splendour selected by the
great concern for those values known as travel agent Inow reckoned to be irredeemstyle and taste, with strong emphasis on
ably perverse, was an establishment whose
quality, much like the archetypal Habitat walls were festooned with apologies for the
shopper in the UK. The only slight wanderlook and condition of the rooms. Iwas later
ings the company has made include aline of informed by aBoston native that these signs
in-car speakers ( afar more serious business
have been part of the hotel for many, many
in the US than over here), and anew product years. OK, so Ihad to suffer black-and-white,
that's so simple and obvious it made me
non-cable television for a couple of nights,
wonder why nobody (to my knowledge) has
and the cockroaches were smaller and better
done it before.
behaved than the street-fig htin' bugs of New
America has experienced the growth of a York, but the peeled-porcelain-and- mould
new market which has yet to materialise
look of the bathroom did little to make my
here, and that is the videophile presence,
showers a pleasure.
which Imentioned in reference to Monster's
As Isaid before, though, Boston is getting
Noel Lee and Sumiko's Dave Fletcher. Bosnear to home turf, so after doing my daily
ton realise that — just like in the UK — most
portion of this article, Iphoned out for relief
laymen are unaware of the unpleasant
in the form of fellow vinyl junkies, Paul
results one achieves if loudspeakers are
Bazylinski and Fred Jeffery. Little did my
placed right next to a television set. The
friends realise that Iwas exploiting them for
magnets wreak havoc with the colour, somethis article, for their record retail experience
times leading to permanent damage. But
completed the pack of individuals chosen to
even education will not prevent consumers
exemplify the American audio scene. A
from placing speakers right next to the telly if glance back shows that I've visited amplifier,
aesthetics or practicality dictate, so Boston
turntable, cable, cartridge, tonearm, speaker,
has come up with a solution. The welland record manufacturers, as well as record
received and very popular Boston A40, a producers, hi-fi retailers, and a couple of
natural selection for videophiles wanting
audio journalists. What better way to add to
speakers dedicated to their television sets, is
the set than with a record retailer and a
now available as the A40V, aspecial version
part-time retailer/hardcore collector?
with heavily-shielded magnets. It's simple,
Igot a crash course in all that had hapbut effective, and it shows exactly how
pened on the vinyl scene since my last visit,
Boston uses its marketing talents for both
and Ilearned that CD hadn't exactly set the
the consumers and themselves. [ It's only fair world alight in their neck of the woods. They
to mention that England's B&W were neck
loaded me up with collectables, threatening
and neck with Boston in introducing such a to burst my luggage with even more goodies
model in the US — Ed.]
the next night, after my visit to Apogee...

There's asoft spot in my heart for Apogee,
because Ilike to think that I'm the man who
discovered them for the UK. Ifirst heard
them in March 1983, and raved about them
upon my return. My claims for these fullrange ribbon designs — all $7000 worth —
were written off as terminal lunacy, but
those to whom Iaddressed my feelings have
now changed their tunes and the line is soon
to be launched here ... especially since
Apogee introduced the half-priced Scintilla.
What agas — Icovered 11,000 milbs to ride
in a British car. Jason Bloom of Apogee is

Jason Bloom (II and Lee Spiegel supporting an Apogee
Scintilla awaiting itsplinth

one of those rare Americans of impeccable
taste with a masochistic streak that enables
him to survive the indignities of owning a
notoriously fragile vehicle miles away from
its homeland. A dead ringer for a much
younger, more stylish Jack Lemmon, Jason
listens primarily to jazz — with avengeance —
has a wonderful wife named Sarah, makes
the world's finest coffee, and intends, quite
seriously, to share the responsibility for
creating the world's finest loudspeakers.
After abrief spell at Jason's home, where
we just chatted about things in general and
dined on the best Jewish delicatessen I've
had since George's closed down in the mid
'70s, we went to the Apogee factory. It was
there that Imet Lee Speigel, one of the main
designers, and heard the new Scintilla, having had a wonderful demonstration of the
big ' uns back in Minneapolis at the Audio
Research factory. The Scintillas proved
frighteningly good, easily on a par with my
traditional favourites, the Stax ELS-F81 and
the LS3/5A. The company used a system
consisting of Koetsu/Goldmunde/Levinson
products, with JA's beloved Krell supplying
the juice. Considering that the room was
hardly gigantic and hadn't been tweaked for
maximum acoustical supremacy, the sound
was such that no listener could fail to note
that the Scintillas are world class.
Lee Spiegel is a fascinating man with a
background in high-tech military design, but
he's now committed to refining ribbon
loudspeakers; his in-depth knowledge of
metals and magnetic fields and other areas
all make their presence known in the Apogee
products. Jason is the company's fuss- pot
and listener, and he approaches a music
session with the same serious frame of mind
that you'd like to see in asurgeon before he
slices open your skull. We spent afew hours
with the Scintillas, which proved themselves
time and again to be capable of yielding an
utterly convincing sound and image.
The Scintillas are ' manageable' dipoles,
physically presenting no great shocks to
Quad '63 owners. A bit of apig to drive, the
Scintillas can be wired for either 4 or lohm
operation, the latter mode necessarily
limited to amplifiers of Krell persuasion.
Which leads nicely into my last call of the
trip. Krell just so happens to use a pair of
Scintillas at its factory, and Dan D'Agostino
uses the full- range jobs at home. Jason and
Sarah drove me down to Connecticut to
meet Dan, ajourney which tied in well with
their plans to collect aKrell pre/power combination. The time spent with the D'AgostiIll VI . 11,1Vt•
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nos ( wife Rondi is adoll) turned out to be as
much an Apogee experience as it was aKrell,
so forgive me if the two companies — which
are entirely separate — blend together
slightly in this part of my travelogue.
The Krell factory is so neat and tidy that I
was sure I'd find a permanently stationed
government inspector. Modern, open and
airy, it's as solid and ' right' as the amps
themselves. Dan pointed out various techniques designed to make Krell products
unburstable, brimming with the kind of
overkill feel you expect from Germans rather
than those of Italian extraction.
Dan is obviously a proud papa, and he

Most manufacturers are secretive, but Krell's Dan
D'Agostino didn't mind revealing his methods for colouring
the fascias blue

speaks about his products with the kind of
familial protection in his voice that calls to
mind Don Corleone and his handling of the
wayward Sonny. Iwas actually scared witless about meeting Dan — not the weediest of
men — because Iwas told that he expected a
snotty tube lover with no time whatsoever
for solid-state gear. Hell, even Ican hear the
virtues of pure Class-A amps devoid of
output capacitors. Besides, would you tell
your boss you think he's retarded?
Iwas told that Dan was a practical joker,
and Isat there helpless when my UK babysitter phoned up to find out how we were
doing. Dan said, ' Kessler hates the stuff and
Jason is driving him to the train station at
this very moment.' The sharp intake of
breath heard from the London end sucked
smoke into the phone.
Dan had the Apogee Scintillas playing at
the factory, using the preamp and amps

Krell's new PAM-3, sadly in black-and-white instead of
blue-and-gold

Jason was about to collect. Jason was
stunned, saying that he'd never heard them
sound so good, and let nothing distract him
as he worked his way through Dan's LPs.
We went out for lunch, where I was
introduced to ' steak fries' ( chips with the
skins still on them) and onion rings of the
truly celestial variety. This sustenance was
needed to prepare me for the visit to Dan's'
home, where the big Apogees lurked.
The Apogees, as mentioned before, can be
used in normal 4ohm mode, or 1ohm for the
hardcore, the sound (with the right amps)
being abit more open. Jason mentioned that
Audio Research's Bill Johnson was thinking
about modifying his D115s to work in this
mode, so it must be serious stuff. Whatever,
Dan has his Apogees triamped with more
Krells than I've ever seen in one room,
including aseparate amplifier for the 0.1ohm
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satisfy three salivating audiophiles. Another
aspect is most assuredly the Apogees, which
offer transparency in league with the Stax
ELS speakers and some other fine dipoles.
The cartridge, a Koetsu Silver, and the
front-end, a Goldmunde turntable and arm,
were set up to perfection, and Dan said that
the positioning of the speakers had been an
ongoing situation since they arrived (thus
explaining his message to JA). Jason was
grinning from ear to ear, suggesting that
even he didn't know how good his own
products were, and we went through LP after
LP looking for the sonic buzz. ( How'd Iknow
that Gil Scott- Heron was so damned funky?)
That says a lot, Dan's love for the black
funk poet. It gets down to the passion of
Italians, and he approaches music the way
he builds amplifiers and creates tomato
sauce. The man has afetish, afastidiousness
that makes certain British efforts seem
embarrassing, and if ever an analogy is
needed, then Dan is to amplifier construction
what Rolex is to watches.
It was amusing to hear from other people
their puzzlement at Krell's astounding success in the UK, and Iasked Dan to give me
some idea of its place in the US market. Iwas
surprised to learn, for instance, that there are
Random Thoughts
at present no outlets for Krell on the West
Coast, which explains why the only Krells I
1) From db Audio's James Alexander, on
saw before reaching the East were in Dave
how to end aspeaker review from atop
Wilson's home system. But Dan has asmall
US mag: ' Of all the speakers we've
core of dedicated dealers which he weighs
reviewed over the years, this is definitely
against competition much heavier than that
one of them.'
in the UK. There are at least a dozen
2) From the same source on the same
solid-state units on sale in the USA, unavailtopic, regarding amplifiers: ' Although we
able here, which vie for the same audio
don't believe that amplifiers have sonic
dollars. The strength of Krell, besides its
differences, if you're shopping in this
innate virtues, is Dan's attitude, a very
price category, you must audition this
American statement which shows two
one.'
upraised fingers to those who think he can
3) What New York dealer is bent on
be dissuaded from assaulting the high-end.
world domination?
Itook an instant liking to Dan and Jason,
4) Dan D'Agostino and Harvey Rosenand not just because we were on a similar
berg have tied for first place in the
wavelength due to my affinity for New
World's Dumbest Hat Competition.
England; after all, Dan is still the ultimate S/S
5) The best pickles in the world are at The
proponent. But these guys love music so
Nosherie, on Route 1 north of Boston.
much, having chosen to manifest this love
6) The Long Island Railroad, believe it or
via sound reproduction apparatus instead of
not, is worse than British Rail.
performing, that Icouldn't help but relish
7) HFN/RR is displayed next to the gay
their company. They seemed more conmagazines in a certain San Francisco
cerned with hi-fi in the purist sense rather
newsagent's, just above the bondage
than the hard- nut business sense, and it
journals.
works for them in spite of what efficiency
8) You can buy real British beer in every
experts and economists might think. Like
major US city.
many of the other companies Ivisited —
9) After surviving Black Belt hookers,
indeed, most of them — they succeed, despite
cockroaches the size of Cadbury's Cream
being ultra-specialist, because their products
Eggs, verdigris-covered bathtubs and
are so very fine. Here were more people I
violent New Yorkers, Ireturned to Engdidn't want to leave, people who made me
land to be bitten by Ricardo's dog. Iam
feel like afriend and fellow audio casualty;
now undergoing aseries of tetanus shots.
not just another journalist.
10) For such a tropical area, California
The turmoil and trauma had subsided a
seems to be covered in snow,
bit, and I'd stifled the conflict of returning to
the UK or staying in the USA ( or is it the
other way around?). My own hometown
every one of them had unique virtues and
included, I found the country to be an
weaknesses that would make their presence
amazing place, the day-to-day people and
obtrusive depending solely upon the
activities far removed from the unfortunate,
listener. No system Iheard was flawless, and
Reaganite view we as Europeans have no
no points system yet devised will enable me
alternative but to adopt. It was always excitto offer you apecking order of those Iheard.
ing, the general atmosphere being one of
But Ican assure you that the Krell/Apogee
optimism, and I've got to admit that Iwas
system ( and this is coming from someone
sorely tempted by what is most assuredly a
who still worships valve electronics despite
much easier life.
thinking Dan D'Agostino is an amazing guy)
But we've got something no-one else has,
ranks with the very best.
and Ilearned it time and again. No matter
It shines in a couple of areas, brightly
enough to make it truly great. Ihave never where Iwent or who Imet, no matter how
wonderful the audio equipment I got to
heard sound as effortless in my life, with no
sample, one thing emerged that even my
sign of break-up from any part of the chain.
American friends would not dispute: AmerPart of this is no doubt due to the Krell
icans know how to make the hardware but
attitude about killing flies with Uzis; there
the Brits know how to set it up. ,it
were enough amplifiers in Dan's set-up to

midrange ribbon. Hints had been dropped
prior to my departure eluding to the magnificence of this system, so Ireadied myself for
some heavy-duty audio madness. ( Dan
wants me to tell JA that it sounds even better
than when he was visiting...)
Idon't want to imply for a moment that I
was getting the slightest bit jaded. Within a
three-week period, I'd heard at least six
systems that, to my ears, represented the
end of the road, though all were different.
WAMMs, IRSs, the outrageous OTL1 Futtermans driving LS3/5As, James Boyk's
anachrophilic magic via Dynaco and LS3/
5As, the prototype Magnepan Tympanis, the
famous TAS reference system, speakers
biamped with two Audio Research D-250s — I
knew that I'd been privileged like few others.
Listening to Dan's system was as much a
revelation as hearing any of the others, and
the same observations held true: it's possible for there to be more than one wonderful
system, in spite of consumers and readers
and sales reps wanting life to be made
simple for them by the existence of only One
Choice. Ican't say, for the life of me, which
system was the best Iheard, for each and
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van den Hul

WIGMORE
STREET W1

Monoaystal Cables

NEW YEAR

SALE

STARTS THURS.
27ffiDEC.

CITY OF WESTMINSTER

The new technology embodied in the van den Hul monocrystal
audio cables is the result of years of research into the signal
properties of conductors. These monocrystal (or large or linear
crystal as they are also called) cables are profoundly
influencing the audio and recording industry. Some audio
equipment manufacturers are now rewiring their phono
cartridges, tonearms, amplifiers and speakers with the
van den Hul conductors. Recording engineers are also utilising
the new microphone cables to improve the sound quality of both
digital and analogue mastertapes.
The physicist, A. J. van den Hul, has been able to demonstrate that the quality of reproduction is related to the crystal
structure and density in the audio signal leads. He has put
forward amodel for copper conductors as an array of matrices
containing microscopic capacitors, resistors and diodes which
exhibit multiple and somewhat nonlinear signal paths. The
greater the number of crystals in aconductor for agiven length
the more complex is the signal path matrix. Consequently,
signal degradation will increase. However, when the physical
size of the crystals in aconductor of agiven length are much
larger, the number of crystals per unit length will decrease
dramatically. Thus the signal path will be more direct and the
signal quality will not suffer significant degradation. The
resultant sound is vastly improved.
Ordinary copper conductors have typically over 100,000
crystals for agiven length. In high purity oxygen-free copper
this number drops to about 40,000. But the van den Hul
monocrystal conductor has only around 400 crystals for the
same length.
Unlike other large crystal cables, the van den Hul monocrystal cables are especially designed for audio applications.
The van den Hul cables employ better constructional features
including monocrystal silver cladding over monocrystal oxygenfree copper conductors. These cables also possess uniquely
effective shielding.
Such design features have resulted in audio signal cables of
outstanding quality. In auditioning tests the van den Hul
cables distinguish themselves from all other cables. Sound
quality is exceptionally clear, crisp and smooth. There is
increased detail, definition and transparency. Another striking
feature is the reproduction of space and depth. These cables
come closest to recreating a three-dimensional soundstage.
Unlike other cable types the van den Hul monocrystal cables
do •not show any significant signal loss over very long runs.

On Demonstration
Acoustic Research
A & El Cambridge
Ariston

Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity

Audio Lab
Audio Research

NAD

B & W
Burmester
Celestion
Dean

Nakamichi
Nairn
Ortofon
Oracle
Perreaux
PS. Audio

Denon
D.N.M.

Quad
Revolver

Dual
Etude
Gale
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Jordan
KEF
Kiseki

Revox
Rogers
Rotel

Magneplanar
Marasitc
Meridian
,
Michell

*

Turntable service that's the best in the
business - we set up, renovate, up-date
and repair

*

Biasing to the tape of your choice when
you purchase anew deck or we'll tweek
your own deck for £ 15

*

Part-exchange of your existing
equipment normally possible subject to
age and condition
No deposit instalment credit available full details on application

*

Tapes at prices you'll find hard to beat!

Syrinx
Tannoy
Walker
Van den Hul

*

Accessories for the enthusiast from the
West End's finest selection - you name
it, we've usually got it

Yamaha
Zeta

*

Record cleaning service - quite simply
the only way to bring those treasured
discs back to alistenable condition

Supex
Systemdek

Linn
Logic
Magnum

Single speaker dems by appointment in
either of our two studios

Royston
SD Acoustics
Sondes
Spendor
Stay

Koetsu
Krell

xpert friendly advice - whether you're
starting out, upgrading your system or
just replacing your cartridge

*
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The Sound Approoch to Hr-F1

48 WIGMORE STREET ' LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8263
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

..

...:13....\

Open: allenday•Saturday 1Clam — 6.00pm Thurs./Friday until Tian.

Qux

ix E
•••

H FI & SOUND MU
CONSULTANTS

-

LINN PRODUCTS
MONITOR AUDIO
HARMAN KARDON
MORDAUNT SHORT
SYSTEMDEK
MERIDIAN
HEYBROOK
TANNOY
ROGERS
LOGIC
QUAD
AIWA

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A&R CAMBRIDGE
MISSION CYRUS
NAKAMICHI
VVHARFEDALE
REVOLVER
SPENDOR
DIESIS
YAMAHA
ROTEL
NAD
KEF
AR
ETC

It has been suggested that the ultimate yardstick in comparing
cable performance is a cable of zero length. Van den Hul
monocrystal cables approach this ideal. Their significance for
the audio industry and ultimately the music lover is profound.
We have available every elm of wire or cable you require for
your audio system. Prices are very reasonable. Either contact
your dealer or get in touch with us.
Automation Sciences Co., 5B Eton Avenue,
London NW3 (01) 435 8210
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COME AND SEE US AT

278 HIGH ST., UXBRIDGE, MIDDX
UXB 33474 OPEN IO ' TIL 6, 6DAYS A WEEK
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these amplifiers was assessed
Martin Colloms reviews
ORTHING- BASED
driving this load compared with a
loudspeaker
the John Bowers Active 1
laboratory- standard 8ohm resistor,
manufacturers
using electrostatic headphones as
B&W have formed a
monitors. In theory, the nearnew company, John Bowers Ltd, to
perfect voltage sources
market arather different product
represented by modern amplifiers
from their existing models, the
should ensure little difference;
Active 1, which, as the name
observed sound quality changes
suggests, is an active loudspeaker
are generally heard in the context
—the crossover filtering being
of acomplete audio system when
performed at line level with
the amplifier is presented with the
separate power amplifiers directly
complex loading of acomplete
coupled to the drive- units. The new
loudspeaker system.
company carries arather closer
As it happened, however, B&W's
involvement on the part of John
simple, one-driver test revealed
Bowers and some of his senior
substantial subjective differences
designers, and their intention is to
between even acknowledged highoffer adifferent approach to both
quality power amplifiers. It is held
the design and marketing of loudby the designers of active speakers
speakers, without prejudicing the
that asingle driver, directly driven
existing parent company. Indeed,
by apower amplifier, presents the
the latter is likely to benefit from
amplifier with an easier electrical
the technical spin-off of the new
load than when acrossover
company's research programme.
network is interposed in apassive
The Active 1, which was
system. Further testing by B&W,
launched at the HFN/RR Penta
however, revealed that contrary to
Show last September, has been
popular expectation, these
conceived as acomplete system
differences were less audible when
with amatching John Bowers
multi-way loudspeakers of
preamplifier, the aim being to
increasing complexity were used.
produce an upmarket loudspeaker
It would appear that, in practice,
with all the considerations and
and setting aside the known high
complications of choosing
peak current requirements of many
matching electronics removed. The
passive loudspeakers, the naked
system price will be around £ 1600,
driver produces more interface
and the buyer then need only add
intermodulation ( IIM) in the power
signal sources — turntable, tuner,
amplifier— the amplifier has to
CD and/or high quality cassette
'sink' the back EMF from the motor
deck. However, for those who
by virtue of its low output
already have ahigh quality
impedance— resulting in the
preamp, the John Bowers preamp
upper- mid ' harshness' previously
can be omitted to give asaving of
described. The filtering, frequency
around £350. It would be advisable
sloping, and loss characteristics of
to audition your own preamp with
the conventional passive crossover
the Active 1in order to assess their
buffer the amplifier from the drivemusical and electrical compatiunit to some extent, with an
bility. ( This will also apply to the
associated lessening of any
cable run between preamp and
subjective degradation due to IIM.
loudspeaker units.)
B&W now could return to the
The JB Ltd ( any abbreviation to
Active 1project with aclearer idea
JBL would clearly not be approof what was required. In addition to
priate) preamplifier has been
recruiting their own electronic
designed and built for the
engineers, they also consulted a
company by Musical Fidelity, who
Swiss engineer, Rene Reinert, who
also supply acustom design for
had carried out specific research
Bose/Studiocraft. Musical Fidelity's
on the design of high quality power
sound reputation is well-known
amplifiers, in particular using
and is based on their skills in
MOSFET output stages. Specific
producing their own preamplifier,
attention was paid to the amplifier/
which recent developments have
loudspeaker interface and the
helped keep up to scratch.
capability of the amplifier to handle
Understandably, B&W began
the back EMFs produced by the
development of their first active
drive- unit.
model with some considerable
In keeping with the ' no-fuss'
caution. Early trials followed a
system concept, the Active 1is
logical path, the possible
'activation' of an established B&W model using commercially
supplied with permanently-fitted stands. These are styled to give a
tidy ' modern' appearance. On delivery, the speakers are simply
available power amplifiers. Once the project was off the ground,
unboxed, fitted with floor- locking spikes if so desired, placed in
lengthy listening trials were undertaken, but mixed results were
position and plugged into the mains.
obtained. The ' dynamic' and ' detail' aspects of the sound were most
The review samples came in an attractive, high quality, light oak
encouraging, but the tests revealed aresidual ' glare' or ' harshness'
veneer. The grille and stand pillar were in contrasting dark chocolate,
which speaker and crossover design techniques were unable to
with the grille transparent enough to see the drive- unit outlines and
eliminate.
the two red LED indicators on the front panel. ( Ifound the latter to be
After many attempts, the designers decided to shelve the project
listractingly bright.) B&W also plan to produce alimited edition
temporarily and return to basics. The power amplifier was subject to
version of the Active 1in aspecial ' designer shape' lozenge- profile
much scrutiny: various models were auditioned using asingle driveunit in awell- damped cabinet as an electrical load. The ' sound' of
cabinet with alacquer finish.
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Active vs Passive?
Design considerations are perhaps of little relevance to the user, but
it must be stressed that agood system is agood system, irrespective
of design format. All too often the active approach is presented as a
major technological advance, but this is only true if the complete
system design is properly executed. One result of ' activation',
however, is the consistency of the model's sound quality as
envisaged by its designers, due to the active speaker reducing the
number of variables in the hi-fi chain.
Given, then, that high standards have been set in all departments,
going ' active' confers the following benefits:
Performing the crossover filtering at line level gives amore
accurate response shaping than when carried out with apassive
power filter, which may suffer from insertion loss and distortion. It
also becomes much easier to incorporate controls for modifying the
system's response to suit different acoustic environments.
Overall system efficiency can be increased due to lower intrinsic
losses. In addition, the freedom to use the optimum sensitivity and
the impedance matching of the drivers to their respective amplifiers
can also increase efficiency.
Direct control of the amplifier/speaker interface allows achoice of
LF response alignments, including those where the amplifier can
impose its own characteristics on the drive- units via negative
feedback. The use of separate amplifiers for each unit reduces
broadband intermodulation effects and significantly increases the
maximum sound pressure levels attainable before audible distress.
Power levels and protection limits may be accurately modelled for
individual drivers, allowing full exploitation of their dynamic range
potential. Furthermore, given the growing appreciation of the quality
losses introduced by long lengths of wire, the elimination of the main
series inductor in apassive crossover may well be afactor behind the
often- noted increase in musical detail with active systems.
There are inevitably some disadvantages too. These include the
lack of flexibility with regard to aseparate choice of amplifier, as well
as the minor inconvenience of extra mains cables to the speakers.
Loudspeaker failures become more inconvenient, and there is aloss
of the 'fit and forget' reliability aspect of aconventional passive
system. An active system must therefore be manufactured to amuch
higher standard; fortunately, though, this does appear to be the case
with the Active 1.

Design and construction
The Active 1is loosely based on an existing recipe, namely the B&W
DM1400, itself asuccessor to the DM14. It is afairly slim, three-way
model, employing two 170mm diameter chassis bass/mid drivers
mounted vertically in line, with a25mm polyamide foil dome tweeter
placed uppermost on the non-stepped baffle. The bass units have
sturdy diecast frames, and aflared Bextrene cone, doped with aPVA
compound, is used. The bass- unit motors use edge-wound ribbon
wire to improve sensitivity, and, in conjuction with the coil formers,
impose athermal limit of 250°C.
Variants of the tweeter have been seen before— in the DM110 and
DM1400, for example— but in the Active 1aplastic, rather than
metal, mounting plate has been used. At first sight, this appears to be
aretrograde step, but in fact it improves the mechanical
relationship between the driver and the front panel. It may be
thought surprising, but atweeter actually communicates ahigh
vibration level to the cabinet, and this energy may be re- radiated in
an unpredictable manner. The Active 1tweeter's plastic chassis is
sufficiently rigid, but does interpose apredictable and helpful loss
factor in the mechanical path between driver and enclosure.
The enclosure stands 86cm high ( including the 23.5cm stand) and
is atidy 25.6cm wide by 40cm deep ( including the sculpted grille,
hand-fabricated from steel rod as with the 800 series grilles, which
has excellent acoustic properties).
The 28 litre enclosure was designed using acomputer-linked modal
analysis program. Cabinet panels were subdivided and individually
analysed using laser interferometry. The result is avery rigid box
with multiple crossbracing and bituminous pad damping.
The system is reflex- loaded at low frequencies by asmall ducted
port located on the cabinet floor within the perforated metal area of
the stand. The port alignment does not attempt to extend and flatten
the LF reponse; rather it augments the output and, more crucially,
the power handling, in the critical 30 to 45Hz range.
The bass- units themselves produce alow- Q, overdamped, LF
response which may then be modified by an equaliser to suit room
conditions. Fig.la shows the equaliser response range: the zero
setting ( three curves up) is uniform to 80Hz and then falls relatively
gently to -3dB at 55Hz, with -6dB at 55Hz and -9dB at 38Hz. An
acoustic lift of 9dB between 30Hz and 35Hz is not untypical of
average domestic rooms, so this alignment should provide an
extended, relatively well-balanced LF reponse in the room.
In the case of very rigid rooms, such as those with an all- concrete
construction, astepped- down alignment may be preferred, while a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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slight LF boost will be appropriate in alarger room where the
speakers will be some way from the rear wail and corners. Boost can
also be used to suit rooms with excessive low frequency loss.
High frequency response adjustments are also provided, with the
8to 20kHz level controllable in approximately 2dB steps ( fig.lb). I
suspect that the '+' setting is included more to suit variations in
national taste rather than to compensate for variations in HF room

100

200

500

FREQUENCY 1M Hz
BASS & TREBLE CONTROL RANGES
absorption. The '0' setting is atouch bright, and Ifeel that most UK
listeners would prefer the '- 1' treble position.
All tonal adjustments are performed at line level with reliable, high
quality, switches and not by the erratic wirewound pots so often
found on passive speakers.
Turning to the electronics, the system is bi-amped, the amplifier
modules— 200W for bass/mid, 100W for HF— using vertical power
MOSFETS. You might well ask how come the Active 1is bi-amped
when there are three drive- units? The answer is that the two LF
drivers act as acomposite bass unit, but only the upper unit carries
the midrange signal through to the crossover frequency. A passive
network is placed in series with the lower driver to roll its response
off before the upper midrange.
The crossover is nominally afourth-order Butterworth ( 24dB/
octave slopes) with the drivers connected in phase. Time correction
for the depth displacement of the bass/mid motor relative to that of
the tweeter is achieved by atwo- stage all- pass network.
System input is balanced ( it may also be driven by an unbalanced
source) and leads to an IC buffer stage. From then on the signal is
divided by the filter sections, and all processing is performed by
discrete transistor stages, these in a ' super emitter follower'
configuration. Two- stage voltage regulators feed balanced DC to the
filter circuitry, while the power amplifier supplies are unregulated.
The power amplifiers are direct-coupled to the drive- units and use
complementary parallelled MOSFETs.
Protection against slew rate limiting is given by aconventional R- C
network on the first stage, and both AC and DC feedback are used to
stabilise the gain and operating points. Fuses are present only in the
supply lines, and driver protection is provided by integrated power
modelling circuitry, this following the filter section.
The Active 1may be left in a 'standby' mode, and will
automatically turn on 0.5s after an input signal is applied. In the
absence of input, it will turn off after about 15 minutes.
The earthing layout requires that both loudspeakers and the
preamp are grounded via the ground return of the three- pin mains.
If the preamplifier 'floats' with respect to ground, then the signal
chassis ground must be taken to the mains plug earth. This was
found to be OK with several preamps other than the John Bowers
(Counterpoint SA- 7, Sugden C128 etc). It is planned to make the
Active 1double insulated in future production to allow more
flexibility in its earthing arrangements.
The John Bowers preamplifier is a ' straight line' type, very similar
to the latest Musical Fidelity design. Inputs are provided for both m-c
and m- m cartridges, selectable by abutton on the rear panel, and
both can be left connected if so desired. Additional inputs are
provided for 'tape' and ' aux', the latter used for both tuner and CD.
Outputs are available both on phono and XLR ( unbalanced), and the
preamp power supply is via amains transformer in the mains plug.
Front panel controls consist of ahigh quality volume control, on/off
switch, tape monitor switch, and input source selector.
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BILL BEARD wishes
the owners of better valve amplifiers
(and other valve equivalents)

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
A HAPPY NEW YEAR'S LISTENING!
çtea
If you're not a member of this elitist movement
contact us right away:
BEARD AUDIO

Industrial Unit B1, Askew Crescent Workshops, London W12 9DP. Tel. 01-749 4258

SMALL IS CONVENIENT
SMALL 15 BEAUTIFUL
SMALL IS THE CONISTON

MUSICAL FIDELITY

GREAT IS THEIR SOUND
12

x8x7.5ins.THE SIZE

«ROYO COE:Pe©E.
The Studio T power amp has become a great
favourite already. It is hoped that by the time you
read this, it will have been joined by the eagerly
awaited M.V.T. preamp.

Loudspeakers of unique design available from
the leading HiFi dealer in your area.
Bass Loading

Modified Transmission Line

Recommended Amplifier Power

10 to 60 watts
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Test results
For various reasons, it was not possible to make anechoic
measurements on the Active 1, so the curves presented relate to
position- averaged one-third- octave band measurements made in my
listening room.
The semi-anechoic axial or frontal response ( fig.2), ignoring the
dip at 315Hz which is due to the room, shows auniform trend with
the controls set at ' 0' or normal. ± 2dB limits are met from 55Hz to
18kHz, which is good. The output falls gently from bass to midrange,
before rising 1.5 to 2dB in the treble. The '- 1' treble setting gives the
most obviously balanced response.
Looking at the family of room- averaged forward responses, taken
at 30° and 45° laterally off- axis, the system was seen to be
well-behaved with an even polar characteristic. At 15° above the
listening axis, amild crossover dip developed at 3kHz. This angle is
representative of astanding listener at 3to 4m distance, so the axial
response has been correctly optimised for aseated listener.
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Sound Quality

across the audio range.
The bass level was mildly excessive at very low frequencies, yet
still managed to sound ' punchy', with good delineation of pitch and
rhythm. Midrange coloration was fairly mild, although there was
some loss of detail in the lower mid. Detail was good in the frontal
plane, but the depth dimension was less rewarding, the speaker
rendering the image with adistinct one-dimensional, left/right,
character. Stereo stage width and depth were somewhat restricted,
that elusive transparency that allows the far reaches of the recorded
acoustic to be heard being not very apparent. The transparency
improved, however, with the more expensive preamplifiers, allowing
more recorded ambience to be extracted.
Set to the preferred tonal balance, the Active 1handled rock and
classical music equally well, and always managed to sound in
control. John Bowers confirmed that they, too, favoured the '+ 1'
bass and '- 1' treble settings, the leaner, brighter alignments being
more popular abroad, in West Germany for example, where aflat
room response through the treble range is considered important,
despite the strong on- axis HF response lift that is necessary to
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not seriously so.
Listening tests suggested that the speaker was better integrated in
my room with the bass set at '+ 1' and the treble at '- 1'. Although the
result is on the warm side — fig.4 shows adowntilted characteristic
— it was smooth and less lumpy. In the room, bass output was
well- extended to 30Hz.

The Active 1was auditioned mainly using the matching preamplifier,
although other models were tried with some success— Counterpoint
SA-7, Sugden C128, and the PS Audio. The speaker gave an
improved sound quality with the more expensive preamps, showing
that it has some performance in reserve with its own preamp.
The first impression was of alively and ' immediate' sound, with a
presentable tonal balance and awide- range, uniform, frequency
response. Transients were handled well, and the low frequencies had
adriving, articulate quality, which established agood foundation for
the mid and treble.
Set to ' 0', the Active 1sounded alittle ' thin' and ' pinched' through
the midrange, with ahint of Bextrene hardness and ' crack' in the low
presence region. The treble, while generally good, sounded alittle
forward and ' obvious'. Setting the controls to '+ 1' bass and '- 1'
treble, however, rendered the sound rather sweeter but, more
importantly, made it appear more uniform with better integration
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the KEF R104/2 (
HFN/RR September'84), however, Ican't agree with
amanufacturer's specification which quotes distortion figures down
to 20Hz based on atypical music power spectrum. If the Active 1
actually had to reproduce the specified level of pure 20Hz tone, then I
suspect that the distortion would be over 100%! Surely it is sufficient
to specify distortion figures for the working range of the speaker?
Set to ' 0', the room- averaged response ( fig.3), was quite tidy. The
63Hz to 8kHz range is covered within ± 2dB limits, though some
lumpiness is apparent. The 1to 2kHz region is elevated, while output
in the 39 to 63Hz octave band is amite too healthy for my taste, but
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Conclusion
Here we have an interesting design that represents anew approach
for B&W. The design has been thoroughly executed, and
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Maximum levels in the listening room were around 103dBA for a
stereo pair before distortion set in. Nominal sensitivity for full output
is 0.8V, balanced or unbalanced, with an input impedance of
30kohms. A CD player may be connected directly via a10k
potentiometer without the need for apreamp.
The maximum sound pressure level would probably not satisfy a
disco enthusiast, but the Active 1does play more than loud enough
for sensible purposes, even in alarge room. However, if level alone is
an important criterion, then KEF's R104/2 will produce another 8dB
spi with a200W amplifier.
Separate measurements were not made of the integral amplifiers.
John Bowers Ltd, however, publish avery good list of figures in their
specification, which would indicate that the amplifiers are as good as
any other modern design. Figures are given for the system distortion
at low frequencies; at a95dB level, 2nd harmonic distortion over a
200Hz to 20kHz range is claimed to be under 1%, with 3rd harmonic
below 0.5%. A brief check indicated that these were somewhat
pessimistic; typically, the Active 1showed less than half these
distortion levels.
Below 200Hz, the specification quotes 1.5%, 2nd harmonic, and
2%, 3rd, arealistic figure over most of the range. As in my review of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

performance and finish are to ahigh standard. The sound quality
offers adistinct improvement over the B&W DM1400, upon which
the John Bowers Active 1is very loosely based, and shows some of
the rewards that can be achieved by ' going active'. Used with the
preferred control settings, the Active lisa civilised and balanced
performer, capable of generous sound levels and offering agood
transient performance and an explicit rendition of program detail.
However, Ifeel the stereo presentation of the complete system is
not as impressive as it could be. A little more width, as well as depth,
in the stereo staging would be welcome.
The final evaluation is ahard one. Comparisons would have to
include Meridian's active M2 at £900 without preamp, which is a
competent performer giving more image depth but with aless
uniform bass response, which is also less extended than that of the
Active 1. Passive competitors, which need asuitable power amplifier,
of course, include the similarly- sized KEF R104/2 at £600, the
Spendor SP1 (£485) and the Celestion SL600 (£650), both the latter
requiring high quality stands.
A prospective purchaser must not only assess the overall
performance of the Active 1, but also weigh up the value of a
simplified system — the Active 1approach does not come cheap; the
DM1400, for example, sells for around £395, which reveals the cost of
the electronics in the package— preamp, crossover, two 200W bass
amplifiers and two 100W treble amplifiers— to be around the £ 1200
mark. A comparative demonstration by the dealer is essential at this
price level, Ifeel. -g"-
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In recent years the development of hi-fi generally
has led to improved sound quality, which in turn,
has increased the expectations of the listener foi
an even better sound from his system.
The much acclaimed Rotel range is the result of
our on- going research and design programme in
the UK to constantly improve the quality,
performance and visual appeal of our hi-fi
systems whilst maintaining our reputation of
value for money.
Our concerted effort to optimise sound quality has
led to the removal of unecessary controls and
features, which in many cases can degrade the
sound of asystem, and enabled our designers to
include much higher quality components.
The result is improved sound quality from visual y
enhanced products, with cleaner simpler lines,
which you will be proud to own.

•11.11.1,01A

RC870. In the final system used — with the Linn player (fitted with aKoetsu Red), Krell
power amplifier and those stunning Snell loudspeakers — Iwas able to indulge in several
days of really fine music- making with this pre- amp. Iwould rate the RC870 as true bargain
basement esoterica. HiFi Answers.
RB870. Here the RB870 proved to be avery pleasant device, full of relaxed detailed power,
with good marks scored for stereo depth and focus despite amildy ' slow' character. It
worked well in bridged mode reaching avery good 105dBA intc the normal load, while
unbridged the amplifiers reached 102dBA into the adverse load and illustrated afine load
tolerance. Hi Fi Choice.
RB/RC870. Rotel have justification for shouting about these two separates. The pair as a
combination offer an outstanding quality level for the price
So these two competitive
musical sounding products can be confidently recommended. Hi Fi News.
RA870. Once again Rotel UK have been instrumental in producing an amplifier design
which is rather better than the opposition — load tolerant, offering descent output power, a
good stereo sound with versatile input facilities. The basic RA870 comfortably scored a
'Best Buy'. Hi Fi Choice.
Send A4 SAE. for further information on products, philosophy and your local dealer.

FtCITEL-/-.75
25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES
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HIS BATCH OF SIX CD players has aunique overall quality
due to its single family origin. Ostensibly, two of the units are
produced by UK manufacturers, namely the Meridian MCD
and the Mission 7000, but both are actually based on
Philips-designed machines. The remainder are also either Philips or
Philips- based models, and comprise Philips' own CD104. the Marantz
CD63B (the silver version is called the Philips 101) and the Marantz
CD84. Consequently, all six possess adistinct ' house' flavour, and
have many features in common, including their sound, which, if
superficially assessed, shows strong similarities. However, careful
auditioning did reveal certain differences, and answering the
questions ' how' and 'why' forms amajor part of the technical
discussion below.
Regardless of claims to the contrary, all six players use the Philips
four-times oversampling system in conjunction with separate,
nominally 14-bit D-A converters and acombination of digital and
analogue filters. Since this system has proved to be one of the better
sounding designs, all the machines start out with this advantage.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the players have quite alot in common in
construction, and all employ aradial tracking laser head instead of
the linear sled used for the majority of Japanese-designed machines.
A brief recap of the Philips range is in order here. The original
model was the Philips CD100 ( or Marantz CD63) and comprised atop
loader with an angled control panel and rather basic operating
facilities. Over the many months of production, this basic version —
which quickly established arelatively strong position as regards
sound quality— was slowly refined. By mid '84 arevised model was
released: the Philips 101 or Marantz 63B, the latter finished in satin
black rather than the original champagne gold alloy. This new
version showed some improvement in the speed of track access and
selection, as well as some internal developments, both electrical and
mechanical. Meridian's MCD player is based on the CD100, and in
fact any machine of that type may be submitted to Meridian for what
they call an ' MCD conversion' ( cost approximately £ 100). Meridian
are also expecting supplies of the 101-type chassis, and their
preliminary research indicates that their MCD standard can be
maintained using this new version, although the conversion itself
does require some modification.
Philips also sold some ' intermediate' versions, namely the toploading CD200 and the 300/303 — both larger sized, drawer loaders.
Marantz also had arough equivalent in the CD73 which offered a
rather limited remote control option.
A new series of Philips players has recently emerged, headed by
the CD104. This is amore advanced front- loader, with faster track
access and digital display of both track and time. A remote control
version is in the pipeline. The Marantz CD84, also based on the 104, is
largely constructed in Japan. It already has aremote control facility,
and demonstrates aJapanese preference in choosing specific
components to populate the largely Philips-oriented circuitry.
Mission chose the 104 as the basis on which to found their
interpretation of an upgraded CD performance, and in so doing have
benefited from the latest transport as well as the more open layout of
the new chassis and circuit boards.
Philips hope to complete development of anew 16- bit D-A
converter next year, and will fit this new component to asecond
generation of their present range. The prospect of 16-bit converters
in Philips-based players might appear to be an admission that they
do not achieve that performance at present, but the question of
14- vs 16- bit operation is not yet fully resolved. Published research
material clearly shows that the combination of oversampling and the
approximation/averaging system employed to round off the signal
within the audible bandwidth does, in fact, retain the information
held in the 15th and 16th bits. Thus the Philips 14- bit system not only
produces noise levels equivalent to 16- bit, or better, but also resolves
to asimilar level. Test results for linearity would tend to confirm this
analysis. Full oversampling with 16- bit conversion would result in a
superior player where even the 16th bit was fully and reliably
resolved, but at present, 14 1/
2to 15 1
/2
bit linearity is typical of many
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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commercial players.
These developments, plus the continued efforts of those involved
in customising players both here and abroad, means that the sound
quality of CD is nothing like as inflexible or certain as its original
proponents would have had us believe. If the theory promised great
consistency and conformity, with high system specifications, why
are some players less musical-sounding than others, and how can
British manufacturers with relatively limited resources at their
command hope to undertake worthwhile modifications to
established designs?
The answer is that the measured performance and specifications
do not tell the whole story concerning sound quality. Just as the
audible differences between LC and ordinary copper cable, or those
between competing amplifiers are not properly described by present
measurement techniques, so complex second-order interactions can
occur between the various sectors of aCD player and ultimately
affect its sound quality. The reasoning behind the improved sound
which results from separating apowerful integrated amplifier into
boxed pre- and power units can also be applied to CD machines. For
example, it is probably wise to separate the laser and disc-drive
mechanics from the digital section. It is even more crucial to consider
the interactions of the drive servos and the digital section in the
electrical D-A converter, and the following analogue electronics.
At this relatively early stage of CD development, the designers
have shown that this high technology system not only works, but can
also be mass-produced at amodest cost. When first introduced some
two years ago the average price of aplayer was around £600; it has
already dropped to nearer the £300 mark. The computer business
stands open-mouthed at this 700 megabyte laser- read system which
is being offered to the public for afew hundred pounds in the form of
aCD player. They like to charge between £300 and £ 1000 for just one
megabyte, although that is an erasable magnetic disc store.
Difficult technical problems concerning semiconductor lasers,
precision high speed laser- head servo mechanisms and error
correction systems, have all now been resolved. Likewise,
inexpensive 14- and 16- bit D-A converters are now freely available.
The whole lot is more or less poured into asmall box that comes
complete with amodest power supply; and it has been made to
operate successfully. This level of performance satisfies the vast
majority of customers in the broader audio market; for them CD
delivers what was promised, and if compared with the average
sound quality of amusic rack or other similar system, the sound
quality is arevelation.
Consider some of the appalling circumstances the average audio
turntable operates under, acategory which must include some of the
so called hi-fi types. It has been estimated that at any onetime, two
thirds of pickup styli are either worn, dust laden or misaligned.
Cartridges are often used at the wrong downforce or at an incorrect
bias correction level, while accurate geometric alignment is reserved
for the few with specialist upmarket turntables. The vast majority of
analogue cartridges sold outside the enthusiast hi-fi market are high
in distortion due to poor tracking, and have asuspect high frequency
response, as well as poor channel separation. Matters of tonearm
coloration as well as turntable feedback and isolation are not
required to back this argument. In this context, CD is an undoubted
success, utterly transcending the sound quality standard offered by
the other sources in atypical, good class rack-system, whether they
be tuner, cassette or turntable.
Returning to the real hi-fi market, enthusiasts and critical listeners
are prepared to evaluate and pay more for subtle differences in audio
quality. Here the CD medium is not yet above criticism, and
weaknesses can be exposed. However, there is adanger that these
will be exaggerated out of all proportion in the race to build and
market the 'best' CD player. Given that most CD players are built
more or less to arack-system level, it is not surprising that faults can
be found in the output eg, from the multi- pole filters, the preamp
stages and the line drivers used in certain of the players. •
Indeed the D-A converter can add its pennyworth, and is affected
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by temperature, the quality of its power supplies and the interfacing,
as well as grounding to subsequent stages. The laser mechanics are
run at quite high power, yet the analogue sections are sensitive to
very low-level signals in and around the chassis. This is agood case
for producing the disc transport and digital processing in one
self-powered box, and fitting the converter and analogue electronics
in another, with aseparate power supply.
In company with several other reviewers, Ihave experimented
with minor modifications to CD players, with suprisingly good
results in many cases ( see 'Sweetening CD Sound' last month). New
audio cable for those machines with internal signal leads, or
substitute signal coupling capacitors and the bypassing of redundant
components, can all provide significant improvements. Likewise, the
use of aspecial turntable support table or components such as the
Mission lsoplat (
HFN/RR Accessories Club) can also be helpful. Given
that aCD player is asystem with subtle interactions between
sections, anything which helps one part work more smoothly must
aid the performance of the others. An isolating platform will reduce
the level of acoustic-borne vibrational energy at the laser platform,
as well as the disc. Likewise, the Meridian suggestion of playing one
disc with asecond, ' passive' disc on top of it is auseful one, since the
dissipation of vibrational energy is thereby increased enormously,
due to frictional contact with the second disc.
The effects of excessive vibration are subtle. CD players do not
suffer from the coloration- inducing feedback sound of some
analogue players; rather, the effect is closer to that of substituting an
inferior amplifier with impaired definition and poorer stereo depth
and focus. Discs with high intrinsic error or user damage may have a
similar effect. Greater demands are made by the tracking servos and
the power-hungry number crunching section which is responsible
for error correction; ultimately, these may interact with the
conversion and analogue electronics to produce amild impairment
of subjective quality.
Improvements in player design should bring these factors under
control, much in the manner that an expensive subchassis turntable
is capable of doing. Indeed, there is agood case for arather better
subchassis and suspension for CD players to replace the present,
rather primitive rubber bush decoupling which is usually employed.
Currently the phase and group delay characteristics of aCD system
are also under discussion ( see again ' Sweetening CD Sound' last
month). The group delay characteristic of the digital recorder filters
are suspect, and some designers have considered fitting aform of
compensation at the replay stage. Where players add their own high
slope filtering some additional compensation is required; likewise, if
aplayer uses ashared D-A converter, asmall delay exists between
channels, though not one which seems so essential to remove. Such
changes seem to be on apar with the question of absolute phase,
which is aworthwhile goal for the reproducing chain, but at present
is not accorded widespread importance. It is one of those factors
which we shall have to catch sooner or later, but in this case it will
probably be later!
For this review the players were subjected to arange of laboratory
tests, plus detailed listening trials. Middle priced as well as
audiophile listening equipment was used, with normal as well as
special cables. The former resulted in arelatively narrow marking
range from 6.5 to 7.5 ( out of 10) and we found the use of LC or mono
crystal interconnect improved the marks by around 0.5, which
perhaps goes to show how small the differences are, or alternatively,
how important the choice of cable.
Programme material included several Decca classical CD releases,
including the Bartok Concerto for Orchestra, and Shostakovich's 5th
Symphony. On the rock side we used Ry Cooder's Bop Till You Drop,
as well as Ricki Lee Jones and some of the established Sheffield CD
releases — Dave Grusin and James Newton Howard. Denon's
Beethoven series also provided valuable listening material.

Marantz 63B oackylPluli
— ps CD101

(
Silver)

This basic machine has been extensively reviewed in earlier versions
(HFN/RR March 83, July 83) so will be covered fairly briefly here. A
compact top- loader, it has asensible, angled control panel, with the
usual select and repeat facilities, but no read-out of time. An LED
indicator is used to show current track position, and whereas track
access was originally rather slow, it has now been improved.
A tidy, well built machine, it has aclean appearance and uses a
sturdy die-cast alloy chassis to give structural rigidity as well as to
aid heat dissipation. Recent innovations include anew laser
platform, now also adie-casting, plus adirect-drive, fixed coil disc
motor and new electronics for the servos. Some pcb and audio
circuit improvements have also been made. The player comes with
phono output sockets and can benefit from the use of an advanced
internal interconnect cable, if the purchaser thinks it worthwhile.

Lab results
Improvements to the Philips player are reflected in the lab-assessed
72

performance. Midband channel separation reached 114dB, and was
slightly dependent on loading. As with all these Philips machines,
inter-channel phase difference was negligible; these are truly mono
compatible given acorrectly phased recording.
At full level, total harmonic distortion was -94dB, partially due to
mild high level non linearity. At 20kHz the downband noise signals
were well suppressed at -96dB, while the high frequency
intermodulation was particularly good at -95dB and was also well
maintained at the - 10dB test level. The frequency response was
standard, +0, -0.3dB from 4Hz-20kHz, thereby contradicting the silly
curve printed on the top cover of the Philips machine which suggests
-3dB at 4Hz — amuch worse result!
Source impedance was very low, at 33ohms, clearly suited for
passive control use where this is required. Track access time was
also improved, and was really fast once programmed into ' play'
mode. Signal/noise ratios were exemplary, at typically 110dB for a
variety of weightings, as well as with or without emphasis. These
were held in the absence of modulation, however.
Spuriae were around 100dB down from no signal level, but when a
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record' plus ' nc' presumably ' no connection'. The third pair relate to
the Marantz remote control and are labelled ' easy' and ' remote'.
The hand-held remote control is an infra-red type with basic,
facilities. Back, next, repeat, AMS ( automatic music sensor) stop,
pause, music standby ( pause at end of track) and play are provided.
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Inside, the machine is clearly well constructed, and many of the
audio components are of above-average quality. The Marantz
designers have sought to offer some audible improvements over
earlier versions, in line with the gradual but worthwhile advance in
overall CD player quality.

Lab results
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signal was present they appeared close to the 44 and 88kHz regions;
these were only suppressed by 50-56dB. Quite good linearity was
shown at an estimated 15 1/
2bit, while the - 90dB tone had amild
amplitude error.
A phase plot revealed the non-linear change of phase with
frequency, with the upper trace showing the amplitude frequency
response obtained by impulse excitation. ( Note: the roll-off slope is
incorrect in this graph.) Compare the plot with that of the Mission.
The two traces showing spuriae illustrate the effect of signal and
no signal ( 1kHz,OdB) on the noise output of the player, charted up to
100kHz. This result reinforces my view that the Philips system ' locks
out' or mutes during periods of zero modulation.

Sound quality
The 63B/101 player was felt to provide an above average sound
quality for aCD machine. It was distinctly better than an earlier 100
version, though the difference is not so great that current 100 owners
need worry unduly. In asense this represents the bottom line of the
Philips sequence, and as such does well for the price. All the basic CD
benefits were there— clear bass, sparkling treble, and amidband
which showed only amoderate degree of glare and hardness. Stereo
depth was pretty good, while focus was very good.

Conclusion
Given its below £300 price level, the latest top- loading Marantz/
Philips models set afine standard, one which betters most of the
established Far East competition. It represents good value, and is
easy to use, even by the unskilled. There are no problems in
recommending this one.

Marantz CD84
Although it is Japanese built, alot of Philips player technology is
actually at work in this remote control, drawer- loading machine. It is
wider than average in order to conform to the other components in
the Marantz range, and comes finished in the same Champagne
alloy. It is comprehensively equipped and includes anumeric
keyboard for direct track number entry. Tracks may be memorised in
any order, and the access keys include indexing as well as time entry.
Forward and backward cueing is possible, with the repeat facilities
covering complete programes, although the machine may also be
set to repeat over any arbitrarily set A and B points on adisc.
A headphone socket is present, though somewhat inconveniently
no level control is provided — cans will have to be of an appropriate
sensitivity for comfortable listening unless they are equipped with
attenuators. The rear panel carries alarge heatsink as well
as three pairs of phono outlets. Two of these are gold-plated and
carry the audio output, but rather strangely are equipped with
individual level controls. The second pair are labelled ' synchronised
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This player conformed closely to the Philips standard. Separation
was excellent, at 106dB, 1kHz and 90dB, 20kHz. At full level, total
harmonic distortion bettered - 96dB throughout the frequency range,
while the 20kHz noise distortion level was particularly good. At lower
signal levels the good linearity was maintained, while the -90dB
signal was reproduced to within a2.5dB accuracy, which is agood
result. High frequency intermodulation was also low, better than for
many preamplifiers. Full output level was alittle lower than average

at 1.85V, and was variable down to 0.2V. The output impedance was
found to vary with the level setting, reading 35ohms at full output, for
example, and 450ohms at 1V.
Signal/noise ratios were with noise down - 105dB in the absence of
signal, though nearer -95dB when signals were present. As with all
the Philips machines, the output is non- inverting, and the distortion
and pulse graphs ( not shown) are very similar to those for the 63B
(and the CD104).

Sound quality
While the measurements did not suggest anything very special, the
sound quality of this machine was actually marginally better than
that of the other standard versions. A good proportion of the kind of
improvement credited to the Mission and Meridian rebuilds was
already present here, with the midrange hardness present in some
other players being well suppressed. Both bass and treble extremes
were of fine quality.
Stereo imaging was well above average, particularly in the treble,
while stereo depth was also well conveyed.

Conclusion
This drawer- loader is good value for money, given its remote control
and other features, and the good standard of sound quality. All the
facilities worked well, although at times the machine did seem alittle
more complicated than it needed to be. All- in- all, yet another Philips
group model to be recommended!

Mission DAD7000
This model is based on the Philips CD104 frame.
out various modifications, including attenti
internal grounding as well as the stage imir,
D-A converter. Mission have also chosen to
the basic Philips design, this based on their c
replay.
Filtering is another aspect that they have cc
type is employed here to attenuate spuriae at
particularly 88kHz. Mission were concerned ai
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When Sansui took aradical look at amp noise
and distortion, we found the answer outside the
amp itself. In fact, right under our feet.

We put our ear to the ground.
On conventional amps, the circuitry is
unbalanced. The inputs, the power supply and the
outputs all share acommon earth. And that's where
things can turn nasty. For instance: as aspeaker cone moves,
it sends out soundwaves and also feeds back counter electromotive current into the amp. Simultaneously, the power supply is creating ripple current
They both meet at the earth and you end up with Interface Hum Modulation
(IHM). Which is areal pain in the ear.

X-Balanced amplifiers.
The Sansui solution.
There is away round ground based
distortion: using abalanced transmission line, a
professional studios have done for years.
Yet even their system has abig drawback
for the listener. Because they use atransformer to
amplify the sigilals along the line: there's abig drop
off in sound quality and frequency response.
Sansui's answer is to balance, purely electrically, the
whole amp by amplifying and transmitting the signal along the wh
of its journey. The input, output, power supply, drive circuit and even the negative
feedback loop are all fully balanced.
All parts of the amp operate independent of the ground, effectively neutralising
dirty currents. But without affecting sound quality in any way.
And because input and power supply have
"own separate gr unds, no matter how much
you pump thr ugh, the signal remains as
1riven snow
*1

TH'S WRONG
A PLIFIERS?
We call this the X-Balanced system. It's unique to Sansui. Free
from distortion, you'll find your music sounds markedly more natural.

Lots of watts for the power

you need to handle digital.
Nothing can bring out the dynamic contrasts
in music volume like digital transcription.
So your amp needs to take everything aCD
can throw at it.
Without enough current in reserve, you
could lose more than just your high and low
frequencies; severe clipping can seriously damage
your tweeter's health.
Thanks to their chunky power supply Sansui's X-Balanced amplifiers
feed sufficient current to the output transistors even when the speaker load
becomes as low as 2ohms. For example the 130 watts per channel AU-G9OX
has a dynamic power output of 360 watts at 2ohms.
So the sound that you hear will be just as punchy and as full as the
day it was first recorded.
You'll find our unique X-Balanced system on awhole range of amps.
From the 25w per channel AUG 11X,
to the state-of-the-art
matching power and
pre amp; the B2101
and the C2101.

BALANCED AMP

fyou want to know more about arange of amplifiers
at sound like nothing else on earth — pick up abrochure
m your Hi Fi Specialist or write direct to Sansui UK.
SANSUI ELECTRONICS (U.K.) UNIT 10A, LYON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ROCKWARE AVENUE, GREENFORD, MIDDX UB6 OAA

LAND

LEX 895-2103

ANSUI G).

731 modulation effects arising from the spuriae, which could occur in the
following electronics. They have also considered the phase/delay
aspects of CD program, but it is not known whether such
compensation has actually been applied.
When it was first shown to the press awhile back, Mission were
claiming that the machine would be equipped with separate Burr
Brown 16- bit D-A converters. While this was their intention, further
research indicated that the Philips dual 14- bit devices supplied with
the 104 were actually doing well. This, together with certain other
supply difficulties, dictated that the 7000 remain 14- bit. On the other
hand, there is good evidence to show that the Philips system actually
offers a16-bit performance in practice, and it can be argued that
Mission are therefore justified in their current claim of ' near to 16- bit
resolution' for the machine.
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The 7000 comes with are- painted fascia, sporting the Mission
logo, but the controls and facilities are the same as for aCD104, even
down to the inclusion of acaptive, low grade Philips audio cable. We
were given permission to replace this and have been assured that
production machines will come fitted with phono sockets. We
auditioned it using the original as well as substitute cables, and
found that improvements were certainly possible.
Mission also supplied an lsoplat for trial, this now well-known
isolation base being aimed at reducing vibration and acoustic
breakthrough. It proved effective and the company is actually
developing aspecial higher compliance version for CD players.

Lab results
Channel separation was very good, if not outstanding, while channel
phase and amplitude balance were very good, as with all the
Philips-based machines. Full level distortion was typical of the 104
frame, although the intermodulation results at 19/20kHz were alittle
worse. A full level result of -85dB nonetheless remains agood result.
More deviation than usual was evident in the frequency response.
At 20kHz it was almost 1dB down ( probably unimportant), but at low
frequencies Mission have chosen to roll'-off the bass even more
severely than the IEC analogue disc specification. Thus the 7000 is
-6dB down at 20Hz and -2dB down at 50Hz, and this could well effect
the total balance in the low midrange as well as the subjective bass
extension.
Signal/noise ratios were normal for zero modulation noise,
degrading to the -96dB region in the presence of signals. Mission
have chosen to improve the spurious signal performance, and with
the signal present the unwanted spuriae output up to 100kHz was still
70dB down.
The phase characteristic was also interesting, with the graph
showing that the machine has been linearised over the range
1-20kHz. The good impulse performance of the Philips decode
system has been augmented, though the impulse graph itself
showed little difference.

Sound quality
With the Philips cable supplied, the 7000 gave agood impression,
albeit alittle dry at the lower frequencies. It was slightly cleaner than
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the standard 104, showing an improvement in both depth and space,
while ambience was reproduced with greater clarity. Slight treble
muddle still remained, however.
On Mission's authority the cable was cut off and apair of sockets
fitted to the machine to allow achoice of cable to be used. The
qualities of the machine became obvious with agood interconnect,
and its position in the upper quality category was assured.
Conclusion
Using special cable, this was afront-rank performer on sound quality
grounds, and it also offered the benefits of the new front-loading 104
chassis. It does, however, have amild quirk of tonal balance and a
low frequency roll-off which might suit some systems better than
others. At this stage of CD development it is hard to say how
important the phase linearity aspect is, but on features and sound,
the 7000 nonetheless wins arecommendation.
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Meridian MCD
Meridian's electronics designer, Bob Stuart, has along-standing
interest in CD, and has applied his expertise to raise the performance
standard of the basic Philips player, the 100 ( 101), to alevel
compatible with that of the Meridian range of electronics.
A whole spectrum of modifications has been undertaken, some of
which are ( understandably) proprietory secrets. Essentially, the
existing analogue circuitry of the players is stripped out and anew
Meridian board insta fled, this fitted with afinal filter whose roll-off is
24dB/octave above 20kHz. This corresponds to afourth-order
Butterworth response. The circuitry and power supply quality
conform to the standards of the existing Meridian ' Component'
series.
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In order to improve electrical isolation, additions have also been
made to the internal grounding, as well as to the power supplies
serving other areas of the machine. Adjustments to optimise the
laser head tracking and operation are also made.
During strip-down the case is refinished in the charcoal grey
Meridian livery — adurable Nextel coating — and phono sockets are
fitted as standard, allowing the use of any desired cable.
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Impulse tests showed the MCD to be inverting, which could affect
the outcome of any critical NB comparisions with other players. The
CD standard indicates that players should not invert the audio signal.
The filter response, both phase and amplitide, was remarkably
similar to the standard Philips type, this shown by the close
resemblance of the impulse waveforms ( see also the 63B).

Sound quality

This player was judged on its merits for the tests, and no special
regard was paid to the phase inversion, nor was the phase polarity of
the program identified. The sound quality was consistent over a
variety of excerpts, suggesting that this inversion is aminor factor.
At first, this machine sounded quieter and duller than usual, which
necessitated immediate checking with atest disc. All was well,
however, the distinctive audio quality being the consequence of the
reduction in artificial ' brightness' and 'glaze' so often associated with
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Despite the considerable degree of modification, there is not much in
the basic lab results which would point to the extra work that has
been put in.
Channel separation was fine in the midband, though it
deteriorated alittle to 74dB by 20kHz, though this is still perfectly
satisfactory. Distortion was low at full output and maintained its
correct proportion with reducing signal level. The intermodulation
results were fine and the output level was standard at nominally 2V.
Output impedance was lower than average at 15ohms. Track access
time was typical of the older 100 series, at arather slow 15 seconds,
on our test.
Signal/noise ratios were unimpaired, noise being typically - 104dB
for no signal. In the presence of asignal, both the noise and the
suprious signal levels were affected, with these at around -60dB at
full modulation and mainly present as sidebands of 44 and 88kHz. In
the absence of signal the spurious outputs were as low as - 100dB.
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the earlier CD players. All the CD attributes were present and the
MCD also managed to sound more relaxed, with abetter sense of
depth perspective. String tone was noticeably sweeter and afamily
resemblance to the new Component Amplifier was noted. A mild
shortfall in detail and transient definition was identified, though this
did not prevent the MCD's inclusion in the top quality category.

Conclusion
For those with high expectations of CD sound quality, the MCD could
well fit the bill. It sounds both restrained and relaxed, yet the musical
impact of the program emerges without any false emphasis. It is
easy to use unless frequent track- hopping is anecessity, and it looks
distinguished in the new Meridian livery. On the value side it is clear
that the improvement in sound quality is worth the extra cost, even
when compared with acurrent 101/63B, and if it is assessed
alongside an original 100, there can be no doubt that Meridian have
achieved something worthwhile here. At present it would appear to be
the most musical-sounding player at the price, and for the moment
the question of its signal inversion must be put aside.

Philips CD104
This is Philips' new generation player, and at amodest price offers
many of the features of the more expensive Japanese models;
indeed in some respects it outclasses them. Unusually for a
consumer product in this category, the chassis is aprecision
light-alloy casting, assuring agood fit for the sub-assemblies, as well
as low levels of internal vibration.
This is quite acompact machine, yet adrawer- loading system is
used. Digital readout of both track number and time are given, while
buttons provide rapid track access with fast and slow cueing as well
as the usual programming and repeat functions. From ' standstill',
track access is poorer than average, but once in play it reaches a
distant track fast enough.
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This year's big news is undoubtedly Compact Disc. Prices are
beginning to fall to realistic levels allowing us to bring together a
selection of 2nd lor is it 3rd?l generation players.
The new models by NAD, YAMAHA, MISSION and MARANTZ
really are creating interest. !
Although some of our regular customers have made their
comparison and still prefer the imagery and " feel" from the best in
Analog turntables many have found the sheer ease of use,
presentation and dynamics of C.D. to weigh in its favour. We think
there's room for both! (Well, why not?).
We also carry in stóck awide selection of Compact Discs to whet
your appetite.
The TAPE COUNTER has become a legend, being fully stocked
with tape from leading manufacturers at what is probably the
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The 104 chassis includes some improvements to circuit board
ayout as well as to the power supply, and is intended to set a
competitive standard of sound quality. The asking price of £325
includes acaptive Philips audio cable.

In the absence of signal, spurious output was well suppressed at
-101dB, but when modulated the usual signals appeared, these being
at around -45dB at 43 and 45kHz, and -40dB at 87 and 89kHz. Some
CD designers have suggested that these signal-dependent spuriae
might induce some form of intermodulation in the following
electronics, such as apreamplifier or, more likely, apower amplifier.
Such effects have been noted before in connection with wide-band
moving-coil cartridges and their respective preamp inputs.
At -90dB the output was resolved within 3.4dB, asatisfactory
result, and even at -90dB the distortion was better than 12dB down.
Output level was to standard at 2V, from alow output impedance.

Sound quality

Lab results
Separation was outstanding at 123dB, which was close to the limits
of measurement. Distortion was low and typical of Philips' standard,
approximating to a15 1
2 /
bit fesolution. High frequency
intermodulation was very low at -89dB full level.
As with the other Philips machines, the signal/noise ratio was
extremely good at around 106dB for both emphasis modes and
weightings. Practical signal/noise ratios in the presence of signal
were closer to 95dB.

Partially limited by the attached cable, which could be replaced if so
desired, the 104 nonetheless demonstrated its advanced pedigree. It
had acrisp, open quality - atouch forward, but with fine detail as
well as good transient definition. The bass was impressive but amild
'sheeny' effect was noted in the treble, and aslight loss of depth was
also apparent but was not considered serious. It sounded marginally
better than the 63B/101, this being in- line with the price differential.
Better cable would make afurther improvement, as has already been
noted with the Mission conversion. As with all the Philips players,
error correction was fine.

Conclusion
The 104 is acrucial element in Philips' single-handed European
campaign to maintain acompetitive presence in the light of strong
'imported' competition. The engineering, price and sound quality
have been well judged, and it can be confidently recommended.
However, Philips would do well to omit the audio cable supplied, and
fit phono sockets, afeature more critical buyers will appreciate.

General conclusions
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MARANTZ C0638/
PHILIPS CD101
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0
0

As noted in the introduction, these six machines all bear strong
resemblances to one another. The measured performances were
pretty similar, and they all set ahigh standard for sound quality, this
being comfortably better than for the first generation machines.
Philips are back in the running, and compare well with the presently
favoured Yamaha CD-X1. The 101/63B does well for the price, but of
the group the 104 offers the most for the money. Higher up the price
scale, at £400, one can trade off the remote control facilities of the
better-sounding Marantz 84, against still better sound from aMission
7000, the latter sounding alittle 'different' because of its unusual bass
roll-off. The final vote goes to the Meridian MCD, which may lack a
little in ultimate clarity but makes up for this by its spacious and
relaxed musical presentation.
All the machines showed distinct improvements with a ' passive'
disc riding 'piggyback' on top of the one being played, as well as
when they were mounted on some kind of isolating platform such as
the Mission Isoplat. Further experiment is needed here, and an even
softer suspension could perhaps improve performance still further.
In fact, we found that the use of an isolator with agood interconnect
cable gave agreater improvement, and abigger change than the
difference between the highest and the lowest-achieving machines
in the group! Feel free to experiment. -ItMISSION CD7000

MERIDIAN MCD
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Ken Kessler auditions Monster Cable's new
movin • -coil cartrid • e

S

ouvenirs from my recent US jaunt thankfully included more
than jet- lag and Access receipts. One little goodie I ' scored'
while Stateside, to the dismay of Natural Sound Systems'
Andy Giles (who wanted the first one badly) is the new
Monster Alpha 2moving-coil cartridge.
Huh? A moving-coil from Monster Cable?
That's right. Those purveyors of smartly packaged speakers and
signal leads have spread their range to include atransducer of no
mean performance. And the Alpha 2has ahard act to follow,
because its predecessor— the Alpha 1, of course— has an enviable
reputation in its home country; it's staying in production, just to keep
its younger sibling on its toes.
Not that there should be any conflict. The Alpha 2sells for over 50
per cent more than the older cartridge, a $650 purchase with the UK
price to be announced when adistributor has been chosen.
Did Ihear avolley of gulps and swallows? If this were 1979, I'd be
gulping right along with you, but 1985 is way down the road and we
can all name afew m-cs costing over £ 1000. By those standards,
$650 is almost reasonable. I'll never be able to afford one, but that
didn't stop me from accepting the first Alpha 2to be released from
Monster's clutches for aworld scoop review. Regular readers know
that Ihave an affinity to afixed-coil design costing much less than
half of the Alpha 2, but the Editor has seen fit to feed me aregular
diet of moving-coil cartridges of the silly- price variety. As such, I've
now heard enough Koetsus, Kisekis, Talismans, and other suitable
housings for gems, to know what to expect ... or anticipate.
A reference was needed, and Iwanted it to be something known to
anumber of readers ( but then, how many £500- plus m-cs are there in
the hands of non-reviewers?).
What better reference could there be than acartridge that's been
the moving-coil for at least five years? Koetsus of all flavours have
been — since they first appeared — prime contenders for the
state-of-the-art, sort of like what Audio Research has been to
amplifiers in spite of fashion and politics.
I 'acquired' the entry-level Koetsu — the Black — to assist in my
assessment of the Alpha 2, even though it sells for about 25 per cent
less here than the Alpha. Lest there be screams of ' unfair', it should
be pointed out that the Black is the same price as the Alpha 2in the
USA, so Monster obviously has enough confidence in its new
cartridge to let it compete with the Japanese heavyweight.
The Alpha 2is packaged in abeautifully machined black cylinder,
accompanied by asmall vial of Stylast and various tools and screws.
Once out of the container, you find yourself fondling awellconstructed, solid, flat-topped and parallel-sided cartridge of a
manageable 6.5gm weight. The only external criticism one can
identify is the fitting of the dreaded open lugs, implying that the bolts
will have little to grip. Fitting and set-up were absolutely
straightforward, and Ihave to admit that the open lugs didn't cause
me even the slightest bit of insecurity.
Iset the tracking to the recommended 1.75gm, but found — later — a
slight improvement at 1.8gm or 1.85gm. The stylus, aMicro- ridge of
the Namiki/Micro-Scanner variety, is mounted on athin-walled
sapphire cantilever, and the innards boast something called a
'magnetic feedback control circuit' for eliminating unwanted eddy
currents ( in line with recent Grado developments and theory). 1.8gm,
plus-or- minus 0.1gm, seems to be the recommended tracking force
for every Micro- ridged cartridge I've tried, so consistency of some
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Manufacturer's specifications:
Frequency response
Channel separation
Channel balance
Tip dimensions
Optimum load
Output voltage

10Hz to 60kHz
at 1kHz, greater than 30dB
0.2dB
3x8Opm
30ohms
0.3mV

Measurements ( Ortofon TC3000 Computer)
Output, 5cm/s
Channel balance
Channel separation
Tracking ability
Frequency 1kl-lz
response
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz

Lett
0.34mV

Both

Right
0.32mV

0.65dB
27.65dB
80um
0.0dB
—0.4dB
+1.1dB
+1.5d6
+2.3dB
+3.9dB
+4.9dB

30.0rIB
80grn
—0.0dB
—0.4dB
+1.3d8
+1.0dB
+1.9dB
+2.6dB
+2.6dB
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form has appeared in spite of compliance differences. ( The Alpha 2is
an easy-to-deal-with 15x10 -6 cm/dyne.)
Movers and shakers in the world of esoterica have been arguing in
favour of loading m-cs with 47kohms, which is fine if you happen to
have apreamp with enough gain to exploit output like the Alpha 2's
0.3mV. The Beard P505 Mk II does, so Ilistened to both the Koetsu
and the Monster without step-up devices. In both cases it meant abit
of added sparkle, with the Monster bordering on the bright; loading
down to the preferred 30-80ohms ( for the Alpha) or 100ohms (for the
Koetsu) smoothed off the top but at the expense of much openness. I
did feed the cartridges, in the Zeta arm on the Oracle Delphi, into the
excellent Ortofon and Audio-Technica transformers, but couldn't get
along with the constriction imparted by the extra gain stage. All
comments for the rest of this review refer to listening au naturel.
While any thinking audiophile admits that the only reference for
music reproduction is reality, the fact remains that hi-fi stinks in
comparison with the genuine article. In 16 years of playing around
with ' serious' hi-fi, I've only experienced the total bluff acouple of
times. There were snatches of reality coming from my own system
when Ihad the Stax ELS-F81 speakers, and the IRS systems and
James Boyk's personal set-up gave me that chill, too, but overall one
never forgets that one is listening to afacsimile.
What this has to do with the product at hand is this: the Alpha 2
was as unlike the Koetsu as electrostatic loudspeakers are unlike
the dynamic variety. The Alpha is almost the opposite of the Koetsu,
and I'm supposed to say which one is correct and which one isn't.
Sorry, gang, but my bacon is saved by athing called ' systems
dependence'.
The Monster Alpha 2is the closest I've yet heard any m-ccome to
duplicating my cherished Garrott Decca's uncanny presentation of
soundstage, image placement, and tight-as-a-drum bottom-end. .
with the added benefit of an m-c's better handling of surface noise
and vinyl 'whoosh'. It is one of the cleanest, clearest-sounding
cartridges I've ever heard, without suffering from the condition we
would call 'clinical'. In other words, it offers all that detail without
scrubbing the music clean of its soul.
The Alpha 2is one of those warts-and-all components that lets the
listener hear everything; the trick is to give us all that information
without overwhelming us with awall of confusion. Everything in its
place is the way it should be, and the Alpha 2does this with more
authority than any m-cI've ever used.
But what does it sound like, this barrage of information? Jolly nice,
Ishould say, and as involving as you could ever hope the music
could be. But there's aprice to pay, in that it taxes the rest of the
system. The Alpha can easily aggravate weaknesses, especially
top-end anomalies, and it can baffle systems because of its speed. I
would imagine that the cartridge could sound positively hellish in
certain applications that would be better suited to cartridges of a
more forgiving nature.
Which brings us to the ever-popular Koetsu, and why it is
cherished by Krell owners. The Koetsu is as lush and romantic as the
Alpha 2is bold and forthright. The Koetsu has afull bottom-end; the
Alpha 2's is taut and lean. The Koetsu is warm and never fatiguing;
the Monster is commanding, almost forcing the listener to yield his
or her attention.
You have no choice but to listen to these cartridges in the system
for which they're intended to decide on apreference.
Icouldn't decide quite which Ipreferred if Ihad to go with only one
of them. The Monster was better for revealing the differences
between cables, for example, while the Koetsu was kinder to my
recordings of an early, less well-produced variety. The Monster
sparkled — the Koetsu glowed. In terms of specific strengths, the
Monster beats all corners in image placement and front-to- back
depth, while the Koetsu has stage width rivalled by few, if any.
You're going to love one and hate the other. I'm an omnivore, so I
loved them both. But I'm still sticking with my Decca ...

OUR NEW CARTRIDGE HAS SOMETHING
•
AVARIABLE

HiFi cartridges (even the more expensive
ones) have sometimes had one thing wrong
with them.
If you want to upgrade them, you have to
throw away the old cartridge. Along with
the money it cost you.
Ortofon have found away round
this frustrating dilemma. And we've
made it the principle behind our new

series of Optimum Match cartridges.
The OM Range (as it's more catchily known)
features two basic cartridges.
Which, between them, will match almost any
contemporary tonearrn.
The OM, for all standard fittings,
complete with removable weight-plate
to differentiate between low and
medium-mass models.

And the OMP for P mount (Plug-in), fittings.
Both these cartridges can then be fitted
from achoice of three different stylus units, of
increasing quality. The 10, an Elliptical diamond.
The 20, anude, highly-polished Elliptical
diamond. And the 30, a highly-polished
Fine Line diamond.
So, you can improve the performance of your cartridge without actually

changing the whole cartridge unit.
Have alook and listen at the new OM range at
your Ortofon stockist. With the 0M10 or OMP10
only setting you back around £14, the prices will
be something else you
never expected from
Ortofon.
accuracy in sound

orrofon

FOF MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: ORTOFON LTD , DENMARK HOUSE, TAVISTOCK
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, Nr. TWYFORD, BERKS. RG10 9P11. TELEPHONE: ( 0734) 343621.

HITACHI

LC-OFC
AUDIO CABLES
A
NEW CONCEPT
IN LISTENING

®

Stranded Conductor
Elastic Memory Tape

CABLE STRUCTURE
To minimise minute vibrations in
the conductor caused by signal
energy, the conductor is
wrapped in self- shrunk
polyolefin tape which applies a
steady concentric pressure as
shown.

eInsulation
®

Concentric Pressure

"The sound appeared to improve
in many areas, such as bass
clarity and ' tunefulness', mid
range focus and depth, and
treble detail."
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
October 1984.

LC-OFC Crystal Structure
(0.18mm Conductor shown Ix 200])
For perceptive advice and details
of your nearest stockist, contact:

Imported by:

41‘111carubmai
CORPORATION

As

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19
TEL: 01-947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

Martin Colloms reviews the
Bose 901 Mk V direct/reflecting loudspeaker

T

HE MARK ONE VERSION OF THE BOSE 901 loudspeaker
system was reviewed by Ralph West over adecade ago in
July 1971 ( its contemporaries were the B&W Drvao, the
Cambridge R50, the AR3a, and the original KEF Chorale).
Both Ralph West and the then Editor John Crabbe, in alater article,
In all Directions, which examined quasi-omni speakers such as the
Bose, but more particularly the Sonab designs, concluded that the
non-conformist stereo presentation of such loudspeakers was
neither theoretically correct, nor to their taste.
Many birds have flown under the bridge since 1971 and many
speakers have come and gone, but the Bose 901 still continues in
production, now in Mk V guise for £ 1200. It remains an unusual, not
to say idiosyncratic, loudspeaker, and reflects adesign philosophy
that was first propounded by the company's founder, one Dr Amar
Bose.
The thoughts of Dr Bose were last examined by Donald Aldous in
HFN/RR March ' 84 ( p22), but to summarise, he was influenced by the
particular observation that atypical performance of live classical
music has certain well-defined acoustic characteristics. An average
listener is said to receive about one ninth of the total sound energy
direct from the performers, with the remaining eight ninths the
reverberant contribution produced as the performers add energy to
the overall hall ambience.
Isuspect that this observation was made in all good faith, but was
nonetheless influenced by contemporary ( mid ' 60s) thinking. For
example, it was commonly held at the time that the energy response
of aloudspeaker should be uniform in order to produce auniform
frequency distribution at the listening position. [The energy response
includes both the direct and the reverberant contribution — Ed.] It
was felt in some quarters that it was therefore permissible to doctor
the loudspeaker's on- axis response, or apply overall system
equalisation in order to achieve this end. ( This was not an approach, I
hasten to add, advocated by the BBC!) Loudspeakers were designed
with awide, and in some cases omnidirectional, distribution, or were
intended to be flush- mounted in walls or bookcases. Others used
multiple drive- units which fired in more than one direction, the
Sonab designs, for example, or Bose systems- such as the 501, which
were reviewed by Trevor Attewell in November 1982.
Measurements were made at the listening position ( Bose using a
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sophisticated dummy head microphone) to show ¡ List how uniform
an energy response such speakers produced. However, one key
factor— one to which today's designers accord great importance—
was omitted from these investigations. This is that such
measurements imply steady-state conditions with some kind of time
averaging. In other words, the speaker is allowed to excite the room
reverberation, which is then summed with the direct sound.
However, there is no theory which indicates that it is permissible to
alter the axial frequency response, perhaps heavily, in order to make
the time- averaged room response appear uniform with frequency. In
fact, more recent experiments suggest that such doctoring is
immediately audible as adeparture from fidelity and alowering of
sound quality. In general, all loudspeakers have anon- uniform
off- axis response, and it is this response which contributes
predominantly to the reverberant field. Any attempt to flatten this
off- axis response will have adisasterous effect on the loudspeaker's
forward response.
There is also considerable psychoacoustic evidence that the ear
will only sum direct and reverberant sounds if the latter occur within
afew milliseconds of the former. After that interval, the ear/brain is
aware that the reverberant soundfield is not part of the direct sound
and ignores its contribution when determining timbre and tonal
balance, as well as when interpreting transient and directional
information.
It is true, however, that auniform reverberant tonal balance is
worth having and is aided both by agood room acoustic and by a
good off- axis response from the loudspeaker. However, there is no
doubt that it is incorrect to achieve this by destroying the transient
accuracy and timbfe of the first- arrival sounds. These must be left
well alone.
The Bose 901 does avoid some of these deleterious effects, some
of the problems being partially solved by the way it works. Nine
small ' midrange' units are used: one is mounted on the front panel to
provide the forward proportion of ' one ninth direct sound. The
remainder are placed on the two rear angled walls in order to
disperse their ' eight ninths' of the energy into the rear boundaries.
This provides maximum excitation of the listening room's
reverberant field via multiple reflections so that the ' concert hall'
power relationship is said to be duplicated.
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The frequency response of the Bose 901 driver array is inherently
non- uniform so an equaliser must be used, which makes it possible
to produce aresponse which the designer intends should sound
naturally balanced in aroom environment. However, it is hard to
know whether it is the output of the single forward- pointing
drive- unit which has been corrected, or whether it is that of the
system as awhole, this taken in conjunction with an assessment of
the room- integrated sound energy. Our measurements suggest that
the system tends as apriority to correct the first arrival sound, which
Ifeel to be on the right track.
However, another important point must be raised here. The Bose
design philosophy was based on the example of an orchestra or
band playing in aconcert hall or other similar auditorium. Is the 9:1
relationship still valid for asmall room, with its quicker, ' boxier'
acoustic? Even if the answer to this question were yes, the original
condition concerns alive performance. In adomestic hi-fi, the
performance has been recorded and will therefore include its own
balance of direct and reverberant energy. Should the speaker then
modify that balance?
In theory, the Bose approach will only be valid if the recording has
captured mainly direct sounds from the instruments and thus would
verge on the anechoic. Such recordings, however, tend to sound
sterile and false in adomestic environment. In practice, the Bose 901
will only be called upon to reproduce recorded music with astrongly
reverberant nature; its own pattern of additional room- encouraged
reverberation could therefore be regarded as adistortion of the
recorded sound ( apoint also made by Ralph West back in 1971).
Other research carried out on stereo image perception and the
ability to hear into arecorded stage, to perceive depth, ' space', and
the original recorded acoustic, indicates again that the speakers'
direct sound should predominate. Reverberation and reflections in
rooms should be well- controlled as well as well-balanced. Such an
approach is epitomised by the use of afree space pair of
loudspeakers, mounted clear of immediate room boundaries [ 4ft
from side boundaries and 3ft from the rear wall will ensure that early
reflections fall outside the ear's 'time window' — Ed) on open,
elevated stands. Such speakers generally have acommendably
uniform forward response, often to within ± 2dB, 100Hz to 15kHz. The
Bose 901 system therefore represents an ( almost total) contradiction
of this approach.

Design details
Intended to be used horizontally, the 901 is arelatively compact
system considering its good power handling and maximum
attainable sound pressure level. The enclosure is veneered in real
wood, with alloy side trims and is very well finished. The carcase is
made from particle board and plastic mouldings, and has an
unusual, irregular shape which must help to reduce the amplitude of
internal standing waves. The broadly curved front panel carries a
single driver, asymmetrically placed to minimise diffraction effects,
while the rear panels, each fitted with four drivers, form ashallow ' V'
shape.
In addition, three bass reflex vents are present, two asophisticated
design built for high velocity air flow. The central port on the rear
panel is smaller than the others, which have flow nozzles, and
comprises asimple tube. The reason, however, is simple: the box is
divided into three sections, each separately tuned. The smallest port
only tunes the front driver, while the larger ports each handle four of
the rear drivers. These ports, however, do not need to work hard,
given the constraints of box size as well as the design targets for bass
extension and power handling.
The low frequency alignment is rather odd. The impedance curve
suggests asystem bass resonance at ahigh 155Hz which, in the
absence of reflex loading or equalisation, would indicate little output
below 140Hz or so. Conventionally, reflex tuning is positioned less
than an octave below the main resonance; for example, the Bose 901
reflex tuning would appear between 80Hz and 110Hz. In fact, the 901
ports are tuned to 45Hz, which represents rather along gap between
that and 150Hz. Presumably, the equaliser is intended to fill that gap.
The drive- units, fitted with low mass conical paper cones with a
foam roll surround, are all made by Bose, and use areinforced plastic
moulded chassis 105mm in diameter. These plastic chassis use a
three-point mounting secured by self-tapping screws to the moulded
plastic baffles. The effective radiating area of the nine drivers is
roughly comparable to that of a330mm bass unit— agenerous size
capable of decent sound levels. The motor coils are of edge-wound
ribbon for maximum efficiency, and the total power handling of the
series/parallel array is in the 150W region.
From aconventional standpoint, one would have doubts about the
treble, since no tweeter as such is fitted. The 75mm paper cone,
however, is light enough to give afairly extended, if ragged, upper
frequency response. The equaliser is then used to boost the flagging
treble output back to normal levels.
Despite the design problems outlined above, there is at least one
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advantage to this approach, namely the absence of apassive
crossover. The drive- units are directly coupled to the amplifier which
maximises efficiency and can result in other benefits, such as an
improvement in clarity and subjectively increased dynamics.
However, the intrinsic sound quality of the active equaliser must be
taken into consideration, since it must be introduced into the
amplifier chain, and its sound quality must be considered an integral
part of the loudspeaker system itself.
Several traditional parameters are difficult to define, due to the
presence of the equaliser. Power handling is dependent on the boost
levels employed, in conjunction with the likely program energy
distribution over the operating frequency range. The bass and treble
boosts are considerable, and also confuse the sensitivity rating — a
93dB/W midband rating does not mean much if the bass sensitivity is
perhaps 83dB/W ( see later). Any given amplifier would need to be
large enough to meet the overall demand. Likewise, the impedance
graph is of little value since the current demanded from the power
amplifier at low and high frequencies will be severely altered by the
equalisation.

Equaliser response
The solid line in fig.1 shows the basic equaliser response. Taking the
200 to 500Hz band as areference for level, the bass is boosted by
10dB at 40Hz. With ' high' bass, another 6dB is added, which surely
must be considered excessive for atwo- position control. Mild boost
peaking at + 5dB, 1.7kHz, picks up the mid level, while, after aslight
pause just above 2kHz, the boost rises rapidly to + 17dB at 14kHz. The
effects of the two controls are also shown. The bass/mid may be
varied by ± 6dB, centred on 280Hz ( an unusual region), while the
treble range control gives amaximum in the 11kHz region.
Due to the wide range of equalisation levels used, the 200Hz
sensitivity rating is fallacious since the power amplifier may be
required to provide up to 18dB more level at other frequencies.

Test results
The unusually high proportion of reflected to direct sound makes
acoustic measurements highly problematical. Both anechoic and
room- integrated curves were taken, therefore, but more to explore
the performance characteristics than to attempt to define exactly
how the Bose 901 sounds.
Covering the basics first, distortion ( fig.2) was assessed with the
microphone directed at the dominant rear array. At ahigh 96dB
sound pressure level, the results were pretty good, especially above
200Hz. Second harmonic was better than -46dB ( 0.5%), while third
was better than - 50dB ( 0.3%). Below 200Hz, the usual rise in
distortion was evident, reaching 10% of 2nd harmonic by 40Hz. Third
harmonic was better, at around - 36dB ( 1.5%), and did not cause
concern. At alower 86dB level, the midband 2nd harmonic improved
to typically 0.1%, while at low frequencies, both harmonics showed
the expected reduction. lntermodulation was moderate.
System sensitivity was 1.5V for 90dB at 1kHz, corresponding to
around 93dB/W, though account needs to be taken of the equaliser
boost at the frequency extremes ( see fig.1). Taking an average of
80Hz to 16kHz as the boost level, the sensitivity was in practice 15dB
less at 78dB/W.
Likewise the modulus of impedance graph ( fig.3) requires some
interpretation. For example, at 45Hz the curve dips to almost 5ohms.
In itself this will not cause problems, but it implies apower boost of
7dB, which will increase the load difficulty.
Frequency response traces ( equalised) were recorded for the rear
panel output and also for the frontal direct sound source ( fig.4). The
direct response ( lower trace) shows arather uneven characteristic
with ± 6dB limits needed to cover the variations over the 100Hz to
17kHz range. The 1kHz peak is an obvious feature, while the high
frequencies are also rather irregular, with peaks at 8kHz and 14kHz.
The output is alittle smoother for the averaged signal from the rear
array, the poorer apparent treble response being due to interference
effects between the drivers at the measuring microphone position.
This is unlikely to be audible in view of the diffuse rear wall
reflections.
One-third- octave smoothing ( fig.5) helps the appearance of the
frontal response, allowing the use of ± 4dB limits, 30Hz to 20kHz.
Fig.5 also shows the off- axis frontal responses and, as expected, the
use of asingle full- range drive- unit results in aneat response family
over the normal axes. The variations typ'cal of two- and three-way
systems, due to crossover phase effects and the physical
displacement of the drivers, are notably absent. Taken overall,
however, the forward response must be judged alittle ' lumpy', with
prominences noted at 200 to 300Hz, 1.5kHz, and 10 to 16kHz.
Nearfield measurement indicated an extended bass response, the
-6dB point reaching 30Hz. Maximum sound level was estimated at
110dBA on normal program, requiring between 150 and 200W of
amplifier power in anormal room.
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With the equaliser set to ' normal', the speaker was assessed in the
listening room using computer- averaged, one-third- octave analysis.
Sixty-four averages of both left and right speakers over five
microphone positions were taken, and the end result ( fig.6) does not
look promising, despite the 901's intended affinity with the room. A
severe notch can be seen at 80Hz, preceded by an isolated bass
hump from 25Hz to 40Hz rising 8dB above the median level. The
output rises steeply to apeak at 300Hz, levels off to 1kHz or so, but
then shelves down by 10dB before approximating to alevel

response. The output falls above 10kHz and virtually disappears off
the graph by 12kHz. Most conventional speakers are only 6to 8dB
down in aroom at this point, but the 901 has fallen by more than
15dB.
These results suggest that the 901 does not have avery uniform
output, nor is it well- extended in the final octave of HF. The low
frequency range also shows poor room integration, despite the
speakers' asymmetric location on high stands, atechnique that can
produce rewardingly smooth measured results that correlate well
with subjective findings.

Sound quality
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Any system, given careful and sympathetic use in alistening room,
must stand or fall on the basis of its subjective performance when
reproducing amix of different kinds of music. The Bose 901s required
abreaking- in period to establish optimum positioning, as well as
other details of their use such as the equaliser settings. As far as we
were able, we followed the manufacturer's directions in setting them
up. The speakers were therefore arranged to give auniform
distribution of rear reflected energy, with the rear wall left
unobstructed, free from any furniture or other absorptive surfaces.
The enclosures were mounted on 45cm high stands, locked to the
floor.
The 901s were used with both CD and analogue records, as well as
with some original PCM recordings where the recorded soundstage
and conditions were accurately known. Rock and classical programs
were used. Power amplifiers included the Krell KSA-50 and Magnum
A100 ( for its 350W ' dynamic range'), with Audiolab 8000C and
Counterpoint SA-7preamps. Vinyl was tracked/traced by aLux
PD300/Zeta/van den Hul MC1B, while CDs were played on Meridian
MCD and Yamaha CD- X1 players. Reference loudspeakers included
Spendor SP1s, Celestion SL600s, KEF R104/2s ( latest version), and
Quad ESL- 63s.
On first hearing, the 901s sounded decidedly different to what Iam
used to, particularly regarding their stereo image presentation.
Localisation was clearly less box- oriented, compared with
conventional speakers — apleasing effect— while stage width and
scale were enhanced, resulting in an impressive ' wall of sound'
effect. Stereo images seemed rather ' defocused', however, while
localisation was rather less precise than usual, seeming weak in the
central area. Moving the speakers closer together gave atendency to
amonaural impression, and was not too helpful.
The 901s seemed alittle rough in the treble, with anoticeably
'gritty' as well as ' abrasive' quality. The midrange suffered from a
serious ' boxy' coloration which was particularly obtrusive on speech,
and some nasality was also noted — akind of ' cold- in-the- head'
coloration. The bass, though powerful, was clearly ' lumpy', with an
almost leaden overhang and aserious loss of definition/articulation.
The good low frequency extension was not considered to be
adequate compensation.
Despite these old-fashioned levels of coloration, there were areas
of the 901's performance which were promising. For example, there
was a ' quick', immediate, quality about the midrange, which also
seemed quite detailed and could happily reveal differences in
recorded acoustics. Conversely, the soundstage showed little real
depth beyond the ' wall of sound'.
Regarding the equaliser settings, Bass ' 2' was used for most of the
listening tests. Bass ' 1' merely added to the already excessive bass
by asubstantial amount as predicted by the measurements. The
'lower mid' control seemed helpful with respect to the boxy
coloration and, if cut back anotch or two, improved the sound in that
area. The treble, though deficient in the reverberant sense, was often
alittle ' hot' on- axis; mid cut, via the treble control, was found to be
helpful.
Overall, however, we believe that the speaker's basic
characteristics are not amenable to any significant degree of
correction via the equaliser controls.

Conclusion
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The Bose could make agood impression on the uninitiated audio
consumer, and this must be afactor in its long and successful career.
It is smoother and less coloured than most rock PA systems, packs a
sizeable wallop in the bass, and manages to achieve this in
conjunction with the ability to generate substantial sound levels from
acompact enclosure. It is hard to blow up and, given abig enough
amplifier, is easy to drive. The stereo staging is not critical of
position, and gives the impression of alarge soundstage.
Compared with current references, however, it is notably coloured
and uneven-sounding, with below- average stereo focus as well as
disappointing depth. We fear that Bose will need afar better £ 1200
flagship in the ' 80s if they are to convince us of the merits of the
direct/reflecting approach.+
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PARTINGTON
The Stand You Don't Have To Tweak
* Supplied with adjustable spikes
* Has removable end- caps for filling stands with
sand or lead shot
* Clamps or top spikes available as kit to enable
locking of speaker to stand
16" - around £35 per pair inc vat
20" - around £50 per pair inc vat
1Beecticroft Road, Orpington, Kent
The Dust Bug will pick up dust before your
stylus has achance to. And, because its bristles
are actually hand- tipped, it gets right to the
bottom of the groove.
Which is bad news for dust. But very good
news for your ears.

THE TURIITABLE Melt)

The Dust Bug: Cleans records as they play.

For full details of Watts comprehensive range of
record maintenance equipment write to:
Cecil EWatts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on-Thames 83252
or Chertsey 61465
Telex: 21879 or 25247 ( Attention " WATTS -)

This is no hapless coffee table, hi- jacked by a hi-fi enthusiast.
The Rata Stand has been designed from first principles to optimally
support the turntable.
Lightness and Rigidity are two seemingly incompatible requirements
for turntable support; but Torlyte, based on light materials and
ingenious construction has brought these together to create the
optimum foundation for turntables and amplifiers.

1:111 TORLYTE ©
RUS AnDRE1115 TUWITABLE FICCE5.50RIES
EDGE BAni: HOUSE, 51(ELSMERGH, ICEDDRL, CUBRIR LA8 9PS
TELEPHODE: SELSIDE ( 053 983) 247
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HIGH-END CROFTS
Ken Kessler

G

OOD OLD MARTIN COLLOMS —
never one to go over the top— made
an earth-shattering comment in his
report on linear crystal copper in the
October issue. Only avalve fancier would have
noted MC's comments about the amazing
possibilities of LC/OFC cable if used in output
transformers, but it was there for an° see. The
repercussions are such that its use could disarm
the most powerful of anti-valve comments,
which refers to the fact that valve amplifier
CLASSICAL users are listening through miles of cable
GLASS
because of transformer coupling. Ican't begin
to count the number of times I've heard the remark, 'You're not
listening to valves; you're listening to output transformers.'
It's been pointed out that 10 metres of LC/OFC sounds lake afew
millimetres of ' normal' OFC cable; Iwon't hazard aguess as to how
many cubits of the stuff are wrapped around the cores in my valve
amps. Hopefully, Messrs Beard, Jotmson ( both of them), de
Paravicini, Radford, Grant and other heroes of mine read the piece.
MC reckons that anyone not using LC/OFC ( amp manufacturers,
speaker manufacturers or whoever) win be left way behind in the
race toward the state-of-the-art.
Until then, there is but one alternative for valve amp lovers who
don't want to hear those miles of cable between the valves and the
speakers. This alternative is not as simple as replacing normal
copper with the new stuff, but — by golly — it works ... though LC/OFC
could render this type of amplifier redundant overnight.
Output-transformerless valve amplifiers have been around for 30
years or so, this school of amp design being firmly associated with
one Julius Futterman. The late Mr Futterman perfected the viable
OTL amplifier, his designs still being produced today by New York
Audio Laboratories ( see December issue). Though the amplifiers are
massive, expensive and unwieldy, generating lots of heat and just as
many hernias, music lovers and JA have been known to go quite
weak in the knees upon first exposure to these most open-sounding
of valve amplifiers. The Futtermans bear but one concession to
safety and simplicity, and that is acoupling capacitor between the
valves and the speakers.
Just as some decry valve amps because of their transformers, so
do some question OTL designs using acoupling capacitor. OTL
amplifiers are rare enough, but this new breed— OTUOCL— is even
smaller in number, and one of these is British. Croft, for it is theirs,
don't use the wordy label 'output transformeriess/output
capacitorless' to describe their amplifiers, preferring instead 'directcoupled'.
Some of you have already turned to the next page, not wanting to
read about how Iheated my room with LS3/5a briquets, but don't
worry: the gang at Croft are not trying to create the concept of
self-immolating hi-fi. There is asensor in the amplifier to detect
runaway DC. My own fears were overcome when they promised to
replace my speakers, carpets, house, cat and wife if the things failed
to work. What's of greater relevance is that there are 7 even as Iwrite
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—dialogues going on between the two camps (with capacitor vs
without capacitor), so the final votes have yet to be tallied.
Croft acknowledge with great respect the role played by Futterman
in the world of OTL design, quite unashamedly describing the
influence his amplifiers had on the Croft design. Iseem to recall a
conversation with Croft's Peter Bruty where he remarked that he and
Glenn Croft serviced aFutterman for afriend and were so impressed
by the sounds the amplifier made that they were then inspired to
carry on with their own. I've heard acouple of Futtermans and can
sympathise with their reactions. Hearing an OTL amplifier for the first
time is not unlike hearing an electrostatic loudspeaker or amastertape for the first time. The primary characteristics— openness and
transparency — are most disconcerting, especially if you've been
living with solid-state equipment.
The Croft amplifiers are whacking great monoblocks costing £2600
per pair, yielding 100watts each, and bearing 10 big fat output valves
per unit. By the time you've added up all the bottles in astereo pair,
you're looking at amplifiers that really do heat rooms, and they draw
enough current to make your summer electricity bill look like you've
been cooking with electric bar heaters. The units are incredibly
well- made, and Iuse the term ' hand-crafted' as acompliment; in this
case, the term is not aeuphemism for shabby finish.
Installation and use are of the hair-shirt school, and you've got to
enjoy the ritual if you want to qualify for Croft ownership. These are
not 'switch ' em on and forget ' em' units, and they're the closest any
amplifiers get to inspiring audience participation. Isuppose you
could call it part of the fun.
Before you do adamned thing, make sure that all signal and
speaker leads are connected. Peter Bruty did not go into great detail
about what happens if you switch on before securing all connections,
but he sucked alot of wind through his teeth, so Iassume that the
sight is not unlike what you hope to see on Guy Fawkes' anniversary.
After you've made sure that the circuit is complete, you switch on
both units and leave the room for at least half an hour. Irecommend
acup of coffee, with the would-be Croft listener doing the grinding
and brewing to while away the warm-up period.
When you return to the room, be prepared to get hit in the face
with arush of warm air. ( Ilearned afterwards that my room can now
double quite nicely as an airing cupboard.) Before you get anywhere
near the turntable, you check the two amplifiers for DC offset and
bias on all 20 ( 10 per side, remember?) output valves.
I'm going to get ascreaming phone call if Icarry on much longer in
this vein, because the ritual is that and nothing more; the actual
labour involved is minimal. There are two meters on each block, as
well as test switches. You test for DC offset by pressing the switch
and watching for movement of the needle away from '
0'; if it
wanders abit, you fine-adjust the amplifier via apot with the special
tool ( ascrewdriver, in fact) which comes supplied with the units. It's
the same procedure for the valves when you do the biasing, and
you'd be surprised just how quickly those 20 tubes can be set for
operation.
Iuse the Crofts ( Ican't call them OTLs for short because that's a
trademarked name) with the Beard P505 Mk II preamp, the Oracle
Delphi turntable, Zeta arm, Garrott/Decca MicroScanner and
Goodmans LS3/5As with Rogers LSB1 subwoofer. Speaker cables
were Absolute Wire, and the signal leads were the as-yet- unnamed
supercables possibly to be imported by Beard. (They were very
Randall-ish, and Ispent much time with them before installing the
Crofts to minimise the variables.
I've got to get this off my chest or I'll never be able to deal with the
sound: the Crofts have an Achilles' heel that will drive most of you
nuts. I
tell you this because it's my duty, not because Iwant to
embarrass the Croft crew. Indeed, they're fully aware of this problem
and are working on it at this very moment. Croft, you see, is avery
tiny operation — two men, in fact— and they lack the power of, say,
Krell and cannot afford to tell their toroidal transformer supplier
where to get off. The Croft amps use toroidals in the power supplies,
massive things the size of Goliath's bagels, and they suffer the usual
toroidal ills: they buzz just like ayellowjacket in heat. I've got aso-so
SPL meter, and it told me that Iwas getting 30 or so dB of bzzzzzz at
one metre.
This noise was masked when the music came in, so Ididn't mind it
too much, but it really is unacceptable in aproduct costing £2600. It
begs the solution of putting the amps in another room, but who
wants to compromise sound with an extra few metres of cable? I
can't apologise for it, but Iwill repeat that Croft intends to sort it out.
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LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE
The new DM330 is built to the same
exacting standards as the monitors
we supply to major digital recording
studios throughout the world.
They are, happily, much more
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At around £250 you now have a
perfect excuse to upgrade your
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LISTEN HERE AND YOU'LL SEE
The proof of our Digital Monitors is in the listening. Pop into your
nearest Ill&W stockist and ask to hear them lor yourself. You'll be cenvinced.

AVON
BATH Paul Green HiFi (0225) 316197
BRISTOL Absolute Sound & Video (0272) 24975
Radford HiFi (0272) 40878
BEDFORDSHIRE
KEMPSTON Bedford Audio (0234) 854133
LUTON Technosound (0582) 30919

SW19 M. O'Brien 01-946 1528
W1 Yltlbeck Audio 01-580 1326
Spatial Audio 01-637 8702
Telesonic 01-6368177
KJ Leisuresound 01-4868263
W2 H.L. Smith 01-7235891

BERKSHIRE
NEWBURY B&B HiFi (0635)32474
READING B&B HiFi (0734) 583730
Heelas (0734) 55955

GREATER MANCHESTER
ROCHDALE J. Koczur (07C6) 42107
STOCKPORT Fairbotham 061-480 4872
URMSTON Lloyd Paton 061-747 9722

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY Chiltern HiFi (0296) 31020
CHESHAM Chiltern HiFi (0494) 786494
HIGH WYCOMBE B&B HiFi (0494) 35910
Hughes HiFi (0484) 30138
MILTON KEYNES Technosound (0908) 604949

MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL WA. Brady 051-733 6859
George Henry Lee 051-709 7070

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE University Audio (0223) 354237
PETERBOROUGH HiFi People (0733) 41755
ST NEOTS A.A. Audio (0480) 72071
CHESHIRE
WARRINGTON WA. Brady (0925) 828009
Cobalt HiFi (0925) 36215
WILMSLOW Swift of Wilmslow (0625) 526213
CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBROUGH McKema & Brown (0642) 246644
REDCAR McKenna & Brown (0642) 483829
STOCKTON McKema & Brown (0642) 69995

NORFOLK
NORWICH Searle Audio (0603) 22833
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
KETTERING Sound Quality (0536) 83833
NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn (0604) 37871
H.G. Replan (0604) 37515
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ATTENBOROUGH John Kirk HiFi (0602) 252986
MANSFIELD Peter Anson (0623) 26315
NOTTINGHAM Peter Anson (0602) 783312
Forum HiFi (0602) 622657
Nick Dakin (0602) 7R1PA2
OXFORDSHIRE
OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video (0865) 60844
Horns of Oxford (0865) 511241

CORNWALL
CAMBORNE Cambome Audio (0209) 714286

SALOP (SHROPSHIRE)
SHREWSBURY Avon HiFi (0743) 55166

CUMBRIA
BARROW-IN-FURNESS Searle Audio (0229) 21233
WHITEHAVEN HL Elliott (0946) 3671

STAFFORDSHIRE
NEWCASTLE Clement Wain (0782) 613119

DERBYSHIRE
DERBY R.F. Ports (0332) 43469
DEVON
EXETER Gullilord HiFi (0392) 218895
PAIGNTON Upton Electronics (0803) 551329
TORQUAY Peler Scott (0803) 22884
DORSET
CHRISTCHURCH H.A.T.V (0202) 473901
DURHAM
DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown (0325) 465990
ESSEX
EPPING Chew & Osborne (0378) 74242
ROMFORD Craig HiFi (0708) 28902
SAFFRON WALDEN Chew & Osborne (0799) 23728
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video
(0242) 583960
HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT Tm-Fi (0252) 26390
BASINGSTOKE Audiovideotronics (0256) 24311
PORTSMOUTH Hopkins HiFi (0705) 822155
WINCHESTER VVhitvirams (0962) 65253
ISLE OF WIGHT Russells (0983) 523864
HEREFORD & WORCESTERSHIRE
BROMSGROVE SSpain (0527) 72460
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound Service (0905) 25740
HERTFORDSHIRE
HITCHIN The Record Shop (0462) 4537
LETCHWORTH Spectrum (046 26) 79571
ROYSTON A.A. Audio (076.3) 45860
ST ALBANS David Payne (
0727) 64231
WATFORD Trewins (0923) 44266
HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY GE Menders (0472) 51391
KENT
SEVENOAKS Sevenoaks HiFi (0732) 459555
TONBRIDGE Standens (0732) 353540
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Goulden & Curry (0892) 30151
LANCASHIRE
CHORLEY Monitor Audio (025 72) 71935
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Eastwood Television (0533) 760011
Mays HiFi (0533) 58662
OADBY Eastwood Television (0533) 719174
UNCOLNSHIRE
BOSTON Addys (0205) 62454
Yates and Greenough (0205) 55755
LINCOLN Cntics Choice (0522) 38718
GREATER LONDON
BRIXTON South London 01-674 2033
CROYDON Spalding Electrical 01-654 1231
EASTCOTE London Sound 01-8689222
KINGSTON Surbiton Park Radio 01-5465549
Vision Store 01-681 7539
N7 Banletts HiFi 01-607 2296
N22 Goodwins 01-888 0077
NEW MALDEN Unilet 01-942 9567
SW1 Piercys 01-821 0333
SW7 Peter Jones 01-730 3434
SW7 Unilet 01-589 2586
SW16 Prans 01-769 4450

SUFFOLK
BEYTON Anglia Audio (0359) 70212
SURREY
ADDLESTONE Cosmic Radio (0932) 54522
DORKING Dorking Audio (0306)882897
FARNHAM Hemmings HiFi (0252) 721424
GUILDFORD Merrow Sound (0483) 33224
LEATHERHEAD Tru-Fi (0372) 378780
REDHILL 1m Fi (0737) 66128
WOKING Merrow Sound (048 62) 66600
SUSSEX (EAST)
BRIGHTON Sevenoaks (0273) 733338
SUSSEX (WEST)
BOGNOR REGIS Jaysounzl Audio (0243)826355
HORSHAM Merrow Sound (0403) 69329
WORTHING Bowers & Wiltins ( 3) 64141
TYNE & WEAR
GATESHEAD Lintone Audio (0632) 774167
NEWCASTLE J.G. Windows (0632)321356
SUNDERLAND Saxons (0783) 57578
WARWICKSHIRE
COVENTRY Frank Harvey (0203) 458946
LEAMINGTON CTS. (0926) 29265
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Norman Field 021-622 2323
Five Ways HiFi 021-455 0667
Griffin Radio 021-692 1359
STOURBRIDGE Doming & Downing
(038 43) 71747
WOLVERHAMPTON Millwards (0902) 23980
WILTSHIRE
CHIPPENHAM J.D. Equipment (0249) 654357
MELKSHAM P.R. Sounds (0225) 708045
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Video (0793) 38222
YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD Erricks of Bradford (0274) 309266
CASTLEFCAD Eric Wiley (0977) 553066
DONCASTER Tom Jaques (0302) 65565
HALIFAX Tape Recorder Centre (0422) 66832
HUDDERSFIELD Huddersf ield HiFi (0484) 44668
SHEFFIELD Cole Brothels (0742) 78511
Micron Audio (0742) 360295
LEEDS Audio Projects (0532) 789115
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Telemech (0224) 574248
Holbum HiFi (0224) 585713
DUMFRIES T.N. McKay (0387) 54117
DUNFERMLINE Andrew Thomson (0383) 724541
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 031-226 3979
Audio Aids 031-667 2877.
HiFi Corner 031-225 9535
HiFi Corner 031-556 7901
FALKIRK HiFI Comer (0324) 29011
GLASGOW James Kerr 041-3320988
HiFi Comer 041-248 2840
KIRKALDY Audio Aids (0592) 206603
STIRLING HiFi Corner (0786) 75053
ISLE OF MAN
CROSBY Manx Audio (0624) 851437

Now that that's been dealt with, Ican tell you that here are units
worthy of the label ' high end'. Before committing this to paper, Ihad
the opportunity to audition at least adozen amplifiers from the
lunatic fringe, and Ican say without hesitation that the Croft
amplifiers are the first UK- made amplifiers I've auditioned that can
compete with America's cost- no-object offerings.
But let me put this into perspective for you. Since returning from
the USA, I've modified my approach to include anew form of
relativity. Ishall always endeavour to judge products by type rather
than subject them to artificial conditions not worthy of the product.
For example, I'd review asolid-state unit in terms of other solid-state
units rather than compare it to valve equipment; emotions run too
high and conclusions foregone depending upon the reviewer. Inow
look at moving-coils in terms of other m-cs, rather than compare
them with m- m types, for the same reasons. What this means is that
I'd rather discuss the Croft in terms of other output-transformerless
designs, and this leads naturally to the Futtermans.
If the above sounds like acop-out, let me explain something. I
firmly believe that consumers have apretty good fix on what they
want, and that no amount of raving about tubes or MOSFETS or
transmission line speakers or biamping will convert people not
already predisposed toward acomponent type. So why cloud the
issue when reviewing atype of component by discussing it with
irrelevant criteria? Whatever, Ihave no choice but to examine the
Crofts in terms of the Futtermans.
Unfortunately, the Futtermans Iheard cost $ 10,000 and this
four-to-one- ratio is just too much to lay on the less expensive
product. Instead of lessening the Croft achievement, I'd rather praise
it by describing its similarities to the OTL1, which — to the best of my
knowledge— is the finest output-transformerless unit available.
The Croft has managed to duplicate two of the major strengths of
the OTL1, and they are airiness and soundstage. Like the $ 10k
wonder-amp, the Croft presents an incredibly grunge-free sonic
picture, with space around the performers, alack of ' grain' that
precludes the criticism of sounding 'too hi-fi', and an overall clarity
that will upset anti-valve campaigners. In the area of soundstage, the
Croft rivals the very best of the American super amps, and I'd love to
see the map that Dave Wilson ( of WAMM fame) would draw if he
reviewed these for The Absolute Sound.
The overall character is one of no character, awonderfully neutral
performer offering seamless sound from its solid lower octaves to its
sweet top end. If Ihad to pick this unit apart, I'd have to say its
greatest weakness is in resolution and fine detail, the Crofts losing
some of those tiny messages that tell you what colour dress Ella
wore to the session.
The delivery of the Crofts to my home also included the revised
version of their dual- mono preamp. Peter said that they revised it
because they heard an Audio Research SP10, and if that ain't
honesty, then Idon't know what is. Imention the preamp only
because it is perfectly suited for the Croft power amplifiers, and I
spent as much time using it as Idid the Beard. Its sonic character is
more in keeping with the power amps, but the Beard does add its
own 'flavour', as would any other preamp. It's arguable that apower
amplifier will work best with the preamp for which it was designed,
and vice versa, but Iprefer to see consumers tailor asound to their
own needs and tastes, and if this means using another make of
component, then so be it.
The Croft power amplifiers are frighteningly good, an incredible
achievement from so small afirm. If they can sort out the buzz of the
toroidals, then they'll be offering us poorer folk ashot at nearFutterman performance.
Ihope these guys make

Manufacturer's specification
Power output

Frequency response
Power bandwidth
!MD
Output damping factor
Signal-to-noise ratio
Input sensitivity
Input impedance
Power consumption

110W ( 20Hz to 20kHz at less than
0.1% THD into rated load/
85Wrms into 4ohms
110Wrms into 8ohms
115Wrms into 16 ohms
110Wrms into 32ohms
3Hz to 200kHz (+ 0 — 1d13)
2Hz to 200kHz 1+0 — 3dB)
5Hz to 200kHz (— Odb at less than
0.2% THD1
less than 0.01% at any level from
0to 110W equivalent power
60
98dB down from 110W
1.5Vrms for rated output
100kohms
Idle: 250W
Full power: 1000W
18x 12x 10in

JERSEY
ST HELIER Sound Engineering (0534) 21735

Dimensions
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Croft Acoustics Ltd, Colroy House, 174 Newhampton Road West, Newbridge,
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Martin Colloms on ca sacitors in the Audiolab
8000P, asecond look at the KEF R104/2, and
fiest im sressions of the Robertson 4010
am • lifier and Mordaunt-Short MS100 s eakers

R

ECENTLY, A FEW COLLEAGUES and Iwere unwittingly
subjected to arigorous double-blind test of sound quality,
where the only significant variable was ahigh quality
signal coupling capacitor, it was revealed afterwards. Had I
known this beforehand, it is doubtful that Iwould have even
attempted the test!
It happened almost by accident. While preparing November's
Audiolab 8000 separates amplifier review, Idiscussed with Derek
Scotland and Philip Swift, the designers, the similarities and
differences between the new models and the established integrated
8000A. Although we were in broad general agreement. Inoted one
respect in which the otherwise superior separates did not sound
quite as well balanced, specifically aslight 'thinness' and
'forwardness' in the tonal perspective of the 8000P.
Audiolab subsequently asked me to try two further 8000P power
amplifiers, and report any differences in sound which were noted. No
changes in construction were disclosed, nor were the samples
distinguishable in any revealing manner.
During the auditioning which followed, we felt that the amplifiers
were similar enough in ageneral sense, but one sample was
nonetheless preferred to the other. On a0 — 10 scale one rated 7, the
other 7.3. The former sounded much as expected, whereas the latter
was alittle sweeter in the rnidband, more relaxed with better depth
and more pleasant stereo perspectives, achieved without noticeable
loss of dynamics or impact.
Audiolab carried out their own auditioning and agreed with our
results, only then revealing that the sole difference was the inclusion
of agood quality 3.3µF polycarbonate film capacitor at the signal
input of one sample. Its purpose was merely to block DC so that the
amplifier could partner any unknown preamplifier without drama.
With the 50kcrhm input impedance, the capacitor gives a — 3dB point
at 0.96Hz, sufficiently low not to be seriously considered responsible
for the difference in sound quality. Audiolab note that their own, and
many other preamplifiers, are AC-coupled, in which case the
capacitor is redundant. A dealer can easily bypass it on request.
It has been stated before that passive components can affect
sound quality, but here was areally neat proof of the effect under
double-blind conditions. Clearly the careful selection of components
will play an increasingly important role in future amplifier design.
After the connecting cable sagas of 1984, HFN/RR is planning to start
tackling passive component quality during 1985!

KEF R104/2 revisited
While KEF were not wholly unaware of our rather mixed views of
their latest creation (
HFN/RR September'84) they refrained from
making any comment while the review was in progress. I
was very
grateful for that, as nothing complicates life so much as aproduct
undergoing running changes during the evaluation period, with the
ensuing endless discussions.
The HFN/RR samples were drawn from the first run of some half
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dozen systems, these mainly used for world-wide promotion and
demonstration. However, KEF's engineers were aware from an early
stage in production that the speaker was not quite performing up to
its intended mark, notably in terms of mid presentation as well as in
the general and midrange tonal balance. Accordingly, since last
September the speaker has undergone some alterations which are
said to improve the performance in these specific areas. It turns out
that all the UK models delivered to dealers conform to the latest tonal
balance.
In the original review Icommented on amild but audible step-up
through the midrange, lending a 'thin' tonal quality. This was allied
to atendency for the upper- mid to sound too forward, even metallic
and brash. The room integrated response measurement also
suggested amid plateau, allied to some excess of energy in the mid
treble crossover region, aregion of the frequency range known for its
influence on subjective characterisations of a ' metallic' or 'fierce'
type. While the speaker was notably uniform on-axis, the off-axis,
response was more powerful than usual in the presence region,
which was responsible for the subjective 'forward' quality.
KEF have made subtle changes in the mid balance of the 104/2.
While subjectively important, these barely affected the axial
frequency response or the tightly drawn overall specification.
Individually these changes are small, but together they draw the
speaker closer to anatural mean, to amore consistent tonal balance.
The bass- mid step is now more gently graded, this brought about by
the revision of the bass- mid crossover, and an adjustment to the
number of the foam discs in the bass output chamber. At the other
end of the midrange, the off-axis power excess has been trimmed to
provide apresence band level of greater subjective uniformity.
Certain revisions have also been made to the crossover to improve
its power handling, and thus improve high level dynamics as well as
system distortion at and beyond the 200W peak program
specification limit.

Room measurement
Taken under similar conditions to the original graph, the computeraveraged graph of the integrated room response reveals the subtle
changes made, these only visible by detailed examination of the
trace over the lower and upper mid range. The overall trend remains
very good; the 30Hz to lkHz output is very uniform, with better
output in the lower crossover region, though the mild treble plateau
remains, possibly adegree more prominent than before.

Sound quality
The current R104/2 has awarmer and more natural tonal balance
than our original sample. If anything, the good midrange clarity and
the speaker's ability to resolve detail and depth in the stereo image
have been enhanced. The upper- mid register now has less of the
'metallic' tinge previously noted, while the bass seems better
integrated with the mid range, and has lost that mildly disembodied
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4 quality that we criticised earlier. However, the treble still shows a
touch of the same isolated effect and now sounds alittle more
obvious, here scoring only alittle above average in terms of both
character and subjective smoothness.

Conclusion
Though the treble range now appears atrifle more exposed than
before, the current 104/2 is, for me, amodel of good overall tonal
balance. It sounds more natural, achange which does not appear to
have diluted its good attack or clarity. The latter qualities are
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Firstly, Itried asample of the Robertson Forty-Ten power amplifier,
which fulfilled the promise indicated by reviews in its home country,
notably by JPeter Moncrieff in IAR, which is published in California.
A class-NB transistor design, it will sell for just under £ 1000 here in
the UK, and offers around 60 W/chan, with avery generous peak
current capability. Its sound was very promising, hinting at a
possible Krell standard. A brief look inside revealed alightweight
construction with amodest transformer which buzzed on the UK
mains supply and this is being looked into by the manufacturers. It is
expected that samples will not reach dealers until this problem has
been resolved.
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especially true of the midrange, although some subjective ' hardness'
still remains. Icannot say that it will be my favourite loudspeaker, but
it certainly merits serious auditioning in its current form.

Two brief impressions
Two products have come my way recently which, on first listening,
would appear to be of considerable interest, and hopefully will be the
subject of forthcoming reviews.
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Robertson 4010 amplifier

The other product was from Mordaunt Short and was one which I
overlooked at the recent HFN/RR Penta Show. A new speaker design
concept was unveiled, embracing two models, the MS100 and the
MS300. The former has a170mm bass/mid driver, while the latter
uses two of these. Mordaunt Short's special feature is this bass/mid
driver, which is designed to do without acrossover, having anatural
acoustic roll-off at 4-5kHz. This is not anew concept; it has been
applied by AR, for example, in their rather heavy-coned 200mm
units. The principle behind it is to direct-couple the amplifier to the
main driver, thereby eliminating losses in the usual crossover. This
MS call ' pseudo-active' drive.
Given the result of recent LC/OFC cable tests, with account taken of
the significant losses introduced by conventional crossover inductor
windings, direct coupling could well have similar benefits to LC/OFC
cable. Applied to alightweight low-coloration bass- mid unit, which
covers on its own the seven major musical octaves, the technique
should prove interesting.
Given some mild doubts concerning the tonal accuracy of the
midrange, plus atouch of nasal coloration, first trials nonetheless
suggest that the MS100 is an extraordinary speaker. It has the ability
to communicate subtle differences, be they of recording or
performance, or in dynamics and mood. The sound is immediate and
yet highly revealing, proving to be untiringly transparent as well as
of good focus. Is this the shape of things to come? A price per pair of
£210 is anticipated for the MS100, this including custom-spiked
stands. Alone, the speakers will cost £ 145. •1t-

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB

0

d FAR, THE HFN/RR Accessories Club has concentrated on hardware - the
o ring stylus cleaner, Mission's lsoplat, cables of all kinds,
Tweek contact preservative, and
Michell connectors ( see p40). It is
time, therefore, for something
different, so this month we are
offering a small number of LPs
which the editorial team feel to
be up to atrue 'audiophile' standard. These are the records
which tend to remain on the
playlist, the records which get the
word-of-mouth recommendations at hi-fi shows, the records
that respond by sounding better
with every improvement in the
playback system.
And, as this issue of HFN/RR
will be out before Christmas, two
of the discs are suitably seasonal.
Provided you buy the magazine
as soon as it appears in the
newsagent and rush down to the
Post Office with the order form
appropriately filled out, you
could well be listening to some
rather fine Christmas recordings
while the rest of the family are
watching Billy Smart's Circus.

CANTATE DOMINO
Proprius 7762 ((6.95)
Both a classic audiophile recording and a classic Christmas
album, this 1976 Swedish recording was made in a sweet-sounding, if a little reverberant, church
acoustic. Solo singers, choir and
organ work their way joyfully
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

through such seasonal ' standards' as ' Il est né le divin enfant',
'Silent Night', and 'White Christmas'! The sound is satisfyingly
clean, even if imagery is a little
unstable, and one track, 'Julsáng', is one of the definitive
female voice recordings.

SAINT -SAËNS/RESPIGHI
Proprius 7857 ((6.95)
Recorded in the same church as
Cantate Domino, this is an
extremely natural- sounding
recording of two rarely heard
Christmas works, Saint-Saëns'
Oratorio de Noel and Respighi's
Lauda per la Nativita del signore.

CLOSE -UPS

After Close-ups every other music. There is no doubt,
piano recording will sound a however, that this LP has got
more signal packed into the
little over the top.
grooves than just about any other
'mainstream' rock recording ( not
PEE AT THE
counting such esoterica as the
PAWNSHOP
Sheffield direct-cuts). Essentially
Proprius 7778-79 (2LPs - £13.95) a studio live recording - with
It's hard to believe that this LP Chappo in an isolation booth as
has held on to its position as
in the grand old days - the oriDemo Disc Supreme for so long;
ginal tape was hot, and Linn's
seven or eight years is an amaz- Martin Dalgleish has done a
ing run for any ' audiophile' offer- grand job on the cut, with real
ing. Universal in its appeal ( it's power captured in the bass when
rated highly by hi-fi casualties compared with the original.
around the world), Jazz at the
Pawnshop is as natural adisc as
you're likely to buy. But what DAFOS
makes it stand out amidst the Reference Recordings RR-12
hundreds of other audiophile ((12.95)
titles is its content: you can lfan Payne says nearly all there is
actually listen to this LP for to say about this 45rpm LP on
musical - rather than mere sonic p97. This finishes what the Gale
- pleasure. JATP is fun-filled percussion record started all
Dixieland and Swing, and the those years ago, and the higher e ir
lie
music matters as much as the speed gives adynamic
range that competes 0 .0
recording. A classic.
directly with
MANGO CRAZY:
000 10104
CD.

(Works by Handel, Chopin,
Mozart and D Scarlatti)
Proprius 7829 ((6.95)
JA has Rob Follis of Hayden Labs
to thank for pointing him in the
direction of this disc. Pianist KM
Laretei turns in thoughtful rather
than flamboyant performances of
pieces used by Director Bergman Chapman
0.0,01+ 40 t
- Chopin's Fantasia Impromptu
• ••••
•
>O .
Handel's G Major Chaconne, etc - Exposure 001 (£5.95)
•••*"
for his films. Sound quality is Wh at constitutes an
\re
.••••
deceptive: the piano has been audiophile rock record inje S°0 es
recorded in a rather small room is perhaps more
e
ea .•••• .•••• aye .
and upon first listening, the down to taste
tie GO G el 6 9e9 - ••••••• .•••*". . • •
sound appears a little ' middy' than with
Pm"
e
and small. It gradually dawns on classica * • te .••••••• •••"*.
the listener, however, that what
e
ed:e
tO
? s ee
.--1
\p
he or she is listening to is
the natural sound of a
er•
piano devoid of any.00
te
e'ø
nie
•• •••.'
sonic hyperbole.
10*e ese
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MONITOR
SOUND

introducing A/tit' t
Cambridge

Come and listen to the A & R Cambridge equipment, which is
now on permanent demonstration together with other high quality
products.
Monitor Sound has two
showrooms displaying the
best in British and Japanese
hi-fi equipment.
II Single- speaker
demonstrations by
appointment
• Two-year guarantee
Ill Free home installations
QUAD products on
permanent display together
with the ELS-63
loudspeakers for the
discerning listener.
Remember that we share your interest so do not hesitate to ask us for
help or advice.

LATEST MODELS
AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

SALE STARTS2812.84
HI-FI SYSTEMS

AMA V900

TECHNICS-SLJ2

AMA V9COL

TECHNICS-SU3

AMA 1/700
AIWA V350
AMA 11300
AMA VS33
AKAI MIDI-1

54 Chapel Street, Chorley, Lancashire. Tel: ( 02572) 71935

TECHNICS-RSI1W

AKAI MIDI-88E
AKAI PRO- E110
AKAI PRO- E210
HITACHI 114F1
HITACHI T44

one FREE colour
catalogue from:

ARTIFACT DESIGNS LTD
AUDIO DEPT, 13 FRIDAY STREET,
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1AN

Orb 24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

‘Tà Telephone: (0491) 576037
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o
o

TECHNICS-848R6
TECHNICS-RSM253K
TECHNICS-SW.200K
TECHNICS-SH 8044
TECHNICS-SH 8045

HITACHI SM-10

TECHNICS-SH 8055

JVC-0C33
JVC-E22

PIONEER-XA6
PIONEER- 7(M
PIONEER-M9.
PIONEER-XG55
SONY COMPACT-35

E
A
A

TECHNICS-SH E4
YAMAHA CD-X1
YAMAHA A500
YAMAHA T3C0
YAMAHA T503
YAMAHA 1700
YAMAHA 0320
YAMAHA 0500
YAMAHA GE3

E

AIWA CAVV20

TECHNICS 315-115
TECHNICS 315-125

AIWA CA70

TECHNICS 315-125W

AMA HS J07

TECHNICS 315-135

AMA HS P07

AMA CA30

TECHNICS 315-745

AIWA-ADF990

E
S

HITACHI IRK 9103
HITACHI IRK 9310

JVC PC55L
JVC PC150L

AIWA-ADF660
AIWA-AD- R650

JVC PC70

PIONEER-1X3011.

JVC RC77

N
G
01-903-9506

PIONEER- F90
PIONEER-MO
PIONEER-A70
PIONEER-C1450

E
S

HITACHI TRK W41
HITACHI TAO W55

AIWA-ADF770

JVC-KCIV110

E

PORTABLES

TECHNICS 2400K

HI-FI SEPARATES

E
A

YAMAHA A703

YAMAHA P220

SONY COMPACT 66

TECHNICS 315-155

U
N

TECHNICS-SH E5

YAMAHA 4300

SONY COMPACT-44
TECHNICS 22COK

U

TECHNICS-SH 8065

U
N

JVC-0X120
PIONEER-XA4

O

TECHNICS-RSM245K

HITACHI SM-01
HITACHI SYSTEM 12
HITACHI SYSTEM 14

01-903-9506

TECHNICS-RSM235X

AKAI MIDI- 77E

AMA-ADWX220

...all in

TECHNICS-FISM233X

AMI MIDI-66

AMA-ADF250

LP's
CASSETTES
AND COMPACT DISCS

TECHNICS-FISM229X

TECHNICS-RS8-40

AMA-AD- R550

Aselection of the very best
in storage systems for...

01-868-2946

N
G

TECHNICS-RSM216

TECHNICS- RS-813

TECHNIC...51300K

SPACE SAVERS

N
G

TECHNICS SLP1

AKAI MIDI-44

PIONEER-X099

MONITOR SOUND-Audio Consultants

TECHNICS-SLD4
TECHNICS-515

AIWA V1100

o

PIONEER-CT 1050W

Ni
G

JVC RCW3
SONY FH3
SONY FH7
SONY FM

SPEAKERS

01-868-2946

AR-8LS
AR- 1&S

O

AR-28L5
AR- 38L5

SONY COP 101

AA 48L5

TECHNICS-SU-V2x

SONY APM 22ES

TECHNICS-SU-V4X

JAMO 265

TECHNICSSUV707

JAMO 365

TECHNICS-ST-2400

JAMO 565

TECHNICS-STG5L

JAMO 05

TECHNICS-SLE3200

WHARFEDALE

TECHNICS-SLD210

DIAMONDS

TECHNICS-SLDL1

WHARFEDALE - LASER

TECHNICS-SLOL5

90

TECHNICS-SLOL15

WHARFEDALE

A

WHARFEDALE

WE WON'T BE BEATEN. WE WILL MATCH
ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE
* ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE FOR CASH SALE ONLY
*ACCESS & BARCLAY CARDS ACCEPTED, PRICES ON APPLICATION
*INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 AVAILABLE- DETAILS ON REQUEST
*MAIL ORDER CHARGES: SEPARATE ITEMS £4, MIDI SYSTEMS £10-115
*EVERYTHING FULLY GUARANTEED

WEMBLEY HI-Fl CENTRE
412/414 HIGH RD
WEMBLEY, MDX
01-903 9506

EASTCOTE HI-FI

112 FIELDEND RD.
EASTCOTE, PINNER, MDX
01-868 2946
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*UK correspondent of The Absolute Sound.
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HERE IS THAT wonderful moment,
half-way through the final ' Passage',
when the creative rhythmic-seeming
chaos — which has grown out of the windblown silence and the gentle windbell rustContinuing his bi-monthly
lings — dies to amere whisper of ashuffling
series on a time • reat
gait. Then, in that magical moment, the
rhythm of the samba is born in aradiance of
pressings, an • ayne*
tinkling triangles until there bursts upon the
•iscusses • e erence
ears the most life-enhancing, joyful, com"ecor. ings' Dafos
plex, percussive samba that I have ever
it? Ihear you ask.
heard.
Definitely, yes, with one proviso. If your
This samba is the creation of the musiplayback equipment is of low- or mid fi
cians Mickey Hart, Batucaje, Airto, Moreira,
quality then not all the fine records in the
Flora Purim and friends on a record called
world are going to sound better than the low
Dafos brilliantly produced by Keith 0 Johnquality at which your equipment can reproson of Reference Recordings.
duce them. On the other hand, if you own the
Dafos was released in 1983 and it gained
highest quality equipment then the recordan instantaneous reception as one of the
ings are worth every penny, especially since
finest-sounding records ever made. The first
the quality of the music- making in the series
murmurings regarding Reference Recordis on a par with the quality of the sound.
ings in the American underground audio
All too often the knock against small
press came some three or four years ago...
audiophile labels is that they cannot affordto
talk of something called the Keith 0 Johnson
pay for the best performers or that those in
Astounding Sound Show (
RR-7). Then, as
charge are more interested in the quality of
further records on the Reference Recording
the sound than in the quality of either the
label were released, the murmur grew to an
music or of the performance. This is not so
affirmative shout and Dr Johnson was hailed
with Reference Recordings. Each disc issued
as the prophet that he is. In atime of Brillo
to date contains adistinctive repertoire and I
pad surfaces and gunk-filled grooves, Referhave found every one of them to contain
ence Recordings has established a solid
either interesting music or striking performreputation for superlative-sounding LP anaances.
logue discs.
So you think that digital is hot stuff, huh?
Well, I'm here to tell you that, with a 1Paynels parade of
minimum of microphones, vacuum tubes
and abattered tape recorder ( it just has to be audio hits
'battered' — it would spoil the image to admit Classic
Fi, Vols. 1 & 2, BTL 7091, 8008.
that the man really uses a gleaming, spe- Early Hicially developed machine), Dr Johnson pro- (Distributed by Infant Hearing Assessment
Foundation, 2625 Park Avenue, Concor(i,
duces some of the most stunning sounds
ever to be engraved on vinyl groove or
California, CA94520, USA.)
digital disc and that there is not alaser beam
in sight.
At least seven of the Reference Recordings
un Brea ks,United Artists LA
Min
productions deserve to be on every
Vaiams, Misso
audiophile's shelf:
623-G.
The Astounding Sound Show, RR-7
Red Norvo — The Forward Look, RR-8
Kronos Quartet, In Formation, RR-9
Piano
Prokpfiev, Piano Sonata No 6. James Boyk
Chihara, The Tempest, RR- 10
(p.ano). PR- 3. ( Distributed by HarM01113
Berlioz, Symphonie fantastique, RR- 11
Mundi USA, 2351 VVestvvood Boulevard, Los
Dafos, RR- 12
Angeles, California, CA90064, USA.)
Tafelmusic, Popular Masterworks of the
Baroque, RR- 13
One caveat. The opening brass fanfare on
my copy of Chihara's The Tempest is magPexcussion
Dafos, Reference Recordings RR- 12.
nificently recorded, but there then follows a
brief sequence during which it is clear that Dr
Datos contains both: interesting music
Johnson or his assistants forgot to turn on
and astriking performance. I'm understating
the microphones over the strings and these
it somewhat. Let me put it this way — granted
are gradually brought up to level before your
the Latinate sounds heard on Dafos may not
very ears. Since agreat deal is made of the
be everyone's cup of tea, but nonetheless
fact that these recordings are made in long
the music alone is worth the price of the
takes, Iwould imagine that either it was too
record.
late by the time the fault was discovered, or
The names of the performers may be
the finances of what is, after all, avery small
familiar to readers from televised jazz progcompany would not stretch to keeping the
rammes, if not from live performances ( lucky
orchestra in their seats long enough to
re-record the sequence. Either way, this is a those few who have had the opportunity!).
Suffice to say that Flora Purim is one of the
small and fleeting price to pay for an otheroutstanding jazz/Latin vocalists of our day,
wise stunning record of charming music.
not least for her imaginative use of multiple
Imight as well add at this point the good
microphones on stage ( and, incidentally, on
news: Reference Recordings are available in
this recording to alesser extent) and Airto is
many hi-fi shops in the UK where they are
an exciting and versatile percussionist.
distributed by Trim Records (47 Armstrong
What we get on Dafos is a sequence of
Close, Wilstead, Bedford). The bad news is
sound portraits, some of which are well
the high retail price in this country. Is it worth
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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structured, and others which are freer in
form: aLatin aural extravaganza — an orgy of
bells, whistles, taps, vocalising, jingling and
down right gut-thumping rhythmic banging
of the most infectious sort. Idefy anyone to
sit still during the performance.
So what about the biscuit of vinyl itself? It
revolves at 45 rpm for one, and gives off an
extraordinary range of dynamics with the
climaxes demanding every ounce of juice
from your amplifiers — one highly touted,
recently introduced 400watt pair of mono
amps that Iwas reviewing and running
through my Magneplanars kept clipping and
shutting off at the climaxes but through my
own 700watt bi-amped system the sound is a
'wowl or, as David Coleman would say, a
'comprehensive' experience; that is, it's
audiophonic to the max.
The reproduced soundstage is exceptionally wide and deep. The performers play
in alarge space within which they move and
the variation of depth, in particular, is beautifully captured as is the almost tangible
ambience of the space itself. The venue for
the recording, made October 24, 1982 and
March 21, 1983, is the Japan Center Theatre,
San Francisco.
The imaging of each instrument is sharply
and precisely defined and each individual
sound is real and round and dimensional.
The proximity at which the recording was
made is what Iwould call a realistic middle
distance. This latter is ageneral characteristic of Reference Recordings, the most striking example of which is represented by the
space that one hears around the orchestra in
the Symphonie fantastique on RR- 11. The
effect is somewhat similar, but not so cavernous, to that which is to be heard on the
magnificent sequence of orchestral direct-todisc recordings made by Crystal Clear afew
years ago.
In other words, Dr Johnson does the
opposite to the industry norm of thrusting
the microphone down the gullet of each
instrument. Rather, he attempts to capture
the music in a perspective that you might
reasonably hear for yourself if you were
attending the actual performance. The sense
of presence, of electricity in the air, grabs the
listener's attention, not least because of the
superbly captured crisp transients (that is,
the leading edge of the sound waves).
If your cartridge can track these grooves
with any fidelity you will hear the accurate
reproduction of awide frequency range over
complex and considerable tonal range.
This is _particularly apparent when the bass
rolls out its tangible solid waves of deep,
wall- moving sound during ' Reunion'. For the
resolving ability of the recording process
and as atest of playback equipment, listen to
Mickey Hart of the Dead drop his drums
during 'The Gates Of Dafos' and feel the
shock waves roll out and re-arrange your
intestines around your spinal cord. And,
finally, for those with chronic digitalis who
seem to feel that the lack of background
noise is the sine qua non of hi-fidelity, Ican
assure you that the pressings of Dafos are
more silent than any grave I've known ( so
far!).
Dafos is worth searching out. Dafos is
technically one of the best recordings ever
made. Dafos is, well, as Ron Pickering says in
his more brilliantly insightful moments:
What a corker! Who can resist?
97
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IRST BIG OFFER
FOR '85
Here's ahighly recommended system
matched to bring you the highest
quality sound reproducton and
offered at agreatly reduced price only at the Watford and Maidenhead
NAD centres.
The system comprises:
1NAD 3120 - The new world beating
amplifier from NAD
2Dual CS- 505 II - Latest version of Dual's
highly recommended turntable
3KEF Chorale Ill Speakers - offer astonishing
performance in relation to their size.
4Complete with plugs and cables for immediate use.

Our Special Price
NAD
NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier
£89.00
NAD 2150 Power Amplifier £ 179.00
NAD 3120 Amplifier
£ 109.00
NAD 3020A Amplifier
£ 129.00
NAD 3150 Amplifier
.. £225.00
NAD 4020 Tuner
£ 125.00
NAD 4150 Tuner
£209.00
NAD 5120 Turntable
£109.00
NAD 5200 Compact Disc £399.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
£149.00
NAD 6050 Cassette Deck
£159.00
NAD 7125 Receiver
£199.00
NAD 7140 Receiver
£339.00
NAD 7155 Receiver
£389.00

Yamaha

A-300 Amplifier
A-500 Amplifier
T-300 Tuner
T-700 Tuner
K-200 Cassette Deck
K-320 Cassette Deck
K-700 Cassette Deck
K-1000 Cassette Deck
R-50 Receiver
CD-X1Com pact Disc

£ 109.00
£ 189.00
£ 109.00
£ 149.00
£109.00
£ 155.00
£295.00
£452.00
£235.00
£359.00

£

,

.
00 complete

CD-2Compact Disc
P-220 Turntable

£429.00 ' Sony
£85.00
TA AX310 Amplifier
£89.00
TA AX360 Amplifier
£ 129.00
Proton
ST JX310L Tuner
£89.00
P520 Amplifier
£ 129.00
ST JX410L Tuner
£ 129.00
P540 Amplifier
£ 199.00
TC FX210 Cassette Deck £99.00
P420 Tuner
£ 119.00
TC FX310 Cassette Deck £ 119.00
P440 Tuner
£ 189.00
PS LX210 Turntable
£79.00
P720 Cassette Deck
£ 169.00
PS LX310 Turntable
£89.00
P740 Cassette Deck
£229.00
Turntables
P925 Receiver £ 199.00
We have acomplete range of turntables on
P930 Receiver £269.00
demonstration, from as little as £69 including
Marantr
arm and cartridge up to £398 excluding arm
and cartridge. From Dual, NAD, Ariston, AR,
Rack Systems
Son of Rock, Pink Triangle, Yamaha, etc...
MS 340L
£299.00
MS 641L
£499.00
Speakers
MS 630L
£849.00
We offer awide seiection of speakers from
all the leading manufacturer's including:
Midi Systems
ROGERS, AR, KEF, OMAR, DEAN,
MX 143L
£399.00
HARBETH, WHARFEDALE, CELESTION,
MX 243L
£499.00
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, MORDAUNT
MX 500L
£999.00
SHORT, JPW, B & W, DIESIS AND NAD.
CD Prayers
All of which are on demonstration.
CD 63B
£299.00
Compact Discs
CD 54
£299.00
We have acomprehensive range of CD's
CD 74
£349.00
from NAD, Yamaha, Marantz, Sony,
CD 84 Remote
£399.00
Toshiba, etc... Prices start from Only £299

Mail Order All the items in this advertisement are ava ila bl e by Ma il
Order. Phone Jim Langley at Watford Mail Order department
on 0923 26169 or Alan Lovell at Maidenhead Mail Order department on
0628 73420. Same day despatch subject to availability by Roadrunner. Carriage
£5.25 per 25 Kilos.

Evening & Weekend Appointments
Evening appointments available in our single speaker demonstration roam, please
phone for details. 24hr Answer Phone. After hours please use our answer phone for
appointments, enquiries or orders, at your convenience.

Watford NAD Centre
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

Maidenhead NAD Centre
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420

Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm.

Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm.

HIFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

A A

AChronolo.
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IS FATHER, Jan Kubelik, was a virtuoso violinist, 'the new Paganini',
acclaimed in London ( 1900), then in
America; he married a Hungarian countess,
bought her acastle in Bychory, Bohemia. By
1932 he had lost his amassed wealth, owed
$25,000, and set out to recover it through
concert tours. He played in New York again,
with one of his eight children as conductor,
but the appeal had waned — though he was
always feted in Czechoslovakia. His daughter
Anita became a concert violinist too.
The accompanying conductor was, of
course, Rafael Kubelik, then twenty-one.
Born in 1914 he studied music with his
father, then at the Prague Conservatory,
graduating in conducting, composition, and
violin — he had conducted Tchaikovsky's
Fourth Symphony, had played the solo part
in Paganini's first concerto.
In 1942 he married an Enesco pupil, Ludmile Bertlova. Kubelik was then music director of the Czech Philharmonic, but when the
Communists took control he was deprived of
his citizenship and he emigrated to England.
Later he lived in Lucerne, becoming aSwiss
citizen in 1967. He premièred a Requiem
(1962) written in memory of his first wife, but
happily he had cast Elsie Morison in the
Bartered Bride, during his Covent Garden
tenure, and they were married in 1963. She
gave up singing after taking part in the
recording of Mahler's Fourth Symphony ( in
the complete DG cycle).

Orchestras and Opera Houses
1934 saw his début with the Czech Philharmonic, concerts in Europe and America with
his father and a Cincinnati début at the
invitation of Goossens. He was music director of the Czech Philharmonic during World
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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War II, though the Nazis closed the Brünn
Opera, where Kubelik had conducted since
1939. At the end of the war Kubelik gave
concerts in Europe, including Russia, toured
with the Czech PO, impressed the Amsterdam public and was asked to give a complete Concertgebouw season ( 1949-50). At
the end of 1949 he appeared in Chicago as
guest conductor.
In 1942 Chicago lost one of its finest
conductors, Frederick Stock ( in his last year
he recorded Beethoven 4 and 5 with
Schnabel, for RCA), and after short appointments with Defauw and Rodzinski, the board
invited Furtwängler for an eight-week preliminary season. The great German
accepted, but heard of the considerable
feeling expressed against his engagement,
so he withdrew, never reaching the podium
of Orchestra Hall. At the age of 36, Rafael
Kubelik became the next music director. He
was innovative, sophisticated, but too
humane and idealistic not to be taken advantage of by some of his players. Subscribers
resented the modern music he presented
(premières of new works by Copland, Foss,
Schuman, Bloch, Martinu, etc); Kubelik
engaged black artists; he suffered press
antagonism. He resigned after three years,
worked with the Concertgebouw once more,
and then in 1955 became music director of
the Royal Opera House. In 1957 he gave
Berlioz' The Trojans in asingle evening (for
the first time); there were memorable readings, too, of Jenufa, Bartered Bride.
In 1961 Kubelik became principal conductor of Munich's broadcasting orchestra, the
Bavarian RSO, trained since 1949 by Eugen
Jochum; his recording work there, for Deutsche Grammophon, spans into the 1980s.
There was more criticism when Kubelik
became music director of the NY Metropolitan Opera ( 1973) — he was too intent on his
international concert career, it was said. In
turn, Kubelik stated that the budget available
was inconsistent with his artistic aims, and
he resigned (though he did conduct Gótterdâmmerung, in a projected Ring cycle). His
assistant at the Met was James Levine.

memoirs Putting the Record Straight, John
Culshaw recalls sessions with Kubelik, notably some stereo test demonstrations in Tel
Aviv, from which Kubelik 'fled — he could not
bear that sort of thing'. ( Yet, in a later
interview, Kubelik spoke of the use of stereo
to clarify detail lost in the concert- hall experience of music.)
The Kubelik discography tends to reflect a
narrow range of repertoire, though for DG he
has recorded the symphonic cycles of
Dvorak, Mahler, and Beethoven (with nine
different orchestras). Janacek's Sinfonietta,
which he has performed recently in London,
he recorded twice; Smetana's Ma Vlast at
Chicago, Vienna, and in Boston.

The musician
In a published interview Kubelik explained
that since his childhood, when he took
miniature scores to read in bed, or under the
school desk, he has always heard the music
in his head, first. Even difficult contemporary
scores have brought few surprises. A routine
performance would be anathema, but he
expects his musicians to share the dedicated
approach — a performance will bear the
conductor's stamp, but equally each orchestral player will make a unique personal
contribution, such that the next performance
will be created anew.
This idealistic attitude to co-operation

The recordings
From a hi-fi point of view, Kubelik's most
important early recordings were the Mercury
'single microphone' productions at Chicago.
One Telefunken condenser mic was suspended 15 to 25ft above the orchestra,
feeding a single-track tape machine, and
without adjusting the level settings during
play. These recordings included Pictures at
an Exhibition — still technically stunning —
Tchaikovsky's ' Pathetique', Mozart 38,
Brahms 1, Dvorak 9, Ma West Some of these
transfers were available again in the early
1960s, on the 50p (!) 'Wing' label, and two
mono albums, superbly cut, were released in
America in 1973. Regrettably, the current
Mercury Mussorgsky coupling is in 'electronic' stereo, but Ihave listed it for the vitality
of the reading: the Chicago Symphony at its
pre- Reiner best.
Just before stereo was launched, Kubelik
was recording standard classics in Vienna,
mostly for Decca — a memorable Dvorak
Cello Concerto with Fournier, symphonies
by Brahms, Dvorak, Mahler 1; later for EMI,
Mozart 36, 38, Tchaikovsky 4, 6. In his

between musicians determines the best, and
worst, of a Kubelik performance: the
concerts with the LSO, the Brahms cycle,
more recently the Bruckner 9th, were
glorious because ( as Linda Blandford puts it)
with 'encroaching age' Kubelik represented a
father figure, like Bâhm and Jochum before
him — a conductor of real knowledge and
principles.
But where the players were unresponsive,
undisciplined, Kubelik's sensitivity and
charm led to disconcerting results, at any
rate to record producers. John Culshaw
recounted difficulties with the Vienna
Philharmonic, a diffuseness of sound, with
the ensemble not held together. ' Flabby' is a
word that springs up in concert/record
reviews here and in American notices, but
when the Beethoven symphony cycle was
released in 1976 (from which Iespecially
value the Berlin ' Eroica' — far warmer, and >103
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well as interpretatively, extremely
challenging music to re-create and perhaps
ASIIKENAZY: CROSSING SOME
here was as good amoment as any to look
OF THOSE FRONTIERS.
briefly at his conducting career. A classic tale
of perseverance if ever Iencountered one.
Vova, as his friends and colleagues
Had he secretly always wanted to
affectionately call him, had amiserably
conduct? No, it was acomparatively late
heavy cold, and after several hours of
development born of feelings deep inside
working on Mozart with students of the
himself that he had something to say from
Guildhall School of Music, I'm quite sure that
the podium, that to expand his field of
the last thing he wanted was to be whisked
activity in this way could only sharpen and
off to acold, quiet, and impersonal corner of
refine his musical attitudes. In short, have a
the college to be confronted with tape
positive effect on all his music- making. Of
recorder, interviewer and astring of
course, having decided that he did have
searching questions. Icannot have been a
something to say, he then found that he had
very welcome sight at that particular
no technique with which to say it. Try facing
moment in time.
that when you have already attained great
True to form, though ( you can count on
public standing as aperformer. It was arisk,
one hand the number of times Ashkenazy
to be sure, but he was prepared to put
has cancelled in his 30- odd years of
himself on the line. And the learning process
performing), acommitment is a
began very cautiously, very insecurely,
commitment and he was, he insisted, at my
away from the international gaze at first with
complete disposal. We proceeded — warily,
the Icelandic Symphony Orchestra. There
rather formally, at first. This was not the
were hiatuses, there were moments of great
eager, bright-eyed Ashkenazy we had come
soul-searching; moments when he honestly
to expect over the years. That cold was
wondered whether it was worth continuing
definitely wearing him down.
apassion and candou rwhich, on occasions,
or not. But he persevered, and developed,
The principal talking point, of course, was
fair whips the rug from beneath one. Even as
and gradually learned to stop blaming
we spoke, i
m ages of the unstoppa ble Soviet
to be his recent book, Beyond Frontiers (
see
himself for absolutely everything that went
mac hine were forthcoming. Nothin gshort of
last month's Notes); not strictly his book, in
wrong. Orchestral musicians, he says,
a
catastrophe,
he
said
at
one
p
oint,
could
fact, rather the fruit of numerous
played an enormously valuable part in
conversations with his agent and friend,
halt asystem so ferv entl ycommitted to
bringing his technique closer to the level of
Jasper Parrott who has so expertly pulled
spre ading its nets. Those w ho viewed what
his musicianship. He is still modest enough
the whole thing together and got all the
w as currently happening in the USSR as a
to accept their advice and they, in turn, like
tra vesty of true fVlarxist/Leninist idealism
words down on paper. Beyond Frontiers
and respect him enough to give it.
makes revealing, harrowing, sometimes
were, to his mind ,w ron g.This, he believed,
How on earth, though, has he managed to
surprisingly provocative, reading. And
was what utopian com munism was
maintain so true and even abalance
Ashkenazy, as we all know, is the most
ult i
ma tely about. Did he not fe el, though,
between his conducting and his solo work?
mild-mannered and private of individuals.
that the West, and in particular the
Discipline. He loves both so much that he—
So what had prompted these outpourings ,
Am ericans, were — to put it mildly — inclined
to say nothing of his admirers — would
these revelations, and why had he waited so
to over- react to the so -called 'communist
consider it ' irresponsible' if, after 40 years of
long before speaking his mind? Was it solely
threat'? No; he did no t think so.
playing, his pianistic standards were to
out of concern for those members of his
decline for lack of attention. His appetite for
family ( his mother, father and sister) still
practice is, it seems, insatiable. The process
remaining in the Soviet Union? Or
excites him. There is always something new
something more?
to discover. There is always change. ' Iwork
'You know, before now Ihonestly hadn't
all the time', he adds earnestly, and you just
thought about doing such athing. Ireally
know that he means it. Does it ever occur to
hadn't felt the needto do so. But suddenly
him that his dual career might actually
there comes apoint where you begin asking
ensure him alonger performing life? There is
yourself questions: Who are you? Why are
this tradition of longevity among
you here? And something changes inside
conductors! ' What about Rubenstein!' he
you. Ifelt now the time was right. Iwanted to
share these experiences, these feelings,
these thoughts, with those who might be

• interested.'
And share he does. A profusion of highly
personal insights and observations, of hardhitting home truths relating to his years in
the Soviet Union, his settlement in the West,
his views on other dissidents and defectors,

But back to Sibelius— acomposer with

on music and musicians, on music and
• politics — sadly, he fears, inseparable now —
M on Shostakovich, whose controversial
Memoirs, Testimony, he firmly believes are
•genuine. And much else besides.
Dominating the book, of course, are those
early years in the Soviet Union: the

fir

ho m Ashkenazy has display ed a very
special affinity over the last few ye ars.
Fi n land figures prominently now among his
n the world
v e:y favourite countries i
(f
asc i
n ating those pages of the book devoted

w

to his travelling imp ressions)

and with his

Icelandic wife Dody reinforcing t os

para dox i
cal education system w here all
poss ible energy is spent cu ltivating high-

Scandinavian ties, is it any wonder that this
music means so much to him? His love for

level artistic skills but where i
n dividuality —

Sibe lius,

potent i
ally

years but spending time in the country of his

subversive, of cours e —

is kept

in fact, goes back many, many

fi rmly in check; the ch illin ga pproaches from
origin, growing to love its sights and sounds,
its cleanness, its ruggedness, its people, has
KG KGB officials with reques ts to spy upon his
colleagues at the conservatory, the
Ise H
rved
to deepen his understanding
.
!
eand Dody find the
Fourth Symphony
espec i
a lly affecting, an opinion wrilc
en dl ess wrangling over exit visas, the
immediately prompted me to repeat
double-dealing, the deceits ,th e threats; the
sentiments expressed in arecent record
m inders' assigned to k
ee pwatch on him
review of mine: ie, that the distant plaint of
during his sojourns in th e West. On that tack,
horns at the opening of the slow movement
As hk e nazy tells one lovely s
tor yof an early
can, in sympathetic hands, lead one to
Gavr ilov visit to Britain — ofthe so-called
wonder if this century of ours has, in fact,
'interpreter' who ,it se ems, spoke far less
produced anything more poignant, more
Eng lish than his young char ge! (Embarevocative. Ashkenazy's eyes widen in
ra ssing post-concert scenes in the
agreement. This is, of course, technically as
gr een room with Gavrilovtranslating for the
po or

111-F1 NEWS

fellow!) And so on .All
J2FC(i121)REVIL

retorts, quick as aflash.
Point taken. As always on these occasions,
the conversation grows more informal and
more animated afterthe tape machine has
been put to rest. But Ihave taken up more
than my fair share of those valuable working
minutes and it is time to call ahalt. In parting
Icongratulate him on that magnificent
Concertgebouw Rachmaninov series and
jointly we enthuse about the sound: of the
orchestra, the hall, and Decca's
achievement. He was due to return to
Amsterdam that month to record The Bells.
What apity there wasn't time to ask him
about the Elgar symphonies. Or, for that
matter, some of the Shostakovich
symphonies that he hasn't yet touched.
Another time, maybe.
Itook adeep breath and moved on.
No less forthright were his views on the
contemporary music scene, his deep-seated
fears for the whole future of music. Very little
of today's music succeeds, as it were, in
getting through to Ashkenazy, and he makes
no bones about the fact. Communication, he
feels, has taken something of aback seat and
too much contemporary music was apt to
speak from the head, not the heart and the
soul. Quite so. But surely just as the whole
language of music has changed, so too have
the levels on which it communicates. How

of it related with
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possible is it to evaluate something's worth
when the mode of expression is alien to you?
Is greatness so instantly recognisable? Could
it be that the Tippetts and the Birtwhistles of
today, are, in fact, the Beethovens and
Mozarts of tomorrow? We had entered a
fascinating area of discussion and
iAshkenazy was at once thoroughly involved.
(The great thing about him, Ishould add here,
is his openness. He loves adiscussion. And
he's agood listener, too. Always interested
in what you have to say. Never blinkered by
his own opinions. In this instance there were
\to be no ready answers but the discussion
itself was immensly stimulating. Ithink Ihad
succeeded in penetrating that heavy cold.
But on now to music very close to
Ashkenazy's heart. Christmas Day on
Channel Four sees the unveiling of Sibelius,
anew documentary film from Christopher
Nupen and his independent company
I 'Allegro', featuring Elisabeth Sóderrstriim,
IBoris Belkin, the Swedish Radio Symphony
Orchestra and, of course, Ashkenazy himself.
Vova's association with Nupen — the man
1behind some of the best music
1
i documentaries to have surfaced in the last
1couple of decades — began back in the ' 60s
1with the award-winning ' Omnibus' film
Double Concerto. I
wonder if you, like me,
can still see those two very fresh-faced
young musicians (the other, of course, being
Daniel Barenboim) striding out arito the
platform of Croydon's Fairfield Hall for what
was to prove an unforgettable performance
of Mozart's two- piano Concerto in E-flat
K365. I'll treasure the image of their exit at
the close, jubilant in their triumph, clutching
on to each other like footballers who've just
, scored the winning goal. It was anew
concept in musical documentary film191

--making, it was exhilarating, and
astonishingly — it was Nupen's very first

attempt.
Since then, of course, both those young
men have gone from strength to strength
(along remarkably similar paths, as it
happens) as indeed has Nupen himself.
Where possible, he and AshkenazY have
collaborated on other more ambitious
projects including, most recently, that
absorbing two- hour- plus Pictures at an
Exhibition '
special' paralleling a
performance from Ashkenazy of
Mussorgsky's piano original with the rarelyaired orchestral version by the Finnish
composer, Funtek. Would that Ashkenazy's
own orchestration ( now on disc, of course)
could have been featured there, for it seems
to me that he, more than any who have taken
up the challenge, has succeeded in marrying
to perfection the brilliance of Ravel's
celebrated scoring with something which,
quite frankly, had eluded the great
Frenchman: namely, the dark inherent
Russianism of the original. Ashkenazy was
delighted that Ishould think so. Yes, there
were details that Iactually preferred. His
decision, for instance, to use asolo violin for
the grovelling Jew Schmuyle (' Goldenberg
and Schmuyle'). A lovely idea. A logical idea.
Ravel's stuttering trumpet may be the morenovel inspiration but in no way can it match
the innate Jewishness of the string
instrument. And the Great Gate? So much
closer to the letter and spirit of the original.
'Do you like the opening?' Yes, those
plainchanting winds are just perfect. ' And
the string accompaniment? Iwas very
pleased with that. You know it was the
Philharmonia string players who suggested
arco instead of the pizzicato 1had written. So

more flexible than the Karajan versions) the
disagreement showed how differently we
perceive recordings. The experienced critic
Thomas Heinitz was impressed by the stature of Kubelik's Beethoven, ' an appealing
blend of classical discipline and romantic
warmth'; in the Gramophone Richard
Osborne observed ' rhythm and articulation
come first; above all rhythm — the search for
an ideal pulse... in this, he partially resembles Klemperer'. Yet the then EMG panellist
(Robert Simpson?) dismissed the whole set:
'inadequate rhythmic vitality ... reduces
these performances to artistic mediocrity...
nothing but dullness'.
Kubelik's links with the works of Mahler
date back to recollections of great interpretations by Talich, Walter, Kleiber, Busch, and
Zemlinsky. As a student he was asked by
Erich Kleiber to take charge of some preliminary rehearsals for the Seventh Symphony, which, he admits, defeated him. For
his work in Chicago, Kubelik was awarded
the Kilenyi Mahler Medal by the American
Bruckner Society. For both Gustav Mahler
and Kubelik, each from central Bohemia,
there was the musico-geographical triangle
Prague-Vienna- Munich.
In an interview with Richard Freed (
HFN/
RR Oct ' 71), Kubelik said 'Today Mahler's
music is understood at last, after two world
wars. Why wasn't it understood before?
Because before, those who listened heard
only the bloody cowbells or the hammerblow; they heard only some superficial
sounds of jubilation or the birdcalls in the
first symphony, but they didn't hear what
these sounds meant. Ifeel this way about
Mahler: his heart beats for mankind. Mahler
went into regions which were not known in
music before: everyone said one shouldn't
be trivial, one shouldn't be sometimes vulHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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—
Imuch more effective.' We speculated for a
'moment on the prospects of this masterly
version ( my description) finding aregular
place on the world's concert platforms.
AshkenazY was philosophical: ' How often it
gets played depends, Isuppose, on who
chooses to try it'. Performers. Take note.

gar, brutal, or sentimental. Why not? Mahler
said 'Why not?'. What was new in Mahler
had nothing to do with form — what was new
was his courage to say things people were
afraid of. 'We are human, trivial, even ugly,
but we should strive to find a better self.'
And he did. In his symphonies the
apotheosis is never an empty one, there is
real metamorphosis.'
The set of Symphonies 1-9 was recorded
after concerts, apart from the more demanding Eighth in the Munich Herkules-Saal. The
stereo imaging recreates the conductor's
preferred seating arrangement, with violins
1/2 facing each other across the stage and
cellos in front of the rostrum, double-basses
grouped at the back, to the left. However,
DG's engineer, Heinz Wildhagen, used all his
technical resources to convey Mahler's ai $tant orchestral voices — cowbells in the Sixth
were sited in an adjacent room, using the
doors to modulate their penetrating effect.
As recording techniques and technologies
have influenced the way music is performed,
so the sheer volume of classical recordings
has influenced the way we choose. Artists
like Herbert von Karajan believe in ' perlectionism', constantly re-recording the same
works, and reviewers swathe through twenty
or so alternatives in order to proclaim abest
single choice. Inevitably the recording with
brilliance, polish of execution, wins immediate acclaim. An interpreter like Kubelik does
not necessarily produce this kind of record,
but listen, for instance, to his Beethoven 7th
— the Bavarian, not the Vienna one — and
you'll find long-lasting satisfaction. Or his
Mahler 3, with its inward, deeply-felt finale
(not to mention truthfulness to the dynamics
in the score, sympathetically realised by the
engineer/producer). A friend with a vast
collection told me he felt he had never

so

Heartfelt greetings to Sir Michael Tippett, 80
on January 2and still the most vital,
unblinkered creative force in the new music
of this country. His latest work— aFourth
Piano Sonata, for Paul Crossley — bows in
this month (the 14th, to be precise) across
the Atlantic ( Los Angeles) and later, on the
20th, in London as part of aday- long
Sinfonietta celebration at the QEH. Crossley
has recorded the new opus, along with his
own second thoughts on the first three
sonatas, for CRD.
111101~111
10111
111111100110. 101101~80
John Deacon, Founder ( in 1977) and
managing director of Conifer Records
resigned his position with the company on
October 1, announcing his intention to
pursue other interests in the music business.
He is replaced as MD of Conifer Records by
Alison Wenham who has worked with the
company for some years. This news was
followed on October 16 by astatement
announcing asubstantially increased capital
base and restructuring of the organisation
'to meet the future demands of the industry'
and 'to take advantage of the growth
potential envisaged by the board'. A Finance
& Administration Manager, Kamal Khosla,
has been appointed.

understood the ' Pastoral' until he heard
Kubelik's Paris Orchestra version.
The original sleeve for his BP° ' New
World' showed Kubelik, tall, heavy framed,
in the alien landscape of commercial highrise blocks: the image of this man, the mind
(you feel) focused on a distant and nonconcrete world, the half-smile confirming
warmth, says everything relevant+
SELECTIVE DISCOGRAPHY
Bavarian RSO/DG except where noted
Beethoven Symphony 3
'Eroica' ( BP0)
Beethoven Symphony 7in
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Brehm Symphonies 1-4
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8

123 Various Arias ( Nilsson)®

63

125
125
125
125
125

115 Double Concerto, etc ( Kremer/Maisky/
Bernstein)
DEIJUS
117 Song of High Hills, etc ( Fenby)
DONIZETTI

127
127

117 Lucia di Lammermoor ( Rescigno)
DVORAK
117 Symphony 8, etc ( Handley)

127

HA NOEL
117 Concerti Grossi Op.3 ( Pinnock)

127

117 Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( Brown)
117 Messiah highlights ( Gardiner!

127
127

117 Messiah choral excerpts ( Biotin(8

composers) 63
ENGLISH SONGS (
4composers)
FAMOUS OVERTURES IS composers)
FRENCH RECITAL {
6composers)
GHENA DIMITROVA RECITAL (
6
composers)
GREAT ORGAN WORKS IS composers) 63
JOSE CARRERAS RECITAL (
12 items!
MADO ROBIN RECITAL (
7composers)8
MARY'S MUSIC (
7composers)
MUSIC FOR TRUMPET & STRINGS IS
composers)
PETER PEARS RECITAL (
7composers) 63
PHILIPS LIVING BAROQUE (
5discs, many
composers) 63
PHILIPS SEQUENZA i5 discs, 6
composers)
ROMANTIC RUSSIA (
GlinkWMussorgsky/
Borodin)
ROMANTIC VIRTUOSO (
6composers)
SHERRIL MILNES RECITAL ( 5composers)

HAYDN
119 Trumpet & Violin concertos ( MarsalisiLin/
Martine/8
JANACEK
119 Sinfonietta, etc ( Ozawa/Kubelik)8
LISZT
119 Piano works ( Brendel)
LUTOSLAWSKI
115 Concerto for Orchestra 10zawa)
MAHLER

127 STARS OF THE VIENNA OPERA (
3discs,
41 singers) 63
127 TORCHES: CHRISTMAS CAROLS
127 TRAVELS WITH MY CELLO (12
composers)
127 TROUBADOR SONGS (& Medieval Lyrics/
127 VOLONDAT RECITAL (
Beethoven/Ravel/
Debussy.,

NON- CLASSICAL

119 Symphony 5 ( Kondrashin)8
MARTINI)
119 Madrigal Stanzas, etc ( Darlington Ens)

(RockiPopflazz&c)

MAXWELL DAVIES

THE WHO
135 Who's Last
BOBBY WOMACK
131 Somebody Special

JOE COCKER
131 Civilised Man
CULTURE CLUB
131 Waking Up With the House on Lire
THE dB's
131 Like This
JACK DEJOHNETTES SPECIAL EDITION
131 Album Album
DISNEY
133 The Disney Soundtracks
THE FALL
133 The Wonderful and Frightening World
BOB FOSSE
133 All That Jazz
FRANK FOSTER & FRANK WESS
133 Two For the Blues
ARETHA FRANKLIN
131 The Best of Aretha Franklin
CLAIRE HAMILL
133 Touchpaper
JULIAN LENNON
133 Valette
LITTLE ANTHONY & THE IMPERIALS
131 The best of Anthony & the Imperials
THE LIGHT BLUES
133 The Light Blues Sing Jerome Kern
ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER
133 Song and Dance
PAUL McCARTNEY
133 Give My Regards to Broad Street
JILL McMANLIS
135 Symhols of Hopi
STEPHAN! MILLS
135 I've Got the Cure
GANNETT MIMMS
131 The Best Of Garnett Mirrans
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET 1984
135 Echoes
OLIVER NELSON WITH ERIC DOLPHY
135 Straight Ahead
SAM AND DAVE
131 The Best of Sam and Dave
SUN RA
135 Other Worlds
135 The Sun Myth
IKE AND TINA TURNER
131 Tough Enough

PAT BENATAR
131 Tropico

MENDELSSOHN
119 Motets & Psalms ( Herreweghel

TINA TURNER
Private Dancer
JOHN WAITE
135 No Brakes

BEST OF THE MONTH
Classicalllock.-leopnlazzi)dicc

120 Piano Concertos K238/415 ( Perahia)
120 Piano Concertos K246/595 ISerk1ni
Abbado)
120 Violin Sonatas, etc ( Shumsky/Balsam)

Alwyn song- cycles from Gomez & Rolfe Johnson
Superb Delius ' High Hills' from Eric Fenby

FIACHMANINOV
120 Piano Concerto 2, etc ( Ousset/Rattle)
120 Preludes, etc ( Gavrilev)

Handel's Op.3 Concerti Grossi from Pinnock
Maxwell Davies in powerful self- performances
Masterly Mozart concertos from Perahia
Crisp Straussian domestics from Maazel
Giulini's Trovatore becomes first choice

120 Etudes-Tableaux ( Shelley)
RAVEL
115 Shéhérazade ( Behrens/Travis)
SATIE
120 Gymnopedies, etc ( Herrman)
SHOSTAKOVICH
121

Piano Concertos 1/2 ( Ortiz/Berglund)
STRAUSS

Starry Vivaldi Seasons from Mutter/Karajan

121

Arrau's popular Beethoven sonatas on ' Sequenza'

127

Stabat Meter, etc ( Wit)

Culture Club — mildly sugary pop confection

131

Paul McCartney's regards to Broad Street
Echoes of the Modern Jazz Quartet

133

TCHAIKOVSKY
121

120
121

SZYMANOWSKI

HMS Pinafore ( Godfrey)

121 Pirates of Penzance ( Godfrey) 63
121

117
117
119

121
125
127

SULUVAN
121

115

Super music for trumpet and strings
Italian organ from Koopman on ' Living Baroque'

121 Sinfonia Domestica ( Maazel)

Symphony 5 ( Jansons)
VERDI

121 II Trovatore ( Giulini)
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RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports— and taken
as aguide only.
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Occasionally a record may be worthy of
special mention, taking n beyond the ' very
good' bracket, In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate:
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109 Symphonies 100&104 ( L'Oiseau Lyre)
JANACEK
109 Idyll, Mladi ( Nonesuch)
LISZT
109 Piano Concertos 1 & 2 ( Erato)
MENDELSSOHN
109 Symphonies 4eLs (
Hungaroton)
MILHAUD
111 Chamber Music for Wind ( Orfeel
MOZART
111 The Magic Flute ( Philips)
111 Piano Concertos 20&24 { Philips)
111 Piano Quartets ( Philips)
111 Violin Concertos ( Philips)
MUSSORGSKY
109 Pictures, piano pieces ( Denon)

109 Symphonic Studies, etc ( DGI
SATIE
113 Piano works ( Philips)
JSTRAUSS

119 The Medium, etc ( Balaban) 63
MESSAGER

DVORAK
107 Symphony 8, etc ( Chandos)
109 Symphony 9, etc ( Erato)
HAYDN

RAVEL
109 Gaspard de la Nuit ( DG)
PROKOFIEV
109 Sonata 6 { DG)
SCHUMANN

MENOTTI

120 Two Pigeons ( Lanchbery/
MOZART

BACH
111 Concerto in c ( Philips!
113 Der Zufriedengestellte Aolus ( Teldec)
BEETHOVEN
111 32 Piano Sonatas ( Philips)
107 Piano Sonatas Opp.57/111 ( Delos)
113 Symphony 3 ( Telarcl
113 Symphony 5 ( Telarc)
107 Symphony 6 ( Delos)
BERLIOZ
109 Syrnphonie Fantastique ( Erato)
BORODIN
113 Polovtsian Dances ( Telarcl
BRAHMS
109 Hungarian Dances ( DGI
111 Hungarian Dances ( Pavane)
DELIUS
107 Summer Night en the River, etc ( Chandos)

PURCELL
109 Songs ( Harmenia Mandil

131

119 Image, Reflection, Shadow, etc { Davies)

CD MONITOR

135

eg,13:1*, A*(:2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*.
C)Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be

113 Waltzes ( 91hhes)
STRAVINSKY
113 Firebird ( Telarc)
TCHAIKOVSKY
113 Romeo & Juliet, etc (Telarc)
TOSTI
111 Songs ( Orfeo)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
107 The Wasps, Serenade to Music, etc
(Chandos)
VERDI
109 Opera Choruses 1DG)
107 Requiem ( Desea)
VIVALDI
111 Concerti ( Philips)
107 The Seasons ( Delos)
WAGNER
113 Tristan ( Philips)
COLLECTIONS
111 The Art of Coloratura (Orfee)
111 Famous Spanish Dances ( Philips)
109 ' Greensleeves' ( guitar) ( DG)
107 ' The Harmonious Blacksmith' ( Archie)
113 Pachelbel, Tchaikovsky, Vaughan
Williams, Borodin ( Te)arc)
107 ' Pomp & Circumstance' ( Decca)
107 Songs and Arias ( Handel, Schubert,
Brahms & Britten) ( Delos)
113 Vaughan Williams, Barber, Faure, Satie
Grainger ( Tale.)

individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among commercial pressings.

assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by: C) ( monophonic)

CASSETTE NUMBERS

orC)(stereo transcription)Oagainst an item
in the index above indicates a UK reissue,
dinm = direct metal mastering,

lent cassette numbers, where we can locate
them, in the heading blurbs of our LP

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to- refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of

For cassette users, we incorporate equiva-

reviews. These numbers are shown in brackets in ordinary ( non bold) type after the LP
number. INC) indicates that no cassette is
available.
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LONDON'S LARGEST
COMPACT DISC
CENTRE
Philips CD104 with £30 of compact discs
f329
Philips CD304 with £40 of compact discs
£399
Marantz CD63 ( improved black verison) with £30 of
compact cl:scs
£
299
Marantz CD54 with £30 of compact discs
£299
Marantz CD84 with £40 of compact discs
£399
Sony CDP501 with £50 of compact discs
£549
Yamaha CDX1 with £30 of compact discs
£359
Yamaha CD2 remote control with £30 of compact discs £399
Nakamichi 0M5
Available in Mid January 1985
Nakamichi 0M7
Meridian MCD with £30 of compact discs
£399
Mission DAD7000
£399
Ferguson CD01 with £30 of compact discs
£299
We demonstrate all CD players in our purpose-built listening
rooms using the best playback equipment from QUAD,
SONY ESPRIT, etc. We can supply anything from aCD player
to add to your existing system — to acomplete system
installed in your home.
Quad 34 Preamp
POR
Quad 405-2 power amp
POR
Electrostatics ELS 63
POR
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY BY SECURICOR AVAILABLE

The Compact Disc
You Want
How many of your compact discs do you play regularly? 20 per
cent? Save yourself money, try before you buy. All your
favourite music, classical and pop at only 10p per day. Just write
to the address below or ring Denham (
0895) 832873 ( 24 hrs.)
and we'll rush you our catalogue of over 800 titles and a
Membership Form.

* We buy the discs you ask for
* We supply brand new releases
* We guarantee 24 hr. turn around
* You can buy the disc at below retail price

We use the new technology of
computers to ensure fast
turnround and data
accuracy but know that
old fashioned courtesy
and personal service
are equally important.

Dept N I
Compact Disc Library,

COMPACT DISCS

FREEPOST,
Uxbridge,
Middlesex UB9 4BR
(0895) 832873 ( 24 hrs.)

Over 4,000 classical, pop & jazz compact discs

DEMAND TO HEAR
BEFORE YOU BUY
We offer individual listening facilities.
Secondhand CDs purchased
Send for afree list
Telephone/Mail Order/Access/Barclaycard welcome
All Order despatched by first class recorded delivery.

C.DA RECORDS
COMPACT & CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CATALOGUE

EXCLUSIVE
Limited Stocks Available.
Sony CDP701 Esprit with £90 of FREE DISCS

£899
To Our Valued Customer!
On each purchase of aCompact Disc from Covent
Garden Records, you will receive aCovent Garden
Compact Disc token. When you have collected ten
tokens you can select a complimentary single
compact disc to the value of £9.95.

Huge selection of Classical Records
and Tapes at Discount Prices

A.O.O.
MORRISSEY MULLEN,DAVE ROACH,CLAIRE HAMILL,JOMN CRITCHINSON,
JOHN THEMIS,CAYENNE,HUBBARDS CUBBARD . ETC.

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
84 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2
01-379 7427
Opening hours Mon-Sat 10 a.m.-7.30 p.m.
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ARCHIV
'The Harmonious Blacksmith': Favourite
harpsichord pieces by JS Bach, Balbastre, F
Couperin, Daquin, Fiocco, Fischer, Handel,
Rameau, D Scarlatti, Trevor Pinnock (413
591-2) (
49m 23s)Most unusually for Archiv, a
recording made in a Tokyo concert hall and
with Japanese engineers. A modern European instrument, however, a 1983 Hensch
copy whose sumptuous detail and
pleasantly warm tone is vividly conveyed by
the wide-ranging, up-front recording. Credit
all round that they manage to do this without
over- emphasising the action noise and,
despite the closeness, the sound retains just
sufficient reverberation and acoustic presence to avoid becoming dry and fatiguing.
The fluency and verve of Pinnock's playing is
captured with crystalline clarity and it's
impossible not to be impressed with the
body and weight, not to say punch, of the
sound at high levels, which the CD clearly
and comfortably attains.
Lively, engaging performances from Trevor
Pinnock in what is a popular if predictable
anthology. Highlights for me: the Handel air
and variations of the disc's title, JSB's Italian
Concerto, brilliantly played, the Scarlatti
sonatas, and Daquin's clever miniature '
Le
Coucou' — which sounds like nothing else
I've ever heard on the harpsichord! Rated A
with an undoubted star for performance.
Peter Herring

CHANDOS
Dvorak: Symphony 8, Nocturne Op.40, LPO/
Handley ( CHAN 8323) (
44m 13s) All Saints
Church, Tooting, presents devilish acoustic
problems, for it is very reverberant without
being particularly large ( Iremember once
sitting close to the performers there for
Haydn's Creation and having great difficulty
in following the soloists' words), so accommodation of a full symphony orchestra is
quite a headache. Chandos have managed
well here from the viewpoint of scale and
internal balance, but I suspect that the
microphones had to be rather closer than
Brian and Ralph Couzens would ideally have
wished, for the upper strings take on an
unpleasant, strident edginess whenever they
play fortissimo. In fact, at such times Ifound
that a 7kHz filter was necessary for easy
listening — which is a pity when one considers the otherwise pleasing overall impact,
with wide dynamics and plenty of body.
Significantly, the Nocturne for strings alone
(which is wrongly banded on box and booklet) offers consistently pleasing string-tone,
but is mostly fairly quiet and probably
involved altered miking. KO gave the LP
version A[1/21(1/85), but Isuggest an overall
B for the CD.
John Crabbe
Vaughan Williams: The Wasps — overture,
Serenade to Music — orchestral version/
Delius: Summer Night on the River, On
Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, Summer
Evening, Air and Dance, LPO/Handley
(CHAN 8330) (
44m 43s) A warm welcome for
an issue which maintains the consistent
excellence of Chandos recordings, and
brings five fresh — and refreshing! — additions to the CD repertoire. Once more utilising the broad acoustic of All Saints, Tooting,
the Chandos sound manages to be welldefined and luminous in conveying detail
without robbing the orchestra of its natural
integration, fullness and overall glow. The
balance is generally excellent, although
woodwind creep forward at times, and hearing some previously un noted touches of
scoring in The Wasps was an unexpected
plus. The Serenade (
the second ' wordless'
version to appear of late) is beautifully done,
but it is in the Delius that the delicacy and
refinement of the recording must be most
appreciated. Altogether apt for Handley's
finely-judged, lovingly- felt performances.
Unfortunately, the LPO are not at their
quietest, and the odd noise or rustle mildly
disturbs the rapt tranquility. Overall, though,
it's of no consequence, with two Delius
HI-FI NEWS 8e. RECORD REVIEW
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MONITOR
John Atkinson
Trevor Attewell
Christopher Breuni
John Crabbe
Stephen Daw
•OU ! Hammond
Sue Hudson
Ivor Humphreys
Andrew Keener
An us McKenzie
David Prâkel
Edward Seckerson
masterpieces to enjoy and, for me, adelightful gem to discover in the rarely- recorded
Summer Evening. Merits an A, and only just
misses a star.
Peter Herring

DECCA
'Pomp & Circumstance': Ten Marches, by
Elgar, Mendelssohn, Respighi, Berlioz,
Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev & Meyerbeer,
various orchs/conds ( 411 954-2) (
48m 52s)
Gleened from a mixture of analogue and
digital originals issued between 1972 and
1983, with seven orchestras and six conductors playing pieces lasting from under two
minutes to over ten, this collection is inevitably alittle variable in balance and acoustics.
But at its best it is superb in Decca's
characteristic brilliant manner. Dutoit's Montreal Pines of the Appian Way, for instance,
with its mighty underpinning organ pedals,
Solti's LPO Pomp & Circumstance No.1 or
his Chicago Hungarian March, the latter with
a wcnderfully deep bass- drum to balance
the brass, and the splendour of Dorati's
Detroit Marche Slave. Icouldn't come to
terms with the rather un grandiose-sounding
LSO in Meyerbeer's Coronation March or
with the fizzy, thick-textured VPO in Mendelssohn's War March of the Priests, but the
remaining items are all fine. It has to be a
mixed rating, but some of these tracks will
surely become popular in CD dem rooms.
A*/A/C
John Crabbe
Verdi: Requiem Sutherland, Horne, Pavarotti, Tavela, VP0 & Chorus/Solti ( 411 944-2)
(2CDs) ( 83m 55s) If Solti — 1967 vintage,
hyper- dynamic, very much of this world — is
your choice for the Verdi Requiem then rest
assured that digital remastering has cleaned
up thoroughly around the edges, and that
you will, of course, no longer wait anxiously
for the next tell-tale sign of wear to pop or
crackle through your loudspeakers. Tonal
quality, though, betrays those 17 years, the
big climaxes emerging coarsely now, with
strident, rasping brass and edgy choral
sound. Ihad forgotten, too, how many ugly
shifts of level and perspective are perpetrated in the ' Dies Irae' and 'Tuba Mirum',
and how unsatisfying are those hard, shallow bass drum cracks. Young Pavarotti has
his moments, though, while Sutherland
(woefully miscast and sounding for all the
world like afrightened chicken in the ' Libera
me') does, at least, float radiantly through
much of the score. As for Marilyn Horne:
stupendous. Her ' Liber Scriptus' alone is
almost worth the outlay on two CDs. C/B
Edward Seckerson

DELOS
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Opp.57/111,
Carol Rosenberger ( D/CD 3009) (
50m 51s)
More than any other CD Ihave heard, this

1981 Soundstream, spaced B&K omni,
recording captures the low frequency power
of the concert grand piano. The left hand
triplets really ' grumble' behind the second
subject in the first movement of Op.57. There
is also a refreshing freedom from the midrange ' clanginess' that seems to affect many
piano recordings. It does demonstrate,
however, the ability of CD not to be phased
by elements of the recording which would
give the conventional LP/pickup ahard time:
the miking results in considerable time differences between channels which a ' scope
reveals would give considerable ( and probably untrackable) vertical modulation on LP.
A Sanyo pressing. A*/A
John Atkinson
Beethoven: Symphony 6, Y Chamber Symphony of NY/Schwarz ( D/CD 3017) (
41m
38s) This CD was recorded by the Aubort/
Nickrenz team ( of Nonesuch and Vox fame)
using the Soundstream recorder. The conductor, in his sleeve- note essay, puts forward a good case for the use of 39 players
and makes some telling points about orchestral balance and acoustic. It is slightly disappointing, then, to find that the recorded
sound is bloomy almost to the point of
obscuring the clean, lightweight sound of
this agile orchestra. Only two Schoeps omnidirectional mics were used in recording the
orchestra ( which has the added advantage of
split UR 1st/2nd violins), though their placement some distance away from the orchestra has lead to the rather bloomy quality
noted earlier and a warmth in the viola and
'cello sections. The woodwinds are heard
'internal' to the orchestra as they would be in
the concert hall. The turn- on- a- dime ensemble and warm acoustic produce apowerful if
hazy sound. The ample recording notes must
be called into question, as they seem to have
been used before to describe the acoustic of
the Bridges Auditorium in Claremont, California! A
David Prâkel

Songs and Arias by Handel, Schubert,
Brahms, Britten, Bejun Mehta ( sop)/David
Shifrin ( c1t)/Carol Rosenberger ( pno)/Members of Los Angeles CO ( D/CD 3019) (
44m
52s) Embarrassment at the prospect of hearing a 14- year- old boy soprano (
and composer and cellist; he has already played the
Elgar Concerto in public) in this hallowed
repertoire will, Iwarrant, evaporate as laser
meets plastic. In deference to the brief of CD
Monitor, Iput on my hi-fi ears rather than my
musicological ones, only to forget, instantly,
about the sound ( excellent in tone and
perspective, if a shade dry). How an adolescent boy can command this kind of maturity
of expression and musical understanding, to
say nothing of such vocal sweetness, range
of colour, agility and reliability ( precious few
precarious noises above the stave here, and
not a hoot anywhere) staggers the imagination. There is pathos in Handel's What
Though
Trace, dignity ( and a gloriously
floated high B-flat) in Where 'er you Walk
and natural phrasing ( as well as afew bumps
unrelated to textual meaning) in The
Shepherd on the Rock (
sung in English, like
the Brahms songs; a pity). Forcing my hi-fi
ears into place again, Isensed in the latter
too great a distance between singer ( close),
clarinet ( quite close) and piano ( too reticent).
So what? A/B
Andrew Keener
Vivaldi: Four Seasons, Oliveira/LACO/
Schwarz ( D/CD 3007) (
39m 21s) We seem
not to have reviewed the LP version of this
when it was available in 1980/81; but better
late than never ( especially on CD), as Gerard
Schwarz and the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra soon had me on the edge of my
seat with their extraordinary precision and
vigour in support of Elmer Oliveira's lovely
solo playing. Compared with some others,
this performance may at first seem rather
rushed, but just listen to the superb ensemble and subtly shaded dynamics, which are
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in association with

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
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THE BEST OF BRITISH
meets

THE BEST OF THE EAST
starring

QUAD 34 PRE-AMP

QUAD 405-2 POWER AMP

QUAD ESL 63

SONY CDP 701 ES
£899 with £90 of free
compact discs

DATES: 8, 9, 1
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*Music supplied by Conifer Records distributors for:
Telarc, Erato, Pierre Verney, Teldec, ProArte,
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of acalibre to withstand the searchlight of an
extremely revealing and clean recording.
The latter is atrifle on the bright side and set
in a less reverberant space than Iwould
choose, but is otherwise very fine. Delos
have a similar philosophy to Telarc, its
application to this Seasons project being
detailed in the booklet. A [: 11
John Crabbe

DENON
Mussorgsky: Pictures/6 Piano Pieces,
Rouvier (38C37-7177) ( 53m 32s) Jacques
Rouvier is the pianist in the well received
Denon CDs of Debussy's Preludes. In the
original piano version of Pictures this
talented young French pianist has changed
his instrument for a Bdsendorfer Imperial
Grand, which has been splendidly recorded
in the clear acoustic of Ishibashi Aeolian Hall,
Tokyo. While confessing to an unreasonable
liking for the woody Beisendorfer tone above
all other pianos, Iwould still hope that my
recommendation of this as the finest CD
piano recording stands with some objectivity
intact! There are no overweight or explosive
dynamics here, just a tonally sweet, clear
recording of a fabulously rich-toned and
powerful instrument played with maturity
and a little panache. Stereo imagery is
compact and centre stage with no smearing
of bass frequencies. An exceptional disc,
beautifully packaged. A*
David Prtikel

DG
Brahms: Hungarian Dances, VPO/Abbado
(410 615-2) (47m 16s) An excellent, vivacious
and enjoyable performance of this popular
set of 21 pieces. From the sonic viewpoint
the image is over-wide and not quite as well
integrated as it might be, nor is the imaging
completely convincing. In particular one is
conscious of the loudspeakers as sources,
with sometimes thinner sound between
them, giving the effect of individual parcels
of instruments instead of acoherent orchestra. The sound is a trifle scratchy, upper
strings being abit too insistent, and the bass
drum doesn't have half the impact that it
should. This may read rather like acatalogue
of ills, but it doesn't sound as bad as all that,
and Ican settle for B.
Trevor Attewell
'Greensleeves': works by Bach, Dowland,
Galilei, Sor, Weiss, Anon, Goran Sollecher
(gtr) (413 325-2) (47m 12s) Another CD with
very pleasing but not ideal sound. Although
the close miking produces a very clear
image, it is also over-wide and creates difficulties in achieving an optimum volume
setting: too high and the sound is intimidating, too low and some wooliness creeps in.
A little mic (?) hiss and obvious interruptions
of ambience between items also detract
from the overall rating, but for general
listening Idoubt that these few faults will
prove particularly irritating. The tonal differences of the two guitars used are made very
apparent by the recording, and the acoustic
is relaxed and genial. B
Doug Hammond
Ravel: Gaspard de la Nuit/Prokofiev: Sonata
6, Ivo Pogorelich (413 363-2) (52m 9s) One of
the most individual talents before us
today. Pogorelich's highly idiosyncratic performances please and distress in equal measure, it seems. He certainly has away with
Ravel's complex masterpiece (' Ondine',
despite its Lent marking, is notoriously difficult just to play, let alone bring off), but for
me his way with the Prokofiev has less of a
'line' running through it. DG's recording
sports an impressive compromise between
presence, detail and ambience. Although a
moderately intimate acoustic is projected,
with aclose-ish piano image and correspondingly generous stereo spread, there is a
weight and dynamic purpose to this which
carries a welcome authority. A[1*/11
Ivor Humphreys
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Schumann: Symphonic Studies, Arabeske,
Maurizio Pollini ( pno) (410 916-2) ( 38m 36s)
Although not the best performance of the
Symphonic Studies Ihave heard from Pollini, this is nonetheless one of the finest on
disc. It deserves the best recording DG can
muster but, although the digital process can
handle anything that even this performer can
throw at it, Iam afraid that a front-row-ofthe-stalls approach detracts from the finesse
of this great pianist. Pollini's marvellous
control of tone quality at high volume cannot
be properly judged here, and although the
technique of his pedalling can be heard, its
subtle, recital-hall effect is lost. Nevertheless, not a performance to be without. B
Doug Hammond
Verdi: Opera Choruses, Scala Milan Ch &
Orch/Abbado (413 448-2) (46m 3s) Now nine
years old (
cf. CO's review 11/75), this collection of ten choruses from eight Verdi operas
is fine, rousing stuff in the best analogue
tradition, with powerful-sounding forces
disposed in asuitable acoustic. The orchestra perhaps lacks the last ounce of fullness in
the bass, and there is just a touch of
stridency at times from the chorus; but the
overall effect is frequently impressive. It
would probably still be worth an A on LP, but
in CD terms Ithink that B is afairer rating.
John Crabbe

ERATO
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique, Orch Nat
de France/Conlon ( ECD 88028) (48m 12s)
This Radio France co- production was made
in Studio 103 of Radio France during July
1983. The venue has apleasing acoustic and
no heavy miking was used, leaving a naturally spacious orchestral image with aslightly
reinforced low end; timpani and drums are,
for example, pretty weighty even in the first
movement. The full dynamic potential of CD
is used in the ' March to the Scaffold' where
tremendous impact is achieved perhaps a
little at the expense of the score. And then
the 'Witches Sabbath' lands home with an
even more explosively powerful bass. Studio
chimes seemed to have been used for the
church bells and though of appropriate timbre they are a little unatmospheric. A good
reading, patchy in the first movement
however, but well recorded. A/A*
David Prakel
Dvorak: Symphony 9, Carnival Overture,
LPO/Conlon ( ECD 88036) ( 51m 37s)
Recorded in October 1983 in Brent Town
Hall, London, this recording contains some
finely played and recorded brass. All is not
happy, however, in the percussion session,
as the timpani is miked so as to reproduce
loudly but with acompressed dynamic from
in front of the orchestra. The opening
moments of the first movement find them
well placed at the back of the orchestra, from
where they suddenly leap in to the left
channel and then into the centre stage! The
strings sound rather phasey at times while
there are one or two snatched edits. The
engineering is generally fine, only marred by
the occasional poorly thought-out mike position or balance change. The general ambience and tone is excellent. A/B
David Prakel
Liszt: Piano Concertos 1 & 2, Fantasia on
Hungarian Folk Themes, Duchable/LPO/
Conlon (ECD 88035) (55m 46s) It was surprising to find EMI, Abbey Road and Christopher
Parker credited with the engineering of this
fine recording on a French label. Duchable's
Saint-Sáens concertos were well received on
CD and here we have controlled and powerful performances of the Liszt concertos.
Erato are sensible in putting the Second
Concerto first; I
always have difficulty adjusting to the explosive opening of the First
without a 'run-up'. The recording favours

Duchable's Beisendorfer slightly too much,
which precludes a star rating, but in other
respects the balance and clarity are exemplary. With these performances and the
diametrically opposed Richter readings on
Philips released in the same month the CD
user could find no better Liszt. A split star
rating is probably most appropriate. A/A*
David Prâkel

HARNIONIA NIUNDI
Purcell: Songs, Deller/Kuijken/Christie/
Skeaping ( HM 90.249) ( 55m 13s) Recorded
not long before his death, Alfred Deller is not
technically at his best on this disc, but
displays a moving awareness of the more
profound implications of these Purcell
songs. The intimacy of the recording complements this without becoming intimidating. The ensemble is spaced with a good
sense of balance and the overall sound is
effectively blended. Only some warmth
added by the acoustic tends to obscure some
of the inner lines and harmonies, and alters
some of the instrumental tone colours, especially enriching the bass. As with a number
of CDs, this one benefits from a lower than
expected volume setting. B
Doug Hammond
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HUNGAROTON
Mendelssohn: Symphonies 4 & 5, Hungarian
State Orch/lvan Fischer ( HCD 12414-2) (56m
49s) Until very recently this coupling proved
a little too long to ensure the retention of a
true, wide dynamic range during LP cutting;
side breaks were also a big headache. How
pleasant, therefore, to have this popular
coupling without these mechanical problems on aCD running to just under the hour.
The performance of the ' Italian' is spirited —
not in the same class as the Sinopoli CD
recording for DG, but full of good things. The
'Reformation' is slightly less successful as
time is not taken to let the grand themes
unfold and swell. The recording perspectives
are good, particularly in the Reformation 1st
movement, with a real sense of space produced by the horns. The strings, however,
lack the last ounce of 'atmosphere' and tend
both in playing and recording to a little
shrillness. A
David Prákel

L'OISEAU-LYRE
Haydn: Symphonies 100 'Military' and 104
'The London', AAM/Hogwood (411 833-2)
(50m 50s) The ' London' Symphony, which
occupies tracks 1-4, is very well recorded
indeed, with the best digital early-woodwind
sounds Ihave yet heard, and agood sense of
proportion as well as of clarity throughout a
splendid reading. Strangely, the ' Military' is
less successful; were the engineers too
preoccupied with the percussion or is it
simply that period instruments generally
sound better in D than in G for acoustical
reasons? The edge is somehow not quite as
acute, in all events, but the quality is still
excellent in its general effect. A*/A
Stephen Daw

NONESUCH
Janacek: Idyll for String Orchestra, Mladi
(Youth) for Wind Sextet, LACO/Schwarz
(79033-2 (43m 32s) The sleevenotes suggest
that the Idyll was recorded in December 1980
using a3M multitrack digital recorder, while
the Sextet was made almost a year later
using a JVC recorder. Both works were
engineered under the supervision of Marc
Aubort and Joanna Nickrenze, who have
produced some of the very finest Nonesuch
discs. The Idyll is balanced rather too closely
and has a fruity rich bass quality not compensated for by the slightly steely tone and
occasional pitch imprecision of the Los
Angeles strings. The chosen miking in the
Sextet produces rather ambiguous stereo
imagery, and though the recording posses109
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ses a strong acoustic character there is still
some distracting key clatter. A warm,
bloomy character hangs over both recordings. Nonesuch discs continue to be sourced
from Polygram in Hannover. B
David Prâkel

ORFE0
The Art of Coloratura, Edita Gruberova,
Stuttgart RSO/Eichhorn ( C072-831) (
58m
13s) A very generous helping of the richest
musical dish can lead to indigestion. This
recording from the studios of South German
Radio is rather dry and unreverberant, lacking the characteristic sparkle given to this
type of programme by the BBC in its live
Maida Vale broadcasts. Gruberova's close
vocal acrobatics front the orchestra in a
rather dead overall acoustic. The effect is not
immediately overbearing but some ears will
doubtless tire. Scrapes a straight A for the
excellent clarity alone.
David Prâkel
Milhaud: Chamber Music for Wind and
Piano, Nicolet/Holliger/Brunner/ Maisenberg ( C060-831) (
44m 40s) Unlike most other
Orfeo discs, which are Japanese Sanyo
pressings, this has been manufactured by
Polygram. Recorded in Studio Ill of Bavarian
Radio in Munich, this disc has aclaustrophobic sound, not helped by Milhaud's scoring,
particularly in the dense Sonata for flute,
oboe, clarinet and piano. The flute in particular fails to ' ring' in the acoustic, which is dead
but clear. Though every note is audible and
dynamics quite faithful, the overall effect of
oversize instruments in aflat acoustic is not
easy on the ear. A/B
David Prâkel
Tosti: 17 Songs, Carlo Bergonzi (ten)/Orch
da Camera di Roma/Mueller ( C 073-831A)
(59m 16s) As befits these songs in the Bel
Canto tradition, Bergonzi offers a beautiful
rich tone and impressive power, even if his
voice does now waver and thin on a few
sustained high notes. But his expressiveness
is not easily appreciated here due to absence
of a lyric sheet. All the songs are sung in
Italian, although at least one, the famous
Goodbye, was originally written in English.
The orchestrated accompaniments are
rather flimsy, with a 'jolly' note struck by
xylophone, harp and triangle. Iwould have
preferred a more sedate style. The orchestra
itself sounds cramped and lacks bass, the
strings have an edgy, breathy quality, hiss
level is somewhat high, and the triangle
leaps forward anomalously. Bergonzi, who is
placed centre- stage and is loud and clear in
contrast with the orchestra, hogs all the
reverberation, which is rather right-handed.
B/D
Sue Hudson

PAVANE
Brahms: 21 Hungarian Dances, Duo Crommelynck ( pno) ( ADWC7042) (
50m 10s). This
was acclaimed by the Radio France equivalent of BBC3's Record Review as the best
available version, and the Schubert record
by this young ex- pupil of Askenase and his
Hiroshima- born wife was praised here for
'uncanny unanimity'. Iwas lukewarm at first,
but then, Brahms' Hungarian Dances, with
their nasty tremolando cimbalom imitations
in nos. 4 and 14, don't appeal to me as piano
works. What I miss is the ' zapp' of the
Kontarskys. Duo Crommelynck are at best in
the reflective nos. 11 in d, 17 in ftt and 15 in
B-flat. They are almost too sensitive, thus the
Presto, no.10, sounds flaccid; the phrasing
isn't as ' smart' as the Kontarskys' in no.3.
The very low level of recording does not
help, and this CD needs careful isolation of
the player: before Iused a Torlyte small
platform the treble was all to the left, the
right an indistinct bass rumble. Now the
image is coherent, but the sound is ' soft',
except at fortes, which sound flat across the
stage width, and ' saturated'. B [2]
Christopher Breunig
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PHILIPS
Bach: Concerto in c BWV1060/Vivaldi: Concerti in g RV576 and D RV582, Holliger/
Kremer/ASMF/Holliger ( 411 466-2) (
42m
57s) I can't take this disc at my normal
volume setting, but a good notch down
produces amuch more tolerable effect. It still
sounds over- recorded to me, though, with
the subtleties of the ASMF masked by edge
and congestion. The soloists, especially
Holliger, are too often swallowed by the
string body, yet when isolated in solo passages sound too detached from the background. Ithink that more distance, a little
less reverb in the acoustic, and a lower
recording level could all have contributed to
a more satisfactory, idiomatic recording of
these generally good performances. C
Doug Hammond
Beethoven: 32 Piano Sonatas, Andante
Favori, Alfred Brendel (412 575-2) (
11 CDs)
(658m 49s). Retailing at between £70 and
£80, this package has convenience as a
major feature. Whereas the box- set of 13LPs,
which Ireviewed in Oct'78 [
A:1/1*], had the
sonatas in no order at all, here they are set
out in three separate cases, each containing
either 3 or 4 discs, with sonatas 1-12, 13-25,
2e-32 8t Wo057, in sequence — only transposing Sonatas 3 and the ' Pathetique'. Averaging 59m 54s, some side timings extend to
65m so this is good value in CD terms. All
movements are indexed ( but index nos. only
appear on the discs themselves), including
finales of Op.53, 57 and 81a, but not the
variations in Op.26, 109, or separate sections
in Op.110 iii. The booklet has notes by Basil
Lam, and by Brendel himself on the late
works.
The cycle was recorded at sessions beginning in 1970, in the Salzburg Mozarteum,
and — as JA remarked, reviewing the popular
'Pathetique'fMoonlighCApPassionata' coupling in ' CD Monitor', Sept ' 84 — as the set
was nearing completion, the engineers
moved the piano more and more forward.
'Continuous play' will therefore highlight
discrepancies in quality. JA was rather tough
in his B/C rating, Ithought, but certainly the
earliest recordings do reproduce tape noise.
Happily, fourteen works were done in June
1977, almost half the cycle. These are splendid, and although Ihad commented on the
'awesomely silent' black pressings, comparisons at matched levels did inevitably bring
up some faint surface noise, even though the
sound on the analogue originals is consistently subtler, more refined. Iwould rate the
1977 recordings as A, the remainder then
grading down to B. As JA said, the bass is
fuzzy, or woolly, on the older items, and
analogue-to- digital tends, as with cassette
copying, to blend master-tape noise with the
musical signal, creating asubjective effect of
flattening the upper frequencies, with a loss
of real transparency. There is nothing here to
equal, say, Arrau's Concertgebouw all-digital
Mozart recital, or the superb black- disc quality of Gilets' Pathetique' ( DG digital). On my
system, in my room, some fortes have ahard
'ring', which Iascribe to limitations in the CD
player.
Iwrote of this cycle ' Brendel is a provocative Beethoven interpreter, an involved
player, if at times curiously aloof ... such
cultivated readings are not easily forgotten.
Who else could make one attend with such
fascination to the little Sonata in G, Op.49?'.
Well, I see Barenboim has made a new
digital set for Polygram: Iwonder how that
will come out, on CD?
Christopher Breunig
Famous Spanish Dances ( by Albeniz, Falla &
Granados) arr. 2 Guitars, Pepe & Celin
Romero ( 411 432-2) (
40m 25s) A number of
these dances are available — and well-known
— in transcriptions for guitar solo, and the
involvement of a second player, even when
he is brother to the other, seems to me to be
an unnecessary luxury. Certainly it is not
easy to hear which guitar is playing which

part, but although this may be a positive
aspect of the performance it is also partly the
result of lack of focus in the recording, which
makes them seem too close and too broad,
but gives them too little directional identity.
The sound is also a little claustrophobic as a
result, so that Ifound my attention wandering, even though the music itself consists
mostly of shortish movements of an attractive type. The tone- colour itself is agreeable.
B/C
Stephen Daw
Mozart: The Magic Flute, Price/Serra/
Schreier/Moll/Melbye/Adam/LeiPzig Rad
Ch/Dresden State Orch/Davis (411 459-2)
(3 CDs) ( 160m 16s) Sadly disappointing, this,
with such an edgy sounding Overture that
one straight away fears for the whole opera.
Those fears lift during the prolonged and
plentiful dialogue and re-emerge only at a
few isolated rough- sounding vocal climaxes
— and when the Three Boys seem on the
verge of mutual intermodulation. But
whenever the orchestra contributes a fortissimo tutti passage that is not masked by
singing — which, to be fair, is rare after the
Overture — it has that same nasty character,
with particularly objectionable string-tone. It
could be due to peaky and/or over- close
mics, but whatever the explanation it's a
huge pity, for the production is meticulous in
other respects, with a fine sense of space
and movement in the drama, some funnily
impressive thunder claps, and a general
sense of liveliness which, to quote KD in his
November LP review, ' captures the essence
of the performance to a nicety'. A/C [: 1 / 1*]
John Crabbe
Mozart: Piano Concertos 20, 24, Clara Haskil/Orchestra de Concerts Lamoureux (412
354-2) (
58m 495) Some of the earliest recordings to be transferred to CD, these 1960 Paris
recordings — made just one month before
Clara Haskil had afall which led to her death
— are alittle ' plummy' sounding, lacking both
extended high and low frequencies. Hiss is
not a problem, though background noise
occasionally gets in the way, but the balance
between soloist and orchestra is well- struck.
To anyone under 40 Clara Haskil will be just a
name in old Gramophone catalogues, so it
was adelight to discover just how appealing
her Mozart was, not pulled about at all,
intimate yet exciting, even if slow movements are taken a little more briskly than I
am used to. Perhaps it is in the archiving of
such classic performances as these that CD
really excels. Don't be put off by my B/C
technical rating.
John Atkinson

e,

Mozart: Piano Quartets in g, K478 and
K493, Beaux Arts with Bruno Giuranna (via)
(410 391-2) (
61m 7s) Recorded at La Chauxde-Fonds, Switzerland, in January 1983,
these are close-focused, well balanced and
dynamically impressive; the sort of recordings which benefit from careful attention to
the replay level. Not that there's any hint of
that infamous edge; it's more to do with
bringing the image comfortably into perspective across the soundstage. Personally, I
would have chosen to sit a little further back
at this concert, to let the overall image
integrate more naturally, and to savour the
surrounding acoustic. Good nevertheless,
though, so B. The performances are deeply
considered and persuasive in every way, as
one might expect. [ 1*/1]
Ivor Humphreys
Mozart: Violin Concertos K216- K219, Arthur
Grumiaux/LSO/Davis ( 412 250-2) (
49m 00s)
For a long time our ' Basic Classical Library'
recommendations for these works, they
were recorded in 1961 and last available as
part of a 1983 3- LP set, the only signs of the
vintage being the level of tape hiss, recessed
high frequencies, and a slight congestion at
climaxes. The violin is balanced high in level
when compared with the orchestra, but the
sound is warm and unforced — KD felt the LP
sound to be ' boomy', however — with ' space'
111
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around the instruments. Interestingly,
ambient noise is left in between movements,
which prevents the hiss from disturbing as it
otherwise would if there were absolute quiet
between tracks. A sudden fade after the end
of K216 does intrude, however, as the sound
is sucked into ablack hole of silence. Recommended despite the technical shortcomings.
B/C
John Atkinson
Satie: Early piano works, Reinbert de Leeuw
(412 243-2) (
43m 24s) A previous de Leeuw
Satie recording was his D- rated Vexations,
where the same short phrase endlessly
repeats. This 1980 set, which includes the
more harmonically interesting ( but not by
that much) Gnossiennes and the Danses
gothiques, doesn't have the head- in-thepiano sound of Vexations, but still is rather
close-up. Despite this, the level of tape hiss is
a little high, and there are occasional rhythmic shuffling noises, as though the performer were moving on his chair, or — dare Isay
it? — some tracks on the CD were transferred
from a less-than- silent- surfaced LP. Recommended only to those who find Satie's lack
of musical motion refreshing ( which Ido
some of the time, anyway). Though the LP
was originally rated A:1* by David Pickett, I
would plump for a straight C for sound
quality.
John Atkinson
J Strauss I/Lanner/Klauser: Waltzes & Polkas ( arr. 2 vins, viol, d-bs), Gidon Kremer et
al (
410 395-2) (
57m 25s) Nine Viennese
dances arranged for asmall group of strings
suggests a relaxed Austrian atmosphere, a
pleasant background to sausages and
schnizel in a cheery restaurant, with musicians happily bowing away in the middledistance. At least that would be my expectation, but instead we are offered here aclose
and rather dry setting, with players occupying about 60% of the sound- stage. Also, the
instruments tend to have a rather incisive
edge — especially Kremer's all-too- insistent
lead violin. If one wishes to concentrate on
such music in the manner of a late Beethoven quartet, then this recording might just
about deserve an A, but for me the approach
is misguided and rates aC. However, Imust
admit to the delightful discovery on the last
track that atune in Joseph Lanner's Steyrische Tânse startlingly anticipates the ballerina's dance from the third scene of Pet*rushka!
John Crabbe
Wagner: Tristan und Isolde (
cpte) Hofmann/
Behrens/Bavarian RSO/Bernstein (410 4472) (
5CDs) ( 266m 14s) Though the CD highlights disc improved on the rather veiled
sound quality of the LPs, it is surprising how
much better in that respect is the CD set of
the complete opera. The sound has received
a ' blood transfusion', is closer and more
vivid. The only drawback is the high overall
level which seems to have reduced slightly
the dynamic impact. Side by side auditioning
of the highlights CD and discs from this set
show a marked improvement in CD mastering. ( Perhaps the single disc issue was cut
from a copy master?) Diction is clearer and
the sound generally less muddled. Bass still
seems fullsome and unbalanced at times.
Disc banding is slightly better than minimal;
a full libretto and slip case for the individually cased CDs are provided. A full A now
confirmed.
David Prâkel

TELARC
Beethoven: Symphony 3, Cleveland Orch/
Dohnanyi ( CD-80090) (
48m 17s) The overall
sound is clean and airy, and there is plenty of
detail, the latter enhanced by the acoustic of
Cleveland's Severance Hall, the slight dryness of which is more noticeable in the
attack on starting notes than in the decay of
finishing ones. The image is wall-to-wall,
tending to concentrate in the loudspeakers,
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where it is mixed with edge ambience. The
width implies a front seat, with extended
depth and agood deal of ' edge' to the sound,
but this is not reflected in the recording,
which is fairly distant, shallow and relatively
mellow. This is A material in part, but B on
average.
Trevor Attewell
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Egmont, Boston
SO/Ozawa ( CD-80060) (
40m 03s) You are in
a plush expensive seat, well back in Symphony Hall for Ozawa's comfortably expansive Fifth. Notwithstanding afast tempo in i
—
with repeat — this is more Brahms' C- minor
than Beethoven's; double basses in the Trio
are positively Stokowskian ( sounding like
about twenty-eight!). No repeat in iv, nor
index point. A blended homogeneous
sound. If you can afford this, relax and enjoy
it. Playing is certainly beautiful. Isuspect for
Ozawa it expunges his old RCA/Chicago
Fifth. A
Christopher Breunig
'Iberia': Debussy: ibéria/Rimsky-Korsakov:
Capriccio Espagnol/Turina: Orgia, Dallas
SO/Mata ( CD-80055) (
38m 53s) A bit sleepy,
these performances, but the CD sound is
another matter. It is characteristic Telarc,
with the orchestra set back a fair distance
and nothing to complain about in the
balance. No artificial- sounding 'tizz', no faked
dynamic range ( only a naturally wide one)
and anice weight down below. But why only
39 minutes? ' Audiophile' black discs arguably need nice, wide grooves; not so CDs. A
Andrew Keener
Pachelbel: Canon/Tchaikovsky: Serenade
for Strings/Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on
Greensleeves/Borodin: Nocturne, Saint
Louis SO/Slatkin ( CD- 80080) (
47m 08s)
Recorded in Powell Symphony Hall after
sessions for the controversial Mahler ' Resurrection' were completed, this popular compilation shares adark, slightly plummy quality with the symphony. The stereo picture is
pleasingly distanced but the hall characteristic, heavily criticised by other reviewers, is
now intrusive, Pachelbel's Canon making
only ' blimp- like' progress. After the electrifying concert- hall realism of the dynamics and
perspectives in the Mahler Symphony, the
results here are a little lightweight and
washed out. The opening bars of Greensleeves do, however, stir the heart. Could
part of my lack of enthusiasm be due to the
fact that the orchestra had given its best in
the Mahler sessions and that these makeweights were just that — routine? A/B
David Prâkel
Stravinsky: Firebird Suite ( 1919 version)/
Borodin: Prince Igor Overture, Polovtsian
Dances, Atlanta SO & Chorus/Shaw ( CD80039) (
42m 47s) Smooth and rich; a
gorgeous sound, in fact. Ionly wish ( oh dear,
here we go again) that the Atlanta strings
could breathe and radiate a little more. Why
do plainly first-rate engineers close in so on
those exposed first desks? Particularly when
the depth of field and internal balancing of
the orchestra are otherwise exemplary.
Never mind, you will, Iguarantee, revel in
the clarity and opulence of Stravinsky's wind
and percussion writing: the crisp, ear-catching interplays of the ' Firebird's Dance', the
piquant rhythms and gaudy colours of the
'Infernal Dance' ( a little on the staid side in
Shaw's hands). And when that barely-tangible solo horn begins his ascent to the final
apotheosis against a backdrop of perfect
stillness, you will, Ifeel sure, offer up aquick
'praise be' for the whole CD phenomenon.
Nothing wrong with Robert Shaw's vigorous
Borodin performances, either. A pleasing
issue. A
Edward Seckerson
Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet/Nutcracker
Suite, Cleveland/Maazel ( CD-80068) (
39m

35s) Ample depth, handsome tonal
response, but the same old problem: mics
over- close. A touch more distancing
on the strings, for instance, would have
made all the difference to the overall image,
while the incessant tapping of celeste keys
suggests that this particular ' Sugar Plum
Fairy' donned clogs for the occasion. Artistically speaking, Maazel tenders a slick, dapper, but none too captivating Nutcracker. His
Romeo and Juliet, though stylishly played, is
really no more imaginative. Routine, in fact.
B/A
Edward Seckerson
Vaughan Williams: Tallis Fantasia/Barber:
Adagio for Strings/Fauré: Pavane/Satie:
Gymmnopédie 1 & 3/Grainger: Danny Boy,
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin ( CD-80059) 41m 02s)
This issue made a favourable first impression with its smooth string-tone from a sensibly distanced orchestra. But one gradually
becomes aware of acertain cramped quality,
a lack of breathing space which a friend
likened to the boxed- in effect felt beneath the
grand-tier at the Royal Festival Hall. This was
in Tallis, and the feeling returned in the
Barber and Grainger pieces — especially in
the bass, where the players seemingly work
hard to produce little real depth of tone. It's
probably a matter of the Powell Symphony
Hall's acoustic, and perhaps one should
simply accept the result as an honest recording of some convincing performances. But I
cannot grant more than B for asound which
others may admire.
John Crabbe

TELDEC
JS Bach: Der Zufriedengestellte Aolus, Solists, Concentus Musicus Wien, Harnoncourt
(8.42915) (
40m 53s) Bach's Cantata BWV205
is extraordinary indeed, and Harnoncourt
does nothing to minimise the eccentricities
of scoring and rhythms in what he appears
to consider as a ' large scale student rag'
joke. It is essential that the sleeve- notes be
read before listening and then to be prepared for a shock.
Harnoncourt's interpretations have edged,
more recently, towards the exaggerated,
with hard driven tempi, hard string tone and
enthusiastic if not always precise brass playing. Telefunken provide a very spacious
recording of remarkable clarity, but too
frequently the tone is raucously unpleasant.
On systems verging towards the bright or
hard, this disc would be a non-starter. On
balance Harnoncourt's idiosyncratic
approach can be appreciated in this secular
cantata and the joke shared with Bach and
the university teaching staff in Leipzig. The
recording has patches of magic clarity and
space, but the horns and strings ( particularly
in the opening ' Chorus of Winds' with its
unique scoring) sound harsh indeed. It is
essential that this disc is heard before purchase. The CD is a Sanyo pressing. A*/C
David Priikel
Mozart: Symphonies 25 & 40 Concertgebouw/Harnoncourt ( 8.42935) (
59m 48s)
The sound is realistic and immediate, with
wide dynamic and frequency ranges, very
much as though one were sitting in the
Concertgebouw at a concert; the rather
aggressive, too- much- of- a- good-thing hardness that KD ( and I) found rather disagreeable on some of Harnoncourt's Mozart Symphony records has happily been lost on the
way to CD. Harnonourt certainly likes his
music lively, with wide contrasts, some
surprising speeds, the brass encouraged to
play very brilliantly ( horns almost cuivres in
the late G- minor), and very clever phrasing
so as to make the most of silence; all this
well, very well, caught. Maybe the actual
orchestra plays too hard in the loud bits
(strings too much into the string) and too
sweetly in the sweet bits; but Ithink that
these effects are positive, and show us
Mozart in his true colours. A
Stephen Daw
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CLASSICAL
ALWYN: Song-cycle: Invocations'* E Song-cycle:
'A leave-taking'**
Jill Gomez (sop)*/Anthony Rolfe-Johnson (ten)**/
John Constable (pno)*/Graham Johnson (pno)**
Chandos ABRO 1117 digital dmm ( ABTD 1117)
Both Jill Gomez and Anthony Rolfe-Johnson
have close ties with William Alwyn, and the
song- cycles that each sings on this disc were
specially written for them. Both have performed in Alwyn's marvellous opera Miss
Julie, Jill Gomez taking the title role for
Lyrita's recent recording of the work, so the
composer knows well the characteristics and
strengths of their respective vocal powers
and has produced in these song- cycles
works of great stature, ideally suited to their
intended performers.
Invocations, settings of verse by Michael
Armstrong, shows Jill Gomez as an exciting
performer, as always, drawing all the
nuances from text and music. John Constable matches precisely her fluid account and
sets and creates moods exactly, in the space
of afew notes. Anthony Rolfe Johnson in A
Leave- Taking, to words by Lord de Tabley,
easily matches this vivacity and he is, of
course, well used to working with his accompanist here, Graham Johnson, since both are
founder- members of The Songmaker's
Almanac. This close tie pays dividends.
AR- J's words emerge with more clarity than
those of Jill Gomez, partly due to the nature
of the different voices and the writing best
suited to each, but also in part caused, I
think, by one of the few defects of the
recording; Isuspect that perhaps the microphone used has not responded as evenly
or with such transparency in the upper
frequency range as in the middle register.
The recording in general is up- front, but not
unattractively so, and imaging and presence
are exemplary. Ithink Chandos can be proud
of this one. [
A*/A:1*]
Doug Hammond
J.S. BACH: 'Goldberg' Variations ( BWV 988) D
*Concerto in dfor clavier and orchestra ( 1052) IA
Fugues in f-sharp ( 883) and E ( 878) LI Partita in e
(830) U English Suite in a ( 807) E French Suite in E
(817) 0 Toccata ( 912) 0 both 2- and 3- part
Inventions in E ( 777 & 792), a ( 784 & 799) and d ( 775
& 790) D '
free' interview record.
Glenn Gould (pno)/*Academic SO of Leningrad
1947/dir. Vladislav Slovak
CBS 79358 (
4 recs, 4 sides mono & 4 stereo)
(40-79358)
Reissues from 1955, 57, 63-4, 68, 71, 74
This set of records, which is Vol. 1 of The
Glenn Gould Legacy and features the 1955
'Goldberg' Variations with which Gould
launched his international career, and choice
morsels from a number of his later recordings, is aworthy tribute to an artist who was
both unusually talented and, in personal
respects, uniquely inhibited as a performer.
The two apparently conflicting sides of
Gould are very frankly discussed and in
many respects excused and explained in the
fascinating interview record, made in New
York in 1968, with John McClure asking the
questions. For once, I found a record
devoted to speech with just a few musical
examples something really interesting and
worthwhile — a very helpful adjunct to both
the performances in the boxed set and those
which, effectively, it represents.
Nearly all of Bach's important keyboard
music was recorded at some time by Glenn
Gould, and his playing is well represented
here. He was remarkably consistent over the
years, and his affection for the music —
besides his admiration of it — stays at a high
level. Sometimes he plays extremely fast,
sometimes unusually slow; occasionally we
hear the drone of his vocal ' accompaniments'; and sometimes his piano sounds
hard-toned. Yet CBS served him well in their
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recordings, which are apparently heavily
edited yet only very occasionally sound at all
disjointed. An interesting collection — deeply
stimulating and very well documented.
(H/B/A:1*/1]
Stephen Daw
J.S. BACH: The Six Keyboard Partitas ( BWV 825830)
Andreas Schiff (pno)
Decca 411 732-1 digital ( 2 recs) ( 411 732-4)

overburden the
details. [
B/C:1]

music

with

expressive

Christopher Breunig

BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été/RAVEL: Shéhérazade
BehrensNSO/Travis
Decca 411 895-1 digital ( 411 895-4)

Ifind this a very problematic recording, for
while Hildergard Behrens sings expressively
and with great musical artistry, her enunciation leaves much to be desired— especially in
Andreas Schiff plays with clear dedication
the Berlioz, a work characterised by a partiand an attractive fluency, and unlike most
cularly intimate and crucial juxtaposition of
Bach pianists he frequently adds ornamentawords and music. It seemed at first that the
tion, plays notes unequally and makes little
engineers had simply placed aveil over Miss
adjustments to repetitions — all characterisBehrens' voice, but on listening to her in
tics which Iwelcome. There are many signs
Weber's Der Freischütz it was evident that
that he has thought about the music deeply,
her singing does indeed have a certain
but somehow his performances are not as
'plummy' coloration, and this has a greater
special as all this might lead us to expect; a masking effect on her French than on her
scrupulous avoidance of left-hand legato
native German. On cross-checking the Baker,
may be justifiable, but the rather rigid subNorman, Kanawa and Crespin recordings,
stitution of the same temporal frame for
and even the mono Danco version, it was
detached notes may not be the best alternaeasier in each case to follow the singing with
tive. To me it seems as though the movethe text. So, loathe though I am to be
ments do not grow structurally in his hands;
pedantic on linguistic points, Ifeel that while
there is more of a sense of progress than
Ravel's quasi- oriental vocal excursion comes
there is of development.
off well ( his harmonic idiom also seems to
The recording does not altogether help;
suit Behrens' style), the potentially most
the actual sound of the piano tone is well
exquisite and touching of all Berlioz works
judged, and the instrument is placed at a simply isn't acceptable if one has to strain to
sympathetic distance, but there is atendency
follow the French.
for each note to distort initially — something
Francis Travis arid the Vienna SO provide a
which Iam beginning to notice again now
pleasing and discreet accompaniment —
that the digital age has arrived. Did analogue
perhaps made alittle too discreet and chamrecording suit the piano better because more
ber- like by the recording — and the Sofiencould be hidden? Should piano recording be
saal production is clean and reasonably
re-thought-out? These are problems for spespacious. However, the review pressing was
cialists, but certainly Schiff's own way of
disgracefully noisy, so the CD version will be
playing, with its tenderness of tone, is not
welcome despite my grumbles — although
helped here. [
13:21
Decca's 20- year- old Crespin/Ansermet
Stephen Daw
recording would be a much more attractive
candidate for the new medium. The analogue archives are rich with treasure! [
6:3/1]
John Crabbe
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra/LUTOSLAWSKI:
Concerto for Orchestra
CSO/Ozawa
BORODIN: Symphony No.2 IA Polovtsian Dances
EMI ED 2901341 (
ED 2901344)
VP0 8i Ch/Kubelik
Reissues from 1970 and ' 71
CFP 41 44771 (
41 44774)
Reissue from 1961
It was a sensible idea to reissue these two
virtuoso orchestral pieces on one record.
Same vintage as the KempefTchaikovsky 5
Previously the Bartok was coupled with
reviewed next month, but not in the same
Kodaly's Galanta Dances and Lutoslawski's
class soundwise. There is the statutory HMV
strongly Bartokian opus with Janacek's Sinwarmth of the period, but overall the image
fonietta. Under Ozawa's baton both works
is disappointingly lightweight, bass
receive polished and searching performdeficient. Which, I'm afraid, only goes to
ances from the Chicago players, both in
underline the deficiencies in Kubelik's readpoints of detail and in broad terms. The
ing of the symphony. Where the music spins
Lutoslawski dates from 1950-54 and is very
its folkloric tale in the gentlest lyrical mandistant from his present style. It is apowerful
ner, then Kubelik and the VP0 are in clover.
and justly popular work, difficult but dynaElsewhere, though, they sound atrifle out of
mic, a young man's music which makes an
their element ( the scherzo, for instance,
effective comparison with Bartok's autumnal
decidedly precarious despite Kubelik's
masterpiece. The sound is rather harsh and
deliberate pacing) and one craves the musundetailed by present standards, but stands
cle and thrust of a more dynamically scaled
up reasonably well. [
B/C:1]
account. Philips' live' Kondrashin issue, for
Kenneth Dommett
instance — no other version can match that at
the present time. [
C:21
Edward Seckerson
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas 1-5
Rostropovich (vIc)/Richter (pno)
Philips 412 256-1 (
2 recs) ( 412 256-4)
BRAHMS: Double Concerto U Academic Festival
Reissues from 1961-3
Overture
Gidon Kremer (vIn)/Mischa Maisky (WWI/PO/BernThese reissues have been digitally remasstein
tered ( and are available on CD), which has
DG 410 031-1 digital ( 410 031-4)
the effect of ' homogenising' the sound. Tape
Live recordings
hiss is generally reduced: in the superb 1961
account of the A- major sonata this was at a
Bernstein is expansive in manner, as in the
high level, but with the analogue original it
contemporary VP0 recordings of the four
was easier to dissociate it from the music. In
symphonies (the overture here is alternashort, Iam not too happy with the new
tively coupled with No.2), and he may be
transfers — the acoustic was always dry, and
faulted for diffusing the structure of the
balances close, but now the cello reproducopening movement. On the other hand, the
tion is rather nasty in places. The sound
dark orchestral colouring, pervading the
hardens at increased dynamic levels.
finale equally, reminds us that Brahms'
The Russians evidently use the same EdiDouble Concerto is a minor- key work. Mistion as Ma/Ax, on CBS, eg. without the trill at
bar 7 of Op.69 WO etc. Ishould confess that I cha Maisky is an eloquent artist, touching the
heart; you feel he could not play this music
tend to use these as reference recordings
in any other way. Kremer partners him with
only, for Ifind the 'two giants' ( as Penguin
great sensitivity — perhaps with another
puts it) — especially Rostropovich — almost
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This new recording is thoroughly agreeable,
but it fails to convey the stature and grand
character of either Handel or these magnificent concertos. The performances somehow sound uncommitted and tired, although
the discipline is quite good, tempi reasonable ( perhaps occasionally a little fast), and
nothing is in ' bad taste'. Icannot believe that
the Academy musicians are not committed
to Handel, or that they can miss the wonders
of his music, so Imust assume either that
overwork is here taking its simple toll, or that
the music was recorded at the wrong stage
of its preparation (over- rehearsed, underrehearsed, performed at times of dispute?).
That's not my business, but the result is, and
that's how it sounds.
The performers are not much helped by a
rather muted and negative recording; for a
digital taping, this is unusually un lively, and
it lacks both immediacy of quality and much
sense of direction. The performers sound as
if they are playing some way back in an
acoustical setting that is heavily curtained,
so that the sound is warm but without
LPO/Handley
resonance. If this is not the case ( and it
Chandos ABRD 1105 digital (ABRT 1105)
seems unlikely), then something has been
As with everything Vernon Handley does, his
lost through poor microphone-placement or
performance of the symphony is carefully
unorthodox mixing. Ireturned very happily
prepared and thoughtfully presented. It is a to my old mono account by the ECO under
Leppard; for a newer approach, with more
shapely account of this most beguiling and
modern recording, the reader should try to
sunny work and the choice of tempi serves to
hear Trevor Pinnock and the English Concert
hold it together nicely. If anything is missing
it is perhaps the sense of dance that under- on DG. [B/C:21
Stephen Daw
lines so much of the music and gives it its
unique character. Handley tends to emphasise the weightier aspects of the score
perfectly legitimate of course - which makes
HANDEL: Messiah — highlights
it sound more sober, for instance, than
Margaret Marshall (sop)/Saul Ouirke (treb)/CatherMarriner's spritely Minneapolis performine Robbin (alt)/Anthony Rolfe-Johnson (ten)/
ance. However, that takes all the available
Robert Hale (bass)/Monteverdi Ch/English Bar
space, which suggests that it is more spaSoloists/John Eliot Gardiner
cious than the present one, but the effect is
Philips 412 267-1 digital (412 267-4)
the reverse.
Reissue (excerpted) from 1983
Relatively few recordings of this symphony provide anything in the way of a This LP reached me after Ihad dispatched
bonus, and none other offers the Nocturne,
my review of the Compact Disc. It may well
Dvorak's string-orchestra arrangement of
be because Iheard the two versions through
the slow movement of his String Quintet
different kinds of equipment, but Iprefer the
Op.77. It is a beautifully measured piece
recording as Iheard it on CD. On LP the choir
which used to be very popular; it is less often
sounds large and well back from us, the
heard nowadays, though there are other orchestra near and, Ithink, too small (the
recordings of it. This one has breadth and
string-tone, especially, lacks warmth). This
poise, and matches Handley's equally poised
doesn't help a performance that aims
view of the symphony. [
A:1/2]
(according to the cover-notes) to unify the
Kenneth Dommett
attack and the sound of the choir and its
accompaniment.
The interpretation is neat and often dramaHANDEL: Six Concerti Grossi, Op.3
tic, but Iam none too happy with the way in
The English Concert/Pinnock
which the numbers sound disjointed in this
Archly 413 727-1 (
413 727-4)
particular section; Ialmost began to wonder
whether the singers really were at all
Trevor Pinnock's box set of the twelve Op.6
bothered about the meaning of what is for
Concerti Grossi has been available for a
me and many others 'the greatest story ever
number of years ( recently split by DG into
told'. Best in this reading are the recitatives.
three attractive separate issues) and the
It's almost worth buying the excerpts record
appearance of his version of the Op.3 makes
for these alone. Overall, however, something
a suitable contribution to the year of Handof adisappointment in a highly competitive
el's tri centenary (although as the Deputy Ed.
field, Harnoncourt's Stockholm complete
remarked in October's issue, surely it is Bach
recording and Martin Neary's Winchester
Year!). The style and approach of the English
excerpts being my current favourites. Also,
Concert has not changed since the Op.6; the
the complete work on CD strikes me as better
same brisk tempi, buoyant string playing
sonically than the excerpts LP. [
A/B:1/2]
and lack of pomposity. Ilike the balance they
Stephen Daw
achieve between the open baroque winds
and the sharp strings, and the French suavity
which Pinnock weaves from the three-part
HANDEL: Messiah — excerpts for chorus (ed. Julian
French overture which opens the F-major
Herbage)
Concerto No.4 is so subtly gauged. Needless
LSO Ch/LSO/Boult
to say, there is some vintage English Handel
411 841-4)
too, and as Handel was not one to waste a Decca 411 841-1 (
Reissue from 1962
good tune, much of it will be familiar in other
settings, sacred and secular.
Handel playing has developed in style, whilst
Pinnock has again got sterling service
retaining dignity, since Sir Adrian's 1962
from the Archiv engineers and the Henry
performances; but there are those who still
Wood Hall, the recording doing comfortable
cherish memories of the latter (as Ido), and
justice to the fullest of tutti sounds and the for these admirers the present reissue will
most delicately scored slow movement. The
serve as ahappy keepsake. The LSO chorus
balance of orchestra and solo organ part in
had been excellently trained by John McCarNo.6 is a real treat. [
A*:1*]
thy and Sir Adrian certainly knew how to
Roger Bowen
give a performance that special sense of
occasion. The large chorus was well
recorded originally, and although there are
HANDEL: The 12 Concerti Grossi, Op.6
inevitable shortcomings by today's highest
ASM/Iona Brown
standards, this is emphatically not arecordPhilips 6769 083 digital ( 3 recs) ( 7654 083)

famous Mad Scene and sings with considercellist his approach would be quite different,
able involvement. Alfredo Kraus' voice is
but that is not a criticism. If Szeryng and
now on the dry side but he always sings
Starker (recorded with Haitink) sounded like
stylishly, while Renato Bruson is asplendid
different registers of a single voice, then
Ashton and Robert Lloyd makes the most of
Kremer and Maisky sing alove-duet, but one
his opportunities as Raimondo. The performin which male/female sexuality is ambivaance under the direction of Nicola Rescigno
lent: as in the Mucha Tristan and lsolde
is very much on traditional lines, with fine
cover to the Bernstein set! For me, this is the
playing from the RPO and excellent work
more rewarding of the two new DG recordfrom the Ambrosian Opera Chorus.
ings - the Karajan does not yield so much
However, my first choice must still be the
with repetition.
1971 recording with Sutherland, Pavarotti,
The sound is altogether more credible
Milnes and Ghiaurov heading the cast
than on CD, with greater depth and richer
(Decca SET 528/30) in fine sound. The latest
textures. The soloists, though, are more
addition is splendidly recorded, with clean
detached, and forward, less substantial in
definition, excellent balance between singbody. ( Maisky is dead- centre, Kremer
located to left of the rostrum.) Whether a ers and orchestra and good stereo placement, but as a performance of what is
reflection on contemporary digital engineeressentially a belcanto opera it is a little
ing, or on the actual music-making, Imust
disappointing. [
A:21
add that Ifound Klemperer's 1958 Academic
John Freestone
Festival recording not only just as faithful to
the sound of an orchestra ( more to in terms
of stereo perspectives) but, more important,
DVORAK: Symphony No.8 D Nocturne in B
generated a far happier feeling in one! [
A:11
Christopher Breunig

DELIUS: Song of the High Hills O Songs: Twilight
Fancies D Wine Roses D The Bird's Story O Let
Springtime come D II pleure dans mon coeur D Le
ciel est, par-dessus le toit D La lune blanche D To
Daffodils O 1-Brasil
Felicity Lott (sop)/Sarah Walker (m-sop)/Anthony
Rolfe-Johnson (ten)/RPO/Fenby
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9029 digital ( DKP(C) 9029)

Surprising, in view of his magnificent recordings of A Mass of Life and Songs of Sunset
(the latter now reissued on Greensleeve),
that Sir Charles Groves sounded so uncommitted in his deleted account of Song of the
High Hills. Now the gap is filled by Delius'
amanuensis. Dr Fenby may not be the
world's most accomplished conductor ( nor
were Elgar or Vaughan Williams, whose
records of their music are memorable
experiences, brimful of conviction), but his
technique is sufficient to communicate his
wishes and his involvement in the idiom.
And communicate this performance does,
from the first 'almost-heard' choral entry
(magically balanced by Palmer and Auger) to
the ecstasy of the final climax. Ihave never
heard the grandeur and poignancy of this
score more movingly portrayed, nor its
unhurried progress more skilfully paced;
Christopher Palmer's sleevenote parallel
with the ill composer's seven-hour ascent to
the top of a Norwegian hill to watch the
sunset seems more appropriate than ever.
The orchestral playing is magnificent, the
recording a model of warmth, clarity and
natural distancing; but you will need an
absolutely silent pressing. The songs, sung
by the same artists with Dr Fenby's piano
accompaniment on DKP 9022, are much
enhanced by their orchestral colours. Do not
miss this record. [
A:11

Andrew Keener

DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor
Gruberova (sop)/Kraus (ten)/Bruson (bar)/Lloyd
(bass)/Ambrosian Op Ch/RPO/Rescigno
EMI EX 2700843 digital dmm (
3recs) ( EX 2700649,
2 cassettes)

For over acentury Lucia di Lammermoor had
been regarded as a rather outdated prima
donna opera, and it was Callas who restored
it to the permanent repertoire, infusing new
life and dramatic significance into the music.
Joan Sutherland followed on in the same
tradition, and it was indeed her portrayal of
the title role at Covent Garden in 1959 which
established her as an international figure.
She recorded the role twice, first in 1961 and
then in 1971, and it is this latter performance
which has become the yard-stick by which all
subsequent recordings must be judged.
Gruberova, the Lucia of the latest release,
has the requisite coloratura technique to
cope easily with all the technical hurdles, but
the basic timbre of her voice when she sings
forte is hard and unsympathetic. On the
other hand she brings out the drama of the
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ing that keeps reminding us of its age. All the
favourites fit nicely onto one disc, and
Anthony Hicks has written a useful note for
the reissue. [
B/C:11
Stephen Dew
HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in El, O Cello Concerto
in D a Violin Concerto in C
Wynton Marsa/is (tpt)/NatPO/Leppard/Yo-Yo Ma
(vc1)/ECO/Garcia/Choliang Lin (0(1)/Minnesota
Orch/Marriner
CBS M 39310 digital ( MT 39310)
Reissues from 1983, 81
The most recent of these performances, that
of the Trumpet Concerto, came out last
December. Technically, Wynton Marsalis is
brilliant - deft, warm-toned and with the
minium of vibrato; yet it is a rather impersonal reading, matched by an alert but
generalized recording. By comparison with
Rostropovich, Yo-Yo Ma's account of the
D- major Cello Concerto also lacks something
in force of musical personality, though he
gives an attractive and accurate performance, with plenty of vitality. Cho Liang Lin's
reading of the C- major Violin Concerto is
very polished, warm-toned, though distinctly
large-scale for what is essentially a slight
work. The recorded quality is most pleasing
in the violin concerto, where the balance is
natural and the perspectives clear; the cello
work has a slightly hazy quality in the finale
especially. Unless you happen to want precisely these three works, there are preferable
versions of each with other couplings. [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe
JANACEK: Sinfonietta O Taras Bulba
CSO/Ozawa/RPO/Kubelik
CFP 41 44691 (
41 44694)
Reissues from 1971, 59
Both performances have style, and though
there are several alternative versions at full
price which may be more attractive, these
have much to commend them. If one were
forced to choose, it would be the Kubelik
performance of Taras Bulba which Ishould
recommend. It reveals great insight into the
spirit underlying these episodes in Gogol's
Cossack hero's fight against the Poles, as
well as plenty of drama and poetry. And in
spite of its near- historic recording the detail
comes across with considerable clarity. Ozawa's Sinfonietta also has poetry, but not the
powerful impact one has come to expect
from recent digital versions where the brass
can sound truly brazen, and though the
Chicago orchestra are highly polished their
conductor lacks Kubelik's commitment.
(B/C: 1/2)
Kenneth Dommett
LISZT: Piano works — Sonata in bLI Legendes D La
lugubre Gondola 1 & 2 II Annees de Pelerinage
(Italy) E 'Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen' Variations D Pensees des morts DI Benediction de Dieu
dans la solitude ID '
BACH' Fantasy & Fugue E Aux
cypres de la Villa d'Este E Jeux d'eau à la Villa
d'Este oSunt Lacrymae Rerum LI Schlummerlied
ID Valse Oubliee No.1 LI Unstern, Sinistre, Disastro
LI Schlaflos — Frage und Antwort LI Mosonyis
Grabgeleit D Csardas Macabre
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 412 156-1 part digital ( 4 recs) ( 412 156-4)
Reissues from 1972, 76, 79, 81
Making his Vox debut at 25 ( a virtuoso
programme including Pictures), Brendel
quickly established his perceptiveness as a
Liszt interpreter - with opera transcriptions,
obscure pieces such as the Bagatelle without
tonality, the sonatas, then in 1968 arguing
the case for the Hungarian Rhapsodies: the
first sleeve note, Ithink. Alas, like Arrau,
Brendel has not attempted a big survey of
the piano music, but has remade certain key
works, acomplete disc of late scores, providing essays for three of these award-winning
reissues. All sides have been extensively
recut; on Side 5, and in Italie, the dividing
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scrolls are less easily read, but the piano
tone is subtly refined and made more truthful. In part, the softer quieter vinyl here
improves the sound, as compared with the
UK originals. The digital transfer of the
Sonata etc ( also on CD), which Ihave never
warmed to as a performance, preferring the
more spontaneous Brendel/Turnabout, has
been slightly reduced in presence, lessening
the stringy metallic impact in the great
climaxes - my box set copy was, however,
disagreeably 'ticky'. [
A/A*:1]
Christopher Breunig
MAHLER: Symphony No.5
USSR SO/Kondrashin
EMI Greensleeve ED 2901451 (
ED 2901454)
Reissue from 1974
Disastrous. Ithought so when Kondrashin's
curiously clipped and unidiomatic reading
first appeared in its two- disc format ( coupled
with the 10th Symphony Adagio), and Ifeel
no differently about it now. Neither conductor nor orchestra display much feeling for
the Mahler idiom, the all- embracing Mahler
sostenutos. Long bows are at a premium,
legato lines get very short shrift indeed. And
the orchestral sound is coarse, ungainly and
tonally impoverished in this strident Melodiya transfer. If the opening trumpet fanfare
doesn't send you hastily for the door, the
scherzo's obbligato horn solos surely will. It
may be sporadically exciting, but it just isn't
Mahler.
And what price asingle- disc reissue? Who
on earth is going to live with a Mahler 5
which turns over mid-way ( effectively midphrase) through the scherzo? Unless, of
course, it is only the adagietto they really
want. Now, where is my Barbirolli
[
0:41
Edward Seckerson
MARTINU: Five Madrigal Stanzas D Four Madrigals E Three Madrigals D Madrigal Sonata
Dartington Ens
Hyperion A66133 dmm ( NC)
Despite their titles these are instrumental not
vocal compositions. Martinu's interest in
madrigals lay more in the independence of
the parts than in any formal concept, and this
is how he developed the idea, not only in
these four compositions but in his few vocal
madrigals as well. The Three Madrigals for
oboe, clarinet and bassoon date from 1937
and are the earliest of all Martinu's madrigal
compositions, yet this appears to be their
first recording. The others date from the
1940s, the American years. The Five Madrigal Stanzas for violin and piano were
written for Casadesus and Albert Einstein in
1943 and have a pronounced Czech flavour.
The Three Madrigals (
1948) for violin and
viola were written for Lillian and Joseph
Fuchs, who recorded them many years ago
for Brunswick. The Madrigal Sonata for flute,
violin and piano ( 1942) is a comparatively
lightweight work not intended to be particularly serious, though it is skilfully crafted. A
Panton recording exists but does not compare with the present performance in subtlety; nor for that matter does the Swiss
Musica da Camera recording of the Stanzas.
The quality of Hyperion's recording is excellent, if a trifle close, and shows off these
attractive and not very well known pieces in
a way that, one hopes, will secure them a
wide audience. [
A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MAXWELL DAVIES: Image, Reflection, Shadow D
The Bairns of Brugh El Runes from a Holy Island
Fires of London/Maxwell Davies
Unicorn Kanchana DKP 9033 digital ( DKP(C)9033)
The record industry has totally failed to keep
up with Maxwell Davies' output in recent
years, even though he is probably better
represented in the catalogue than other
composers of his generation. The ability of a
composer to turn out so much music is not in
itself commendable, but when so much of

that music maintains such a high standard
the listener can only be overwhelmed. The
earliest work on this disc, Runes from aHoly
Island (
1977), was commissioned for the
Radio-4 programme ' Not now, I'm listening',
and its five movements, each of Webernian
brevity, were performed separately there.
Each of these shining gems creates its own
distinctive atmosphere and terms of reference, though played together on this disc
they prove to be neatly related to each other.
The Bairns of Brugh (
1981) is a typical
'Orkney' work, packing awealth of detail and
feeling into its 53/4 minutes. I'm not sure,
though, why this piece was not placed first
on the disc, to balance the timing of the sides
and create a suitable ' overture' to the most
substantial work here, Image, Reflection,
Shadow (
1982). This last piece, with its
parallels to 'Ave Maris Stella', is a tour- deforce not only for the composer but also for
the performers here. The important cimba Ion part is brilliantly brought off by Gregory
Knowles, and Davies' characteristic ' solo'
writing for all members of the Fires seems to
present no difficulties of technique or interpretation to these expert musicians. Combined with a fine recording, this all adds up
to an excellent new issue. [
A:11
Doug Hammond

MENDELSSOHN: Motets and Psalms
Greta de Reyghere (sop)/Johan Huys (org)/La
Chapelle Royale/Collegium Vocale de Gand/Herrevveghe
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1142 (
HMC 401142)
Here's a combined chorus of excellent,
proven technique who now need bullying to
put a bit of bite and heartfelt spirit and
emotion into the singing of the music of this
particular period and genre. It is obvious that
subtlety they can manage - now they need
power and vigour to render these moving
works in an idiomatic way. Ifeel strongly
about these performances because there is
such potential here that it is frustrating to
hear it so tamely loosed. As the conductor
indicates in his sleeve- notes, these Mendelssohn choral works are very fine indeed and
require dedicated empathy in performance.
Satin- smooth, refined singing is not enough:
articulation needs to be more varied, the
tuning of short solo interjections more controlled, a sense of wonder injected at some
of the more daring harmonic progressions.
Mendelssohn may have been refined in
manners, but his music is stronger meat
than is presented by these performers.
The details are easily heard because of the
excellent recording quality. Stress in louder
passages divides the rating, but the sound is
in general ideally balanced, with the chorus
set at just the right distance, and precisely
and clearly spaced and ordered. The degree
of resonance is perfect and the church
atmosphere effectively conveyed. [
A*/B:3]
Doug Hammond

MENOTTI: The Medium* D The Telephone
Everlyn Keller/Marie Powers/Marilyn Cotlow/
Beverly Dame/Catherine Mast/ce/Frank Rogier/
Orch/Balaban
CBS M2P 39532 (
2 recs) ( MPT 39532)
Reissue from c.1950
The Medium is Grand Guignol, orchestrally
interesting but vocally trite. Recitatives
sound unnatural, and sentimentality is
readily exchanged for drama. In this 1948
performance ( released here originally by
Philips from American Columbia SL 154) the
teeth of the climaxes have inexplicably been
drawn by leaving out some of the spoken
passages, and the decision to change the
phrase ' Damn you!' to ' Curse you!' seems a
bit finicky now. The performances are
reasonably good, but Keller and Powers
sound as if they were having elocution
lessons. The Telephone, on Side 4, has
apparently not appeared here before. It is a
pleasant diversion which goes on just long
119

enough, and Menotti's style suits it better
than The Medium. Rogier turns in good
performances - he is the only singer to
appear in both - and Marilyn Cotlow in this
lighter role sounds happier than her colleagues in The Medium. The unnamed
orchestra plays with reasonable conviction
and the recording is responsive enough for
its age. [
B/C:2]
Kenneth Dommett

MESSAGER: Les Deux Pigeons — complete ballet
BSO/Lanchbery
HMV ASD 2700381 digital dmm ( TC ASD 2700384)
Just as he did for La Fille mal gardée, John
Lanchbery has sewn up the loose ends of
Messager's Les Deux Pigeons for the Royal
Ballet production to make asatisfying whole.
Now there is a final reconciliation scene
constructed from earlier music and a passage from Vérônique. It all works very well,
and Messager's delightful music for Paris
Opera now has overall shape as well as
incidental beauty. The Bournemouth playing
is good ( though not free from some rough
edges) and the gatefold sleeve bears colour
photographs from various Royal Ballet productions of the Fontaine fable of two pigeons
transmuted, for ballet purposes, into two
lovers. Good, reverberant, if rather bass- light
recording. [
A/B:1/2]
Andrew Keener
MOZART: Piano concerto in 13
K238 D Piano
Concerto in C, K415
Murray Perahia (pno)/ECO/Perahia
CBS M 39223 (
MT 39223)
This is the last instalment of Perahia's
Mozart concerto series, which he has also
directed throughout. Not every issue has
come for review, but those that have arrived
have maintained a remarkable standard of
excellence, and like so many such series it
has improved as time has passed. For one
thing, Perahia has developed as aconductor,
and even though the ECO may know their
Mozart intimately it still matters that they
have a director who knows what he wants
and can communicate. One gets the feeling
that a genuine rapport has grown up
between soloist and orchestra, and this has
communicated itself to the engineers.
The Abbey Road studios may have had a
hand in the quality of the sound too. The
textures are light and clear, the balances
first-class and the playing itself in these two
relatively early concertos is both spirited and
direct. There is no obvious ' production', just
first-class music- making without frills, and
who could ask for more? The cadenzas in
K238 are by Artur Balsam, generally stylish
but with an occasional surprising harmonic
turn. Summing up, this is likely to be the new
standard recording of these wonderfully
varied masterpieces, replacing those by
Haebler, Anda, Barenboim, and maybe even
the still unfinished Brendel series. [
All
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto in B
Concerto in C, K246
Rudolf Serkin (pno)/LSO/Abbado
DG 410 035-1 digital ( 410 035-4)

K595 O Piano

For me Serkin's performances tend to provoke acombination of admiration and irritation. Admiration for his distinguished
approach to Mozart and his obvious sympathy with the piano concertos, irritation
over his habit of making added contributions
in the shape of hums, grunts and foottappings. Iam delighted to be able to say
that in this latest addition to his series with
the LSO and Abbado, this problem seems to
have been overcome and irritation can at last
give way to admiration, though to be honest
the approach by all concerned does appear
decidedly relaxed. A touch more incisiveness, such as one gets in the Perahia performances for example, would have been
welcome.
120

In some of the earlier performances one
has had the impression of too heavy a
weight on the music, but here the textures
are nicely transparent and the balances
entirely acceptable. Both concertos have
something of the character of chamber concertos and the important wind parts are
given due attention. Not all the releases from
this series have been offered for review, but
of those which have, this is the most easily
recommendable. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Sonatas K377, 380, 402, 403 O
Andante and Allegretto K404
Oscar Shumsky (On) Artur Balsam (pno)
ASV ALH 954 (
ZC ALH 954)
This fourth volume in Shumsky's and Balsam's series brings us to 1781 and 1782 and
contains some attractive music. The E-flat
and F- major sonatas ( K380, 377) are both in
three movements, the former being a particularly impressive work with the violin for
once an equal partner. K403, like its two
companion pieces, is effectively in two
movements, though the second is in two
parts, slow-quick. It remained unfinished and
was completed in 1831 by Maximilian Stadler. The other two each consist of two
movements which don't necessarily belong
together, and on this account K404 has as
much right to be classed as asonata as K402.
The style of performance by these two
artists has now become firmly established
and we know what to expect. It is strongly
lyrical and in previous issues has shown an
occasional taste for over- expressive phrasing on the part of the pianist. However, these
quibbles become less important as the series
progresses and are far outweighed by the
intensity of the playing, Shumsky's liquid
tone, and the sympathetic understanding the
two performers have for one another. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto No.2 D Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini
Ousset/CBSO/Rattle
EMI 2701031 digital dmm ( EL 2701034)
This is big and beefy, the dark surge of
C- minor at the opening as grandly imposing
as one could wish, thanks to heavily saturated CBSO strings and powerful, well- integrated undulations of support from the
invincible Miss Ousset. Excellent sound,
then: well-balanced, full and resolute memorably so in the closing pages of the
Concerto, where Rattle's horns speak
proudly through the triumphant wash of
strings and keyboard.
As always, Ousset steers clear of the frills,
the affectations, favouring an instinctive,
down-the- line response to the music's natural contours. A solid, technically watertight,
no-nonsense approach. The sort of performances with which you can't go far wrong, but
which may - upon repetition - prompt you to
seek out the greater individualities of a
Richter or an Ashkenazy. Some, for instance,
undoubtedly find her responses a trifle
cool, and there's no doubt that the Paganini
Variations can benefit from a more varied
and sharply characterised palette of expression. I, on the other hand, like her limpid,
crystalline way with the concerto's slow
movement - poised, impeccably ' voiced' and few can challenge her accuracy and
iron- armed bravura in the big moments.
Rattle's work is exemplary throughout, but
my goodness Variation 18 of the Paganini
really gets the full treatment here. Imean
that as a compliment, of course. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Preludes Op.23 Nos. 1, 2, 5 & 6,
Op.32 No.12 E Elégie Op.3 No.1 D Etude-tableaux
Op.39 Nos. 3 & 5O Moments musicaux Op.16 Nos.
3-6
Andrei Gavrilov (pno)
EMI EL 2701061 digital dmm ( EL 2701064)

Just as Ithought. The heightened disciplines
of a recording studio clearly have a positive
effect on Gavrilov's work. Where precipitate
audience adulation and heat-of-the- moment
concert- hall tension seem to provoke immature, ill-wrought extremes, the recording
studio plainly elicits a greater sense of
balance and control. The individualities are
still there, of course, to fire and intrigue one.
Like them or not, heaven forbid that they
should vanish. But here, as in that remarkable Scriabin record, there is a far greater
sense of interpretative gesture being
weighed and tested, of greater consideration
for the music in hand. The impetuosity has
been reined- in. There is greater dynamic
variety (
le, something between p & fff), and
rubato is more convincingly applied.
A couple of examples will have to suffice.
The swaggering G- minor Prelude (
alla marcia): quirky, audacious, really quite aggressive in Gavrilov's hands, but well short of the
vulgarity and distortion he exhibited at the
DEN last August. Then the ÉtudeTableau
Op.39 No.3. Not even he can secure real
rhythmic definition and nuance at this speed,
but it is at least all of a reading here. It has
finish and purpose, as does Moment Musicaux No.3 in B- minor. Very impressive boldly, inexorably conceived. Would that
Gavrilov always exerted this degree of control and foresight. As always, Gavrilov's
quiet playing is of rapt, numbing beauty ( the
poetic F- sharp- minor Prelude), but those
hectoring triple-fortes must be murder to
record. John Willan, working in Moscow, has
done wonders. Solid and rich, this is as good
a piano sound as I've heard from EMI.
[A*: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Etudes-Tableaux
Howard Shelley (pno)
NC)
Hyperion A 66091 dmm (
How illuminating it has been listening once
more to Howard Shelley's Rachmaninov in
the wake of Gavrilov. Two things strike me.
One may miss here the idiomatic charge of a
true slavonic temperament: the impetuous
rushes of adrenalin, the high emotionalism.
Yes indeed, Shelley does sound respectably
westernised by comparison. But my goodness, how much more searching and subtle
in his innate musicality, how much richer the
expressive range. Listen to the light and
shade, the unforced ebb and flow of Op.33
No.2, the luminosity of No.3 ( Op. Posth.), the
pealing elation of No.7.
Direct comparisons with Gavrilov are
possible only in Nos.3 & 5of Op.39. And very
revealing they are too. See how Shelley finds
shape in the line and myriad nuances in the
rhythm and dynamics of No.3. A degree
more abandon is called for, certainly, but is
not more said here than in the tumultuous
onslaught of Gavrilov's account? Likewise
Shelley's No.5 fortissimos never merely hector but evolve in varying degrees from the
very fabric of the music. You know exactly
where Rachmaninov placed his points of
release. It is always the composer, not
Shelley, speaking. Very impressive.
I'm not entirely happy with the recording.
Teldec's rather low-level cut may be apportioned some of the blame, Isuspect, but the
piano sound does lack body, especially in the
lower octaves. [
B:1]
Edward Seckerson
SATIE: Gymnopedies 1-3 (orch, Debussy) El La Belle
excentrique o Les Aventures de Mercure O Jack in
the Box ( orch Milhaud) D Parade ( err Camarata)
LPO/London Fest Pls/Instrumental Ens/Camarata/
Herrmann
Decca 'Viva' 411 839-1 (
411 839-4)
Reissues from 1971, 73
Hold on to your Pièces froides, for this
Parade is rather different from the one
recorded by Fremaux, Entremont and Dorati.
For a start, Camarata has a men's chorus
reciting the Lord's Prayer, and there are

snippets from speeches by Roosevelt and
Hitler. Idaresay if you like the real thing, with
its clattering typewriter, siren and lottery
wheel, you'll swallow this too. The Phase 4
engineers certainly relished it: an atom
bomb explosion bursts from the left channel
and a newly- born baby cries from somewhere in between. All the while the music
burbles sweetly along, unperturbed. Either
you'll collapse in a heap of mirth, object on
grounds of taste, or be reduced to the
screaming abdabs. The music is performed
in dapper fashion ( though a disastrously
misread accidental at the end of Gymnopedie Ill — not Il as stated on the sleeve,
Debussy didn't orchestrate that one — should
have been corrected) and everyone seems to
be enjoying the experience. Ipass. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2 El
Three Fantastic Dances
Ortiz/BSO/Berglund
EMI Greensleeve ED 2902101 (
ED 2902104)
Reissue from 1975
Icannot honestly say that Ortiz has ever
really fired me either on disc, or in concert
hall, and with Alexeev's admirable coupling
of these concertos ( CFP 41 44161) clearly
dominating the catalogue, Isee no point in
dwelling in detail on her shortcomings.
Basically we've efficient but rather bland,
witless performances here. A shot of audacity, of insolence, here and there would have
made all the difference in bringing this music
off the page. Goodish sound, well-balanced,
but the solo trumpet in No.1 is hardly
prominent, leave alone vulgar enough. The
Three Fantastic Dances make for a novel
bonus, but their presence is no more likely to
influence one's decision than The Assault on
Beautiful Gorky curiosity on the Alexeev
disc. [
B:31
Edward Seckerson

STRAUSS: Sinfonia Domestica
VPO/Maazel
DG 413 480-1 digital ( live recording) ( 413 460-4)
Ihaven't enjoyed a performance of Domestica so much since Fritz Reiner's RCA
account. Like Reiner, Maazel knows only too
well that if you rob this potentially elephantine score of its frivolity, its exuberance, its
self- mocking tongue-in-cheekery, it very
quickly goes down with all hands under the
weight of its own pretensions. Mercifully,
then, we are spared here the portentous
Karajan approach and propelled with all due
gusto into scenes of domestic bliss and
tribulation mit the Strausses, their screaming brat, and all those cooing relatives. For
once, it's all a great deal of fun — light and
pacy with crisp, lean textures, athletic
rhythms, felicitous woodwinds that mock
and play, racy strings that dig deep into that
stunning fugal finale, superbly woody timpani and virtuosic brass despatching with
aplomb more high- stopped bulls- eyes than
I've had hot dinners.
Clearly the frisson of a live performance
(which this is) has a lot to do with the sense
of spontaneity and abandon that Maazel and
the VP0 engender, the startling edge- of- seat
tensions which surface so excitingly in the
neurotic middle-section of the ' adagio' ( or
development, as it strictly speaking is). DG's
recording helps too: one of their ripest.
Full-blooded and immediate, but full of
presence and atmosphere along the lines of
that marvellous Bernstein Francesca. Supremely good William Mann sleeve- notes.
[A:1*1
Edward Seckerson
SULLIVAN: H.M.S. Pinafore
Hindmarsh (sop)/Knight (alt)/Round (ten)/Reed
(bar)/Skitch (bar)/Adams (bass-bar)/D'Oyly Carte
Op Ch/New SO/Godfrey
Decca 414 284-1 (
2 recs) ( 414 284-4)
Reissue from 1960
HI-FI NEWS 81 RECORD REVIEW
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This was the first stereo recording of HMS
Pinafore made by the D'Oyly Carte Company. John Reed is a splendid Sir Joseph
Porter and Thomas Round sings very well as
Ralph Rackstraw, while Jean Hindmarsh is a
delightful fresh-voiced Josephine. Donald
Adams is quite outstanding as Dick Deadeye
and all the other members of the company
give very good performances in the D'Oyly
Carte tradition. The sound is excellent for its
date and this set is much to be preferred to
the Decca Phase-4 recording of 1971. It can
be strongly recommended to all G&S enthusiasts. [C:1]
John Freestone
SULLIVAN: The Pirates of Penzance
Masterson Isopl/Allister (m-sop)/Palmer (a/ti/Potter
(ten )/Reed (bar)/Adarns (bass-bar)/Brannigan
(bass)/D'Oyly Carte Op Ch/RPO/Godfrey
Decca 414 284-1 (
2 recs) ( 414 284-4)
Reissue from 1968
This set was made under the supervision of
Dame Bridget D'Oyly Carte and most of the
artists were regular members of the company. There were however some guests,
including a very youthful Valerie Masterson
and Owen Brannigan. Miss Masterson sings
marvellously as Mabel and is well supported
by the rest of the cast. The spoken dialogue
is included so this may be considered a
complete authentic and traditional version of
the work. The recording is quite good for
1968 and the whole is apleasant memento of
the now defunct D'Oyly Carte Company.
[B/C: 1/2]
John Freestone

(whom he assisted for a number of years)
and a few of those old-fashioned slavonic
rubatos as well. It is, though, the most
fiercely competitive of fields and Icannot
pretend that Jansons comes close enough to
the likes of Mravinsky, Muti or next month's
reissued Kempe, because he doesn't. The
Oslo orchestra, on the other hand, are plainly
an impressive, well- drilled body and they
respond with solid conviction to his strong,
straightforward line on the first three movements and something rather more in the
finale, which suddenly really does begin to
bristle. There are more than a couple of
moments there of genuinely high excitement.
The recording is very competitive indeed:
a big, open sound with bags of body and the
Oslo brasses vividly caught. In short, then,
this may not be an especially surprising or
remotely momentous record, but it is
undoubtedly a good one and I've a feeling
that the rest of the series is going to yield
bigger and better results. [
A:112]
Edward Seckerson
VERDI: Il Trovatore
Plovvright (sop)/Fassbaender (alt)/Domingo (ten)/
Zancanaro (bar)/Nesterenko (bass)/Ch & Orch of
Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia/Giulini
DG 413 355-1 digital ( 3 recs) ( 413 335-4)

With no less than seven versions of Il
Trovatore currently available, a new recording of the work must have something very
special to offer, and this new release is
certainly fully justified on all counts. Apart
from Brigitte Fassbaender the soloists had
all sung their respective roles previously on
stage, but they all agreed to re- study the
work with Giulini, and as a result we have a
SZYMANOWSKI: Stabat Mater D Litany to the
really superb interpretation which maintains
BVM D Demeter
its dramatic unity and tension throughout.
Jadwiga Gadulanka (sop)/Jadvvige Rappé (con)/
Fassbaender remarked that ' Carlo Maria
Amdrzej Hioloski (ban/Polish Rad Ch of Krakow/
Giulini is one of the few conductors with a
Polish Rad Nat SO/Wit
real understanding for singers' and at the
EMI EL 2700271 digital ( NC)
same time he maintains a taught overall
control while allowing the artists sufficient
New recordings of the Stabat Mater and
freedom to breathe life into the characters
Litany have been needed for avery long time
they are portraying.
to replace those on the Polish labels. EMI
Rosalind Plowright in her first studio
have come up with exactly the right answer
recording makes a splendid Leonora, while
and this record forms avaluable appendage
Fassbaender is a superb Azucena. Placido
to the four- record set issued last year to
Domingo has previously recorded the part of
celebrate the composer's centenary.
Manrico, but here he sings with an even
Demeter is a bonus, a previously ( so far as I
deeper understanding of the role. Giorgio
know) unrecorded sample of Szymanowski's
Zancanaro is anew name to me, but he has a
middle period, a lushly orchestrated setting
magnificent true baritone voice which he
of a poem by his sister Zofia for contralto
uses with great authority. The supporting
solo and women's chorus. Rappé has a rich
cast are all good, while the chorus and
quality but becomes rather forced and edgy
orchestra of the Santa Cecilia Academy are
in the upper register of her voice.
quite outstanding. But finally it is Giulini's
The remaining two works date from 1926
overall conception of the work and his
and 1933 respectively. Szymanowski's Stascrupulous attention to detail which makes
bat Mater is probably unique. It is in Polish
this set so exceptional. The acoustic, too, is
and its tone, restrained and mystical
spacious and warm, with the stereo image
throughout, is almost Byzantine. It was
precise and well defined. This must certainly
among the first of Szymanowski's works to
now be the first choice among the many
indicate his break with his Straussian past
recordings of II Trovatore. [
A:1]
and his adoption of a clearer, more direct
John Freestone
style. This is fully realised in the Litany for
soprano, women's chorus and orchestra, a
taut but still predominantly subdued setting
VERDI: Otello
of two verses of a poem by Jerzy Liebert.
Jones (sop)/McCracken (ten)/Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/
Antoni Wit, already established as an interAmbrosian Op. Ch/New Phi//Barb/no//i
preter of Szymanowski's music, sustains the
EMI EX 2901373 (
3recs) ( EX 2901379, 2cassettes)
rarified mood of these pieces with unfalterReissue from 1969
ing skill and is well served by singers and
This is a very welcome reissue. Barbirolli's
players, and by a splendidly atmospheric
father and grandfather both played in the
recording which captures the elusive quality
orchestra at the world première of Otello in
of Szymanowski's orchestration [
A:1]
1887 and they often discussed the performKenneth Dommett
ance with John, especially as regards tempi.
Some opera lovers may feel that the whole
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.5
conception on this recording is a little too
Oslo PO/Jansons
leisurely, and it certainly contrasts vividly
Chandos ABRD 1111 digital dmm ( ABTD 1111)
with Toscanini's version which has greater
dramatic tension. Barbirolli nevertheless
In some respects it is alittle unfortunate that
gives us time to savour many of the beauties
Janson's account ( the first in a complete
of the score which might otherwise be
Tchaikovsky Symphony series) should have
overlooked, and he certainly obtained lovely
arrived just one month before the Kempe/
playing for the New Philharmonia. GwynBerlin reissue ( see next month). One thing
neth Jones sings most beautifully as Desdeis certain, though: Jansons' is by far the
mona and Fischer-Dieskau is a splendidly
evil-sounding lago. James McCracken gives
more idiomatic, having inherrited the glorious Leningrad traditions of Mravinsky
a rather uneven performance, but is at his
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best in the more dramatic moments despite
a tendency to exaggerate, and all the supporting artists are well cast. The recording is
very good for its age, and apart from aslight
lack of definition in the big climaxes it
sounds very well. It certainly deserves a
permanent place in the catalogue. [
A/B:1/2]
John Freestone
VERDI: Arias from Aida, Un Bailo in Maschera, La
Forza del Destino, Macbeth & Nabucco
Birgit Nilsson (sop)/Various Chs, Orchs, Conds
Decca 411 885-1 (
411 885-4)
Reissue from 1962
Birgit Nilsson is usually associated with the
Wagnerian dramatic soprano roles, but she
was equally fine in Verdi — as this selection
shows. The timbre of her voice may have
been a little on the cold side for full-blooded
Italian opera, but her flawless technique
more than makes amends. The high notes
are beautifully focused and she preserves a
seamless legato when occasion demands.
Her three excerpts from Macbeth are particularly impressive, for here the vocal timbre is
just right. Highly recommended, with very
good sound for its vintage. [
B/C:11
John Freestone
VERDI: Various Arias
Renata Tebaldi (sop)Narious Orchs & Conds
Decca 411 886-1 (
411 886-4)
Reissues from 1959-65
Tebaldi was a little overshadowed by Callas,
but these reissues show very clearly what a
magnificent artist she was. While she could
sing with considerable power when
required, she could also spin out a lovely
pianissimo legato line, and her tone was
always beautifully rounded. Her arias from
Un Bailo in Maschera and La Forza del
Destino are models of their kind, and the
only flaw in her otherwise almost perfect
technique was her apparent inability to trill.
This makes her aria from Il Trovatore a little
disappointing. On the other hand her ' Salce,
salce' and ' Ave Maria' from Otello are really
superb. The recording is variable but the
voice is well reproduced, and this is the main
thing in a reissue of this kind. [
C:1*/1]
John Freestone
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vIn)NPO/Karajan
EMI EL 2701021 digital dmm ( EL 2701024)
This record is extremely well managed from
all points of view. The Vienna Phil has wisely
reduced its opulent strings to arealistic level,
so that Anne-Sophie Mutter is beautifully
supported, and the recording itself is exactly
right, with the lyricism and the drama both
caught and conveyed in general and in
detail. Miss Mutter plays these concertos
especially well. She doesn't over- stress the
virtuosity, but glides through it in such away
that it retains its drama without sounding
awkward; Karajan's tempi ( as often) are also
just right, but he has not tried to oversimplify phrasing or texture, as Ihave often
felt he tends to do in later music. The result is
dignified and extremely beautiful, with the
(chiefly) Austrian musicians revelling — as
they often do — in their close links with
Northern Italy in general and Venice in
particular.
Icould happily live with this record as my
only Seasons. The poetic texts are included,
as is the case with my two other favourite
readings — those of the Concentus Musicus
Wien ( note the location) and of I Solisti
Veneti ( another digital recording of excellence, though of a contrasting kind).
Altogether delightful. [
A*:1*1
Stephen Daw
WALTON: Prelude ' Richard Ill' D Hamlet and
Ophelia — apoem D Funeral March from ' Hamlet' (
11
Suite from Henry V D A Shakespeare Suite
'Richard Ill'
RLPO/Groves
EMI EL 2701181 digital dmm ( EL 2701184)
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A good, modern recording of much of this
music is missing from the present catalogue,
so this EMI issue admirably fills a gap.
Groves and the RLPO make a first-rate
combination for these concert arrangements
(by the once ubiquitous Muir Mathieson) of
parts of Walton's scores for Olivier's series
of Shakespearean films. Whilst the filmscore elements are not underplayed in these
readings, one would expect from Groves a
more profound interpretation than average
of the music's symphonic elements, and that
is just what we get. He sounds particularly at
home in the suites taken from the music for
Henry V and Richard Ill.
The RLPO strings are very fine, and though
not always spot-on in the most difficult
sections their general co-ordination is excellent and they develop avery warm, firm tone
quality that Imuch admire. Iam not sure that
the recording has fully captured the depth of
tone that Ihave heard from them live of late,
but it is pretty close. The tone- poem Hamlet
and Ophelia is notable for some affecting
oboe playing, and only the brass fail to
develop their full snap — but this again might
be due to the recording process.
All- in- all, these are fine performances that
give the music full power without being
over-glossy, and they glow with life. Iwas
impressed by most elements of the recording, although feeling alittle uneasy about the
compatibility of the limited orchestral spread
with the wide dynamic range and clarity of
the detail Icould hear. Nevertheless, the
sound is first-rate and the whole a very
welcome issue. [
A/B:*/1]
Doug Hammond

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

BUMBRY, FASSBAENDER & TOMOWA-SINTOW
Arias by: Catalani, Charpentier, Cherubini, Cilea,
Gluck, Gounod, Massenet, Ponchielli & Verdi
Bumbry (sop)/RSO Stuttgart/Soltesz
Orfeo S 081841A digital dmm ( Harmonie Mundi)
(MC 081 841A)
Arias by: Bellini, Bizet, Gluck, Handel, Massenet,
Mozart, Saint-Saëns, Tchaikovsky & Wagner
Fassbaender (m-sop)/RSO Stuttgart/Graf
Orfeo S 096841A digital dmm ( Harmonie Mundi)
(MC 096 841A)
Arias by: Cilea, Giordano, Mozart, Puccini, R.
Strauss, Verdi, Wagner & Weber
Tomovva-Sintow (sop)/Munich RFO/Sommer
Orfeo S 106841A digital dmm ( Harmonie Mundi)
(NC)
All these Orfeo recordings were made in
Germany in 1983 and are of a high technical
standard, with good orchestral separation
and agenerally clean but warm acoustic and
voices well balanced with the orchestra. Of
the three distinguished singers, Grace Bumbry is probably the least satisfactory because
as here recorded her voice has a very
decided fluttery tremolo. This is a pity
because the basic timbre is excellent and she
sings with great intelligence and dramatic
involvement [
A:2]. Brigitte Fassbaender
shows her amazing versatility in roles as
differing as Carmen and Waltraute, and her
fine mezzo-soprano voice is splendidly controlled throughout this impressive recital
[A:1*]. Anna Tomowa-Sintow sings quite
thrillingly in two excerpts from operas by
Richard Strauss, and in Agathe's scene from
Der Freischütz she projects aperfectly steady
and beautifully floated mezza voce. Ifound
her alittle less at home in the Italian verismo
arias, where she is inclined to over- dramatize and become a little unsteady at the big
dramatic moments. [
A:1/21
John Freestone

CHRISTMAS CONCERTOS
CORELLI in g Op.6 No.8/MANFREDINI in C Op.3
No.12/TORELLI in gOp.8 No.6/LOCATELLI in fOp.1
No.8
Polish CO/Jerzy Maksymiuk
EMI ED 2700221 digital dmm ( ED 2700224)
The genre of the Christmas Concerto, with its
Pastorale designed to evoke the atmosphere
of Christmas night, has been presented on
record a number of times, and both Manfredini and Torelli might perhaps be profitably
further explored in other directions.
However, this new recording is to be welcomed on two accounts.
First, the performances are expressive,
affectionate and dignified; no previous
recording of Christmas Concertos has
sounded quite so involved and up-to-date:
there are traces of apparent influences from
La Petite Bande's Corelli, of Concentus Musicus and other comparable groups ( if there
are any ...). But these are reasonably
adapted to the Poles' modern instruments,
and John Constable, who has been drafted
for the occasion to play the continuo harpsichord, does so very tellingly in the slower
sections where he may be easily heard.
Second, this is easily the best- recorded of
the Christmas Concerto discs Ihave heard,
with lovely warm sound, yet directional and
detailed as well; perhaps the effect is just a
little orthodox and shallow in depth, but this
is only a fractional criticism. Nice documentation from Robert Dearling, too,
although I've seen somewhere some evidence that links the Corelli with Christmas
night at the Ottoboni palace, Rome, in 1699;
of this he seems to be unaware. [
A/A:1]
Stephen Daw
DOLMETSCH COMMEMORATION RECITAL
Works by Bach, Scarlatti, Handel, Purcell, Bull,
Farnaby, Norcombe
Arnold Dolmetsch (clavichord, ite)/Rudolph Dolmetsch (hrps, via gba)/Millicent Dolmetsch (rec)
Dolmetsch Foundation ARC 1017 (
ARCT 1017) g
'Historie' is an adjective which occasionally
leaps to the pen all-too- easily, but Ithink I
can claim the indulgence here, for apart from
the name of Dolmetsch, historic in its own
right, we have on this issue the transfer of
the first- ever recording of a clavichord and
(more surprisingly) a recorder. The original
wax discs were cut between 1929 and 1933,
and on the first side here Arnold Dolmetsch
performs Bach's Chromatic Fantasia and
various Preludes & Fugues on clavichord, in
inimitable and very positive style. Each piece
was cut from a single take and even if
Dolmetsch's advancing years and failing
health are obvious in the numbers of mishits, one cannot but admire the strength of
(interpretative) purpose. His son Rudolph,
playing on harpsichord, strikes a very bold
virtuoso figure with his approach to the
Scarlatti and some pieces from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. Very articulate, and with
a keen grasp of style and a delicate ear for
appropriate ornamentation. The two also
perform some divisions by Daniel Norcombe
on lute and gamba, and they are joined by
Rudolph's wife Millicent for Handel's Sonata
in F.
The LP transfers have not entirely eliminated the surface- noise of the originals, more
noticeable for the clavichord, while the pitch
wobble ( again clavichord mostly) may disconcert some listeners. All praise, though, to
the Dolmetsch Foundation, who have made
these recordings accessible and from whom
the issue is available at Derwen, Star Hill,
Churl, Surrey, GU1D 2HS, price £4.99 + 75p
P&P. [
H: H]
Roger Bowen
ENGLISH SONGS: Finzi/Ferguson/Moeran/Bridge
Anne Dawson (sop)/Roderick Barrand (pno)
Hyperion A 66103 dmm ( NC)
The fine tradition of English songwriting
received a setback with the Second World
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War, but has not wholly dried up: even some
of these songs were written in the 'fifties.
The composers included here demonstrate
the range and expressiveness of the
medium, with its fascinating fusion of
words- set-to- music and the accompanying
instrument into awhole which is more than
any of its parts. It may be true that today one
either likes this kind of thing or one does not;
but few could refrain from admiring the
artistry with which it is done.
Miss Dawson has a strong, well-tuned
voice which produces no second of anxiety
throughout the recital, and has clearly established a rapport with her partner, such that
almost all the time one admires the unanimity of their work and the perfection of the
result. These songs can easily be made to
sound like pèriod-pieces — as indeed they are
— but the performances have shown them as
something deeper and more lasting.
Balance between voice and instrument
presents aproblem of performance, let alone
of recording: I've tried it, and Iknow....
Here that problem is solved as nearly perfectly as life permits, and both partners are
rendered very naturally, in a kind of salon
acoustic which is wholly appropriate. Some
of Miss Dawson's high fortissimi might
perhaps embarrass some pickups; but this is
a realistic recording, and that's how it was.
[A:1]
Peter Turner
FAMOUS OVERTURES
Works by Auber, Offenbach, Smetana, Strauss,
Sullivan, Suppé
ASM/Marriner
Philips 411 450-1 digital ( 411 450-4)
It is good to see in this collection of overtures
Auber's Fra Diavolo amongst the more commonly recorded items such as The Bartered
Bride, Suppé's Morning, Noon and Night,
Offenbach's satirical view of the ancient
world in La Belle Hélène (
built up here from
his original quite short prelude), and two
operetta overtures that are admired and
loved the world over, Strauss's Fledermaus
and Sullivan's Mikado. Such a mixed selection, devoid of the ubiquitous Rossini,
Weber, and Wagner overtures, is especially
welcome.
The ASM/Marriner are excellent in the
Suppé and Auber, displaying the neatness of
articulation and sheer exuberance of virtuosic technique that has become their hallmark. But the acoustic of this recording is not
as kind as it could be and, with the orchestra
distanced, inner detail is somewhat clouded.
Strangely, the Smetana, Offenbach, and Sullivan also suffer from some uncharacteristic
scrappiness here and there, which renders
Side 2 of the disc something of an anticlimax, especially when the recording can only
be considered mediocre if compared with
that usually found on Philips' discs. So, a
mixed bag — but the Auber and Suppé are
worth hearing. [
I3:1/2/3]
Barbara Jahn
FRENCH RECITAL
BERLIOZ: Hungarian March/CHABRIER: Joyeuse
Marche/DEBUSSY: Prélude à l'après-midi d'un
faune/DUKAS: L'apprenti sorcier/RAVEL: Pavane
pour une infante defunte/SAINT-SAÉNS: Danse
macabre
ASM/Marriner
Philips 412 131-1 digital ( 412 131-4)
Enjoyable, expert performances which are
sometimes more than that. The bassoon
tune in L'apprenti sorcier bounces along
splendidly, with dotted rhythms nudged
impudently on their first appearances;
clearly this broomstick is not to be trusted
further than it can be thrown. The Ravel and
Debussy are played with simplicity, the
Chabrier with alertness ( though without the
rough-and-tumble sense of fun that
Beecham brought to it). Later in the Dukas I
was disconcerted by what seemed overHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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reaction to transitional tempo changes ( the
piece is, after all, about a steady, unstoppable force) and by the harp's C instead of
D-flat two bars from the end — a perplexing
oversight. But no matter: with its clarity and
wide dynamic range ( weighty percussion at
one end, feathery strings at the other), this is
a nice one. Idoubt, though, whether I'll be
playing this Sorcerer as often as Silvestri's
torrential Greensleeve account. [
A:11
Andrew Keener

English Chamber Orchestra directed by Enrique Garcia Asensio supply the necessary
orchestral accompaniment. This is the sort of
record which should prove immensely popular in restaurants and cafés to provide ' piped
music' with a continental flavour) After all,
Caruso, Gigli, Tauber, Schipa, Pavarotti and
Domingo have all given us light entertainment of this kind, so that Carreras is in very
distinguished company. [
B:2]
John Freestone

GHENA DIMITROVA: Recital
Opera arias by Catalini, Cilea, Giordano, Ponchielli,
Puccini & Verdi
Ghena Dimitrova (sop)/Munich RO/Gardelli
EMI EL 2700611 digital dmm ( EL 2700614)

MADO ROBIN: Recital
Arias by Adam, Benedict, Delibes, Donizetti, Rossini, Thomas & Verdi
Mado Robin (sop)/Nw SO/Orch of La Société des
Concerts du Conservatoire/Lucien Lavaillote (fit)!
Blareau
Decca 411 641-1 (
411 641-4) (@
Reissues from late 1950s

Iheard Dimitrova when she made her British
début in a concert performance of La
Gioconda at the Barbican Centre, and was
greatly impressed with her singing. She is a
true dramatic soprano of immense power
and yet is capable of moderating her voice to
avery beautiful pianissimo. In this recital she
demonstrates the same qualities. She makes
asplendid Aida in ' Ritorna vincitor' and there
is some exquisite soft singing in arias from I
Lombardi and Attila. Her ' Suicidio' (
La
Gioconda) is a splendid reminder of her
performance last year, and she is exciting in
the big scene from Turandot.
The selections from Adriana Lecouvreur
and La Wally show the lovely quality of the
voice when she is singing easily, but the
climaxes here sound a little too strenuous
and there is a slight metallic shimmer in the
upper register. In the cavatina from Macbeth
she shows great personal involvement, but
the extreme top of the voice as recorded
sounds pinched and the tone hardens. This
was certainly less noticeable in the theatre,
and it still appears to be difficult to convey
the sheer amplitude of a really big voice
even with the latest digital processes. Apart
from this the sound is excellent, with the
orchestral detail emerging with transparency
and an excellent balance between voice and
orchestra. Gardelli again shows those dynamic qualities as an operatic conductor which
add much to the general success of the
recital. [
A:1/2]
John Freestone
GREAT ORGAN WORKS
Music by Bach, Brahms, Franck, Mozart, Widor
Simon Preston (org)
Decca ' Viva' 411 840-1 (
411 840-4)
Reissues from 1962-64
The contents come from 20-year- old analogue tapes, re- mastered at a lower level to
minimise noise — but of course it simply
reappears at realistic listening levels.
Although the sound may be pretty healthy
considering its advanced years, it is distinctly ' dated', lacking the openness and
clarity demanded by current standards,
though some items leg Franck's Pièce Héroique), are better than others. The image is
also greatly exaggerated in width. One
improvement is in bass extension, which
considerably exceeds that on the earliest
discs, though it's a bit boomy. The organs
are those of Westminster Abbey and King's
College Cambridge. They are played impeccably, but styles, too, move onward in the
course of two decades. It's all abit too much
like using tea- bags twice over, I'm afraid.
[B/C:1]
Trevor Attewell
JOSE CARRERAS: You belong to my heart
Carreras (ten)/ECO/Asensio
Philips 411 422-1 digital ( 411 422-4)
This is a mixed bag, including old favourites
like Mattinata, Fenesta che lucive, Because
and Rossini's La Danza. Of the twelve items,
two are sung in very respectable English and
the rest in Italian or Spanish. Carreras sings
with plenty of warm rich vibrant tone and the

These items were issued on an Accord disc
reviewed by me in August 1982, but Decca
have clearly made new transfers and the
selections are now arranged in a different
order. The sound is more forward and
cleaner on the new release but is still very
dated. Ipreviously gave it a C:2 rating and
see no reason to change this. Mado Robin
sings quite prettily with some neat coloratura, but the overall effect is more likely to
appeal to canary fanciers than music lovers.
There are two B-flats in alt which might
qualify the singer for an entry in the Guinness book of records, but they hardly add to
the soprano's standing as an artist. [
C:2]
John Freestone
MARY'S MUSIC
Songs and Dances from the Time of Mary Queen of
Scots: Works by De Sermisy, Certon, Lassus,
Kinloch, Blackhall, Lauder, Byrd
Scottish Early Music Consort/Edwards
Chandos ABRD 1103 digital ( ABTD 1103)
The idea for this record is anice one— that of
charting the life of Mary Queen of Scots
through music either roughly contemporary
with her or having amore immediate contact
with the events of her life: from agaliarde by
William Kinloch and a song by Andrew
Blackhall, both of whom she knew, to two
songs by Byrd, the words of which commemorate her execution.
The Scottish Early Music Consort have
clearly prepared well for the recording, taking great pains over early Scots pronunciation and in the skilful programme planning.
Their grasp of the style appropriate to the
different types of music is scholarly, and
whilst Ihave reservations about the timbra)
qualities of some of the vocalists which act
against a good blend of voices ( and also
about some of their intonation and control),
the overall effect serves the music well, even
if for some of the pieces a lighter touch
might have worked better. The instrumental
support is well judged and Iparticularly liked
the viol playing.
The large SNO hall in Glasgow was used
for the sessions and both vocalists and
instrumentalists are close, with different
tracks and groupings showing no change of
image ( although dynamic changes are
sometimes abrupt). The sound is very directional, which emphasises the spotlighting of
vocalists, but it does not suffer from the
over-reverberance sometimes associated
with large buildings and small groups. [
B:2]
Roger Bowen
MUSIC FOR TRUMPET & STRINGS
BALDASSARE: Sonata in F/CLARKE: Suite in D/
CORELLI: Sonata in D/PURCELL: Sonata No.1 in
D/STANLEY: Trumpet Voluntary/TORELLI: Sonata
a cinque in D
Ensemble/Stephen Burns (tpt)
ASV DCA 528 digital ( ZC DCA 528)
Ifound this solo debut disc of the young
American trumpeter Stephen Burns quite
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4 remarkable. Playing only music from the
cos had turned by the 17th century into more
17th century, he displays an amazing technicomplex religious works with stanzas and
que, beautiful tone control, and the utmost
refrains, but the secular counterpart was the
confidence and security in his handling of far simpler tono humano written for two,
some of the highest and most virtuosic
three or four parts. Figueras executes these
passages. To complement this, he shows an
texts with great feeling — hearing her proinnate sense of style, ornamenting this
nounce the word 'solidados' should conmusic most delicately and blending with the
vince anyone of the authentic Spanish qualequally stylish ensemble of 5 strings, 2 ities of her art. Interspersed are short
oboes, bassoon, and harpsichord continuo
instrumental ensembles by the Augustinian
with the utmost sensitivity. The performance
Bartolome de Selma y Salverde which are
of the Clarke Suite is especially fine, charbeautifully played and a delight to the ear.
acterised by strong rhythmic accentuation
The rather tremulous vibrato adopted in the
which clearly sets the nature of the differing
Canzona adue XIII is the only point to mar an
dance forms. The Italian Sonatas tend to
excellent release. The recording produces a
highlight the soloist more, their composition
rather large voice and some noisy violone
being mainly inspired by the stay in Bologna
playing. [
A/B:1)
of the brilliant trumpeter Giovanni Pellegrino
What asuperb instrument the organ of St
Brandi, towards the end of the 17th century.
Maria in Organo is, and what a delightful
The sound made by the rotary piccolo
recital Koopman has chosen to play on it.
trumpet that Burns uses on this disc is bright Tuned to an unequal temperament and
and sweet, and obviously carries more easily
supplied with drums and carillon, the organ
than the softer-toned ensemble. For this
produces a splendid ' noise' whether in the
reason it may have been easier on the ear to technical virtuosity of Rossi's toccata or the
have set the soloist on an equal footing with
almost programme- music Gherardeschi
the ensemble, as highlighting seems
sonata ( subtitled per organo a guisa di
unnecessary. It would also have been
banda militare che suono una marcia).
interesting to hear Stephen Burns perform
Showmanship, virtuosity, technical compeon the number of different trumpets dis- tence, a grand sense of fun and above all
played on the disc sleeve. However, it must
musicality mark this record out as one of the
be said that this is a very fine disc, and an
classics. The recital includes adozen Frescoimpressive start to the recording career of an
baldi pieces, Zipoli's Pastorale and three
exceptionally talented musician. [
A:11
Scarlatti sonatas. The recording is by HarBarbara Jahn
lekyn and is close without being fierce,
though a little more ambience could have
been introduced. Full registration notes are
PETER PEARS: Recital
supplied. (
A:1*)
Songs and arias by Bach, Britten, Handel, Haydn,
Koopman plays a very distinctively toned
Purcell, Schubert & Schültz
copy of aStephani harpsichord in arecital of
Peter Pears (ten)/Various accompaniments
the Venetian organist and dancing master
Decca 411 919-1 (411 919-4)
Giovanni Picchi ( c.1575- c.1630), little of
Reissues from 1959-67
whose work has survived. The startling
Toccata (from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book)
Peter Pears would hardly qualify as one of has daring bitona I passages. Picchi it
the 'grandi voci' but he would certainly rank appears was not to be fettered by the
very high among the great artists of the conventions of the day and he embellishes a
post-war years. His voice was avery service- set of dances ( balli) and a Passamezzo with
able one, but it was above all his use of it
'forbidden' intervals, trills and arpeggios.
which was so remarkable. Here we have Quite another side of Picchi's character is
examples of him as an incomparable inter- shown in the reflective Padoana ditta la
preter of Bach and Purcell, while his Handel
Ongara. The recording does nothing to miniperformances were almost equally outstandmise the 'wiry' character of Koopman's
ing. Finally on this record we can hear him as chosen instrument. [A/B:1]
a fine lieder singer and in examples of
The Frescobaldi recital is made up of pieces
Britten's settings of folk songs as well as in from three sources: the second book of
an excerpt from Peter Grimes in which he toccatas, the first book of canzonas, and
created the title role. Altogether this is a from the collection Arie Musicali per candelightful record and asplendid souvenir of tarsi. The variety and authoritative performa unique artist. [
B:11
ances make this amost satisfying addition to
John Freestone
the not-exactly over-subscribed Frescobaldi
discography. The only reservation is that the
performances, particularly by Figueras, tend
PHIUPS UVING BAROQUE
to overwhelm the music. [A:1]
Three of the Frescobaldi Arias from the
Spanish Baroque Music
Figueras/Koopman recital also appear on the
Montserrat Figueras (sop)/Savall (via gmba)/KoopJacobs/Koopman disc — Italian Love Songs.
man (hpd)/van der Meer (vin)/Ros (violone)
Jacobs adopts a stop/start manner with
9502 088 (7313 088)
some jerky ornamentation and is left well
Reissue from 1976
behind by Figueras' confident performances. The rest of this recital may well have
Italian Baroque Musk for Organ by Rossi, Frescobeen spoiled for me by what I'd found from
baldi, Zipolo, Domenico Scarlatti, Gherardeschi
the aforementioned comparison and from a
and anon
balance which favours the harpsichord.
Koopman (org)
Jacobs seems far more at home with the
9502 095 (7313 095)
Gagliano and d'India arias on Side 1, which
incidentally show less of an unpleasant nasal
PICCHI: 9 Dances and Toccatas
quality in the recording. [
B:2]
Koopman (hpd)
9502 101 (7313 101)
Reissue from 1976

David Prikel

FRESCOBALDI: Arias and Canzonas
Montserrat Figueras (sop)/Koopman (org and hpd)/
Sava (viols)/Dickey (cnt)
9502 111 (
7313 111)
Italian Love Songs by Marco da Gagliano, Sigismondo d-India, Caccini, Frescobaldi and Quagliati
Rene Jacobs (c-ten)/Koopman (hpd)
9502 122 ( 7313 122)
Reissue from 1975

The Music of the Spanish Baroque release
covers the little-known 17th century tonos
humanos. The 15th and 16th century vilanciHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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PHIUPS SEQUENZA
BEETHOVEN: Pathetique D Appassionata
Moonlight Sonata
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 412 001-1 (412 001-4)
Reissues from 1964, 67, 66
ELGAR: Enigma Variations/BRAHMS
Variations*
LP0/* Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 412 005-1 ( 412 005-4)
Reissues from 1974, 75

Haydn

LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)/LOS/Kondrashin
Philips 412 006-1 (412 006-4)
Reissue from 1961
MENDELSSOHN: ' Italian' & '
Reformation Symphonies
NPO/Savvallisch
Philips 412 008-1 (412 008-4)
Reissues from 1967
MOZART: Music from the film 'Amadeus'
IfIrendel/Grumiaux/Davis/Marriner etc
Philips 412 244-1 (412 244-4)
Reissues from 1965-79

The Beethoven sonata recordings compare
very favourably, technically, with the latest
Arrau/Concertgebouw CD production of
Mozart. The side- break comes after Op.57 ( i),
but Ican think of no more compelling or
more complete a reading on records than
this Appassionata, which perfectly illustrates
Arrau's integrity of style, searching manner,
and pianistic grandeur. He manages to
infuse mastery of structure with a suggestion of improvisatory freedom in ( i); in ( iii)
there is no hysterical rush of speed, instead,
the logic of the piece is grippingly exposed.
One might say his Pathetique, full of marvellous things, does not reflect 'early Beethoven', or that the Adagio sostenuto of the
Moonlight emphasises construction at the
expense of atmosphere. Yet who does it
better? Not Gilels, and of the young pianists
not Lupu; only Eschenbach captures the
unbroken mood of this opening movement.
[A:11
The Elgar/Brahms is acoupling preference
that dates back to the time of Toscanini; but
this Enigma hasn't the magical aura of
Monteux's — especially exquisite in the
'Dorabella' intermezzo, after which Haitink's
seems flat-footed. Balance of textures is
notably transparent, now brighter, more
forward than the original transfer, which had
more natural perspectives and staging.
Strings too much centred in LH speaker,
some subtlety lost, and still the turnover for
E.D.U. [
A/B:2]. In both senses Haitink is 'on
home ground' in the Brahms; again, an
increase in level, but virtually indistinguishable from the Symphony No.2 coupling. [A:11
Could it be the tape-hiss or, more likely,
the pedal bumps in the long trills linking the
adagio-animato (with triangle) in the Liszt
E-flat Concerto or moderato of No.2 that led
to a 5-year banishment of these extraordinary recordings? Richter's playing is astonishingly vivid, elegant, and compelling, the
piano close balanced. The original cut had
even more weight than here, but the only
real grumble is loss of the old notes describing the sessions. Incidentally, the 1961 live
RAH performances plus other material are
on Fonit-Cetra DOC27. [13:11
The Mendelssohn symphonies receive
refined performances, with the first- movement repeat (and its interesting ' lead back'
material) observed in No.4. Yet Iregret the
loss of Sawallisch's coarser-cut 1960 VSO
Italian, with its robust vitality and sweeping
allegros. Since the 1979 box-set reissues
these two sides have been recut and recut,
presumably to give added brilliance to the
somewhat discreet reticence of the original
balance, and to get rid of the former ' boxy'
characteristic. Sound now a bit dated, but a
rewarding coupling still. [
A/B:1]
International or not, the ingenious sculpted polystyrene bust on the Mozart sleeve
symbolises the three purposes of this
record: areminder of the film based on Peter
Shaffer's Amadeus, the excellence of Philips'
Mozart catalogue, and an introduction to the
variety of this composer's work. Extracts
include movements from the early G-minor
Symphony, concertos for flute/harp, violin/
viola, pianoforte ( No.22 in E-flat), the
Requiem, B-flat Wind Serenade, and Don
Giovanni, all transfers of quality immaculately pressed. What more can be said? [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig
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ROMANTIC RUSSIA
GLINKA: Ruslan & Ludmilla Overture/MUSSORGSKY: Night on Bare Mountain O Khovanshchina —
Prelude/BORODIN: Prince Igor — Overture &
Polovtsian Dances
LSO/Solti
Decca 'Viva' 411 838-1 (
411 838-4)
Reissue from 1967

STARS OF THE VIENNA OPERA: 1918-1945
41 great singers associated with the Vienna State
Opera/Various orchs & conds
EMI EX 2901313 (
3 recs) ( EX 2901315)
Reissues from 1912 to 43

This is a wonderful selection of operatic
excerpts sung by the cream of the talent
associated with the Vienna State Opera
between the two world wars. Some bands
How much more flexible and spontaneous
stand out, as for example Kurz's ' Lockrüf'
Solti was in the 1960s. Ruslan & Ludmilla has
with its effortless flights of coloratura, some
all the dash and electricity one could desire
marvellous Wagnerian singing from the bariwithout ever sounding breathless or overtones Hans Hermann Nissen, Karl Hammes
driven, Mussorgsky's Night conjures up fury
and Josef von Manowarda, and inimitable
without brutality, whilst the unjustly negcontributions from Elisabeth Schumann and
lected Prince Igor Overture (
as opposed to
Jarmila Novotna. Piccaver's 1914 recording
those tedious Polovisian Dances) ideally
from La Fanciulla del West and Jeritza's
reconciles vigour and warmth. Always
selection from Korngold's Die tote Stadt are
ranked high in the showcase/demo stakes,
also outstanding, as is Rosette Anday's ' 0
Decca's recordings sound every bit as crisp,
mio Fernando' which is sung with
bright and immediate as they did 17 years
tremendous authority and lovely warm tone.
ago. [A:11
These come to mind immediately, but there
Edward Seckerson
are so many gems in this collection that it is
almost invidious to mention individual conROMANTIC VIRTUOSO CELLO
tributions. The transfers have been done
Works by Bartok, Bloch, Cassadó, Castelnuovo - with the expertise associated with the work
Tedesco, Debussy, Dvorak
of Keith Hardwick and there is also an
Raphael Wallfisch (vIc)/Linn Hendry (pno)
excellent booklet with biographical details
Chandos ABRD 1108 digital ( ABTD 1108)
by Christopher Norton Welsh. Unreservedly
recommended to opera lovers. [
H:1/1*]
This recital seeks to display both the RomanJohn Freestone
tic qualities of the cello and its technical
possibilities. Happily, it does both in the
TORCHES: Favourite Christmas Carols
hands of the extremely capable young cellist
Choir of St. Michael's College, Tenbury/Roger Judd
Raphael Wallfisch and his fine accompanist
CFP 41 44731 digital (41 44734)
Linn Hendry. Four of the Five Pieces for Cello
& Piano performed here were composed by
'Favourite', Itake it, means favourite with the
Dvorak for his friend, the teacher and soloist
choir, as many are, Iam thankful to say, far
Hanuà Wihan. They are given sensitive and
from being the run-of-the-mill pieces, dear
idiomatic performances that show by turns
though these be: some are ancient, others
the lyrical prowess (
Silent Woods) and virmodern. The revival of musical standards in
tuosity (
Slavonic Dance No.8) of both perforthe Church of England owes much to St.
mers. Debussy's Intermezzo was a student
Michael's; and recordings issued today
piece, discovered by Piatigorsky who
show that the same enthusiasm and high
arranged to have it published. It shows none
standards apply as they always did. This is
of the characteristic fingerprints of this great
unaffected yet disciplined and precise singcomposer; in fact it is unoriginally repetitive,
ing, which will give a great deal of pleasure
but it is played nevertheless with great
to all who love the Anglican tradition.
conviction. Cassades Dance of the Green
The recording accurately reflects the singDevil is apiece of sheer bravura, but Bloch's
ing: it is clear and well- separated, and does
Three Sketches 'From Jewish Life' demand a all that one requires without being noticepoetry and sensitivity to give them life. The
ably ' digital' in sound. This issue joins the
acoustic on this disc is particularly good for
many now available on this label offering
the brooding nature of these pieces.
original recordings of excellent standard.
Bartok's Rhapsody No.1 and Castelnuovo[A:1]
Tedesco's arrangement of ' Largo al factoPeter Turner
tum' from Rossini's The Barber of Seville
display, perhaps more than any other pieces,
TRAVELS WITH MY CELLO
the way in which these performers compleWorks by Albeniz, Albinoni, Bach, Debussy, Grainment each other. The latter piece, originally
ger, Khatchaturian, Lehár, Lloyd Webber, Rimskytranscribed for Heifitz in 1943 and adapted 20
Korsakov, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, Strauss
years later for performance by Piatigorsky, is
Julian Lloyd Webber (vIc)/ECO/Cleobury
a work of great humour and technical braPhilips 412 231-1 digital ( 412 231-4)
vura and makes afitting finale to the recital,
which is enhanced by a warm resonant
Julian Lloyd Webber's first disc for Philips
acoustic. Both performers are set just to the
Classics coincides with the publication of his
right of centre, but the sound-stage is filled
first book Travels with my Cello, which
for all that. A most enjoyable disc. [
A:1]
relates some amusing anecdotes connected
Barbara Jahn
with his concert- giving tours of the world.
SHERRILL MILNES: Recital
Arias by Bellini, Donizetti, Ponchielli, Puccini, Rossini & Verdi
Sherrill Milnes (bar)/various supporting artists/
Ambrosian Op Ch/Wandsworth School Boys' Ch/
LPONarviso
Decca 411 976-1 (
411 976-4)
Reissue from 1974
This recital, first published ten years ago,
shows the artist in a variety of roles. The
singing is of ahigh standard throughout and
reveals the celebrated baritone at the top of
his form. He is possibly less successful as
Figaro in the famous ' Largo al factotum'
where his sense of comedy seems a little
forced, but is at his very best in the more
dramatic situations, the two excerpts from
Otello being exceptionally good. The recording is excellent for its date and the orchestral
accompaniments under Silvio Varviso are
sensitive, and well balanced with both
soloists and chorus. [
13:1]
John Freestone
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The disc contains a number of popular short
pieces, arranged for cello and orchestra in a
most colourful and often exuberant fashion
by Christopher Palmer. Gollivvog's Cake
Walk loses much of its original charm and
character through this arrangement, but on
the whole it must be said that even the most
hackneyed pieces retain a certain magic
which captures the imagination and ' stills'
the listener by its beauty. Particularly successful in this way are the slower numbers,
Schumman's Tráumerei, Albinoni's Adagio in
G- minor, Saint-Saëns Swan and Gounod's
Ave Maria. All these are given a very sensitive and committed accompaniment by the
ECO.
However, in the faster, more fiery pieces
such as Khatchaturian's Sabre Dance the
orchestra tends to swamp the soloist, but
this must be regarded as much afault of the
recording as of the performance. Elsewhere
the string sound is edgy, with dense fullorchestral textures. Webber himself is
recorded extremely well, though perhaps
too closely, and his rich, warm, full-bodied

sound is faithfully reproduced. His intention
'to entertain people... That's a job of a
musician, to entertain and uplift the spirit'
has most certainly been achieved, not from a
highbrow or academic stance, but with great
zest and humour. Iwas only sorry that the
meagre 38 minutes playing time could not
have been extended by a couple more
numbers. [
13:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
TROUBADOUR SONGS & MEDIEVAL LYRICS
Paul Hillier (bar, med hrp)/Stephen Stubbs (med
Ite)/Lena-Liis Kiesel (port org)
Hyperion A66094 dmm ( NC)
Just before, and during, the last war, Iseem
to remember there was a flurry of interest
and speculation about the nature of the
troubador movement, and about the ideal of
love which it represented: much cerebration
about the relationship between Eros and
Agape. This recital concerns itself rather with
the nature of troubadour music and associated forms.
Paul Hillier is afine scholar and musicologist. ' We do not know how this music was
performed', he states flatly, and then goes
on to indicate the lines of his own research
and intuition, particularly into the rhythmic
sense of the music. Listening to his interpretations, one is very happy to go along
with his answer to 'the overlying problem
which every performer of music from this
period must face ( and to which he must
perforce find an answer, however temporary)'. Such refreshing honesty is the best
possible prelude to an absorbing and
delightful recital.
Pleasure is increased by afine recording. I
am puzzled by the loudness of the lute — by
far the principal accompanying instrument.
This recording is one of Tony Faulkner's, and
the last thing Ican conceive of his doing is
fiddling with natural levels; yet that lute,
lovely though it be, does sound larger than
life. We hear less of the tiny harp and
portative organ than one could wish: they
are both enchanting. But this, of course, is
part of Paul Hillier's interpretation. This is a
very beautiful issue. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner
VOLONDAT RECITAL
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in A, Op.101/RAVEL:
Valses Nobles et Sentimental/DEBUSSY: Mazurka
O Menuet sur le nom de Haydn D Valse Romantique D Poissons d'or
Pierre-Alain Volondat (pno)
Pavanne ADW 7139 dmm ( Harmonia Mundi)
Pierre-Alain Volondat won the Queen Elizabeth of Belgium first- prize in 1983, and this
is his solo recording debut, being of a live
recital. In the Op.101 he displays the Gallic
tendency towards taking Beethoven ' light',
and whilst the allegretto first movement just
works on this level — though there is surely
so much profundity belied by that outward
façade — the fast second movement and
more particularly the Finale suffer rather
badly from his crisp articulation, light texture
and regular use of staccatto and short
phrase- impulsion. It is a consistent reading,
though one rather out of accord with those
of acknowledged interpreters of the late
sonatas.
Volondat fares better with the slightly
acerbic urbanity of the Ravel and in the early
Debussy, and his delicately controlled and
glittering passage-work tempts some very
attractive sonorities from the well recorded
piano. The live recording has many of the
virtues of studio sound, with a good placing
and spread and a particularly wide tonal
range. It is cut alittle low in level, and despite
Teldec OMM the surfaces on my copy were
troublesome. Audience noise during the
performances is amazingly absent ( have the
Belgians a cure for the common cough and
shuffle?), but prepare yourself for the substantial bout of applause at the end of each
side! [
A:2/3]
Roger Bowen
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198 CHURCH ST., BLACKPOOL. Tel: (0253) 27703
84 PENNY ST., LANCASTER. Tel: (0524) 39857

Demonstrations by Appointment

LISTEN TO
MR AIWA, A.R., AKAI, ARISTON, CASTLE, CELESTION
DENON, DUAL HEYBROOK HEUUS, UNN, MERIDIAN,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, NAD,
NAKAM/CI41, PINK TRIANGLE, QUAD, ROTEL, ROYCE,
TANNOY, TECHNICS, YAMAHA

Closed • Mondays
103a. Beverley Road. Hull.

TEL 0482 227867

1Oam-5pm-Closed Wednesdays

MAI

The HI FI Specialists who care

A&R, Aiwa, Akroyd, Bang & Olufsen,
Celestion, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, Linn,
Meridian, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Naim Audio, Nakamichi, Nytech, Rega, Rotel,
Wharfedale.
19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
Telephone Tonbridge ( 0732) 366767

We have stressed in the past, and still do, the
importance of acorrectly balanced and set up
turntable arm and cartridge. The amplifier
and speakers are also important in playing
their part in asystem. Technical specifications,
are only aguide to the products competence
on alab bench and do not tell us what they
sound like.
We at Aural( not only pay attention to
cartridge loading at the pre-amp input but to
amplifier and speaker load matching, cables,
amplifier support and other small, but
important details that can give an inexpensive
system rhythm and coherence to the music,
allowing one to enjoy playing records without
listening to the equipment.
2nd Floor Suite,
46 Wood Street, St Mines on Sea,
Lancashire MI 10G
0253 729111
Open Tues—Sat llam-5pm.
Evening demos by appointment.

A

THE AUDIO CENTRE
Service with aSmile!

AKAI D AIWAE ARO B&W 0 CELESTION
DENON 0 DUALE FISHER O FUJI O MARANTZ
MEMOREX 0 NAGAOKA D ROTEL 0 REVOX DROSS
ORTOFON O SONY O SHARP D SENNHEISER
SHARP O TDK D TRIO O WHARFEDALE
AND MANY MORE!

84 BRIDGE STREET, PORTADOWN,
NORTHERN IRELAND
0762-338059 ( Closed all day Thursday)

SOMERSET

1E3
« Me

JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS

iWALON HI-FI
STUDIO

Direct cut - digital - compact disc - half speed and all super pressings.
Full range in stock - thousands more to order. Send large SAE for list or
phone us for details.
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
LAB 1
Lincoln Mayorga — ' Vol 3'
LAB 4
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
LAB 9
Larry McNeely — ' Bluegrass'
LAB 10
Michael Newman — Classical Guitar
LAB 11
Harry James — ' Still Harry'
LAB 15 Amanda McBroorn — West of Oz
LAB 16
Michael Newman — Italian Pleasures
LAB 17
Tower of Power — Direct
LAB 18
Strauss — Dvorak

£5.00
£5.00
£6.00
£7.00
£6.00
£6.50
£6.50
£7.50

£7.50

All normally £ 12.50
P&P £1.00 plus 25p each thereafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome.

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm

LEICESTERSHIRE

Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday
(By Prior appointment)
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

HiFi in Leicester and the Midlands

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD.
BECKENHAM, KENT
01-658 3464

SURREY

COMPACT DISCS
Vast range of British and import CD's in stock, Telarc, Denon, Erato,
Chandos etc. etc.
Prompt and helpful service. We can order any tole that is available.
Mail order and telephone credit cards welcome. 2 to 3 day service from
stock.

LONDON

PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI

Demonstrations and installations by
appointment of: A&R, Akroyd, ARC,
Creek, Dual, Grace, Heybrook, KEF,
Linn, Meridian, Monitor Audio, NVA,
Naim, Nakamichi, Ny-tech, Quad, Rega,
Revox, Systemdek Supex.
Ashford ( 0233) 24441-2

40 High Street, Ashford, Kent
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ANALOG AUDIO

(HI-FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer Centre.
Stockist of full rare of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.
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THE BEST OF ARETHA FRANKLIN
Atlantic 780 169-1
THE BEST OF SAM AND DAVE
Atlantic 718 202-1
THE BEST OF GARNETT MIMMS
Liberty/EMI EG 26 0292 4
THE BEST OF LITTLE ANTHONY & THE IMPERIALS
Liberty/EMI EG 26 0291 1
IKE AND TINA TURNER: TOUGH ENOUGH
Liberty/EMI EG 26 0251 1

the other hand, in ' Girl With Grey Eyes', Big
Country's Stuart Adamson has created his
most memorable heart-tug to date; noncloying, naive, perhaps, in its use of such
cliché- ridden lines as 'Just like Josphine, it
will not be tonight'. Even so, like many of the
other cuts on the album — the Hogmanay
hoedown that's ' Rain Dance', the rockencrusted seagull dropping that's ' Tall Ships
Go' and where- did-the-jobs- go? portion of
social comment provides the record with its
title track. There are small failures though,
on the whole, the album works — which is
more than many school-leavers in Britain are
able to do right now. Big Country are here to
remind you of that fact, to say that the one
small funeral that was Corby could be the
precursor to an industrial mass- burial. But,
as any comedian will inform you — it's the
delivery that counts. And Big Country, no
comedians, know how to deliver. [
B:1]
Fred Dellar

BOBBY WOMACK: SOMEBODY SPECIAL
Liberty/EMI EG 26 0250 1

BRONSKI BEAT: THE AGE OF CONSENT
London/Forbidden Fruit BITLP 1

Tip of the Iceberg Dept: this half- dozen is but
a small taste of what EMI and WEA are
offering to soul fanatics aching to fill gaps in
their collections without having to 90 the
collectors' route. The above selection is only
to show you how wide the soul spectrum is,
and how varied are the reissues. There are
also LPs from Otis, Booker T and the MGs,
and just about every other soul great, all
geared to those who want something by
each artist, but don't feel the need ( Detroit
Emeralds, 1974) to buy the lot. The Ike and
Tina Turner and Bobby Womack LPs aren't
simply ' Best Ofs', and will appeal more to the
completists after rare B-sides or long- deleted
material; the ' Best Ofs' really are good
selections of the hits, so they satisfy just as
well. Love this stuff, even though the Sam
and Dave is missing ' You Don't Know What
You Mean to Me' ... [
H:1*]
Ken Kessler

Okay, let's forget all about the Bronski's
away- gay image and concentrate on the
music. I'll agree that it's hard to do because
the very title of the LP relates to the minimum age for lawful homosexual relationships and the inner sleeve lists the ages
at which such activities can legally take place
throughout the whole of Europe. Then too,
the songs themselves are often no more
than gay movement paeans, the reviewer
often being stuck with the trio's ' Need A Man
Blues' approach — a song of that very title
decorating side two of the album.
So what's to say? You've all heard Jimi
Somerville's voice and know it well through
such hit singles as ' Smalltown Boy' and
'Why', both of which are included here.
Thing is that Bronski Beat is Somerville's
soaring falsetto. And maybe you'll feel, as I
did, that while it's a wonderful sound when
stretched out over a three minute single, it
becomes more than a mite tedious when
extended over a ten- song album. The thing
lacking is warmth. Jimi's voice is icicle- like,
cool, clear, beautiful — but something you
wouldn't want to bring into the parlour. Even
so, Age of Consent has its interesting
aspects — not the least being the threesome's
adaptation of Gershwin's ' Ain't Necessarily
So' and, less successful, a reworking of
Giorgio Moroder's ' Ifeel Love', an untimely
choice when one remembers Donna Summer's recent verbal outburst regarding the
gay community. [
A*:2]
Fred Dellar

PAT BENETAR: TROPIC°
Chrysalis CHR 1471
Hailed as Benetar's R&B album — well, the
opening ' Diamond Field' does sit astride a
Bo Diddley beat and the ' Ooh Ooh Son9'
would've appealed to Alan Freed — Tropico is
just another of those releases destined to
reach a more than agreeable position in the
US charts without causing accredited British
chartbusters much in the way of lost sleep.
The songs — apart from ' Suburban King', an
all too brief slap in the eye for the American
Dream — promise much, Benetar's strumhappy hubby, Neil Geraldo, fashioning a
pleasant line in guitar-dominated settings
that are not as brash as those which have
previously set out to establish Benetar as the
most energetic album- maker since Jane
Fonda did her aerobics bit. Ultimately,
though, they fade from sight, hook lines
never materialise and it's left for the Benetar
voice to salvage several of the tracks from
extinction. Unfortunately, she's really no
more than a good singer — not a great one
nor even an inventive one. So the record
remains a series of might- haves and couldhave-beens punctuated by a series of whoawhos and ooh- oohs — all of which have been
faithfully documented on the lyric sheet.
[A:2]
Fred Dellar
BIG COUNTRY: STEELTOWN
Mercury MERH 49
Here we go again — guitars swirling like
wayward bagpipes, rock anthems that come
kilted, ready for ceilidh consumption. The
Crossing yet a9ain? Well, yes — though
there's aperceptible move onto other things,
slightly harder edge, perhaps nicked from
the Simple Minds' dressing room. Yet, on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JOE COCKER: CIVILIZED MAN
Capitol CDP 7 46038 2 (
36m 46s)

ED

TINA TURNER: PRIVATE DANCER
Capital CDP 7 46041 2 (
44m 13s)
Both of these were reviewed in vinyl form in
the September'84 issue, so I've made known
my feelings about the material: wonderful.
What's nice about these CDs is that they
widen the selection available to all 10,000 CD
owners begging for something more adventurous or soulful than the usual pap we've
been served under the pop CD banner.
Sound on both is good to excellent, neither
disc adding much to the anti- CD argument.
The Cocker remains (
A:1/21, Ms Turner is
[A/B:1], and Ijust can't wait for an end to the
politics so Ican review CDs with less caution.
Ken Kessler

CULTURE CLUB: WAKING UP WITH THE HOUSE
ON FIRE
Virgin V2330
There are those who will tell you that making
an enjoyable album is not enough. Mes-

sages must be conveyed, the music must be
devious, full of intricate twists and turns.
Simplicity must not be courted.
Pure waffle, of course. Happiness is often
just a simple ice cream cone rather than
quenelles of pike with spinach and saffron.
Waking Up With The House On Fire is such
a cone. It doesn't pretend to be anything
more than it is — a portion of mildly sugary
pop confection. A couple of messages are
planted in there somewhere, but they go no
deeper than Boy George's 'War Is Stupid'
slogan. Mastermind contestants are hardly
catered for. If you accept the restricted
boundaries within which George and his
clubmates work, then this, the band's third
album, should keep you nodding in contentment. There's a nod towards early rock via
the organ-swamped ' Crime Time'; a funky,
pineapple-flavoured winner known as ' The
Dive', the ' Ware Song' and ' Medal Song'
hits; a float- on portion of soul (' Mistake
No.3') that presents George at his most
seductive; and two or three other cuts that
could — and probably will — make quite
respectable singles in time to come. The
album has been produced with obvious care,
the recorded sound is clean and open and, if
the lyrics are not dissected under the microscope, there's nothing really to complain
about except, maybe, the cover, which
attempts to convince all willing teenies that
our George is both pretty and dangerous.
May his nail varnish never chip. [
A*:1]
Fred Dellar
THE dB's: LIKE THIS
Bearsville 25146.1
Now listen. This group have suffered from a
neglect that transcends the criminal. Does
anyone really believe that there is such a
surfeit of classy pop music around that we
can afford to ignore one of greatest practitioners of the genre? This is the third LP from
the group, following Stands For Decibels and
Repercussion, and if it follows time-honoured dB tradition, it will sell apaltry number
of copies, make a few people inordinately
happy and disappear, in commercial terms,
like a rat up a drainpipe.
The dB's are now down to a power trio,
following the departure of godlike midget
eccentric Chris Stamey, but what's left is
more than most bands start with. Peter
Holsapple takes on a larger share of the
writing chores is all that it boils down to. The
single from the LP ( don't hold your breath
waiting for it on the radio) is called ' Love Is
For Lovers' and who but a churl would
disagree? If you fancy something a little
more visceral, try ' White Train'.
Your record collection is desperately in
need of the kudos that this record can
bestow. Take a hint. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
JACK DEJOHNETTE'S SPECIAL EDITION: ALBUM
ALBUM
ECM 1280
Jack DeJohnette is one of those new jazz
drummers who emerged into prominence in
the ' 70s. He characterises the breed in his
adaptability to different musical situations,
and also in his overall approach to music.
For example, all the tunes on this album,
except one, are DeJohnette originals. They
reflect his adaptability in that they are just as
likely to hark back to earlier jazz eras as to fit
in with the newish wave.
This band, with David Murray and John
Purcell ( reeds), Howard Johnson (tuba/baritone), and Rufus Reid ( bass), is part of the
continuing jazz tradition. They perform with
spark and agility — and what some people
call musicality. Listen to ' Monk's Mood' for
example, with its Ellingtonian treatment and
superb richness of sound.
If you like your jazz polished, smooth but
lively, this could be your ideal album album.
[A:2]
Ken Hyder
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WEST SUSSEX

HIGH
Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge), Rega,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Nairn Audio,
Tandberg, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, Mordaunt- Short, ADC, Grace, Supex, Creek Audio,
Castle Acoustics.

EVIL\ \•

sound advice

40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

RETAILERS OF QUALITY HI Fl

your immediate
contact with the Hi Fi
World

LINN NAIM REGA NYTECH
A&R REVOX MONITOR AUDIO CREEK
MORDAUNT SHORT AKROYD HEYBROOK
AUDIO TECHNICA SUPEX SENNHEISER
LEICESTER and EAST MIDLANDS t (0509)218254
BIRMINGHAM and WEST MIDLANDS

e(
Q21)449 3328

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE

H
A

—ALSO—
• Aiwa • Technics • Yamaha
• Sansui • Walker • Ariston • Dual
• Sondex • Castle e KEF • Tannoy
• Celestion • Spendor • MordauntShort • ADC • Audio Technica
• Sennheiser •
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Ring 01-686-2599 for
details

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820
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2WESTGATE ROTHERHAM (0709) 70666

RING NICK ON 0788-797 36
AGENTS FOR
ADC - Audio Technica - Castle- Celestion - Dual- Denon
- Dynavector - Glanz - Grado - Goldring - Helius Heybrook - Logic - Marantz - Meridian - Mission Mordaunt- Short - Myst - Nakamichi - Ortofon - Pink A QED - Quad - Quantum - Rotel - Sondes - Spendor Syrinx - Systemdek - Thorens - Yamaha - Zeta.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.

SALISBURY HI-FI
15 Catherine Street.

SALISBURY HI-Fl

SALISBURY
TeL 07221 22169

Also at DEVIZES Ill- FT 17 The Brotox, DEVIZES Tel 2268

ALTERAATIVE AUDIO LTD.
*
*
*
*

Single speaker demonstration room
Full servicing facilities on the premises
Free pre-sales alignment of cassette decks
Selected products from A&R, Mai, Audiolab, Audio
Technica, Bose, Clearwater, Denon, Dual, Gale, Goldring
Grado, Glans, Helius, Hey brook, KEF, Logic, Marante,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordant Short, Nagaoka, Orwfon,
Pink Triangle, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rotel, Sennheiser,
Tlwrens, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zeta.
* Tues-Sat 10.00- 6.00
95 Hobs Moat Road
* Demonstrations by appointment
021 742 0254
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CASTLEFORD

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE VVF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

12e Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

WEST MIDLANDS

GE/e 947/LEY

WEST SUSSEX

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

WILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

Stockist for All Leading
Manufactures — Full Demonstration
Facilities
—closed Wednesday—

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
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The Disney Soundtracks:
JUNGLE BOOK BBC ZCM 536
LADY AND THE TRAMP BBC ZCM 538
SNOW WHITE BBC ZCM 539
PINOCCHIO BBC ZCM 540
BAMBI BBC ZCM 541
DUMBO BBC ZCM 542
101 DALMATIANS BBC ZCM 544
MARY POPPINS BBC ZCR 535
FANTASIA BBC ZCQ 543
The Beeb, in its infinite wisdom, has done us
all ( all, that is, with parents who dropped us
off in cinemas on a regular basis) a gigantic
favour by reissuing a batch of Disney classics, and they're at budget prices. It's
impossible to rate music which has achieved
the status of ' standards' so Iwon't offend
any Bambi fans by saying Ipreferred the
soundtrack to Lady and the Tramp. Pressings
are excellent, recording quality varies from
disc to disc, but so what? I'd forgotten just
how good Disney scores were and are, and
I'm glad to have these in my collection. Of
particular interest is the re-recorded version
of Fantasia — done digitally. Would the BBC
deign to please purists by reissuing the
40- year- old original? [
A- H:1*]
Ken Kessler
THE FALL: THE WONDERFUL AND FRIGHTENING
WORLD OF...
Beggars Banquet BEGA-58

respected names in that long parade of stars
that started 49 years ago with Lester Young
and Herschel Evans. Wess is the elder by six
years, and was famous as Basie's flautist,
too; Foster, less individual as a soloist, was
an eminent arranger. Both were with Basie
from 1953-64 and both have since ranged far
and wide in musical accomplishments: studio work, TV shows, Broadway.
This record brings them right back into the
mainstream of jazz, and the tunes are a nice
mixture of their own compositions ( mostly
Wess) and modern standards like ' Send In
The Clowns' and Johnny Mandel's ' A Time
For Love'. Jimmy Van Heusen's ' Nancy'
comes out as somewhat pallid, mere cocktail
jazz, but a theme like Foster's ' Heat Of
Winter' brings out the best in both men, with
a succession of fiery breaks and solos, plus
neat unison choruses. Kenny Barron's piano
is also there and has one particularly clever
chorus in which the bass ( Rufus Reid) is
prominent enough to make it, in effect, a
duet. ' Send In The Clowns', usually sung as a
dirge, gets a more cheerful treatment, and
the arranged first chorus of ' Spring Can
Really Hang You Up The Most' is so craftily
done that the sound is like that of acomplete
small band. The whole record is full of
interest — not least, trying to decide which of.
the two tenors is soloing. The 1983 recording
is clear and the pressing is German. It would
be nice to feel that the sax is back in fashion,
played in away which blends the swing past
with the more subtle present. [
A:1]
Denis Argent

The world of The Fall is not wonderful, nor
frightening. As a fan for several years Ifind
defining The Fall defeats The Object. The
Fall's apparent art ( with a capital R) is
making it sound as though it's all made up as
they go along. This couldn't be further from
the truth, and the fact is that their militant
music may be hard to swallow for the
uninitiated, but like afunny smelling cheese
they can become a delicacy. The leader,
Mark E Smith, isn't a singer, but more of a
chanter with his ranting lyrics leading aband
with no obvious talent for music into a
musical minefield. Sometimes they don't
make it. Their record company's insistence
that their sound be more accessible has lead
their spark less likely to catch. Smith's words
are like stray bullets, sounding as though
they're spat through a loudhailer. The Fall
would send most people into convulsions of
confusion, but in this bland video age it's
good to hear that they are still around. Try it.
The Fall won't kill you. [
B:3]
Tony Rees

Ms Hamill is slowly but surely replacing her
image as the Thinking Man's Mary Hopkin
with a new one that portrays her as a
non- pretentious Joni Mitchell ( or a hygienically acceptable Rickie Lee Jones). She's
now wrapping her crystal-clear voice around
far jazzier material than she used to sing in
her Konk days, and late night sophistos will
just love it. Because this latest effort is
definitely a product of the studio and the
microchip, Touchpaper sounds as good on
CD as it does on vinyl. Thanks to companies
like Coda Records — a new and exciting label
— we're starting to see a wider selection of
CDs; if non- mainstream material like Touchpaper succeeds, maybe CD ownership will
become less of a trial. [
A:1/2]
Ken Kessler

BOB FOSSE: ALL THAT JAZZ music from the film
soundtrack
Casablanca 9128 045

JULIAN LENNON : VALOTTE
CHARISMA JLLP 1

The name of Bob Fosse as director of this
song- and- dance extravaganza, and the 14
stills on the sleeve, suggest that this all has
more to do with snowbiz than with jazz, and
the general effect is confusing if one has not
seen the film. Apart from George Benson,
most of the names credited are Broadway,
and although the songs include such standards as ' After You've Gone', ' Who's Sorry
Now?' and ' There'll Be Some Changes
Made', the treatments are far from traditional. Even more typical of the film's
approach is a minor- key tribute to Bob
Haggart arranged by Ralph Burns under the
jokey title of ' South Mount Sinai Parade'. I
suppose Ican best sum it up by saying that if
you prefer Streisand to Ella, you'll like this
record. Ididn't, and in view of the variety of
singing styles and the soundtrack recording
it can't really have any meaningful rating.
Denis Argent

CLAIRE HAMILL :
TOUCHPAPER
CODA Records CODA 8CD (
38 m, 49 s)

Yep, it's confirmed. Julian Lennon is, both
visually and aurally, a ringer for his famous
pater. Moreover, he's capable of writing
good songs, as his hit single, ' Too Late For
Goodbyes', demonstrated to not only
myriad, open-mouthed, Fab Four admirers,
but also to an equal number of open-minded
teenies who couldn't tell you who Brian
Epstein was even if you offered them a trip
on a yellow submarine. Surrounded by
names that make musical sense — the Muscle
Shoals mafia, plus Michael Brecker, Jon
Faddis, Ralph McDonald, Toots Thielmans,
Martin Briley and producer Phil Ramone —
Lennon's strung together adebut album that
acts as something more than just a mere
musical séance. And while some of the
songs — many of which deal with the subject
of making it on one's own — lack shape and
impact, Lennon does enough to make you
hang around and await his next outing. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar

second team. Some of the arrangements
(Robert Chilcott) are good, notably the long
'Folks Who Live On The Hill', but often there
are trademarks of style that we have heard
before from the King's men. The six Light
Blues, however, add their own touch by
having occasional piano accompaniment by
Chilcot, who is one of the two tenors.
Strangely, the 16 tracks include nothing from
Show Boat, surely Kern's most famous show
with four great tunes. However, the less
familiar items include ' Why Was IBorn?'
remembered as one of the first Billie Holiday
records Iever reviewed, and, like 'All The
Things You Are' and 'The Last Time ISaw
Paris', it has the bonus of its verse. There is a
good sleeve note with dates of the shows in
which the songs originated, and much biographical material about Kern, but surprisingly little about the singers themselves.
One of them, in the small picture on the back
of the sleeve, looks somewhat like our Ed —
no, it couldn't be; JA would be wearing his
white dinner jacket. How much you like this
record may depend on whether you rate
Kern in the upper or lower sector of the Big
Five. There's not much point in complaining
about his songs that aren't here; those which
are come across treated with loving respect
— and that's something any composer must
look down from his heaven to approve. And
we below can approve the recording. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: SONG AND DANCE —
LIVE THEATRE RECORDING
RCA BL. 70480 ( BK 70480)
This double album is the Andrew Lloyd
Webber musical mix of Sarah Brightman in
his Singspiel, Tell Me on a Sunday, and
Wayne Sleep's solo role in mini- ballets
danced to the variations on the famous
Paganini 24th Caprice, which were written
with performance by brother Julian in mind.
It's a wild understatement to say that
Andrew Lloyd Webber is successful and
famous — hit after musical hit, outdoing Noel
Coward or Ivor Novello in their pre-war
heyday. Measured against his major entertainments, Song and Dance may seem lightweight, but it was aimed expertly at the eyes
and ears of the ' 80s. A girl going through
continual changes of clothing and personality, cunningly lit on a set of scaffolding,
singing songs of social significance — the
whole production build-up is guaranteed to
make the singer a star. How does it come
across on arecord? Surprisingly effectively —
the reason being that absence of the visual
gimmickry enables one to concentrate on
Don Black's words, which are Sondheimstyled. The music is full of typical Lloyd
Webber trademarks — though there is one
phrase which maddeningly reminds one of a
similar interval in the 'Tommorrow' song in
Annie. The orchestrations are basically popstyled and for atheatre recording come over
crisp and sharp.
Variations is already popular — the album
had sold 350,000 UK copies up to last year —
and all that needs to be said here is that there
are some very interesting solos: ' cello, of
course, and saxes. Purists may well resent
the stage noises and applause, but those
who have seen the show will naturally treat it
as all part of their sound souvenir. Song and
Dance ran for over ayear at the Palace, to be
followed by the revival of Rodgers and Hart's
On Your Toes. Will that run longer? More to
the point, will Andrew LLoyd Webber's double bill be thought worth reviving in 48 years'
time? But as recorded in 1984, it's certainly
worth [
A:1].
Denis Argent

FRANK FOSTER & FRANK WESS: TWO FOR THE
BLUES
Pablo 2310 905 from Import Music Service

THE LIGHT BLUES SING JEROME KERN
Hyperion A 66128 ( DMM)

Count Basie is reported to have said that he
was always ' queer for tenor players' and this
duo brings together two of the most

These performers cannot expect to escape
Forget that I'm aBeatlemaniac: this LP is one
comparison with the King's Singers, and I of the only soundtracks I've ever heard that
must regretfully rate them as decidedly the
doesn't need afilm to accompany it. After all,
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PAUL McCARTNEY: GIVE MY REGARDS TO
BROAD STREET
Parlophone EL 26 02781
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Ireceived this copy before the film's release,
and could only assess it as an aural experience — which I've since learned is the only
way to review a soundtrack without letting
memories of the film influence the outcome.
OK, so the world's richest songmeister has
re-recorded some Beatle faves and done a
beautiful job with them. Should that be any
reason to slate it? Some will, like the turkey I
met today who tried to tell me that The
Smiths write better lyrics than the Beatles. ' I
got a job today and now I'm miserable'?
That's better than ' Keeps her face in ajar by
the door'? Thanks, Paul — you can re-record
as much as you like, and I'll still buy it.
[A:1/1*]
Ken Kessler

JILL McMANUS: SYMBOLS OF HOPI
Concord CJ-242
There is a growing movement in combining
jazz and folk forms, and the nice thing about
it is that it hasn't emerged into one recognisable style. Musicians who operate in this
fusion field tend to mix the musical ingredients their own way and come up with
personal variations on an idea.
This album, with Dave Liebman ( soprano/
flute), Tom Harrell, ( trumpet/flugelhorn),
Marc Johnson ( bass), Billy Hart ( drums),
Louis Mofsie and Alan Star ( percussion), is
the first I've heard where the mixture contains both jazz and American Indian elements.
One of the tests of how well the ingredients mix is to put on the record in the
middle of atrack, listen, then switch over to
the theme. If you try that here, you'll find that
the blowing, improvised kernel of the music
is modern mainstream jazz, while the
themes are pieces of music where cool jazz is
married to Amerindian music.
The jazz input wins all the way, the heads
are uneasy amalgamations, and as soon as
the blowing starts, the players leap back into
the familiar, comfortable jazz style.
The themes are not properly used as
vehicles for improvisation. It's rather like
making an announcement that you are going
to deliver a lecture on Greek philosophy and
then talking about football.
The leader sounds immature in her own
playing, as well as in her direction of the
music, but it's a feasible idea and maybe
she'll gradually take us there in future
efforts. [
A:31
Ken Hyder
STEPHANIE MILLS: I'VE GOT THE CURE
Club JABL 5
Stephanie Mills has been around for quite a
while now. She first made an impact when
playing Dorothy in the New York stage
production of The Wiz, back in 1974. Ifirst
became aware of her talents the following
year, when a debut album, written and
produced by Bacharach and David, was
provided aUK release by Motown. Though it
hinted at things to come, the main impression it gave was of Burt doing no more than
seeking an adquate replacement for the
delicious Dionne. Since then, Stephanie
Mills has edged further forward, even gaining a British top five single in '1980 with
'Never Knew Love Like This Before'. Now it's
1984 and Stephanie's become some kind of
Emergency Ward sex symbol, amini- skirted,
medicare mama whose ' Medicine Song' has
caused some disco-goers to swap their
headsets for stethoscopes.
Do Iapprove? Well, in the main, yes. The
girl from Brooklyn has got herself into good
company ( namely George Duke and multiinstrumentalist David ' Hawk' Wolinski) and
though ' The Medicine Song' and acouple of
other offerings fail to soothe one of my
ailments ( discodullitus), the heat treatment
meted out on the stomping ' Outrageous' is
better than avapour rub any day of the week.
What is more, the lady can still dispense a
convincing line in remedial ballads and does
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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so in the case of Kenny Loggins and Stephen
Bishop's ' Give It Half A Chance', establishing
herself as even more of atemperature raiser
on the soaring ' Everlasting Love', gelling
with George Duke ( keyboards), Fred
Washington ( bass), David T Walker ( guitar)
and The Weather Girls ( back-up vocals) to
provide one of the year's most therapeutic
performances. On the whole, I've Got The
Cure is guaranteed to do you no end of good.
No second opinion needed. [
A:11
Fred DeIlar

SUN RA: OTHER WORLDS
Happy Bird B 90131
SUN RA: THE SUN MYTH
Happy Bird B 90132

There are musicians who have reached the
stature of respect among other musicians
whose path has not been an easy one. Sun
Ra's story is like that. We're talking about
years of dedication to his vision of how
music could sound against a world which
wasn't ready for it. Throughout it all, Ra has
managed to hold on to players who pass up
other, more remunerative prospects, in
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET 1984 — TOGETHER
order to stay in touch with Ra's direction.
AGAIN: ECHOES
Pablo Today D2312-142 ( K12-142) from Import
These records from 1965 and 1966 don't
sound so weird today, because since then,
Music Service
other players have come round to using
Dinner-jacketed and dignified in their sleeve
some of Ra's approaches to music making.
picture, the MJQ don't look all that much
Ra's music varies a lot. The Other Worlds
different from their pictures of 30 years ago.
album is full of swift contrasts from gentle
The point is that they are no longer modern,
burbling to tumultuous thrashing and
and anyone who has had enough of free jazz
crashing . Some of it sounds like the free jazz
will turn to this record thankfully. Have I which was to come later, while other parts
changed my own mind about today's rather
are more closely rooted to the jazz tradition,
more gutsy MJQ? Looking at what Iwrote
although it has to be said that such sections
about them in 1956, denouncing their record
are usually undermined by Ra's iconoclastic
Django, which had been voted best jazz
contributions on keyboards. He also plays
record ever in a BBC Jazz Club popularity
bass marimba to weird and wonderful effect.
poll, I arrogantly sneered at their ' pale
[A/B:1)
mauve modernism' as being in frightfully
The Sun Myth is aharder album to get into.
good taste. Isuppose it's the advance in
The title track takes up all of side one and it is
recording techniques that makes today's
a dense, continuous affair. The heads- down
MJQ sound so crisp and positive. There is
intensity is maintained throughout the
record. Although there is splendid strong
nice balance throughout, much as one would
hear the group in a small concert hall, with
individual work going on, it's the overall
John Lewis up front and drums and bass
sound which creates the impact. [
A:11
accompanying — except, as in ' Connie's
Ken Hyder
Blues' and Percy Heath's ' Watergate Blues'
when drums and bass take the spotlight — if it
isn't derogatory to their old stage presence
to suggest that there should be anything so
showy as a spot. In their heyday the MJQ
JOHN WAITE: NO BRAKES
were well described as the quiet men of jazz.
EMI America EJ 2401841
John Lewis is now more obviously a swinging pianist, and there are moments in his
John Waite is the latest Brit to be taken to the
'Sacha's March' that remind one of Poulenc
fickle bosom of the US chart monster. Listenand Previn. Nat Hentoff's sleeve note makes
ing to No Brakes, the reason is soon appathe point that today's young listeners are
rent: despite his cute new wave looks, Mr
rediscovering the music their parents ( even
Waite is nothing more nor less than a
grandfathers!) enjoyed. It's certainly music
stadium rocker. He has assembled acompefor the readers of this magazine now. The tent band, dominated by the flashy guitar
MJQ were their own producers and the
antics of Gary Myrick and held together by
recording comes with all the digital
the bass of Donnie Nossov and the drums of
resources of RCA's New York studios. (A*:11
Curly Smith ( and there was Ithinking Jo Jo
Denis Argent
Gunne was a life sentence.
The material is mainly mid-tempo rock
with above average arrangements and
below average lyrics. The single hit ' Missing
OLIVER NELSON WITH ERIC DOLPHY: STRAIGHT
You' makes a nice variation in pace and the .
AHEAD
opening track ' Saturday Night' ( neat title,
Prestige NJ 8255
John) burns along in a very appealing
fashion. As for the rest ... well it's a bit like
Twenty- odd years later, and Eric Dolphy's
every other AOR rock album you've ever
playing still burns up the grooves, sounding
heard. If I'd been locked in a cupboard for a
new and fresh and ten times stronger than
year, it would probably thrill me. As it is, I
anything you've heard for months.
haven't and it doesn't. [
A:3]
Dolphy was a genius then, of course, and
Pete Clark
his music is still special because genius isn't
masked by fashion. The Dolphy/Oliver Nelson partnership was an interesting one. Both
men played alto — very differently. Nelson
was a modernist with atone lovingly honed
THE WHO: WHO'S LAST
on the older traditions. He was bluesy and
MCA WHO1
direct, and although never in Dolphy's class,
he carried alot of weight in his warm, human
The title says it all, but then we knew that thi;
style. The other thing he did was to write
good jazz tunes and arrange them in a great band would leave with a bang, not a
whimper. Compiled from performances durcunning, simple way for a small group.
ing their farewell tour in North America in
Dolphy was a virtuoso — on alto, bass
1982, purists might argue that a single
clarinet and flute — but a virtuoso with soul.
concert is a better, more honest way of
He also developed astyle of playing that few
presenting the band live. I don't care,
have attempted to emulate. He made giant
because all the faves are here and done with
leaps in his improvising that keeps the
as much panache as the Live At Leeds
listener's ears perked up all the time, waiting
package — and so what if they've been culled
for the next burst of fire.
from different gigs? It is sad that this great
Propelling the proceedings on this album
band has left us, but then the title of this LP
from the drum chair is Roy Haynes, whose
might also be their last joke: do any of you
bristling, snappy, crisp style seems to suit
seriously believe that there won't be comDolphy particularly well. The whole band
pilations to follow? Will they call the next
swings apparently effortlessly throughout,
one Who's Last II? To be followed by Who's
making mainstream modern jazz seem so
Last III? Who cares? Ido. [
A/B:1/1]
easy. It's a delightful album. [
13:1]
Ken Kessler
Ken Hyder
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FOR SALE

Private

UNIQUE pair of black Modified QUAD ELECTROSTATICS on Quadropod 11 stands just
serviced by Quad perfect PSIV Preamp perfect. E.A.R 509S just serviced by E.A.R. Tel:
0438-723714.(A)

TEAC AN180 DOLBY UNIT, absolutely perfect, £50.00. Cambridge Audio R50 speakers
just overhauled £ 150.00, Garrard 401 in
S.M.E. plinth with S.M.E 12" arm and Shure
V15, £ 180.00. Any trial on items, could
deliver, all o.n.o. Tel: 0354-54292. ( Cambs).
(A)
MERIDIAN MAGNETIC MODULE £8.50;
AT1100 Arm £55; Hadcock GH228 Unipivot
Arm £30; TD150 Turntable £30; Decca: Gold
£20 (tieback u/s); Silver £25; Tel: Hayling
Island 464511. ( A)

SUGDEN A48 AMPLIFIER, Hi Fi News 3- way
Daline Speakers ( K0- 10- DT Tweeters) £ 150.
Good condition, will demonstrate. Tel: Jordan: 0793-641302. ( A)
"HAFLER" DH 100 with DH 112 M/C input.
"HAFLER" DH 200 with full mods as per
"HI-FI NEWS" ( ex Ivor Humphries). All in
perfect order £250. Tel: Frinton-on-Sea 5115
(Essex). ( A)

REVOX A77 Dolby new heads recently fitted
and 19 10" spools of tape with NAB adaptors
£325 o.n.o. Tel : ( 0203) 464501. ( A)
FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplied with sample sine/
square/pulse. £6 cassette, £ 10 40-track disc
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707

NAD CD PLAYER 5200 - perfect £ 175. Spendor Bel's with stands- immaculate £ 175. Will
demonstrate. Buyer collects. Bridgnorth
Salop. Tel 07462 2468. ( A)

QUAD 33/303 £135; FM3 Tuner £60; only 2
years use; immaculate; maker's handbooks
and boxes; soundbox SB101 boards for 33
£15; Tel: 01-428 1617. ( A)
136

NEW BOXED: Tandberg 3011A Tn £250,
3012A1-Amp £325, JBL96's £385; Tandberg
3001 Tn £ 395; NEW Osawa 0S7OL,
F.R.MC201/2, A&R P77, 1/2 price: WANTED:
Nakamichi 682ZX/681ZX7, Ohm F,G, Tannoy
15's, Thorens 125, Tel: ( 01) 722-9504. ( A)

QUAD FM4 TUNER. Unused. £200.00 or
nearest offer. Tel: Chippenham 0249 650229.
(A)

QUANTUM 1A150 Stereo Amplifier, brand
new and boxed, never used ( cost £ 190) will
sell for £ 110 o.n.o. Tel: Tilton 689. ( A)

HEYBROOK HB2 loudspeakers, excellent
condition, original cartons, will demonstrate
- £ 105. Tel: Sunbury on Thames 82381. ( A)

BEARD P500/P75A Pre + Power amps excellent condition, superb sound, £600 o.n.o.
Mission 774 Arm £80, Supex SM100E ( 2 x
weeks use!) £40 Mission 770 Mk11 speakers
c/w stands £250. Tel: 0373 864756. ( A)

SME Series III Arm £75. Outstanding Cartridges. Dynavector 100D £285. Dynavector
100R £85. Signet MkIllE £50. All boxed as
new. Can demo the Cartridges. Tel: Ipswich
54528. ( A)

LOWTHER TPI SPEAKERS famous horn
loaded excellent condition will demonstrate
£350. Tel: 01-856-5928. ( A)

FOR SALE - Trade
QUAD 303 Amplifier for sale with Quad
electrostatic speakers. Pioneer PL51A Turntable ( Shure cartridge) and Teletron tuner.
As unit £795. Available with walnut cabinet
(extra) may consider selling as separates.
Tel: 467-1772 ( home). ( A)

NAKAMICHI Tri Tracer Cassette Deck Mk1:
£350. NAKAMICHI 620 Power Amp: £250.
NAKAMICHI 610 Pre Amp: £250. NAKAMICHI 430 FM Tuner: £200 - with manuals
and original boxes. ESS AMT3 Rock Monitor
Speakers ( pair) £ 500. Tel: BRADFORD
591263. ( A)
AUDIOPHILE Pre-Amp - Threshold SL10
£700. H/K Citation Eleven £250. Naim H/C
Pre-Amp " The Linnk" £80. All perfect. Greenaway, Tel: Kilbarchan 3300 ( Renfrewshire).
(A)
BURMESTER 838 M.C. disc preamp plus
special power supply £475. HITACHI DA 1000
CD player £ 160. MISSION 774 low mass
damped arm £90. AUDIOLAB 8000A integrated amplifier £225. DENON DL305 cartridge £80. DYNAVECTOR 17D II diamond
cartridge £95. QUAD 34 preamp £ 140. MERIDIAN 101 preamp ( M.C) £89 NAIM NAIT
special conversion to M.0 disc and direct CD
input £ 120. Tel: London 01-328 7032. ( A)
QUAD 33 Pre- amplifier and 303 - £75. Tel:
Chesterfield 024630927. ( A)

QUAD 33 UPDATE
This versatile control unit was introduced in the 1960's, but
modern source material has demonstrated that the 33 adds a
'richness or 'bloom' to all Inputs.
Our plug-in SB101B e) circuit boards replace two internal
Quad boards, bypassing tone and balance controls, giving an
Immediate Improvement in disc, radio/CD and tape treble
clarity and bass 'tightness'.
SB101B C) pair - £ 24.50 with instructions.
CD INPUT ATTENUATOR
Our SB200 C) ( 5 pin DIN) and SB235 (phonoplug) in-line
attenuators match 2v-output CD players into typical 100mV
Radio/Aun inputs ( like Quads') dramatically improving image
transparency and eliminating overload distortion
SB200 - £9.80
SB235 CC) - £ 12.25
SOUNDBOX. 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
LINDFIELD, W.SUSSEX RH16 2DA

ESOTERIC FRONT ENDS
Present for your listening pleasure a selection of High
End Turntables, Arms & M/C Cartridges upgraded by the
Garrott Bros, and fitted, where appropriate, with the
Micro- Scanner Stylus or the Weintz Parabolic. Listen to
the Denon range and the Supex 900 & 1000 improved
beyond belief. The Decca Garrott and other esoterica are
available, plus the comparison of the Van den Hul
modification.
Amplification supplied by ESOTERIC AUDIO
RESEARCH. speakers, stacked Dayton Wrights. Ring for
an appointment to hear asonic thrill. Choosing is much
easier when the menu is select and delicious.
SPECIAL OFFER: New direct import Supex SDX-1000
cartridges at only £230. Other Supex models are
available on request.
Telephone Immediately on:
Coventry ( 0203) 363989
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FOR SALE - Trade

Croft acoustics
at Croft Acoustics, not only do we
produce some of the world's finest audio
valve amplification, but also we undertake
extensive quality repair/renovation work
to most former and current valve
equipment. For further details please
phone Birmingham 021 373 1442 or
Wolverhampton 0902 751307 or write to
(enclosing S.A.E):
Croft Acoustics Ltd., Colroy House,
174 Newhampton Road West, Newbridge,
Wolverhampton, WUZ ORP.

AMP- 01
AMP-01-M, the minimalist derivative — reviewed by Martin Colloms in
November HFN/RR Is now available. SAE brings the 4-page broadsheet
with pix, diagrams and constructional literature. The unit now accepts
a single line source, in addition to analogue disc. All parts available
separately — see our lists.
AMP- 01-M, complete kit, with engraved panels
£ 349.50
AMP-01-M, assembled, with 100% bum- in
£A75.00
Other APAP-01 kits & parts
CXLA kit, audiophile gain-control & line amp
£69.95
CXLD kit, the CD buffer
£ 74.95
CX7 kit, fast relay muting for any CX card
£9.95
BDSA, 1.2 volt DC protection kit
£ 12.00
APS, universal analogue power source, ± 30V, fully filtered,
electrostatic screen & groundlifted
£85.00
Universal disc card, doublesided with groundplanes £ 15.99
CX card. doublesided-mounts CXLA, B, C & CXRA. B, C
£ 12.30
APS card, singlesided
£9.95
Gold-plated CX short- bar toggles, DPDT
£2.39
PCB relays 12V DPDT gp contacts
£2.89
Eurofarad I% POLYPROPYLENE capacitors
100nF £2.75
160V, 180ppm TempCo, 0.0001% DF
68nF
£2.95
Eurofarad 2.2uF, 160V POLYPROPYLENE for audiophile couplings
requiring low dielectric absorptions
£4.65
WIma 1011F, 10% polypropylene, for filtering £0.22
1037ACN8, upgraded OP37 Superchip
£9.99
BUF-03-FJ, fast class-A line driver chip
£ 18.00
Prices include 15% VAT, but add 65p postage. Detailed price lists on
AMP- 01 and active crossovers are available on receipt of SAE to UK
readers, or sent FOC with your order. If overseas, please send 4 IRCs
(Europe), 7 IRCs (all other territories). Personal export enquiries
welcome.
II & jSound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln, LN4 4PD,
Te1.(0526) 42869

MONSTERCABLE Interlink Reference and
Powerline II available for US retail price plus
delivery: $ 5 surface or $ 10 air. Also Grado
Signature and Shinon Red Phonopickups;
Counterpoint, Conrad-Johnson; more. Write
for details. Two Jeffrey Audio, 527 W. Butler,
Phoenix, AZ 85021 USA. ( B)

QUAD, Lux, Harman-Kardon, B&W, Lowther,
Michell, Walker, Hadcock, S.M.E., Teac,
Tandberg, Uher, Decca, Ortofon, Goldring,
Phillips C.D., Anglia ( Critical), Audio, Hessett,
Suffolk. Beyton 70212. ( B)

QUALITY AUDIO VALVES, inc KT77, ECC83,
ECC88. Data sheets, circuits, polypropylene
coupling capacitors. KT77 still £ 10 while
stocks last. SAE price list. G.P. Ormiston, 6,
Farthing Grove, Nether-field, Milton Keynes
MK6 4HH. ( A)

HALF NM STANDS
Unrepeatable limited offer from

STAND AND DELIVER
Elegant first serles stands. Fully built durable all steel construction. Natural brown texture expoxy finish. Types SDA for
LS3/5a, SL6, etc; SOU for Prelude, Coda, DM110 etc; SOS for
BCI, SPI, Studio 1, etc.
All N £20.00 • pair,
plus carnage and Insurance, £3.00. Fitted adjustable floor
spikes, £6.00 extra. Orders to:
Stand 1, Dealer, PO Sox 11, Landon, NW6 1ST.
(Send SAE for brochure)
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SONY ELCASET CASSETTES. LC60 type 1
£1.00. LC90 type 1 £ 1.50. LC60 type 2 £ 1.50.
LC60 type 2 £ 1.99. Callers welcome 11am7.30pm 6 days. SHADOOS 162 Wilmslow
Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LO. Tel:
061-224 4215. ( D)

TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment, Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Servicing, Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Technical & General 35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6.00: Saturday 10.0-4.00

5iEllIW

S

AUDIO RESTORATIONS by Electronics
Engineer, highly qualified and with nearly 40
years laboratory and workshop experience
in various fields. Specialist in OLDER equipment of British origin such as Quad, Radford,
Leak, Rogers, Armstrong, etc. Where possible Classic Equipment is restored closely to
original design conception and is accompanied by aFull Restoration Report. Recorders,
decks, recent apparatus, or of Foreign Origin
usually not acceptable although calibrations
may be undertaken in a few cases. 7 days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
QUAD 405 AMPLIFIERS modified and
uprated for greatly improved performance.
Please telephone for details 0246 — 810522.
(B)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

PUBLICATIONS
CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' apicture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study abook
with ' an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-stand•ng inaccuracies' (Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith- a- difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HEN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
Woolton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN. ( X)

r RECORDS FOR SALE
OLIVER CROMBIE Records Import Compact
Disc Catalogue now available. We have in
stock many Classical, Jazz and Popular titles
exclusive to us. UK residents please send
17p stamp, overseas please send sufficient
International Reply Coupons to cover airmail
postage.
Permanent 10% discount off all CDs, plus
post & packing free within UK.
We are open seven days a week. Access &
Visa accepted.
16 Golders Green Road. London NW11. Tel:
01-455 0066. ( L)

,

WANTED
WANTED

Goodmans Axiom 80 pairs ( both old and new types)
S.M.E. Plck up arms 3009 and 3012 ( not Improved versions)
Garrard Turntable. Model 301
Quad 22 pre-amplifier and Quad II power amplifiers
EMT players 928. 930ST and 927
Studer B62
Eurodyn C71233-A6-Al ( pair)
Tannoy 15", 12" and 10' Monitor Gold. Red and Sliver pairs
Tannoy Autograph. GRF and Rectangular York GU in
enclosures ( pairs)
Please write to/or ring with price
Miss Tlwonogo
HTS Japan, 96 George Street, London WI HSRI
Teh 01-487-5038

B&W IONIC TWEETER REPAIR. Wanted,
someone who can mend my B&W-P2 ionic
tweeters. B&W can't help! Call Roger
Hayhurst, Work: Uxbridge ( 0895) 58233. ( A)

POINTONE MONO PREAMPS TL10-TL12TL25-TL80 — Leak and one AUDIO VECTOR
LOWTHER or PM4 only and PM2-PM6, Balmisse, La Maison Dieu 58120, Tannay,
France. ( A)

OLD TANNOY SPEAKERS. Garrard 301.
Quad tube equipments. Tel: 818/576-2642
David Yo, POB 832, Monterey Park, Ca.91754
USA ( Top paid — Friends pick up in London).
(L)
EUPHONICS MINICONIC cartridge and
power supply. Tel: 0626-61626 ( home) or
0803-25770 ( office). ( B)

'78' GRAMOPHONE RECORDS of opera singers, lieder singers pianists and violinists.
Details to: Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood, London SE25 6UG. Tel:
01-653 1695.

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-Fl

Always required — quality vintage valve related HiFi equipment such as:
Amplifiers: Quad Stereo & Mono systems, Lowther, Radford, Leak 11.12,
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60, etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Goldring 88, Thorens TD124.
Pickup oints & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012, E.M.I., etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Goodmans, etc.
Full "Wanted fig" with prices offered available upon request
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Bristol.
The Vu
Wireless Company, Tudor Houe, Crisham Street,
Manuotsfieid, Bdsto1,1017 SEN. Telephone (0272) 565472 Anytime.
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HE LATEST ISSUE of Music Week
lists, as Iwrite, about 130 new LPs for
release in the next seven days.
Multiply that by 52 and you'll get some idea
of how many titles have to be sifted through
for an annual round- up of the ' My Favourite
LPs of the Year' variety. When Iwrote ' Back
Door' for the January 1984 issue, Ihad the
traumatic experience of trying to remember
all of the good music I'd heard in the
previous 12 months. This year Idid the wise
thing and kept alist of all the possible
candidates. The last thing Iwanted to
discover was that Ileft out afuture classic.
This year's problem is minor: there are still
five weeks in the year and I've got this
nagging feeling that Christmas will provide
us with one or two artistic knockouts amidst
the myriad ' Best Of' releases from such
luminaries as Matt Munro and Andy
Williams. But deadlines are an immutable
force, and Ihave to take them as they arrive
at the office.
Unlike last year's list, for which Iwas
roundly criticised, my Best Of ' 84 does not
consist mainly of releases by the old and
infirm. A quick glance reveals acouple of
absolute newcomers, someone who's gone
solo ( which makes him almost new), abrand
new band made up of old-timers, and some
who have been missing- in- action but
returned in style. Still, three of this year's
best are compilations — sorry! — so my total
conversion to the newest of waves has yet to
occur.
Ishall forever remain aPhilistine, for I
adore tightly constructed pop tunes which
stick in the brain like the proverbial idée
fixé. It was aknack for creating songs of this
sort that allowed me to forgive Abba for any
other sins they might have committed, and
it's what keeps 10CC, Dwight Twilley, and
even the Hollies in my permanent play- lists.
1984 added another name to the roster in the
form of the wonderfully whacky Cindy
Lauper, and Ithink I'll be humming ' Girls
Just Wanna Have Fun' every time Iespy a
wild- looking red- head. Her LP, She's So
Unusual (
Portrait PRT 25792), has already
yielded three singles ( with wonderful
videos), and she's very much to the USA
what Boy George is to us. Thank God
someone has remembered that music is
supposed to be entertaining.
Idevoted awhole ' Back Door' to Peter
Wolf and that should be enough to warn you
of my dedication to his first solo effort,
Lights Out (
EMI America EJ 24 0185 1). Four
months later and I'm still playing the copy
enough to have justified the purchase of a
spare, as well as the 7- inch, and the US
12- inch. Oh, and the cassette version. And a
US copy of the LP. Slick, high- quality rock
music will survive, in spite of the necrophilial
bleatings of today's ' hipper' elements.
When the Everlys' reunion concert and the
impressive video received so much coverage
last year, their old fans waited with fingers
crossed: would they blow out like every
other reunion to have happened in the past
decade? They didn't, the concert was an
artistic and critical success, and everybody's
favourite harmonising siblings were back
together. But that begged another question.
Could they cut it with new material, or were
they doomed to wallow in terminal
nostalgia? Enter Dave Edmunds, Paul
McCartney, Jeff Lynne and afew other
talented friends, and the result is anew LP
which ranks with any of their pre- bust-up
efforts. The Everly Brothers (
Mercury MERH
44) is agorgeous celebration of amusical
heritage, suitably updated and worthy of the
attention of anyone who rates the voice

u

more highly than the synthesiser. Let's hope
they really have buried the hatchet.
They weren't the only singers to revive
flagging careers in 1984. Seemingly out of
nowhere came Tina Turner, back in action
with another fistful of singles and asuitable
showcase in which to package them. Private
Dancer (
Capitol TINA 1) shows that Tina — in
addition to ' out-youthing' Raquel, Sophia
and Jane What's- Her- Name — still has
impeccable taste in material, and does cover
versions that must really irritate the original
artists because they're so good. One of the
best belters in the business, Tina deserves
better than she's received in the past— and I
still think the LP is worth the price just for the
back cover shot.
Another vocalist who sent chills up my
spine is the wise- beyond- her-years Sade.
Before hearing Diamond Life (
Epic EPC
26044) and before learning that she's not
filled out her first quarter century, Ithought
that maybe some new Dinah Washington
stuff had been discovered, or maybe Billy
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Holiday had afew tapes in the can. What I
find instead is that we're being treated to a
new artist who plans on skipping puberty
and is instead going straight for the mature
artist effect. The girl is frightening, and her
vocal textures are up there with the true
greats. Let's hope she's not exploited/ripped
off/tampered-with, and is given the
opportunity to develop her obviously
prodigious talents.
While Everlys fans and Tina's legions of
followers were dying to find out if the
comeback would be more than abringdown, Iwas biting my nails in anticipation
over afar more obscure reappearance.
Having attended the Yardbirds' reunion
concert at the Marquee and heard just how
wonderful the band still sounded, Icouldn't
wait to hear them on vinyl again, even under
anew name. Box of Frogs (
Epic EPC 25996)
didn't disappoint, especially since it pleased
the purist with myriad subtle clues about its
origins. Anyone who knew the Yardbirds
catalogue as more than ' For Your Love' or
'Shapes of Things' will marvel at the way
Box of Frogs gathers up the threads of the
old group's generic experimentation. This is

definitely the futuristic R&B the Yardbirds
always promised us.
That smattering of ' 84 releases barely
covers all of the good stuff Iheard, and Joe
Cocker, Difford and Tilbrook, The Staples
Singers, Michael Ruff, the Honeydrippers,
Julian Lennon (YES!!!), and afair number of
other performers supplied me with fodder
for my system. However, the biggest single
development of 1984— for my needs as a
vinyl junkie — was the consolidation and
refinement of the art of the compilation, now
that the labels have woken up to the need for
untainted reissues ( Rhino Records showing
us the way, along with Charly and Edsel).
Three packages in particular made me jump
for joy, and for anumber of reasons, but all
three show that compilations needn't mean
regurgitating the same old stuff.
Tribute to the Cavern (
CAV 1), though only
available from the club in Liverpool for
which it is named, deserves attention
because it shows just how good old mono
material can sound if remastered with care.
While the tracks are all familiar, the superclean, musical sound spells hope for future
reissues if only someone pays attention to
how EMI did it.
Edsel ( no slouches when it comes to
giving rare music back to those of us who
can't afford collectors' items), outdid
themselves with Can't Stand Up For Falling
Down (
ED133), acollection of hard-to- get
Sam and Dave material, mainly singles and
B-sides. I'd forgotten just how good some of
those B-sides were, and — even though Ihad
most of them — Ididn't begrudge Edsel the
fiver for fresh, pristine copies.
But the compilation of the year, in spite of
the obscurity ( relatively speaking) of the
artists in question, has to be Rhino Records'
wonderful History of Flo and Eddie and The
Turtles (
RNTA 1998). This three- LP set is a
model of what all historic packages should
be, including enough familiar and enough
previously- unavailable material to make it a
true overview of the artists' careers. Pop
freaks love the Turtles, Zappa fans know of
Flo and Eddie, and Iadore both; this package
is more than atribute— it's agift to us loyal
followers. There's asuperbly written booklet
inside, the cover art is delicious, and the
material makes you beg for more. Compare
it with any ' Greatest Hits' packages and
you'll see why Rhino is the state-of-the-art
when it comes to musical retrospectives.
Sadly, though, my favourite LPs of the
year are unavailable to most, because
they're ... bootlegs. It's one thing to be
pleasantly surprised by anew vinyl
purchase; it's something else to have the LPs
you've desperately wanted but no label
could be bothered to release. ( Example: how
many Rolling Stones fans are waiting for the
release of Rock and Roll Circus? Dylan fans
praying for alegitimate copy of his 1966
Albert Hall concert?) In this particular
instance, it took bootleggers— yet again — to
release material that I'd been praying to
own.
The bootlegs are The Beatles At Abbey
Road, the soundtrack to the 1983
presentation, and File Under The Beatles, a
selection of material of the rarest variety.
Now Iknowwhy this stuff hasn't appeared in
legitimate form, and I'm not criticising EMI
for not releasing it; Ionly wish that everyone
could have copies— legally. Oh, well ...
Nineteen eighty-four was avery good
year, much better than ' 83 in my opinion,
though it did suffer Frankie Goes To
Hollywood. I'm hoping that I'll be able to
report in the January 1986 issue that Frankie
was just aflush, er — flash in the pan.
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Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England.

Phone: ( 0480) 57477eFtellx: 32333

